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SPECIAL OFFER
include VAT
& 1st Class

Delivery

^ 081 -744-3087
^081-744-1834

Monday - Saturday Warn - 6pm
Fax: 081-891-6260 (24hr)

FROM 25th DECEMBER 1990

Maxell CF2 (10) £18.50 ...(30) £54.90

Amsoft CF2 (10) £18.50 ...(30) £54.90

Amstrad CPS Parallel/serial interface .£44.95

AMX Mouse + DTP Pack

(Micro Design II) £85.95

Locoscript PC £105.00

PCW 9512 Carbon M/S ribbon each £2.70

The 8000 Plus Collection £13.95

JANUARY SALE!
CF2-3" DISCS £18.50 IH

for 10All branded and 100% Certified I^H

Maxell CF2 - Double Sided for Single Drive

Maxell CF2 - D/S (individually cased)

10 off 30 Off

..£18.50 £54.90

..£21.50 £63.90
Amsoft CF2 - Double Sided (or Single Drive ..£18.50 £54.90

..£21.50 £63.90Maxell CF2-D DS/DD lor 8512 & 9512
Amstrad 3" Storage Box (10 Cap.) £5.95

£7.95

£9.95
3" Disc Drive Head Cleaning Kit £4.95

I

GAMES
ALL GAMES WORK WITH 8256/8512

•PCW 9512 COMPATIBLE
Amhem £15.50

• Bridge Player 2000 with Tutor..£12.50
• Bridge Player 2150 Galactica ..£22.95
• Catch 23 £13.95
" Classic Games 4 Comp £15.50
• Clock Chess 89 £15.50
• Crossgrid

(crossword without clues) £10.95
• Cyrus Chess II £12.95
• Fish „ £1 8.50

G.Gooch's Test Cricket £15.50
" Gnome Rangers £11 .95

Guild of Thieves £18.50

Hop, Munch, Shoot Collection ....£11.95

• Ingrid's Back £11.95
• Jinxter £18.50

Lancelot

Mindfighter

" Scapeghost
" School's Out (5 games)
•Scrabble

Ski Climb Cavern Collection...

Steve Davis Snooker

Tank Attack
,

Tetris

• The Complete Home
Entertainment Centre
• The Sun Cross Words V2
• The Times Cross Words V2.
• Time & Magik
• Tomahawk
' Trivial Pursuit

..£15.50

.£13.95

..£15.50

..£10.95

.£13.95

..£11.95

.£12.95

..£19.50

..£15.50

..£13.95

.£15.50

..£15.50

..£11.95

.£15.50

.£18.50

I

LOCOMOTIVE SOFTWARE
Locotile 8256/8512
Locofile 9512
Locomail II

Locoscript II * Locospell

Locofonl

'

Locofonl

Locoscript II (V2.28*)

24 pin Printer Drive' 8/9

Locotile & Locomail
3 Inch Thesaurus Deluxe (lor use with locofile)

Locoscript PC

.

L £12.95
£24.95
£20.95

LocoLmk (To purchasers ot Locoscript PC) - £22.95
LocoLink (on its own) , .£29 95
NEWI! LocoScript II . LocoFlle (V2.28, 8 series: £39.95
NEWII LocoFont Set 1 . 2 £24.95

T

BOOKS Locoscript, Locomail, Locospell £7.95
Locoscript2 with Locomail, Locospell and Locofile

(Includes Locofont) £1 0.95

Mallard BASIC PCW Intro & Ref £9.95
Mastering Amst PCW 825678512 £8.95
PCW Machine Code £13.95
Program Your PCW (Mallard) £8.50
Using The Amstrad PCW 9512 £9.95
Locoscript II User Guide £14.95

I

APPLICATIONS
Mini-Office Professional

Re-release Package

£25.95

Master Scan * Paint £69.95

Crash Course Tutor (lansyst) £22.95
Two Finger Conversion £22.95

Touch 'n' Go £14.95

EasyLabeller £32.95
Sage Popular Accounts £69.95

Sage Popular Accounts Plus £99.95

Sage Payroll £51 .95

Sage Invoicing £51 .95

Sage Popular Retrieve £49.95
Chit-Chat £88.95
Cracker II (Turbo) £32.95

Supercalc II (Amsoft) £32.95

Money Manager £39.95

Master File 8000 £44.95

Pretext £52.95

DBase II £32.95

Micro Design 2 £41.40

AMX Mouse £48.50

AMX Mouse S DTP Pack

(Microdesign II) £85.95

AMX Mouse * Stop Press v2.7 £79.95

T

DUST COVERS £8.95
8256/8512/9512.

RIBBONS £2.70
Hiahest Quality Guaranteed

1+ 3+ 104
PCW 9512 Carbon Multistnke £2.70 £2.60 £2.50
PCW 951 2 Black Fabric £3.50 £355 £2.75
PCW 951 2 Colour Fabric

(Red. Blue. Green, Brown, Purple) £4.95 £4.50 £3.95
PCW 825678512 Carbon Multistrike £3.55 £3.30 £3.05
PCW 825678512 Black (labric) £3.45 £3.00 £2.85
PCW Colour Fabric £4.95 £4.50 £3.95
{Printer Ribbons for Star. Epson, NEC, Panasonic. Amstrad, DMP/LO. Juki M/S, Oume,
Diablo, Brother, Canon/Taxan, Man/Tally, Shinwa, Commodore) -....P.O.A

T

EDUCATIONAL
(Age 12-16)

Fun School 3 under 5's

Fun School 3 5-7 yrs

Fun School 3 7 and over-
Micro English G.C.S.E £21.50
Micro Maths G.C.S.E £21.50
Ultimate Quiz (5-Adult) £10.95
Ultimate Sums (5-mid teens) £10.95

Magic Maths (4-8)

Maths Mania (8-1 2)
Better Maths (12- 16)
Better Spelling(9-14)

Business Italian

Business French
Business Spanish
Business German
Junior Playtime (4-8 yrs)..

£44.95

..£10.95

MISCELLANEOUS
Printer Cable D25-CEN 36 £7.95
Printer Cable CEN36-CEN36 £9.95
Margin Maker MM3 £12.50
9512 Daisy Wheels £5.95
2 Way CEN36 Switchbox £19.95
2 Way Serial D25 Switchbox £19.95
4 Way CEN36 Switchbox £29.95
4 Way Serial D25 Switchbox £29.95
Mouse Pad (Strong Thick Rubber) £6.95
9512 Pnnter Extension Lead (1 .2 m) ..£14.95

8256/8512 Printer Extension Lead
(2 pes) (1.2 m) £19.95

Stampiton Self Adhesive Labels

(1000)(3 1'2"x1 7/16")

Original Amstrad PCW
..£7.95

..£44.95Serial/Parallel Interface

.

SCA512KRAMPAC
Simply the Best" £113.85

SCA Interfaces (serial/parallel) for Amstrad

PCWs Professional £49.45

Professional Plus

(with clock and calendar) £59.80

ft to Z> Computer Services
49 Heath Road, Twickenham, Middx. TW1 4AZ

NEW!! 9512 Dust Cover Set, covers for monitor, keyboard, printers

sheetfeeder (3 pes) £11.95

9512 Dust Cover for printer & sheetfeeder £5.95

' Quantity order discount please ring

' Education, Govt. Authonty Official Orders welcome Min

£50
' Prices are for Mail Order only and subject to change
without notice.

' COMPUTER PRODUCTS FOR PC's. AMSTRAD.
CPC ATARI. AMIGA. BBC ALSO AVAILABLE.
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Have you ever

wanted to. .

.

,
group 0/MIMBFRS .1ST LocoFile.

IJMKLHMk- _ Unique

Pe cord 'it

Title Initial Surnane

Hrs D L Hheeler

Mdress Mi

24 Dak Place
Epson

Surrey Qi

Date of birth

I2/9/S7

Itm: None CtlrtW Lfiti 1/11
|.ginrai<a«IMf7-b(traetp*BMmgBMii

• Title
Initial

J Surnwe
.- ftddress

Hone phone n
Office phone no
Special interest
Pate of birth

Store names and addresses in a

computerised card index

Vour nenbersMp of the society ui 11 be due for renewal at the end of the
nonth. Since last sear, whilst ue have been able to naintain the nam
subscription unchanged, a nunber of the special interest groups have had

I note that gou belong to the fol lowing special interest grows:*

Keep details of your photographs

or record collection

Sort information into any order

LocoFile is to a card index as

LocoScript is to a typewriter! You can

simply automate your address book or

index and cross-reference books. You

can choose to print labels or keep records

of customers or club membership -

almost anything you can think of!

Information is kept sorted into order -

alphabetically, numerically, or by date,

and at any time you can instantly call up a

record on screen.

lfyouhaveaPCW9512

Then for only £34.95 LocoFile will work

with all your existing LocoScript software.

And if you have a PCW 8256/851

2

If you are still using the original

LocoScript 1 software, then LocoFile with

LocoScript 2 is ideal for you . For £44.90.

you get all the benefits of LocoFile plus

LocoScript 2, the faster, more powerful

version of LocoScript - at a saving of £20

on the separate prices of LocoScript 2

and LocoFile.

{.then you need

LocoFile

To receive a copy of our 20 page brochure

on the LocoScript Family or see LocoFile in

action, please phone Katy Buchan on

0306 740606 for the name of your nearest

Locomotive Software Authorised Dealer.

LOCOMOTIVE
SOFTWARE
Dorking, Surrey,

RH4 1YL

Individually LocoScript 2 costs £29.95 and LocoFile costs £34.95



News Plus ^

Well, the New Year has arrived, and

will doubtless be a time of change -

for the PCW just as much as any-

thing else. It has to be said, how-

ever, that 1991 will have its work

cut out matching the prodigious

output of the last twelve months. A

host of top quality new releases for

the machine has left the industry in

no doubt as to the continuing

strength and vitality of the PCW
market.

Changes such as these are

healthy; but, with anything new,

when the dust settles, it is the

steadfast, the trustworthy, which

emerge as triumphant. In the world

of the PCW, that means LocoScript

- the foundation of the machine,

and the sturdy platform from which

innovation has sprung.

That's why, this month, we've

devoted time and space to the pro-

gram. As well as giving you a free

booklet crammed with tips and

advice on LocoScript 1 and 2,

we've got a special feature on the

PCWs native word processor on

page 10. We are taking a look

beneath the surface of the pro-

gram, delving into those regions

which the manuals don't cover

from two-column printing to short-

cuts in mass file-handling.

And, if the New Year has

prompted a money-eaming resolu-

tion in you, turn to our special fea-

ture on page 46, a guided tour of

the essential raw materials - in the

form of PCW-specific business soft-

ware with which to equip your

favourite desktop companion; work-

ing together, they're guaranteed to

transform your small business into

an efficient, smooth-running organ-

isation, thereby saving both your

time and money. A very happy and

ductjve New Year to all of you!

FALLING STAR
Star Micronics make quality dot matrix printing an affordable option

Star Micronics UK have slashed the price

of their popular LC24-10 dot matrix

printer from over £300 to £259. Star

hope that the price change, effectively

immediately, will mean that a wider audi-

ence of users will be able to have access

to high quality dot matrix output.

8000 Plus reviewed the LC24-10 in

May of this year, where it chalked up a

very impressive 18/20 for its first rate

performance. It is fully compatible with the

PCW, and will download any characters

produced by your machine. It produces

high quality text and graphic output from

MicroDesign, and will even accommodate

additional cards of fonts or RAM, thanks

to a small port below the control panel.

The Star LC24-10 is available from

most major high street dealers. If you

would like further information, or are expe-

riencing difficulty in getting hold of the

printer, telephone Star UK on (0494)

471111.

Meanwhile, Aladdink have announced

the very timely release of the nostalgically

Just as Star

Micronics
bring down
the price of

their popular
LC24-10dot
matrix
printer, rib-

bon re-vam-
pers Aladdink
bring out an
'everlasting'

cassette
especially for

it. And
Christmas
has just

passed us by!

known 'Everlasting Elsie'. Elsie is a 'mira-

cle' cassette specifically designed for the

Star LC (El-sie...get it?) 24-10 printer, and

its makers claim that it will last a lifetime,

and significantly reduce wear and tear on

the print head itself.

Aladdink claim to have landed an

exclusive in the new product, and at

£39.95, it is a small price to pay for a

product which will last for the length of the

PCWs lifetime.

For more details, contact Aladdink on

(08907) 50965, or write to the company

at Eyemouth, Berwickshire, TD14 5AP.

TWIN PEAKS
In November's News Plus, we told you

about a special twin column printing pro-

gram devised by Gerald Lewis of Cornwall,

available free to registered charities

throughout the country.

We are happy to report that Mr Lewis

describes the response to his offer as

being a 'deluge', and he's been hard at

work copying the program on to the blank

formatted discs which you've been send-

ing him (together with that all important

stamped, addressed envelope...).

The response has encouraged Mr

Lewis to develop and market the program

to everyone - regardless of whether or

not you are involved with a charity - but

again, not on a commercial basis.

If you would like a copy, and are using

LocoScript 2.28 or 2.29 on a PCW8512

or 9512 (sorry, no LocoScript 1 versions

available), send a disc, together with the

return postage, and a discretionary dona-

tion to the British Red Cross Society to

Gerald Lewis, 3, Poltair Drive, Penryn,

TR10 8NY.

BUDGET
HARD DISC
8000 Plus can exclusively reveal that SCA

Systems, producers of the excellent PCW

Rampac, are nearing completion of a

major new product for the PCW.

Details are currently rather sparse,

but SCA director Peter Mydlarz has told

us that the product is a "budget hard

disc", which will have many of the features

of the well-known Cirtech Diamond Drive,

but will be significantly cheaper.

The release of the new product

comes at a very busy time for the com-

pany. SCA are involved with the produc-

tion and supply of Creative Technology's

ProScan PCW handscanner. Such has

been the demand for the product, that its

creators have requested SCA to multiply

production levels by eight times the cur-

rent level.

8000 Plus will be bringing you more

details on the new release as soon as

they are available, and, naturally, will be

seizing a review model in the near future.

SPANISH TIES
If your knowledge of the Spanish language

extends beyond ordering 'uno pinto of

Waddingtono's' at the beach bar in

Torremolinos, and you also have PCW

knowledge which you'd like to swap and

share with a Spanish contact, read on.

Javier Santos Clemente (gender

unknown, we're afraid) has got in touch

with us to see if any readers would be

interested in sending tips, listings and gen-

eral PCW information over to the sunny

mediterranean. It seems that there is a

dearth of PCW learning available in Spain,

so all contributions will be gratefully

received.

Javier does read 8000 Plus, but as a

beginner in the English language, experi-

ences some difficulty in understanding

some of the technical content.

So, don't delay, start checking the

Spanish for 'out of data space', 'missing

address mark' and so on, and send your

correspondence to Javier at Mendi-alde,

10, 1 CD, 48530 Ortuella-Vizcaya, Spain.

Hasta manyana!

by Sophie

L a n k e n a u

Cavalier move
Cavalier Software, pro-

ducers of some of the

finest •vertical' (or spe-

cialist) software around,

have moved. Contact

them now at 3, Bryn

Tirion, Nebo Road,

Llanrwst, Gwynedd, LL26

OHL. Turn to page 42 of

this month's issue for a

review of their latest

release, Taxi Cab.

January 91 5



ADVANTAGE! PCW

I

• FEATURING THE BEST PD, k.LA J .

SHAREWARE & COMMERCIAL
PROGRAMS FOR THE PCW

• TRIED & TESTED
I MENU-DRIVEN WITH INSTRUCTIONS

QTY
1 Disc

PRICE
£5.95

2 Discs
3 Discs

£9.95
£13.95

4 Discs £17.95
Over 4 Discs.. ...(each) £4.50

GAMES & EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
VERBIAGE C5.95
Based on the popular TV Quiz "COUNTDOWN". Make the

longest word you can from your chosen letters VERB -

CONSONANT" - the computer will do the same. The longest
word winsl Excellent graphics and gameplay.

TRIVIA QUIZ C5.95
A multi-choice game with plenty ot tast-action graphics and
sound, competitive scoring and a wide vanety ot questions.

Fun tor all ages. "Guaranteed completely trivial" - 8000 Plus.

SLIDER C5.9S
A unique computer version of the popular mechanical sliding

squares puzzles. Pictures are divided up on a grid of squares,
then mixed up; your task is to slide them around to re-

assemble the pictures.

PCW DRAUGHTS C5.95
A well-presented and challenging version ot the popular board
game, played against the computer. Large, clearly presented
board making the most of PCWs hi-resolution graphics.

FUN & GAMES C5.95
Plenty of entertainment with these well-known classics -

Pacman. Space Invaders, Bomber, Maze Game, Hungry
Snake, Pressup, Ping-Pong, Return To Arg, Game of Lite.

Bugs s Golf.

PIT YOUR WITS C5.95
Pit your wits against the computer with these popular games -

Chess, Othello, Mastermind, Spelllt, Rubiks Cube. Stone
(Awari). Blorhythm Plotter, TicTacTo and Word Search Puzzle
Maker.

JUNIOR CHALLENGE CS.95
An entertaining selection for youngsters - Aerial AnUcs,
Battleships, Burglar Bill. Car Park Blues. Fly Race, Biblical

Hangman, MasterMind, Post Haste, Solitaire, Table Tester,

Widget Factory.

AMUSEMENTS AND DIVERSIONS C5.95
Startrek. Lunar Lander, Merchant, Trade. Boggle, Baseball, 3D
Noughts « Crosses. Chase. Quest. Homonyms. Horse Racing,

Civil War, Baccarat, Craps. Hunt The Wumpus. Swarms.
Blackjack. Square, Crazy-8. Hangman American Football,

Queen, Spies, Nim. Dots, Dragrace, Pilot, Strobe.

COLOSSAL CAVE ADVENTURE C5.95
The famous game which originated on main frame computers,
with save and re-load, Plus BESTIARY, "A well-produced,
novel adventure" - Bill Brock Adventurer's Guide.

PCW CHALLENGE C5.9S
Four entertaining cult games from Nemesis:- The Trial of

Amok) Blackwood. Arnold Goes To Somewhere Else, The
Wise And Fool Of Arnold Blackwood, Brawn Free. "A good
challenge lots of hints and tips and a good range of responses"
- 8000 PLUS.

LOGO LOGIC C5.95
Educational programs lor DR-LOGO (supplied with your
PCW):- Plan the shortest route with AIRLINER, Play
ANAGRAMS and HANGMAN, use DRAWING with the LOGO
turtle. Write and print tunes with MUSIC printer and use the

DISC LABEL PRINTER.

FUN WITH GRAPHICS C5.95
PCW-DRAW - simple drawing program - create, save, edit,

prim pictures BIO-MORPH Stan with a simple figure alter a
few generations you have a set of complex and unique
creatures Plus GRAPHIC ROUTINES and README for 45
character PCW screen width.

WORD - SPREAD - BASES
WORD PROCESSOR C5.9S
A powerful WordStar-like editor which offers full screen editing,

full block operations, windowing, automatic horizontal scroll

(line length up to 255 characters), macro functions, word-wrap,
formatting, pagination, find/replace, pagination, undelete and
more.

SPREADSHEET £5.95
For home accounts, mortgage repayments, business and
multiple calculation exercises. 60 rows by 26 columns. Menu-
driven - enter text, numeric value or calculation (+ - x / with
reference to any cell or total). Print facility and documentation.

DATABASE £5.95
A small relational database for storing simple data and
producing reports from the data. Uses free format query
language with macros and commands plus on-line help. A
good introduction to the concept of databases. Disc also
contains a useful Inventory Database.

KEYBASE II £5.95
Menu-driven - Record Set Up, Data Entry. Erase, Count
Records. Set Report Fields, Run Report Search, Display Last
Output. Repeat Last Search, Search & Extract, Set Key Index.
Print Records. Capacity limited on Shareware version
"KeyBase is well designed simple to use and it works. A good
value database." - 8000 PLUS.

NUMBER CRUNCHER £5.95
Does for calculations what your Word Processor does for text.

Retneve mathematical expressions (formulae) from disc files,

calculate their results, modify them and store them back on to

disc. Create files of formulae. Menu prompts and on-line help.

Up to 15 sig figs., over 100 characters, arithmetic, trig, log and
% expressions.

HOME & BUSINESS
FILE INDEX £5.95
Keep a mailing list, addressbook, club membership file or

catalogue your records, CD's, stamps or books. Similar to a
card index system or Filofax. comes with sort and printer

routines. Easy to use.

HOME ACCOUNTS £5.95
A new home accounting program written by a UK author with

all the facilities you need to track your bank account and plan

your budget.

HOME VIDEO £5.95
Keep track of your video collection with this purpose-built

program. Offers four Sort options and Forms Management
System to print in order of title number, video number, global
alphabetic or unique.

HOME INVENTORY/HOME INSURANCE £5.95
Record your valuables for house contents insurance. Or how
much money you're spending, the value of your stamp
collection, the value of your assets. Or use a simple stock-
taking program.

PRINT MASTER (dot matrix) £5.95
Now you can use your PCW and printer to good effect by
designing and printing your own customised Letterheads.
Stationery. Calendars and Greeting Cards. Also prints signs

and banners.

PRINTMASTER TOOLBOX (2 disc set) £9.95
Features a wide range of over 600 graphics for use with

Printmaster plus GALLERY program to view graphics on-
screen before printing.

LETAFONT (dot matrix) £5.95
Change the letters and revitalise your PCW screen with this

set of 16 new fonts. Works with most CP/M-based programs.
Edit your own set of fonts and even print them out.

EXPERT SYSTEM £5.95
Use your computer for decision making, and problem analysis.

BuikJ up a knowledge base on any subject then, by answering
a series of questions, reach a logical conclusion.

THE DESKMASTER £5.95
Comprises a desk-top appointments calendar, calculator,

memo-writer, card-file database. Plus Label Printer, Home
Accounts, Mortgage Calculator. Weather Forecaster.

KERMIT A FRIENDS £5.95
Plenty of programs for data transfer between computers (local/

remote) Access Viewdata, Prestel, Databases and Bulletin

Boards. With Kermit, UKModem7, MEX and verious
communications utilities.

HI-HO FILE TRANSFER £5.95
Originally issued at commercial prices this very straightforward

menu-driven program offers fast file transfer in and out of your
PCW (needs serial interface and null modem cable)

STD CODEBOOK £5.95
Text files containing lists ot all the UK STD codes and
corresponding exchange names in numeric and alphabetical
order. Files are squeezed to get then on one disc.

PROGRAMMING
THE Z80 PROGRAMMER C5.9S
A complete 280 Assembler creates an executable .COM
program from your Assembler file. Plus Z80 Disassembler.

Debugger, Library. 8080 Disassembler. 280 to 8080 Translator,

utilities.

DAZZLESTAR CS.9S
The powerful 280 Disassembler with full set of associated
utilities.

THE C PROGRAMMER CS.95
Not sure which language to go for? Try the Small C Compiler,

a practical and useable Introduction to C. The disc Includes

source code and documentation. Produces executable .COM
programs.

C TOOLBOX C5.95
Examples ot C at work. C source (tor a variety of compilers)
with .COM programs. As a bonus the programs are quite

useful too.

PROLOG 80 C5.95
Fascinating introduction to At. I/O control, database
manipulation, global variables, arrays, blocks, unification etc.

With editor.

THE LISP PROGRAMMER CS.95
Find out more about this fascinating Artificial Intelligence

interpreter. Plenty of on-disc documentation.

JRT PASCAL (2 disc set) £9.95
A professional-quality Pascal Compiler which comes with

extensive documentation and plenty of source code examples.

GOING FORTH C5.9S
A comprehensive FORTH compiler which produces executable
programs. With extensive documentation, library files, utilities.

Four ways to buy:
[7] PHONE: 0242 224340 with your
1—

' ACCESS or VISA number

|~2~| FAX: 0242 226755

|~3~| POST your Cheque or Postal Order

|
4

|
COLLECT from our showroom

UTILITIES
INSTA-MENU CS.95
Locoscript-style menu presentation for CP/M programs. Easy
access to user areas, simple cursor-controlled program
selection for tunning, typing, erasing and copying programs A
good "front end".

IN-CONTROL C5.9S
FILE CONTROL features Copy, Delete. Rename, Print Change
User Number. Change Attributes, Log. Sod, Go To and Word
Processor-style text file editing. DISC CONTROL leatures Disc
Map, Disc Parameters, Sector Editor, File Editor and Unerase.

COMPLEAT UTILITIES C5.95
NSWP Newsweep one key erase, copy rename and pnnt plus
many other features. SUPER2AP Disc sector editor - edit by
track/sector or by filename, DISCKITA disc formatter, 178k
data tormal and 5 1/4" second drive. SCREEN BLANKER plus

a dozen more useful programs.

TEXT PROCESSING UTILITIES C5.95
Print text (eg Spreadsheet) sideways on your printer. SORT a
file into alphabetical order. WORD COUNTER for Locoscript or

ASCII, WSCLEAN, CALENDAR GENERATOR. SPELLING
CHECKER. SCORING CARD, BANNER Pnnters,
TYPEWRITER emulator, SETPAPER. SETPRINT paper and
printer control.

DISC ORGANISATION C5.9S
CATALOGUE your discs and produce a printed index, archive
files and save disc space, MENU SYSTEM, FILE DATING
SYSTEM. DISC UTILITY. SQUEEZE/UNSQUEE2E will save
up to 40% disc space.

HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGES
NEVADA COBOL COMPILER C33.95
COBOL is an Industry standard data processing language,

suitable lor business applications. Based on ANSI-1974
Standard COBOL, Nevada features runtime error messages,
random access and sequential files and integration of

assembly language using the DR MAC assembler.

NEVADA PASCAL COMPILER C33.95
Offers floating point to 14 digits, trace facility, runtime error

messages, linker and assembler, 26 built-in functions, 9 buift-ln

procedures, 15 I/O functions, random, sequential and indexed
tile I/O functions, histogram activity analyser and access to

system calls.

NEVADA FORTRAM COMPILER C33.9S
Adheres closely to the ANSI x3. 9-1966 standard with some
1977 extensions. Advance features include THEN, ELSE,
COPY. CHAINing and TRACE. With two-pass assembler,
random I/O file. 25 general purpose subroutine/function library

and runtime error reports. No linking.

MIX C COMPILER C33.95
A professional quality C compiler which produces stand-alone,
executable .COM files from your C source code. Closely
adheres to the original Kemlghan-Ritchie standard with lull

floating point arithmetic. Ideal for newcomers to C as the

manual Includes a very good tutorial section with plenty of

examples.

MIX C EDITOR split screen, WordStar compatible with

manual C19.95
MIX C TUTORIAL EXAMPLES - ready typed ready to

compile CS.95
MIX C GRAPHICS LIBRARY A ASM UTILITIES C1 0.95

• THE MIX C "WORKS" - All the above items together for

Just C49.95

HISOFT C COMPILER C44.95
HISOFT ZBASIC COMPILER C64.95
HISOFT MODULA-2 COMPILER C49.95
HISOFT PASCAL BO C44.95
HISOFT FORTH C24.95
HISOFT DEVPAC 80 V2 C44.98

Hisofl products include the popular ED-80 text editor, binder
and printed manual. All NEVADA compilers are supplied with a
manual.

Thinking of changing your computer? Then contact
Advantage BEFORE YOU BUY. We offer free

advice for home and business users. Advantage
are stockists for a wide range of commercial
programs for the PCW. Atari ST. Amiga 800, PC
and BBC computers - call in or phone for details.

Dealer enquiries welcome

LOCOSCRIPT PC C124.00
LOCO-LINK PCW-PC file transfer cable and S W C29.95
TEN MAXELL/PANASONIC 3" DISCS C19.95
TEN SOLID PLASTIC DISC CASES C2.95
INTERFACES Serial and Parallel ports for PCW C49.95
PRINTER CABLE Centronix to 25-way D-type C10.95
NULL-MODEM CABLE for file transfer

25-way D-type C10.95

ADVANTAGE (EP) 56 BATH ROAD, CHELTENHAM GL53 7HJ Tel: 0242 224340



News Plus

LOCO PRINTER SUPPORT PACK
Locomotive Software have brought out a

complete printer driver pack for the PCW

range of computers. The reason for the

release is that the printer support pro-

vided by the versions of LocoScript is to

be changed, and separate discs, such as

the 9512 Printwheels. and 24-Pin Printer

Drivers will no longer be available.

The amalgamated collection has all

the files which were previously available

on the Printers Drivers disc. This will

ensure that there is a driver for the printer

which your PCW uses, together with sup-

port for additional fonts, and extra drivers

for other PCW compatible printers. This

range covers over one hundred different

drivers, to cover anything from 'simple

typewriters' to 'sophisticated laser print-

ers'. This variety means that given the

right printer, all of LocoScripfs 'special'

characters, such foreign language and

mathematical/scientific characters, can

be printed out

9512 owners will not be left out in the

cold either - the new pack contains all the

files needed to support all the different

language wheels for the native 9512

printer. The addition of a special file to

support the Cyrillic wheel means that print-

ing of Greek and Russian characters is

also possible.

The Printer Support pack costs

£29.95 and is available now from

Locomotive Software on (0306) 740606.

The previous products, available on sepa-

rate discs, have been discontinued.

The complete printer support pack
from Locomotive replaces the sep-

arate discs available to date

Printer Support Pack

NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS
If you're fed up of struggling through the

manuals, and you could do with a bit of

constructive sobriety following the

Christmas festivities, you might like to

invest in a bit of PCW training to help you

on your way.

Our Club and Training Guide, on page

51 of this month's issue, gives details of

various training organisations throughout

the UK. However, we've just received

details of 1991 courses available from

Applied Business Technology, who offer

approximately 3000 training courses.

The subjects are not, unsurprisingly,

all PCW related, but there is a healthy

selection on offer for owners of that

series of computers.

This includes help on LocoScript,

Sage Accounts and dBase. Each course

comes with an 'absolute satisfaction guar-

antee', and is available on site if you can-

not attend ABTs headquarters in Essex.

For details of courses, fees and

dates, send an SAE to Andrew Toilet,

Applied Business Technology Ltd, 306 St

Mary's Lane, Upminster, Essex RM14 3HL.

MAN IN THE MOON
Moonstone Computing, producers of the

data recovery package PCW Toolkit, have

released a new version of their PCW-PC

file transfer program, '2-in-l'.

The package is, claim the manufactur-

ers, 'a friendly, fast and easy to use' disc

and file manager, which will allow you to

navigate groups and discs, copying, delet-

ing and tagging files as you go. 2 in 1 is

Flipper and RAM pack compatible,

although Moonstone tell us that it will not

work with any hard discs.

The program is available for all PCWs

and costs £29.95. Further details can be

obtained by contacting Moonstone

Computing at Strathcfyde Business

Centre, 31 Clyde Street, Clydebank, G81

1PF, telephone (041) 941 3120. We will

be taking a look at 2-in-l in the February

issue of 8000 Plus.
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Moonstone Computing's new program, 2-in-1 promises to make file han-

dling less of a headache. 2-in-1is Flipper and Rampack compatible.

RHYME TIME
Three Inch Software have just released a

new Rhyming Dictionary, for use within

LocoScript 2. The program is similar to

Three Inch's Thesaurus, in that it takes

the form of a large LocoFile datafile,

accessible from LocoScript with the mini-

mum of fuss.

The Rhyming Dictionary comes on a

720k disc for the B drive of the 8512, or

the 9512 A drive. You must have either

LocoFile or LocoMail installed on your

LocoScript start of day disc for the pro-

gram to work.

To find a rhyme, all you have to do is

to type in the source word in its phoenetic

form, and the program will then deliver a

list of possible rhymes from which you

make your selection. The program seems

simple to operate, and could be very use-

ful for writers everywhere.

The Rhyming Dictionary costs

£19.95, and is available from Three Inch

Software, 194, Amyand Park Road,

Twickenham, Middlesex TW1 3HY, tele-

phone (081) 892 9219. 8000 Plus will be

reviewing the product in the near future.

MAKE A DATE!
A4 Ideas, producers of the diary-on-a- disc

utility Datadiary, have released a new,

improved version of the program for the

coming year.

The utility runs from LocoScript 2, and

has been reconfigured to contain up to

192k of data on each side of the disc.

This has allowed for extra features not pre-

sent in the original version.

The program allows you to keep

yearly and monthly diaries on disc or

printed out as A4 or personal organiser

sized pages. There is also a page a day'

option, or a 'month at a glance' planner for

those of you who need to take a quick

look at advance commitments. There is

even room on the newly configured version

for information such as sunrise and sunset

times, dates of religious festivals and pub-

lic holidays - the list is endless!

Datadiary costs £19.95, and is avail-

able from A4 Ideas on (0249) 815082.

by Sophie

L a n k e n a u

To Crown it all

Lancashire based Crown

Computer Products are

currently offering the

Hewlett Packard DeskJet

500 at a discounted

price. The DeskJet 500s
big brother, the HP
DeskJet Plus, was

reviewed in our October

issue.

The DeskJet 500 is

available from Crown at

£399 - that's a stagger-

ing £200 cheaper than

its usual retail price.

Phone Crown Computer

Products on (0704)

895854 for further

details.

January 91 7



News Plus

All systems go
We brought you news

last month of the release

of SP Software's

'Systems Personaliser'

program, a very neat

utility which allows you to

simplify basic CP/M
commands such as 'dir',

'save' and so on, to one

keypress operations.

The program has

aroused a good deal of

interest among our read-

ers, but we have been

asked by the manufac-

turers to clarify one point

of detail regarding com-

patibility. The Systems

Personaliser is available

for expanded 8256s and

8512s only. To order

your copy, write to SP
Software, 29, Beresford

Drive, Boldmere, Sutton

Coldfield, B73 5QZ,

enclosing cheque or

postal order for £15.00

tear on the print head
itself.

Bird watching
Those of you who have

spent the last month or

so singing The Twelve

Days of Christmas' to

yourselves in order to

find the answer to one of

our Christmas competi-

tion questions, take

heart. No, the 'two turtle

doves' have not migrated

out of the song for 1990,

it's just that our calcula-

tor slipped up.

If you answered

question four with either

21 or 23, your entry will

be valid. Winners to be

announced next month.

ALL CHANGE!
Sadly, this is the last issue of 8000 Plus

under the reign of our revered editrice

Sharon Bradley. Sharon has decided to

give up the high life here in Bath, and,

after getting married in December, will be

moving to a luxury residence in Hong

Kong to continue her journalistic career.

Envious? (grr.grr) Not us...

We're sure that you will join us in wish-

ing Sharon every success for the future,

and may even be receiving a regular

'Letter from Hong Kong' from our new cor-

respondent!

Meanwhile, we're delighted to welcome

Martin Le Poidevin to the ranks of the

magazine as Staff Writer. He replaces

Sophie Lankenau, who will be taking over

as Editor. Martin lists his ambitions as

"becoming the quarter back for the New
York Giants, owning a Gold Cup winner,

and banning all other cars on the road

from Bristol to Bath in the mornings."

Good luck with that one, Martin!

New Staff Writer Martin Le
Poidevin brings American football

and horse racing to 8000 Plus!

— 8 January 91

EWS
HIGHLAND
FLING
In the September issue of 8000 Plus, we

reported that lain Lang from Bishopton in

Scotland was on the look out for fellow

PCW-sters to help him form a club.

Well, his wish has been granted, and

he has written to tell us about the newly

formed SCOTWEST.PCW. Not two

months have elapsed, and the club has

already held two meetings in Bishopton.

Such has been the response, from PCW
users with wide and diverse experience,

that the meetings are now divided into

two tutorial sessions, and rounded off by

what Mr Lang describes as a 'seeking-

and-giving-help' open forum.

Word about SCOTWEST.PCW has

clearly spread fast, and many people

who would like to attend the meetings

have been unable to do so either

because of distance or meeting dates.

However, to ensure that no PCW owner

is deprived of the benefit of the

SCOTWEST wisdom, the club now have

plans to distribute a newsletter.

As well as tips, advice and general

pearls of PCW wisdom, the newlsetter

will contain Wanted' and 'For sale' adver-

tisements. Your contributions are wel-

comed for both sections, and you should

contact PCW guru lain Lang on (0505)

863916 for more information.

Incidentally, Mr Lang decided to call

the newsletter 7999 MINUS', (very

clever), but thought better of it, and has

re-christened it 'CHR$(7)\ which,

BASICcally speaking, means the PCWs
native 'beep'.

COLLEGE DAYS
Word has reached us of a new club in

Lancaster, based at the Victoria College

of Secretarial, Business and Language

Training. The college principal, Isobel

Greenfield, tells us that the centre is the

main training organisation for Amstrad

tuition in the region, and that forming a

club would give local PCW owners the

benefit of experienced teaching in an

informal atmosphere.

The club plans to meet once every

month at the college, and membership

will be on a subscription basis, at the

modest fee of £12 per annum. As well

as the usual help and advice offered by

most clubs in the UK, the Lancaster

group will also provide a disc recovery

service at a small charge.

Tuition and guidance will be offered

for many areas of PCW-ing, including

LocoScript 1 and 2, Supercalc, dBase,

WordStar, Sage Accounts and Stop

Press to name but a few. Postal meme-

bership can also be arranged for those

who cannot attend meetings.

It sounds like a very promising club

- further enquiries should be directed to

Isobel Greenfield on (0524) 33996. Club

News would like to hear how the

Lancaster group is progressing, and, as

soon as you have a name for the club,

let us know!

GUEST
APPEARANCE
The M25 PCW Club are planning to wel-

come in the New Year in fine style in

downtown Ealing. The group, which is

entirely devoted to the PCW range of

computers, have invited Merrick Allsopp

of Cornix Software to speak at their

meeting on 21st January 1991.

Mr Allsopp, whose company are

renowned for their first class accounts

and business software (such as Simple

Accounts, Job Estimating and Product

Costing), will be demonstrating the soft-

ware, and offering help and advice on

any problems which club members have

experienced with the Cornix range. He

will also be happy to discuss program-

ming techniques, such as the ones used

in the development of the company's

range of products.

And, if Santa neglected to grace

your chimney this Christmas, you might

still be in luck. There will be 'generous

discounts' available on all Cornix soft-

ware on the evening.

The meeting will be held at 7.30pm,

Monday 21st January, in Ealing, West

London. Visitors and prospective mem-

bers are welcome to attend; all they

have to do is to contact Tony Brown on

(081)841 3666, or Ken Ritchie on

(0992) 583744 (evenings only), for

details of admission, membership fee

and the all important venue!

FRIENDLY
USER?
Enquiries have reached us from two

parts of the country concerning the exis-

tence of a local PCW club. The first is

from Stroud, Gloucester, where Dave

Bailes is hoping to find some fellow PCW
users. Dave can be contacted by writing

to 2a Selsley Villas, Selsley West,

Stroud, GL5 5LQ.

Meanwhile, in Stafford, Mike Potter

is hoping to start a club for anyone in, as

he writes, 'the Birmingham/Black

Country/Potteries area'. This covers

quite a wide radius, and we are sure that

there must be other PCW owners lurking

out there somewhere. If you're already

involved with a club up there in the

Midlands, why not get in touch with Mike

on (0785) 822861 (evenings, please).

Every month we try to put PCW
users in touch with one another nation-

wide. If you do make contact with fellow

PCW-ers as a result, or set up a club of

your own, we'd like to hear about it in

order to keep our records up to date.

So, success stories please, to Club Feat,

8000 Plus, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath

BA1 2BW.

STARTING A CLUB?
Well, you've come to the right place. Club News is here to give you that extra helping hand you need when you

are trying to get a new PCW user group off the ground. If you write to us with all the details of your planned ven-

ture, and leave the rest to us! Letters, please, to Club News. 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.



.JUST PLUG IN FOR

POWER
Designed and manufactured in the UK, SCA products

are backed up with a first-class telephone support

service and a money-back guarantee *£

gi

SCA Rampacs
• Compatible with all Amstrad PCWs.

• Simply plug into the expansion port.

• Tested Locoscript compatible by

Locomotive Software.

Through-connector allows

continued use of other

peripherals.

# Three versions available-

512K, 768Kand 1.5Mb.

• Upgrades available to

existing Rampacs.

V&*

To upgrade your existing SCA Rampac

simply send your Rampac to us and we will

upgrade and return it within 48 hours

5 1 2K to 768K. £30.39 + VAT = £34.95 post free

512Kto 1.5Mb. £100 + VAT= £115 post free

768K to 1 .5Mb. £75 + VAT = £86.25 post free

If you use Locoscript
you should have a
Rampac- but don't
just take our word
for it, see what the
magazines %ay~

ll-v/W
enr

**ZZ+'m
Amsi'«

d l ~*
990

'!!'s
,

very9ood ^

512K
•Adds 5 1 2K of RAM. Instantly!

• Only £99.00 + VAT.

Total £1 1 3.85 - postage free.

768K
• Will upgrade your PCW 8256

to a full 1 Mb.

• Only £119 + VAT.

Total £1 36.85 - postage free.

1.5Mb
• Three times the memory of

basic Rampac for only twice

the pricel

• Allows Locoscript users to use

the maximum 2Mb memory
on 85 1 2/95 1 2 machines.

• Flipper 2 recommended for

CP/M users.

• Only £199.00 + VAT.

Total £228.85 - postage free.

SCA Interfaces (serial/parallel) For Amstrad PCWs

PROFESSIONAL
Full 8 bit Centronics parallel

port for printers and plotters.

Full duplex RS232 serial port

for communications at all

speeds between 75 & 1 9200
Baud.
User manual supplied with

details of cables.

Only £48.00 + VAT
Total £55.20 - postage free

PROFESSIONAL PLUS
All functions as Professional

Real Time Clock/Calender with

on-screen digital clock display

Demonstration and
communications software

supplied on a 3" diskette

Automatic CP/M time

and date stamping

Only £57.00 + VAT
Total £65.55 - postage free

SCA Systems Ltd., 61 Ferringham Lane, Ferring,

Worthing, West Sussex BN12 5LW
Telephone 0903 700288 Fax 0903 506606



LocoScript 1 & 2

High Speed Loco
2-column print-outs, printing and editing at the same time, group copying, eras-

ing and moving of files - the list goes on. Rob Ainsley sets to work uncovering

20 vital hints, tricks and tips that the LocoScript manuals don't tell you ...

Sorting it out

LocoScript cannot

sort a list into alpha-

betical order, but

there are ways of

doing it - sec the

booklet with this

issue of 8000 Plus.

Two's .

company
If you have a PCW
8256 or 8512 and

haven't bought

LocoScript 2, what

are you waiting for?

It's faster than ver-

sion I that you're

using, more flexible,

and gives you access

to all sorts of things

like designing your

own characters, the

LocoFile database.

LocoKont's different

type styles. Russian.

Greek, any accent in

any European lan-

guage... all for £29.95

from 0306 740606.

Doesn't

add up
Even though

LocoScript is the

favourite word pro-

cessor of thousands of

writers and journal-

ists, there's still no

easy way to count the

words in a docu-

ment... see the booklet

with this issue of 8000

Plus for ways to do it.

- 10 January 91

Whatever you may think of the

LocoScript manuals, you can

be sure of one thing: they're

far better than most computer

instruction books you find these days.

But in any manual there are always

going to be unanswered questions: how

can you move a whole group of files

without having to do each one individu-

ally? How can LocoScript print in two

columns'.' Why is an empty disc some-

times full? How can you split a docu-

ment into two? Answers to all these,

plus a few vital tips you can't afford to

be without can be found in these pages.

Read on at your pleasure ...

1. Indental surgery

The 'hanging tab' - |ALT] [TAB| - is

the single most underrated feature of

LocoScript. Suppose you want to get a

paragraph like this:

NUILS-) 1. The figures**

4 given are based*'

-> on 1989-90.*'

This is the effect we want to produce;

here we've used an ordinary simple tab

If you put a [RETURN] at the end of

each line and a [TAB| at the beginning

of the next, the problem is that any sub-

sequent editing which you may go on to

do will cause the layout to be com-

pletely destroyed. We've all done it and.

therefore, all know how irritating this is.

NUlLb-* 1, Ine t lguresf

4 given here are

based*'

4 on 1989-90.*'

But as soon as you begin editing,

the layout is completely destroyed.

Instead, try inserting a hanging tab -

press [ALT] |TAB] - in the first line.

This shows as a special sign on screen

instead of the usual arrow.

NOTES* 1. The figures

given are based

on 1989-90.*'

The hanging tab looks just like

a tweaked' simple tab on the screen

The effect is just as if you'd put tabs in

front of each line - except that if you

now edit the indented paragraph, it

obligingly reformats to the right shape:

NOTES* 1. The figures

given are based

on 1989-90.

f

But preserves your indented appearance no

matter how much editing you do

2. BASIC superiority

Strange though it. no doubt, sounds,

LocoScript can even be used to prepare

BASIC listings. If you have ever tried

typing in the Listings from 80(H) Plus

but miss LocoScript's features, such as

the cut, copy and paste facilities, then

type the listing in using LocoScript.

Save it with the filename

PROG.LST for example, then make an

ASCII file of the result called something

like PROG.BAS (following the proce-

dure described on the following page in

the box entitled 'Be published, not

damned'). You can then run up BASIC
and run the PROG.BAS listing as

normal.

To view or print a BASIC listing

called say PROG.BAS in LocoScript.

make sure it is saved in BASIC as

SAVE "PROG.BAS'\A and then insert

it into a LocoScript file. (For further

information on the subject, read our box

over to the right called 'Be published,

not damned' I.
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3. Quick addresses
Keep your names, addresses and tele-

phone numbers as a Hie on your slart-up

disc in any group called

TEMPLATE.STD. This is automatically

copied to the M drive when you start

up. so it's always available for you to

look at by simply editing it. no matter

what disc is in the drive.

4. Don't justify your writing

II" you use your PCW for writing, don't

use justification lor any manuscripts

that will be read by editors, as the

smooth right margins are more tiring to

read than normal, ragged ones.

Justification should be saved for docu-

ments such as business letters where

presentation is more important.

5. Copying layouts

Layout codes can be put into phrases, so

that if you want to switch to a layout

you've used earlier in a document, an

easy way to do it is to copy the layout

code and paste it in where the layout is

to start again.

6. Two things at once

It is possible to print a file at the same

time as editing another. While editing

your file, press the |I7) key (in

LocoScript 2. |fl |) and select the Disc

management menu option. The editing

screen will vanish and you will see the

same file directory screen as when you

aren't editing a file. Now you can print,

move and delete files in the normal

way. though they have to be on the

same disc - you can't change discs in

the middle of editing a document like

this. To get back to your edit, just press

the | EXIT| key.

If you want to print out a file on

disc X while you arc editing a file on

disc Y, you can't do it. So. first copy the

file from disc X to the M drive using

|f3] in the disc manager. Then insert

disc Y pressing |f 1 1 lo notify

LocoScript of the change ([17] in

LocoScript 2) and cursor over the file in

the M drive to be printed: hit |P1 for

print. You can now begin editing the file

on disc Y while the file on X is being

printed out.

7. Jam tomorrow
If your paper jams while printing a

LocoScript document, don't switch off!

Press [PTR]: this puts you into printer

control state and pauses the printer.

LocoScript 2: Press |f7]=Document.

You have a variety of options, the one

you probably want being Reprint from

current page (though you can abandon

printing altogether if you want). Select

that one. reload with paper, and press

(EXIT) to resume printing.

LocoScript 1: Press [f5|=Document.

Your options will be to reprint from the

current page (this page) or the start. Set

the option required with the |+| key.

reload paper, and press | EXIT] to

resume printing. If you want to abandon

printing altogether, you want the |I7]

option to Reset.

A. Two columns
You can't easily print out text in

two columns in LocoScript.

This is the simplest method.

Essentially, you use a single lay-

out for the whole document half

a page wide (eg. with a left mar-

gin at 10 and a right margin at

47) then print two pages onto

one piece of paper, offsetting the

second to the right.

LocoScript I: Create the docu-

ment and press [(71 [ENTER |

[I7| [ENTER] [fl]. Cursor down

to the ruler line and set the mar-

gins at 10 and 47 using the cur-

sors and [fl] and [f2]. Set any

tabs if required. |EX1T] back to

the main document.

LocoScript 2: Create the docu-

ment and press |f21 for Change

layout. Put in any tabs with the

|+| key and set the margins at 10

and 47 using |fl|. [EXIT]

IENTER] and then [EXIT] to

the main document.

Printing: Exit the file and save

without printing. You feed each

sheet of paper in twice and, for

each even numbered page, you

fool the printer into printing the

column over lo the right with

the left offset.

You have to print each page

individually. In the disc man-

ager, position the cursor over the

file and press P. Select Print

some pages and |ENTER].

From the next menu select the

one page you wish lo print and

»(iBB.u(itni,OOT tuning '"'
I P112 LSI CM LPS

is f2=Layout f3=Style f< -5'w
_.

etc. - are in Honshu.

i

1

C
b) Kohkaido. Means 'road to the north

sea' hut is further south than

Morocco. Japan's dairy products cose

fron there because it's the only

place where there's roon for the

cons, so on the rare occasions uhen

you see nilk, ask if it cones fron

your knou ledge of the country's

agricultural infrastructure.!'

C
c) Shikoku. Vou can keep any yroup of

Japanese busy scratching their heads

for hours by asking what is Shikoku

fanous for?V
c
d) Kyushu, the southernmost island

Despite the fact that there are

demonstrably only four large islands

in the archipelago, 'Kyushu' neans

'ninth island , Kyushu is fanous for

its sueet tangerines: the uord

Set out your document like this, as

one long thin column...

Idle AS

6=Left Mil
EllWffH

Clear offset
Increase offset
Decrease offset

EXII

...set an offset of 40 for even pages,

for odd pages...

ssrjps

anagewent.
=Print docmtrotB
tamaxsmmR

Print part of document

Nane: JAPAN .1

First page 1

Fron page

Last page 86

...then print one page at a time

using [P] from the disc manager...

IENTER]. You are prompted for

paper.

Insert some paper and

before pressing |EXIT] to com-

...and you will find yourself with a

perfect two-column output

mence printing, follow these

instructions.

LocoScript I: press ]f3]

(LocoScript 2. |t'6]) and set the

left offset as required.

An offset of prints the left

half of the page, and an offset of

40 prints the column on the right

half, so you use the former for

odd numbered pages and the lat-

ter for even.

Then all you have to do is

press IENTER] to take you back

to the disc manager screen fol-

lowed by | EXIT] to print the

page.

B. Republished

not damned
Many PCWs are used

lo write for publica-

tion. If you send a

disc with your articles

on to a publisher (as

well its the printout,

of course), don't just

send normal

LocoScript files;

when the publisher

tries to transfer these

to their typesetting

machine it will come

across as half gibber-

ish. Include an ASCII

version of the file.

To make an ASCII file

Suppose your file is called

ARTICLE.DOC. Put the cursor

over it and press |f7| (or |fl | in

LocoScript 2). Select Make
ASCII file and [ENTER]. Put

the cursor into group of the

disc and [ENTER]. Then give a

new name for the ASCII version

- ARTICLE.ASC. say - and

select Simple text file and

IENTER]. After a few seconds a

new file ARTICLE.ASC
appears in group 0.

i : group t/MUCU, ,J0C

lection

Making ASCII file.

IKh'H'i.nuJ

rr

ISO!

FLIF8L .COH 6k
FLIfSX .CON 6k

fLIPKILL.COM 2k

Making an ASCII file is quick and easy - and makes life

easier for your publishers

To view/edit/print an ASCII

(or any other) file in

LocoScript

Create a new empty file and

insert the ASCII file into it.

Suppose you want to look at a

file called RUBBISH.TXT.
Create a new file called RUB-

BISH.DOC on the same disc,

and. in it. press 1 17 1
([fl] in

LocoScript 2) and move down

to Insert text. Press I'ENTERl

to go back to the disc manager.

Move the cursor over RUB-

BISH.TXT and press

|ENTER | twice. The text

from the file is inserted

into RUBBISH.DOC
which can be edited,

saved, printed etc. as a

normal file. The original

RUBBISH.TXT remains

on the disc unchanged.

ASCII files can only

contain simple text. i.e.

abc.ABC. 123. Any lay-

outs fancier than a sim-

ple tab will be ignored,

as will all italic, bold,

size changes and so on.

Any fancy characters

(foreign accents.

Cyrillic. Greek, maths

symbols) are lost too. If you are

preparing a text with any of

these, don't enter them in

LocoScript. Get a list of com-

mands from your publisher

which will eventually lead to ihe

effects you want in their type-

setting machine, not in

LocoScript. For example, ihey

might want you to enter a-cir-

cumflex as 'a(-)' and e-acute as

"e|/)', so that to enter the word

'pate' in LocoScript you actu-

ally type 'pa|*|te(/|'.
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Why the

name?
The name

'LocoScripl' was

named afler makers

Locomotive (which

name was chosen lo

express a reeling of

speed) wilh the suffix

conveying the gener-

ation of quality writ-

ing from its users.

8. Thick heads
You can get solid headline styles from

LocoScripl by simply going to the small

trouble of overprinting bold letters two
or three limes, one alter the other and

slightly offset from each other.

This is done with a combination of

setting line spacing lo zero for over-

printing and insertion of spaces of dif-

ferent sizes before the text to offset the

text.

BI-JLSIRETURNI
will prim out the word 'headline' in a

thick headline style by virtue of having

gone through a double overprint pro-

cess.

If you have the above sequence

stored as a phrase, under H say. the good

news is that you can automate the proce-

dure considerably. Type out your head-

line and make a phrase of this under T
say. Then all you have to do is [PASTE]

+LSpaceO)(+Bold)«'
CEntre) (+Pitchl7) (+PitchPSD)Bold washes thicker(fl>itchl7) f
(CEntre) (tPitc!
CEntre) j+Pitc
(-LSpace)(-Boln)f

+PitchlS) +PitchPSD Bold washes thicker(*Pitchl7) f
+Pitchl2) (*PitchPSD)Bold washes thicker (+Pitchl7) e

This little routine looks complex, but...

Bold washes -fcH±c:lc«

...will print out a smart looking extra-bold headline

For example, this rather daunting-look-

ing sequence.

[+| LSO [ENTER] [+] B [+| P 17

[ENTER] (space) |+| P PS D |ENTER]
headline [RETURN

| [+| P 15 [ENTER]
(space) |+] P PS D [ENTER| headline

[RETURN] |+| P 12 |ENTER |
(space)

|
+

|
P PS D |ENTER | headline |-| P [-1

H and. in place of the word 'headline'.

|PASTE] T. Your headline is completed.

Remember, if you want to go a step

further and centre things, you will need

to insert the centre code on each line

with a space of pitch 1 7 immediately

afler each headline, or else the text

won't quite centre properly.

Single sheet
•/ Continuous stationery

Height
Left offset

9

Top gap
Bolton gap 2

Ignore paper sensor

Create new Paper Type

Defining a new paper type

called Labels

Assuming you have a file of

names and addresses, one to a

page, that you want to print on 1

1/2 inch continuous label paper,

here's what to do.

LocoScript 1: Press [PTR] to enter

printer control state and press

[f 1] selecting Continuous stationery

with [i] and making the form

length 9 with the gap length 0.

[EXIT] leaves printer control state

and you can then print. Make
sure the print head is at the top of

a label before starting; if things

start to print wrong, press [PTR]

then [f7][ENTER] to stop printing

and then [EXIT]. Realign the

paper and start again.

LocoScript 2: 1. In the disc man-

ager insert your start of day disc

and set up a new paper type as

follows. Select [f6] Settings and

choose New paper type. Set the

C. Labels

Mf5=Pagel!BaiME

Paper Type

~A4
AS
lleontinuous

Use Paper Type
Show Paper Type

Setting the header and footer zones

correctly for labels in the document,

i.e. making them zero

|f5=PaqeB(:BflffiffinBi

Page layout

Top gap •

Header zone e

Page body 7

tooter zone B

•/ Fixed footer zone
Floating footer zone

Botton gap 2

Paper length 9

Selecting the right paper type

David Smith
62 The Boulevard
Anlaby Road
Hull

East Yorks
HU1 7RF

The result prints perfectly onto continuous label paper

details as follows: continuous sta-

tionery (with [+]), height 9, top

gap 0, bottom gap 2. Make the

new name Labels.

Write these new settings to your

start of day disc.

2. In the document with the list of

names press [f 1] for Document

setup and press [f5] Page. First

select Page layout and set top gap,

header zone and footer zone to 0.

Finish with [ENTER]. Next select

Paper type.

Select Labels with [+]. [EXIT]

and [ENTER] back to the main

document

3. When printing out, make sure

that the paper type selected if

you're queried is Paper for docu-

ment.

9. Careful recycling

If you use old LocoScript discs as data

discs for other programs (SuperCalc,

BASIC. Mini Office etc.) reformat them

using DISCKIT before using them.

Otherwise all the old limbo files might

fool CP/M into thinking the disc is get-

ling full: LocoScript uses the space they

lake up for new files if need be. but

CP/M treats them as normal files taking

up space in groups 8 to 15. Therefore

you can get 'disc full' messages in

CP/M when the disc is apparently nearly

empty. Reformatting the disc wipes ii all

clean preventing this.

10. Marginally better

If you set up a layout with different

pilch size, you also have to change the

margin sellings. These are the suggested

margin positions for the five standard

pitch sizes on A4 paper. The settings

give, as near as possible, a 20mm mar-

gin to left and righl.

Pitch Left Margin Right

Margin
1(1 07 73

12 09 89

PS 09 89

15 II 110

17 13 127

To change the margins in a document

(which will probably be

TEMPLATE.STD so that any further

documents created in thai group will

have the same settings automatically,

meaning you only have to do it once!)

proceed as follows. First edit the docu-

ment, then:

LocoScript 1: Press |I7| |ENTER
|
|f7|

IENTER] then [II ]. Set the pilch to the

required figure - type 17 for 17 pitch

and so on. End with [ENTER]. Set other

options in the line as required - italic,

justify and so on. Cursor down to the

ruler line. Move the cursor lo the

required left margin setting indicated

above appropriate to your pitch and

press [II |. then to the right margin set-

ting and press |f2). |EXIT] and

IENTER] back lo the main document.

LocoScript 2: Press |f2] and select

Change layout. Set size from [14] Size

menu. Move to appropriate position for

left margin and press |f I ] then

|ENTER|. Move to position for right

margin then press |f I ] and select Right

margin then |ENTER |. [EXIT] and

[ENTER] back to main document

11. Window dressing

If using window envelopes for letters,

the name and address of ihe recipient on

normal A4 paper with no headers should

be between lines 7 and 12 inclusive. If

you then put the date on line 17 and fold

Ihe letter just underneath, the letter will

fil in Ihe envelope wilh the address in

Ihe right place for the window. This

assumes no headers: for every line in

the header, knock one off the line num-

bers quoted.

12. Splitting documents
Any document growing long - over 10k

say - should be split into smaller sec-
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tions. Long documents are slow,

unwieldy, and you run much more risk

of getting 'disc full' error messages.

Here's what to do.

Suppose you have a document

HUGE.DOC to be split in half. First

find the number of pages in it - put the

cursor over the document in the disc

manager screen and press [P) for Print,

selecting Print some pages. The num-

ber of the Last Page is shown; take note

of it and cancel the print instruction

with [CAN].
Now copy the whole document to

the M drive with [Ol and give the new

name as SECOND.BIT or something

appropriate.

Edit HUGE.DOC by pressing IE]

and move to a halfway point in the text.

You want to move to a page halfway

through, ie. roughly half the number of

pages shown back in the Print instruc-

tion above.

In LocoScript 2 you can do this

with |f5], Find page; in LocoScript 1

you just press [PAGE] the appropriate

number of times (ie. three times to

move to the top of page four, and so on)

and wait for it to scroll through to the

required place. To make the break occur

at a sensible place rather than the mid-

dle of a sentence, you can move the cur-

sor to somewhere appropriate.

Now you can cut out the rest of this

document and save just the first half.

Press [CUT], then [DOC1. then [CUT]

again. Wait until LocoScript finishes its

stuff and [EXIT), finishing edit.

Rename the now truncated HUGE.DOC
as FIRST.BIT ([f5] in LocoScript 1, [f3]

in LocoScript 2).

Now move over to SECOND.BIT.

which is a copy of your old

HUGE.DOC of course, and press (E]

for Edit. Press [CUT1 and move to the

same place as your cutting began in the

other document. You can do this either

' by pressing [PAGE] the appropriate

number of times, or by pressing [FIND]

and giving a short piece of text from

around the halfway point. Press [CUT]

again and the first half will disappear

slowly leaving just the second half of

the document. [EXIT] and finish edit;

finally move SECOND.BIT back to the

same group as the FIRST.BIT ([f4] in

LocoScript 1 . [f3] in LocoScript 2).

Your old HUGE.DOC is now split

into two equal parts, FIRST.BIT and

SECOND.BIT.

14. Capital punishment
IS EVERYTHING YOU TYPE
APPEARING IN CAPITALS? Three

possible explanations.

1

)

You might have accidentally selected

SHIFT LOCK, in which 'pcw8512'

becomes 'PCW*%!"\ Get out of this

just by hitting the |SHIFT LOCK] key

again.

2) You could be in CAPS LOCK mode,

which makes letters upper case and

leaves numbers as normal (i.e.

'pcw85l2' becomes 'PCW8512').To

enter or leave this mode press [ALT]

[ENTER|.

3) You could be in 'numeric Lock'

D. Mass services

The LocoScript file copy, erase

and move commands only handle

one file at a time. It can be

tedious when you want to move

the contents of an entire group to

a new disc, or erase an entire

group. However, you can use

CP/M to do this, In which 'user

areas' are similar to LocoScripfs

group numbers.

Reset your machine either by

switching on or by pressing

[SHIFT] [EXTRA] [EXIT]. Insert

your CP/M disc. After a while you

see the A> prompt.

Copying files Suppose you want to

copy the files in group 4 of one

disc to group 1 of a new disc,

1. Insert your CP/M disc and

type PIP [RETURN]. A * shows.

2. Put your old LocoScript disc in

drive A and type M:[G1]=AV[G4]

[RETURN].

3. When the copying is finished

insert the new disc you want the

files copied onto, and type

A:[G1]=M:V[G1] [RETURN].

4. Type [RETURN] to leave PIP;

the asterisk prompt is replaced

by the A> prompt.

You can of course substitute any

group numbers in place of 1 or 4,

CP/M Plus Anstrad Consumer El

v 1.6, 61X IFh, 1 disc drive,

fl>pip

CP/M 3 PIP VERSION 3,0

*«:[gl]=a:*,»[g4]

COPVING -

CHAPTER.

1

CHAPTER.

2

CHAPTER.

3

INDEX
*a:[gi]=«:*.*[gl]

COPVING -

CHAPTER.

1

CHAPTER.

3

CHAPTER.

3

INDEX
*

Moving all the files from group 4 of

one LocoScript to group 1 on

another using PIP

and they can be the same as

each other. You can also substi-

tute drive B for A if you are copy-

ing from a B disc to a B disc on a

PCW8512.

Erasing files Suppose you want to

erase files in group 5. At the A>

prompt type USER 5 [RETURN]

then ERA V [RETURN]. Now you

also have to erase the limbo files.

A>user 5

SA>era *,*

SA>user 13

ERASE *.* (V/N)?
13A>era *.*
ERASE *.* (V/N)?
13A)user
A)

Erasing all the files from a

LocoScript group 5 - and its corre-

sponding limbo files in group 13

which are in the group the normal

files are in, plus 8; i.e. for group

5 the limbo files are in CP/M's

group 13. So type USER 13

[RETURN] then ERA V [RETURN].

Finally type USER [RETURN] to

return to the A> prompt. You can

do this for any group number

other than 4.

Moving files Suppose you want to

transfer the files in group 4 of

one disc to group 1 of a new disc,

because the old disc is too full.

Follow the steps for copying

above, then erase the files from

the old disc.

which is similar to 2) but makes the

keys on the right of the keyboard (the

numeric keypad) return their numbers

and not the cursor movements etc. To

leave or enter this mode press [ ALT|

[RELAY].

15. And finally...

...always take a backup copy of every

file you've changed at the end of each

day's work on a separate disc. Discs can

fail without warning, losing all those

precious files. So keep backups!

• You're in good company if you use

LocoScript; with something like 2 million

users worldwide, but most in the UK, it's the

most popular word processor used by peo-

ple as opposed to companies.

E. Addressing

A quick way to print the address

of the recipient of your

LocoScript letters on normal

envelopes is as follows. When you

have finished the letter, copy the

address at the top of the letter

into a phrase. (Do this by putting

the cursor at the beginning of the

name, pressing [COPY], putting

the cursor below the bottom of

the address, pressing [COPY]

again, then any letter such as [A].

At the end of the letter, press

[ALT] [RETURN] to start a new

page and then paste the address

you have just copied to the new

page with [PASTE]A (or whatever

letter).

Now in front of each line put

spaces - or better, tabs with a tab

stop set at 30 or so in the layout -

to put the address in an appropri-

ate place for the envelope.

When you're printing out the

letter, after the end of the letter

proper, insert your envelope.

Wind the printer round so that the

1: group 0/UTTER .435 Editing text.

Layout 1 Pil2 LSI CM LPS
uflrtipne '?=Iaumit f3s"Stule f4=St

Printer Wis. Using .Ml .
Past 3 line t/S

te f ?=SpeI 1 f8 ;0etions EXI

but unfortunately thai will have to wait until Saturday utien Dad yets his

artificial hip fitted. V
<i

By the uay, I saw Mr Millians fron next door yesterday, and he says his

uife's aunt, Ethel, has had a colostomy. Bid you see George the other day?

I think he's catching neningitis. And young Jason fron doun the road has

sonething wrong tiith bin I'« sure. It's not natural to have so nany spots.

*

«
As for ne, I still have trouble with ny rheunatisn and sciatica, My back is

still playing up and ny foot's no better. f
C
Anyway, hope you are keeping well. See you soon. (J

f
t
Best wishes and good healthe
1

f
i
V
Mavis?

j, Margaret Bag**

+ S3 Acacia Avenue**

* The Cuttings*
^ Undone

SH6 9TEf

The easy way to address envelopes: recycle the address from the beginning

and copy into the last page into the right place for the envelope

address will start about the right

distance down from the top. Press

[EXIT] as usual and the envelope

is addressed.

On the PCW 8256 or PCW
8512 dot matrix printers, you

may find that you have to manu-

ally help the envelope through the

printer with a gentle pulling action

to help the paper feeding action;

thick envelopes may slew and

smudge.
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Simple Accounts II

Seeing is Believing
Simple Acounts II ha9 earned the reputation of being

the easiest to use book-keeping system
available for your computer.

We would like to show you just how easy it is.

Free Trial Pack
Our Free Trial Pack provides you with ALL the facilities of the full program, including the instruction manual,
supplied on a disk ready to use on your computer. This is a full working version of Simple Accounts II

(although the amount of information that may be entered is restricted) and is the ideal way of evaluating the
program in your own business and in your own time.

To receive your Free Trial Pack of Simple Accounts II, telephone us now or write, including a letter-head or
business card, to the address below. We shall be delighted to send you a Trial Pack absolutely free and
without obligation. Nb. please state which computer you use.

Simple Accounts II is available for all Amstrad PCW computers priced at just £69.95 incl. Vat.

Cornix Software Ltd
Tavistock House, 34-36 Bromham Road, Bedford. MK40 2QD
Telephone : (0234) 219969

///// /////
SketchPad II

New Improved Version

Design and print your own pictures,

letterheadings, etc., with this easy to

use graphics program.

Now compatible with AMX Mouse for easier

freehand drawing. Also import pages of music from the
Composer's Pen II. Symbol designing, zoom edit, plus many
more features.

MusicPad

The Ideal Musician's Notepad

• Prints up to 4 staves
Any key signature

Any time signature

Prints song words
• Easy transposition

Simple, clear instructions

1 A must for musicians of all ages.

Send for details &
sample printouts
or ask at your local

music/computer shop

Composit Software Dept 8/1

FREEPOST
10 Leasowe Green, Lightmoor,

Telford, Shropshire TF4 3BR

The Composer's Pen II

Also available on IBM PC compatibles, ring for derails,.

"The ability of the program to handle even
the most complex musical layouts is

staggering. . . Unreservedly recommended?
New Computer Express.

Features include:
~~"

• Up to 99 staves
• Up to 20 note chords
• 9 octave pitch range
• Any number - tuplets

• Seven clefs

• Transposition

Order now! Telephone

• Comprehensive beaming and flagging
• Full control of note and stave spacing
• Text and standard music symbols
• 'Cut and paste' music
• Print the score and the parts
• Clear manual written by a musician

hotl ine Cheques payable to Composit Software

0952 595436



Protext

A Touch of Class
Even the most run of the mill documents deserve a bit of street credibilty.

This month, Sophie Lankenau takes a look at how Pretext's word processing

codes can be utilised to make your work stand out from the crowd.

The
way a document is presented

on the page can make the all the

difference to the people who

read it. We've looked at the way

in which Protext allows you to create a

structure for your work, with the use of

tabs and ruler lines. The next step is to

enhance structural clarity with various

aspects of stylistic detail - using

Protext 's "word processing codes".

Word processing codes are instruc-

tions which tell Protext how to print text

on the page. In LocoScript. the equiva-

lent 'codes' are those which the 'set'

and 'clear' (or [+| and |-|) menus offer;

emboldening, underlining, double spac-

ing, italicising - these are just a handful

of the effects which can be achieved

equally well in Protext.

Protext has no 'set' and 'clear'

menus. Instead, everything is done via a

short keypress sequence. Admittedly,

LocoScript allows for this too, once you

are familiar with the shorthand versions

of the codes on offer. In Protext, how-

ever, this kind of 'shorthand' is the

order of the day, and the codes must be

learned from the outset.

To boldly gO-
There are two different kinds of coding

in Protext. The first group are known as

embedded codes, and are executed by

the keypress sequence |ALT][x) n,

where n represents the letter of the

alphabet relevant to the code which is to

be implemented.

The first stylistic effect we are

going to look at is the command to

embolden text. Bold text is a simple yet

effective way of stressing a particular

point in a document. This could be any-

thing from a letter or memo heading to a

list of dates.

Our document is to be a summary

of a company's objectives for the New
Year. As you can see from the original

printout, the 'raw' document is quite

text heavy, and there is nothing which

really stands out as being important. We
are going to ensure that certain areas of

the text will immediately grab reader

attention.

The first step is to isolate the areas

in question - the first of which, in our

document, will be the title of the memo.

Move the cursor to the left of the first

letter of the first word. You will see that

this is at the left margin of the text.

Now, press |ALT)[X) together. Look to

the top banner section of the screen.

Protext asks you to 'Press printer con-

trol letter (A-Z)\

The code for emboldening is. as in

LocoScript, the letter b. When you type

it in. you will notice that it pushes the

text to the right by one character, and

that the letter is in reverse video - that

is, black text on a green background if

you've got an 8256 or 8512. and black

on white for those of you with a

PCW95I2.
Although this might look a little off-

putting, it will not appear on the printed

page, and you will soon be able to

ignore it when it appears more than

once in a document.

So far. you have simply told Protext

where you want the emboldening to

start. If you do not insert a 'stop' code,

everything thereafter in your document

will be printed in bold. To cease

emboldening, move the cursor to the

right of the last letter of the word which

you want to be highlighted. Press

[ALT][X] followed by the letter b, and a

second, reverse video 'b' will appear

on screen.

Unlike the LocoScript |+1 and |-|

keys which, respectively, implement and

undo word processing codes. Protext

uses the same keypresses for both func-

tions. This could become a little confus-

ing where many commands are sprin-

kled throughout one document, and is

one area where the logic of LocoScript

triumphs over the speed of its cut and

thrust rival.

Try emboldening other areas of text,

such as the point numbers and the

signatory's name and position. You will

soon get used to the patches of reverse

video, and will recognise the commands

they represent.

Lean machine
Another useful embedded code is the

italicising command. Again, this helps

to add extra emphasis to your work, and

offers a chance to break away from con-

ventional type styling. In our document,

you could italicise every occurrence of

the company name; the psychological

effect of seeing the corporate tag picked

out in such a way has the effect of

promoting the company, by making its

name stand out in the midst of more

humdrum information.

Introducing italics to the text

involves exactly the same process as

was required for emboldening. In fact,

all of Pretext's embedded codes are

implemented in the same way, the only

difference being the actual letter used.

Moving the cursor to the first

instance of the company name, place it

to the left of the first letter. Now, press

|ALT]|X| together, and follow that by

typing in the letter 'i' for italic. When

you want the italics to stop, simply

move the cursor to the right of the last

letter of the word, and reiterate the

[ALT||X||i] command. The text will

revert to 'normal' type thereafter.

Altogether, there are six embedded

text-enhancing codes in Protext. To

underline text, you need to type in the

letter V after the |ALT]|X| sequence.

Try this underneath the memo title at the

top of the document. Turn the command

on by typing in [ALT]|X1|U] before the

first letter of the name, and stop it at the

end of the title by repeating the key-

presses after the last letter of the word.

Sub and superscript are the word

processing codes beloved of scientists

or mathematicians - because of the way

that they can make sections of text sit

above or below the usual line. This is

particularly handy for presenting chemi-

cal equations or mathematical formulae.

Our document does not contain any

such text, but there is still a way to

incorporate the effect all the same.

Dates and times can also benefit from

this kind of presentation, although only

in the superscript form.

Go to the date at the very top of the

memo -January 21st 1991. Move the

cursor to the s after the figure 21. Now,

pressing [ALTHX], type in the letter t. >-

It's logical!

Protext has no drop

down menus to

explain the various

word processing

codes which it has to

offer. On the whole,

however, the letter

used is the first letter

of the code to be

effected. So, 'i'

stands for italic, 'b'

for bold, 'u' for

underline, and 'I'

Tor, er, superscript.

We did say on the

whole...

However, to be

sure that you have

all the keypresses at

the forefront of your

memory, why not jot

them down on a

piece of masking

tape, and attach it

vertically to the plas-

tic surround of your

monitor. That way.

you'll have an

instant source of ref-

erence when you are

first experimenting

with codes, and when

you reach the stage

where you can recite

them off by heart,

you can unpeel the

masking tape, leav-

ing a clean,

unmarked monitor.

!JJl!]].To double our annual turnover of Hannah
reaching record breaking profit levels

ij]2fl.To introduce flexi-tine for our workers,

provision that they, agree to work at the u

served at Burnhan Inflannables for nore th

ij^l.To offer a free, all expenses paid brain

Slagheap Hotel, Firesville.

Embedded codes appear on the screen as soon as you implement

them. Here, you can see the bold command either side ol the figures

genent of QBurnhan Inflannables LtdU, I woul

. we I cone to 1991 - our tenth anniversary as

irld of the pyrotechnical industry. To

niKiiiiri'i

To italicise words or phrases, the command [ALT][X][i] has to be typed

in at either side of the phrase. This turns the effect on and then off.

January 91 15



Protext

Exposed!
Inserting all these

strange looking

codes might well

sound clever, hut the

screen display does

not show the effects

you have created. To

print out a docu-

ment, simply go into

command mode and

type in 'print' at the

prompt. Selecting

'background print-

ing' means thai you

can go hack and edit

a document while

another one is being

printed out.

Of course, there

is a lot more to print-

ing from Protext

than the procedure

described above. So

much so, in fact, that

we will be devoting a

whole two pages lo it

in the near future.

However, you can at

least have a look at

the practical effects

of your lovingly

placed word

processing codes by

executing this simple

command.

Spot the difference

i

-

!«.**! — T.-I*-- WAM IW t-'«i <OV\. 1 1V1.TX

* tm*t
,-..i n»»io»-

,

The original printout of the document. Pretext's embedded codes

can completely transform it, and make it stand out from the rest

The finished product. Simple embedded codes draw attention to

specific details, and add a more professional touch to your work

ll will appear, just like the other codes,

in reverse video. Next, move Ihe cursor

over to the right of the letter t (Ihe one

which is not in reverse video, of

course), and repeal the [ALT||X||I]

sequence. Although the effect on the

screen may look a little crowded, it will

produce Ihe desired result on the

printed page.

The process for subscript - the

effect of having text sitting beneath the

line on the page, is implemented in the

same way. Unfortunately, there is no

call for such an effect in our document.

However, if you imagine the chemist's

Periodic Table for the earth's elements,

with all its symbols, you will at once

see how subscript can be put to use in

scientific documents.

Spaced out
The final 'embedded' code is the com-

mand lo proportionally space your text.

This means that each letter is allocated a

space befitting its size, for example, the

letter "w" takes up a far wider space

than the letter T across the page.

Proportionally spaced text looks much
neater on the page, and will add class to

an official document such as the one we
are preparing here.

To space text in this way. take (he

cursor to the beginning of (he section to

be treated and repeat (he (by now)

UQ31991 - THE YEhR OF PRODUCTIUITYUnj;

On behalf of the nanagenent of BBurnhan Inf lannables LtdtJ, I would
like to offer you a warn welcone to 1991 - our tenth anniversary as
narket leaders in the uorld of the pyrotechnical industry. To
celebrate this inportant birthday, ue have decided to nane 1991 as

Infiamablesfl this year?

ilJJ.Io double our annual turnover of (Unliable goods,
reaching record breaking profit levels

i2i.Io introduce flexi-tine for our uorkers, with the
provision that they agree to work at the weekends

SBa.Io offer a whole extra day's holiday for all uorkers who have
served at BBurnhan Inflannafilesfl for nore than nine years

343. To offer a free, all expenses paid brainstorning weekend at the
Slagheap Hotel, firesville,

Here atflBurnhan Inflannablesfl. we believe that the staff cone first.
So. with the fantastic plans listed above, we're confident that 1991
uill be our nost productive year to date. Here's to a Happy New rear!

iBernie Spark
Personnel HanagerJ!

Surhan Inflannables * Directors - B Spark, It fish, FlaneS

The finished, 'coded' document - a jumble of reverse video commands

16 January 91

familiar keypress sequence of

|ALT||X|. Now, all you have to do is

type in (he letter 'p' for 'proportional'

(Protexl is so logical in its codings!) lo

the left of the first letter, and then repeat

it to ihe right of the last one to he 'pro-

portionally spaced'. The effect is imple-

mented and slopped accordingly.

By the lime you've inserted all

these codes, your document will be

looking quite unlike anything you

would want lo see on a printed page, ll

is much the same as selecting the [fX]

option in LocoScript. where choosing

the 'show codes' option brings a host of

bracketed [ + | and |-| instructions to Ihe

screen. The only difference in Proiext is

thai those codes are on permanent dis-

play, and cannot be removed from the

screen while you are at work. Opinion

is split fairly equally as to the help or

hindrance that Ihe presence of such

codes represent. However, do try to

remember thai ihe codes are not repro-

duced on the finished page.

The remaining word processing

codes which Protext uses lor instruction

are also preceeded by pressing

|ALT||X). followed by the relevant let-

ter of the alphabet. There arc five of

these, two of which have no opposite

number on Ihe LocoScript 'set' and

'clear' menus.

All the remaining codes are con-

nected with the actual 'dimensions' of

the text to be printed on the page - that

is, the width and standard of prim to be

employed. The first two can be seen as

a pair of opposites - condensed and

enlarged (ext.

All together now
Condensed text could usefully be

employed in our document lo present

company details at ihe bottom of ihe

page - for example, the name, (he direc-

(ors. (he VAT number and so on. The
process is (he same for all (he other

codes we have looked at so far. It is

simply a case of moving the cursor lo

the appropriate place on ihe page and

carrying out Ihe keypress sequence once

again. The one we need for condensed

lext is. as logically as ever, the letter 'c'.

This must be typed in al the beginning

and (he end of (he bodom line. With this

command installed, even you have the

power to introduce the 'small print'

common to so may official documents!

The opposite effect - thai of

enlarged lext - can help give extra

emphasis to specific words or phrases in

a document. So. as well as emboldening

our memo heading, we could stretch it

out across the page, ensuring thai il is

the first thing thai the reader looks al

when they see the document. The com-

mand means thai texl will be printed at

half the pitch size currently in use. lhal

is, 5 or 6 characters per inch.

So. repeating Ihe process (which

you might well by now he running the

risk of chanting in your sleep), move

Ihe cursor to the beginning of the head-

ing and press
| ALT]|X] and then '1* for

enlarged. This is actually one of Ihe few

codes which Proiext does not give a

logical shorthand version to - except if

you remember thai T stands for large,

and concede to a bit of grammatical

inaccuracy!

Protext uses 10 pitch - or pica as it

is known - as ils default selling for

character width. LocoScript faithfuls

will be more at home with a native set-

ting of 12 pitch. 12 pitch in Protext is

known, rather grandly, as 'elite', and is

achievable by pressing |ALT|[Xl|c]

before the first letter of a word. This

sets the character spacing at a width of

1 2 per inch. If you move into elite and

you want to get back to the default set-

ling of 10 pilch, or pica, simply prefix

the texl wiih the keypresses

|ALT||X||n|. A useful way to remem-

ber this is to think of the default, pica,

as being V for 'normal' or 'natural',

both of which imply the in-buill setting.

Finally, the command |ALT||X||q|

inserted either side of a word, phrase or

sentence, will ensure that Protext prints

the text in NLQ (near letter quality) as

opposed to the less lidy draft mode.

These small touches can make a

world of difference lo Ihe simplest of

documents - and add extra authority to

official work of any kind. Taking a look

at our 'before' and 'after' printouts will

show you just how great an effect can

be achieved. •
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NEW LOWEJ
PBICES

Don't risk losing
your valuable data
• Genuine Amsoft
• Guaranteed Quality and

Reliability

• Buy from the UK's
LARGEST SUPPLIER

BOX OF
FIVE £

BOX OF
TEN

3" CF2
DISKS

SHEET FEEDER
AMSTRAD AUTOMATIC

SHEET FEEDER FOR PCW
9512 -SAVES TIME AND

MONEY SPECIAL TQ -
price #9.95

PCW INTERFACE

GENUINE AMSTRAD RS232/

CENTRONICS INTERFACE

CONNECTS PCW8 SERIES TO
ANY PRINTER (CABLE EXTRA)

OR
THE PCW9 SERIES TO
COMMUNICATIONS C4 A.
PERIPHERALS £*# 1 .95

MISCELLANEOUS

MOUSE MAT £4.95

COPYHOLDERS:- ,m
EASEL TYPE e 12.98

WEIGHTED BASE.£ 17.99

AMSCASE
3" DISK STORAGE
CASE -HOLDS
10 DISKS 4.95
AMSTRAD PCW 9 SERIES

PRINTWHEELS
CHOOSE FROM THESE9

DIFFERENT PRINTWHEELS
LETTER GOTHIC 10/12

MINI GOTHIC 15

ORATOR 10

.. PRESTIGE ELITE 12

PRESTIGE PICA 10

RECTA 10

SCRIPT 12

THESIS PS
COURIER 10

5.50
POAEM3NPNNTWHEELJ

AVAILABLE CALL FOfl PRICES

ANDDELIVEPY

CLEANING KIT

CLEARHEADfor3- drives

• Safer data

storage
• Easy to use
• Prolongs disk £

and drive life

4.95

LISTING PAPER
11" x 9Vj" 60gsm — nC
1000 SHEETS £ /.33
2000 SHEETS £14*95
(PLEASE ADD E4 00 TOWARDS DELIVERY ON
ORDERS FOR PAPER UNLESS YOU ORDER
WITH OTHER ITEMS. THEN DELIVERY IS FREE

DUST COVERS
HIGHEST QUALITY 3 PIECE

PCW DUST COVERS

PCW 8 SERIES £8.95

PCW 9 SERIES £8.95

PCW 9 SERIES £9.50
SHEET FEEDER VERSION

PCW PRINTER
RIBBONS

GENUINE AMSTRAD

1

SPECIALOFFERCRDER OC=
THESAMEGENUINEAMSTRAD

RIBBONS AND GET 1 FREE

PCW 8
SERIES
BUCK

FABRIC CARSON
MULTI8TRIKE

£4.80 £4.98
PCW
9

BLACK £2.99
BROWN £3.99

SERIES
BLUE £3.99

QUALITY COMPATIBLES
PCW 8

SERIES
BLACK

FABRIC CARBON
MULTlSTRlKE

£3.29 £3.98
PCW 9

SERIES
£2.50 £2.68

MINIMUM ORDER - S RIBBONS UNLESS
ORDERED WITH OTHER ITEMS

AIMS 30L STORAGE BOX
• High impact resistant, anti-

static plastic construction wiin

inset smoked hd panels

• Hinged lid with key operated

security lock.

• Stepped base tor easy disk
!

selection with a capacity

(Of fifteen 3* disks either

cased or uncased.
• Can accommodate up to thirty 3 1

uncased disks.

• Redesigned throughout and

now attractively finished in grey.

ONLY

9.95
TOP 25 SELECTED PCW TITLES

WORD PROCESSING
PROTEXT £3955
LOCOSCRIPT 2 £26.95

LOCOSPELL £22.95

LOCOMAIL £26.94

LOC0F0NT £17.95

LOCOSCRIPT/LOCOSPELL £35.95

SPREADSHEETS
SUPERCALC £39.50

CRACKER II TURBO £40.95

DATABASES
DBASE II £4455
MASTERFILE 8000 £32.95

LOCOFILE £30.95

ACCOUNTS
SAGE POPULAR ACCOUNTS £81.95

MONEY MANAGER £33.95

INTEGRATED
MINI OFFICE PROFESSIONAL £26,50

D.T.P.

MICRO DESIGN 2 £45.95

EDUCATION
CRASH COURSE TYPING £17.95

ULTIMATE SUMS £10.95

ULTIMATE QUIZ £10.95

LEISURE
TIME AND MAGIK £10.95

TOMAHAWK £13.95

COLOSSUS CHESS 4 .-£12.95

CLASSIC GAMES 4 £13.50

SCAPEGHOST £13.50

HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTRE.t14.95

WORLD OF SOCCER....,, v ..£12.95

%. 24 HOUR ORDER HOTLINE 0509 610444 *
FREE
DELIVERY

•(EXCEPT PAPER) ALLGOODS
USUALLY DESPATCHED SAME DAV

PLEASE ALLOW 2-5 DAYS

NO QUIBBLE
GUARANTEE
IFANY ITEM PROVESFAULTY WITHIN 12

MONTHS OF PURCHASE WE WILL
REPLACE OR REFUND IN FULL

CUSTOMER
SUPPORT

FRIENDLY ADVICE ANO AFTER
SALES SUPPORT - ANY PROBLEMS
OUICKLY RESOLVED TO YOUR
COMPLETE SATISFACTION.

ii 11

1

t
COMPUMART LIMITED. (REEP05T (80+),

JUBILEE DRIVE. LOUGHBOROUGH LEICS LED OBR

TEL: 0509 610444 for 0S01 610235



THE WEST OF BRITAIN
YOU MUST ADD V.A.T. TO OUR PRICES

AMSTRAD PCWs With 12 months on-site warranty plus FREE WBBS Ltd DISC
[containing DATABASE. GRAPHS PACK, PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST and

GAMES PLUS-A FULLY FEATURED EVALUATION PACK OF 'SIMPLE ACCOUNTS IF BY
CORNIX SOFTWARE. CORNIX software is amongst the best British software available - a
GREAT otter. And there's more! - We also supply you with a £5.00 ott voucher to enable you to

pick up any of the REELTIME training courses we advertise. Go on - treat yourself!
PCW8256 - Green screen, single dnve. 256k Ram. (Can be expanded to 8512) £347.00
PCW8512 • Green screen, twin drive, 512k Ram. 2nd drive high density £434.00
PCW9512 - Black and white screen, single high density drive, Dalsywheel £465.00

PCW starter packs - all together now!

10 x CF2 3" discs / one of which will be our

free gift pack disc • see above <3" - 3.5*

locking disc box * 2000 sheets listing paper

(11" x9.5'| 3 printer ribbons /drive cleaner &

dust covers ALL FOR THE BUNDLED
PRICE OF £59.00

State machine type when ordering &

state fabric or carbon ribbons

«•••>•••••••••••*••«*•••••*•>•••••

Chansins to an IBM COMPATIBLE???

Contact us re prices and specification on

the followins (and morel):

AMSTRAD - Entire range.

OSICOM - 986/386 (the machines we use)

SANYO • not the cheapest but excellent

TANDON - innovative ranse - excellent.

OLIVETTI, SAMSUNG, CAMBRIDGE, etc etc

••• LINK YOUR PCW TO A PCI —
Like to run your accounts on a PC but use

your PCW as a workstation? Send for

details of Compact Accounts PC2PCI

OUR GUARANTEE
is a bit special. If any computer or printer

bought from us (without on-site

maintenance being offered) goes wrong

under warranty we will collect repair and

return at our cost.

All you have to do is telephone!

Memory Upgrade - for PCW8256. ..£21 .70

256k upgrade takes your memory up to

that of the 8512. Recommended for use

with Locospell and Microdesign II. Very

easy to fit - full instructions included.

3.5" DISC DRIVE FOR THE AMSTRAD PCW..

For use either on the PCW8256 or 9512

but not 8512 (external only) £69.00

PACE - 5.25" 2nd drive with its own built in

interlace & power supply - TDOS software

allows data transfer from PCW/PC/PCW!
Very easy to fit. Also works as fully

functional 2nd CP/M or LOCOSCRIPT
drive ...£115.50

" AMSTRAD PCW 9512 SHOULDER BAG "

Now you can have your own portable

(well sort of) and take your trusty

PCW9512 everywhere. JUST £19.00

S.C.A THE CREAM OF THE CROPI

THE RamPac that supercharges your
PCWI Just plugs onto expansion port to

provide extra area of RAM. Through
connector allows continued use of other

peripherals - Locomotive tested!

512k RamPac £99.00

768k RamPac £119.00

1.5Mb RamPac £199.00

RS232 SERIAL/PARALLEL INTERFACES

With Real Time Clock £52.00

Without Real Time Clock £43.00

PCW Hard Discs for the easy life

Diamond 20Mb PCW Hard Disc £379.00

Diamond 32Mb PCW Hard Disc £459.00

Diamond 48Mb PCW Hard Disc £539.00

Through connectors can be fitted AT THE
TIME OF ORDERING ONLY to allow an

RS232 interface etc to be fitted at the same
time as the Diamond disc

THE ABOVE RANGE CAN BE SHARED BY
MULTIPLE PCWS - DETAILS AVAILABLE.

• NEW • NEW • NEW • NEW • NEW NEW

The NEW HardPak - no bigger than an

RS232 Interlace - plugs on in same way.

HardPak 20Mb hard disc £494.00

HardPak 40Mb hard disc £594.00

No cables-no messing-just brilliant!

AND THAT'S NOT ALL THATS NEW!

NEW SPRINTER : Makes your PCW nearly

2.5 times as fast! Runs faster than a standard

PC Compatible!

SPRINTER: fix to expansion port £77.00

SPRINTER: with 256k of Ram £106.00

SPRINTER: with 512k ol Ram £135.00

SPRINTER: with 768k of Ram £164.00

SPRINTER: with 1Mb of Ram £193.00

MIRACLE TECHNOLOGY MODEMS
WS4000PCW, complete with Integral PCW
interface & connecting leadl £147.80

PACE MODEMS
Linnett-lntelligent, V21/V23 £130.40

Cable to PCW Interface £13.90

Sage Chit Chat Combo £62.50

*»*»***» » » ** * *** *«»** » »•» * **»» * *
J BBD Dint Cover Sets - limply the best *

* PCW8256/8512 - 3 piece grey £10.40 J
* PCW9512 3 piece ivory £12.13 !
* PC1512/1640 state colour/mono £7.85 *
* Amstrad PPC £5.20 *
* Pace 5.25" disc drive cover £5.00 *

********************************
SUNDRIES

Printer stand -any width - rugged. ..£14.75

Printer cleaning ku-PCW8000's £14.60

Mouse Mat £4.35

'Margin Maker1

- aligns paper £9.90

Spike Protector plug - helps protect

computer or other equipment against

power surges (we use them) £10.25
3" Disc head cleaner £5.00

A4 copy holder with desk damp....£19.30
Metal keyboard bridge stand £19.00

DISCS AT
CF2

CF2

3* Amsoft
Amsoft

Amsoft
Amsoft
Amsoft
Amsoft

3" Maxell

Maxell

Maxell

Maxell

Maxell

Maxell

SPECIAL PRICES!
PCW/CPCx 5 £10.50

x10 £17.20
x20 £34.10

X30 £50.70

X40 £67.00

x50 £82.50
PCW/CPCx 5 £10.00

x10 £16.00

x20 £31.80
x30 £47.70

x40 £63.60
x50 £78.00

Maxell individually cased discs are available

as per the Amsoft prices.

5.25" Bulk-Unbranded

5.25" 3M Brand

3.5" Bulk-Unbranded

3.5" 3M Brand

x25 £10.45

x10 £9.80

x10 £8.50

x10 £12.80

RIBBON RE-INK / DO IT
YOURSELF !!!

NEW OUT - 'RIBBON RE-INK' contains no
propellant. A black re-inking spray suitable for

most fabric ribbon types. Now more
environment friendly! £11.00

RIBBON REFRESH - last few left £7.80

DISC STORAGE BOXES
AMS30L (Ams. br'd) holds 30-locks...P.OA

DS40L 373.5- - lockable £8.50

DS550L 5.25' (holds 50) lockable £8.50

PRINTER RIBBONS
PCW 8256/8512 - dot matrix printer:

FABRIC (14m length) x 2 £6.50

x10 £29.25

CARBON MULTISTRIKE x 2 £6.50

x10 £29.25

PCW 951 2 - dalsywheel printer:

CARBON MULTISTRIKE x 2 £6.00

x10 £27.00

FABRIC TYPE x 2 £6.00

x10 £27.00

AMSTRAD BRANDED PRINTER RIBBONS
PCW8000 Fabnc or Carbon Ms x 2 ..£13.00

PCW9512 Fabric or Carbon Ms x 2 ..£13.00

PCW8256/8512 COLOUR RIBBONS
Phone for availability x2 £11.80

SMALL SELECTION OF OTHER PRINT RIBBONS

CITIZEN Swift 24 x2 £9.00

Swift24 Colour x2 £29.00

120D x2 £7.00

HQP40 x2 £15.60

HQP40 Colour x2 £39.00

HQP45 x2 £20.80

AMSTRAD DMP 2000/3000x2 £7.90

LQ35O0 x2 £13.50

LQ5000 x2 £17.50

STAR LC10 x2 £6.30

LC24-10 x2 £7.10

EPSON LQ400 x2 £11.50

LQ500 x2 £11.80

We supply exactly what you order - please make
sure that what you are ordering is going to be
right lor you! We do not sell goods on approval

COMPUTER PAPER
11" x 9.5" Continuous Listing:-

SP/05 1 sheet thick - 500 sheets £9.80

SP/101 sheet thick- 1000 sheets £11.30

SP/20 1 sheet thick - 2000 sheets £15.60

DP/05 2 sheets carbonless - 500 £15.60

DP/10 2 sheets carbonless - 1000 £24.30

1 1" x 14" Continuous (wide carriage):-

1 sheet thick- 500 sheets £9.00

1 sheet thick- 1000 sheets £15.75

1 sheet thick - 2000 sheets £22.50

A4 - (True A4) 80 gsm - Conttnuous:-

Plain white/micro perf x 500 £13 90
Plain white/micro perfx 1000 £19.95

Plain white/micro pert x 2000 £33.50

A4 - Single sheets - white x 500 £8.25

A4 - Single sheets - white x 1000 £13.75

A4 - Single sheas - blue x 1000 £17.75

LABELS - with sprocket hc+es:-

Onewide3 1/2Y1 7/16" - 500 £9.95

One wide 3 1/2'x1 7/16" -1000 £13.75

One wide 3 1/2"x1 7/16" - 2000 £22.50

One wide 3 1/2M 7/16" -4000 £42.50

Locoscript II user guide £19.95
As above but spiral bound P.O.A.
Locomall user guide £19.95
Locospell user guide £14.95

Locollle user guide £19.95
Mallard Basic manual lor PCW £9.95
Protext, a PCW users guide £9.95
Successful credit control £1 7.95
Computers and the law £22.50
Directors personal liability £19.50

COMPUTER FURNITURE : TERMINAL TABLES
SON OF THRUDOOR £749.00

THRUDOOR JUNIOR 179.00

SHINECREST COMPUTER DESK 79.00

SIS COMPACT WORKSTATION £175.00

AMSTRAD PCW SOFTWARE

THE COMPOSERS PEN II - this is the new
version. Well worth waiting for £62.00

FLIPPER II PLUS (not for PCW8256)...£26.00

WORDPROCESSING
(see also Books below)

PROTEXT - THE FULL SYSTEM: £32.90

includes a very fast wordprocessor plus

spell-checker and a superb mail-merge
utility that is almost a programming
language in itself. The latest version.

PRO-EAZE - needs Protext to run £15.00

a set of utilities produced especially for

Protext users containing a variety of

automatically generated invoice layouts/

delivery notes etc. All can be customised

and cany out calculations automatically

Ideal for the small to medium sized
business.

It Is always important to state the type of

PCW you own when you order!

LocoScript II £21.70

LocoCombo-LocoScnpt II & Spell ..£27.00

LocoMail & File-for which PCW? £33.70

LocoFile - state which PCW used £22.65

New Thesaurus-use with LocoFile... £12.80

LocoMail - use with Locoscript II £21 .00

LocoSpell - use with Locoscript II ..£18.20

LocoFont I (10 fonts) £14.70

LocoFont II (6 fonts) £11.25

24 Pin Printer Drivers Disc POA
LocoScript II + LocoFile POA
OTHER LOCOMOTIVE ITEMS AVAILABLE
Digita 'E' Type-typewriter emul £24.15

MAS.S. Easy Labeller - excellent ....£9.1 .00

More than a simple labeller - Ideal for

anything from greetings labels to

consecutively numbered raffle tickets.

SPREADSHEETS
Supercalc II - best general buy £34.50

Cracker II Turbo - advanced £32.00

DATABASES
Comix Card Index - easy to use £25.90

Masterfile 8000-best general buy £28.00

dBase II - very powerful £42.00

Prodata - for Protext users £47.45

Digita Datastore II £23.40

CamsoftCambase £45.00

SEE LOCOFILE IN WORDPROCESSING

NOT ONLY BUT ALSO!
Contact us for dictating machines,
telephones, typewriters, shredders,
photocopiers, computer furniture, video
recorders, fax machines, pens in bulk,

office equipment and office supplies of all

lypesl eg...

Fellows Personal Shredder 50 £129.00

Fellows Personal Shredder 30 £99.00

Fellows Powershred 910 £2955.00

also see next page

BOOKS ARE ZERO RATED SO DO NOT ADD VAT: LARGER BOOK LIST AVAILABLE

Sharpbenders • unleash potential £25.00
Moving into management , £8.95
The small business handbook £9.95
Strategic management/small Business's ..£1 7.50

Working with dBase II £9.95

Supercalc prompt: Supercalc 3 £9.95
Locoscript I l/Mail/Spell/Flle £10.95
Introducing C £1 2.95

Data protection code of practice £12.95

Using the Amstrad PCW W.P. £9.95

IF ONLY ORDERING ONE BOOK PLEASE ADD £2.00 (PLUS VAT) TO COVER
CARRIAGE

To place an order by telephone we will need to know the following:

1. Today s date. 5. The type „,„. number of the credit card you wish us to debit.
2. Your name and address. 6. The expiry date of the card.
3. Your telephone number in case of problems. 7 . Tne item(s) you wish to purchase making sure we know
4. The name of the magazine where you saw this advert. exactly which type of machine it is to work with.

* WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR!!! *
Please make Cheques/P.O's payable to "W.B.B.S. Ltd."



BUSINESS SERVICES K

Carriage is free on orders over £10.00 net - if less please see below i
ACCOUNTS PACKAGES

FOR THE PCW
ii you are unsure which package you need

lor your business please 'phone and we will

describe the various packages in clear

jargonless terms - but leave you to decide

CONNECT SYSTEMS
MONEY MANAGER PCW

GREAT VALUEI £26.25

This Is the very latest version trom the

Connect stables - a top sellerl

D.R.S.- Total Accounting £58.00

Please contact us for details

Meridian Stockmartcet £25.00

CORNIX SOFTWARE RANGE
Comix software is amongst the best of some

very good British software so if you are

looking for easy to use but very effective

products you need look no further - go on

treat yourself to some quality software!

Simple Accounts II - PCW £46.00

Invoicing - PCW £36.90

Job Estimating v2 - PCW £48.50

Product Costing v2 - PCW £48.50

MICRO SIMPLEX

MICRO SIMPLEX A/Cs & VAT MADE SIMPLE

Whatever your business this pack saves

you time & effort by simply preparing

your day to day accounts and quarterly

VAT returns.

Particularly suited to shop-keepers as will

cope with Retailers VAT schemes A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H&J & Pharmacy Scheme B. Also

suited to any small business used to

keeping its books weekly £99.00

MICRO SIMPLEX PUB STOCK £99.00

Most stock controls work on a decimal

basis - but bottles come in crateslll

COMPACT ACCOUNTS
We use Compact for our own accounts

system. The best there is on the PCWI

COMPACT ACCOUNTS £148.00

Sales/Purchase/Nominal Ledgers plus

Invoicing/Report Writer & Intertacer

COMPACT ACCOUNTS PLUS £178.00

As above plus Stock Control S Sales Order

Processing.

COMPACT COMPLETE
ACCOUNTS £258.00

This new bundle provides everything you

need to run a business including Payroll.

FULL DETAILS AVAILABLE.

FULL RANGE OF STATIONERY AVAILABLE

SAGE ACCOUNTS
Popular Accounts £54.00
Popular Accounts Plus £85.00
Popular Invoicing £40.00

Popular Payroll £40.00

CAVALIER SOFTWARE
Simple Invoicing £30.39
Instock £65.00

Intact £65.00

Inbusiness (integrated) £130.00

Diner: Restaurant/fate Away AC'S £52.13

Homeview: Estate Agents - Prog. £169.95

Newsboy: Newspaper Deliveries.. £52.13

Re-Chord: Music Library -Prog £26.04

CAMSOFT ACCOUNTS
PSIL - Integrated. Stock/lnv/Sales/

Purchase and Nominal ledgers £149.00
PSPN - Int. Sales/Purch./Nom £89.00
PPAY- Payroll £45.00

MAP ACCOUNTS
Integrated Accounts £89.80

Other Map ledgers mostly at £39.00

DIGITA
Business Controller £44.00

Personal Tax Planner £2000

DESKTOP PUBLISHING — DESIGN — GRAPHICS

MICRO DESIGN II - A revolution in desktop publishing on the Amstrad PCWI £35.65

RUNS ON the PCW8256/8512/9512 (the PCW9512 needs a dot matrix printer to pnnt).

The manual is comprehensive, immensely friendly, and will lead you where you want to go."

(New Computer Express) - and it's 150 pages long. IMPORT FILES FROM: Locoscript 2,

Pretext. Wordstar. Masterscan. Stop Press and other PCW software.

• TEXT EDITING : TYPESETTING : FONT DESIGN : GRAPHICS :
DIAGRAMS : LOGOS

'The Rolls Royce of PCW desktop publishing" (Amstrad PCW Magazine).

NEW FROM THE PRODUCERS OF MICRODESIGN II - PROSCAN - A HAND HELD SCANNER FOR THE PCW"

ProScan - from CREATIVE TECHNOLOGY. A brilliant new triumph from the makers of Micro

Design II. 'Excellent quality, Easy to use. Cheap.' 8000 Plus Magazines verdict - scoring 20

out of a possible 20111 First CREATIVE TECHNOLOGY brought you the software & now the

hardware to turn your PCW into a serious dtp machine.

THIS NEW SCANNER IS SO GOOD THAT YOU MUST SEND FOR DETAILS £155.60

Mlcrodeslgn II

Microdesign II

t
Kempston Mouse & Interface (Includes Jeeves & Daatafax) £84.00

> Logitech/AMX type Mouse & Interface (with through port) £75.00

Stop Press . Mouse & Interface £60.70

Stop Press - Software Only £28.50

Desktop Publisher & Mouse £51.99

Master Scan £48.50

Master Pack (scan and paint) £54.60

Master Scan not for professional use.

Logitech/AMX Mouse + Interface £4250

Kempston Mouse <• Interface £54.00

PCW DRAW - at last a protessional drafting

program for the PCWI £33.00

INTEGRATED PCW
SOFTWARE PACKS

MINI OFFICE PRO-Suitsall PCWs £25.87

DIGITA SYSTEM 3
(NEW OUT!) £29.80

Consists of 3 modules:

STOCK CONTROL
INVOICING/SALES LEDGER
CASHFLOW CONTROLLER

Not a full accounts pack but rather a suite ol

'tools', any of which may be implemented Into

a manual system:

• INSTANT MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS
• PROFESSIONAL INVOICES/STATEMENTS
" EFFECTIVE STOCK CONTROL

VAT REPORTS

TRAINING

The old 80/20 rule states that:

"80% ol computer users use only 20% ol their

computers capability!' Now is your chance to

break the mould 1 !'

REELTIME

Top quality training course on disc with

instructor on audio tape

RT-LocoScript II - PCW9512 £29.90

RT-LocoScript - PCW825678512 £29.90

RT-LocoScript II - PCW8256/8512 £29.90

RT-CP/M-use your computer! £29.90

RT-SuperCalc II £29.90

RTdBasell £29.90

DESIGNED ESPECIALLY TO HELP NEW USERS

HiSoft Software

HiSoft Pascal80 £33.85

Extremely fast with GSX graphics.

HiSoft C £33.85

Very popular integer C compiler

HiSoft Devpac80 £33.85

Version 2. Very compact

FTL Modula-2 £36.80

Complete Modula-2 development

FTL Editor Toolkit £29.00

Complete Modula-2 source to editor

FTLAPK £29.00

Contains an enhanced linker, overlay

manager and reduntant code remover.

Nevada COBOL £33.85

Close to ANSI-74 COBOL.

HiSoft FORTH £17.35

Easy to use FORTH - very fast.

Knife Plus £1735
The complete disc recovery system with

sector copier and build-file option.

Essential utility for PCW

ARNOR CP/M LANGUAGES
MAXAMII £39.00

Complete POM machine code
development system.

C £27.21

Complete C development system.

BCPL £19.90

Flexible, fast, general purpose

programming language

AMSTRAD PCW9512
AUTOMATIC SHEET-FEEDER

Complete with necessary software.. P.O.A

WE SUPPLY EXACTLY WHAT YOU ORDER
- PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT WHAT YOU
ARE ORDERING IS GOING TO BE RIGHT
FOR YOU! SORRY WE DO NOT SELL

ON APPROVAL!!!

INTRASET SOFTWARE
RANGE FOR THE PCW

COURSEMASTER £17.35

the computer horseracing aid program

POOLSMASTER £17.35

the complete football pools predictor

PERM-MASTER £15.61

lor BLOCK PERMS & SINGLE LINE PLANS

£ PROFIT FROM YOUR MICRO £9.80

use it to make extra income!

THE GRAPHOLOGIST £43.43

analyse yours or others handwriting

CASHMASTER £26.04

master your own finances - easy to use.

SPECIAL OFFERS:

POOLSMASTER * PERM-MASTER ...£32.13

POOLS, PERM * COURSEMASTER. £43.43

Full details are available from us.

PLEASE NOTE THIS ADVERT
CONSTITUTES JUST A TINY PART OF OUR
RANGE OF PRODUCTS (see 'Not Only But

Also' ).WE NOW HAVE A FULL COLOUR
CATALOGUE LISTING THOUSANDS OF

LINES OF OFFICE EOUIPMENT & OFFICE

SUPPLIES (useful in the home tool). FOR A

COPY OF THIS 576 PAGE CATALOGUE
PLEASE SEND £4.35 (£5.00 inc) - and get a

£5.00 voucher against ANY product we
cunently sell

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

IANSYST

Crash Course in Typing £15.60

Two Fingers To Touch Typing £15.60

KOSMOS LANGUAGE TUTORS

French, German, Spanish & Italian - very

flexible courses - each )ust £13.75

APEX BUSINESS LANGUAGE TUTORS

Business Frencri/German/Spanish tutors

each course just £29.00

D.G.C. EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Junior Playtime 4-8 years £12.90

Crossgnd (crossword puzzles) £12.90

Schools Out (5 games) £12.90

Ultimate Quiz £12.90

Sums £12.90

Contact us for details of this range.
•••••«•••••••••••••*

LCL - IF YOU WISH TO STUDY SERIOUSLY

LCL Micro Maths 8yrs to adult £19.90

LCL. Micro English 8 to adult £19.90

SCHOOL SOFTWARE
Better Spelling -age 8 to adult £12.90

Magic Maths - age 4-8 years £12.90

Maths Mania - age 8-12 years £12 90

Better Maths - age 12-16 years £12.90

Physics, Chemistry or Biology

age12-16years:EACHAT £16.00

EDUCATIONAL & FUN!
BOURNE EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

Animal, Mineral, Vegetable £1199

World Wise £11.99

Two excellent packs for ages 3 - 99 years!

TOPOLOGIKA
Giantkiller (maths adv 9-16 yrs) £12.85

Yes Chancellor! (UK Economy sim). £1 2.85

PCW LEISURE

•" GET RICH QUICK - PERHAPS? ""

Pro-Punter (Racing Bet Aid) £39.00

Pro-Pools (Forecasting Aid) £34.60

Although designed as forecasting aids we

cannot guarantee results with the above or

with the Intraset range!!!

— ADVENTURE GAMES '"

Corruption $ £16.00

Scapeghostlll £12.50

Lancelot - 3 Adventures in 1 £13.20

Jinxter £16.00

• The Professional Adventure Writer
*

• Write your own adventures • £18.00

Mindfighter £15.00

Time and Magik - 3gamesm 1 £9.90

— TOPOLOGIKA ADVENTURES *"

Acheton £12.80

Avon/Murdac £15.20

Countdown to Doom £12.80

Kingdom of Harml £12.80

Philosophers Quest £12.80

Return to Doom £12.80

•" SIMULATIONS—
Tank Attack -NEW PROGRAM £14.80

Heathrow Traffic Control + S.B....$...£1 1 20
Tomahawk - Helicopter simulation ...£12.80

Graham Gooches Test Cricket $ ..£12.80

Headcoach - American Football £12.00

World of Soccer £12.00

••• ACTION •"

PCW Challenge (4 games) £10.40

Brian doughs Football Fortunes £9.90

Classic Collection I $ £12.20

Classic Collection II $ £12.20

•" TABLE GAMES •"

Bridge Player Galactica POA
Home Entertainment Centre £12.10

Colossus TV Bridge £11.80
Clock Chess 89 - very powerful £13.00

Colossus IV Chess £13.50

Trivial Pursuit £13.00

Steve Davis Snooker £10.80

Classic Games 4 (4 Board Games) ...£12.80

GAMES SHOWING 5 NOT FOR USE ON PCW951

5

CALLERS WELCOME BUT STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT PLEASE.
If you sec anything wc sell being sold cheaper elsewhere phone us before you buy Open 9am to 5pm. MONDAY TO FRIDAY.

Postage is FREE on orders over £10.00 net. If less than this please

add £2.00 to cover postage. YOU MUST ADD VAT Nn export orders.
__ (

Prices and descriptions subject lo change without notice (trading conditions available upon r

WEST OF BRITAIN BUSINESS SERVICES DEPT 8/1
CAPEL TOBI, FFAIRFACH. LLANDEILO, DYFED. SA19 6PR

TEL: (0558) 823782 - SALES & 24 HOUR CREDIT CARD ORDERING
OR PLACE YOUR CREDIT CARD ORDER BY FAX (0558) B23923 9ani-10pm Mon-Fri.

GOVT. DEPTs / LOCAL & EDUCATIONAL AUTHORITY CREDIT ORDERS ADD 3% TO CASH PRICE



Cut Printer NOISE
by up to 90%

Noisy Printers are a major source of stress
and will significantly reduce the efficiency
of you and your colleagues.

AMGARD Acoustic Hood will cut stressful printer

noise by up to 90% enabling other tasks and
functions to continue during printing.

Not only will you hear the phone ring but you
will actually have two-way conversations again!
AMGARD Acoustic Hood features a 'see-through
lid' with 'memory hinges' for easy access plus
provision for single, continuous and automatic
sheet feeders where fitted.

AMGARD Acoustic Hood comes assembled ready to

use with a model to suit your printer and at a price

that won't make a big noise on your budget,

e.g. AMSTRAD PCW9512 £99, with sheet feeder £139

AMGARD Acoustic Hood, the professional solution

for all printers. Phone for price and delivery for yours.

Free delivery applies lo UK mainland. Prices exclude VAT.

ORDERING: CALL our 24-hour Hotline NOW

O 0993-883277S
PLC Gov't Educational & Dealer
Orders Welcome or send payment to:

or FAX 0993^83333
Stale make 4 mod*! of hardware when ordering

AUG a ll 3 is i registered trade name

Roofc«ryCas1 Oun^l Hnxyaugh
OK.HOI7 2A8 0M3-M1912

A FULL RANGE OF COMPUTER FURNITURE & ACCESSORIES IS SHOWN
IN OUR CATALOGUE WHICH IS AVAILABLE FREE UPON REQUEST

8000*01/91

PUT THAT
MANUAL DOWN
AND LISTEN!

Most people find it hard to learn from the

manuals, but don't realise there's a better

way. Reeltime will teach you all you need to

know, at a fraction of the price of a training

course, all on your own computer!

With instant help via the phone Hotline,

there's no better way to learn. •

PCW Courses:

LocoScript 1 & 2

CP/M Computing

dBase II, Super Calc2 00/» -» —
Mini Office Pro £29.95 +vat

New: The PCW Flying

Start! Master Locoscript _ _ _ _ _
and CP/M - only... £49.95 +vat

Other courses: We have a range of courses for all

Amstrad computers; IBM/compatible PCs; Olivetti PCs; plus

all the popular software including Lotus. SuperCalc, Word
Perfect, WordStar, Ventura & Pagemaker from £29.95!

fceeuZme-

All courses by return. Prices include P&P! Send cheque to:

Head-Line Communication Limited,
PO Box 22, HEREFORD, HR4 8UW

Registered otlice 437, Westdale Lane NOTTINGHAM.

or phone 0602 603623 with Access Visa no.

HD DESIGN KEEPSWJR DTP IN THE PICTURE
CUPART DISCS FOR MICRODESIGN II: STOP PRESS: NEWSDESK INTERNATIONAL: THE DESKTOP PUBLISHER

HD! PAGE MAGIC Th, NftcM. J *,~, ndu^ A NEW SER |ES OF CLIPART DISCS
SS£gS5£3£S--"^" A SET OF FOUR DISCS OF GRAPHICS BY
oOTMind 14 ready nadadecontMlnmaf. Over 70 PROFESSIONAL ILLUSTRATOR PB O'ROURKE.
Matt graphic* on one due £IU0
HD4 CARTOON FUN: Our tnon popular die to

data, contains 85 cartooni indudnj, chef. wean doea.

com. beerdnnker. r > gent, newsreader.

i cofletaon of male and female face* with

vanoui eaprcwont £IU0
HD7 PICTURE BOX: Convened from our PC range

TRANSfERED FROM OUR PC RANGE OF CLPART THESE HIGH
RESOLUTION GRAPHICS HAVE BEEN FORMATTED FOR PCW
DESKTOP PUBLISHING EACH DISC IS SUPPLIEDWTTH REFERENCE
SHEET AND CONTAINS BETWEEN 30 AND 40 GRAPHICS

.

ORDER REFERNCE P80I.PBO7.PB03.PBO4 fllSOEACH

,

HDI CLIPS AND FONTS: A idecoon of 1 2 venaale

fono (Ait 60dp an Aiitn'jom The fonu tompnu of

a*e body £ t typeface* tumble for large areai of ten and

seven headhn* fonu. Opart include! telephone*

irtronaut. ikcieion. pen, penal and a leaecoon of door*

and vmdowi. £1130
[HDI NOT SUfTABLE FOR THE DESKTOP PUBUSHER]
HD2 DESKTOP MAGIC: A d«c crammed ful of d«avt cats. glide.

we Ctapa, include! dop. cau. buf/dmgi, cart, portrara, fveroea, plu

ettctroracf fymbdi. adveruuig aidi and a ipecaal border

and tnm font of 90 lepante deneni which can combine to

produce hundred! more. £1730
[HDI NOT SUITABLE FOR THE DESKTOP PUBLISHER)

HDI IMAGE KIT: 44 larger ;- of ipdiret, camonc,

buuarflici. n»n tamurai. pvdnip truck. Buddha, rosetu.

onolerjdc rocket and many more. £ILS0

HD4 POST KIT: Compmea of 4 i«o of cut a >d parte

lettering, dctapied to print with reduced tteppng of

chancm. Induces a let of olde Engfeth lettan m outline SAMPLER DISC: A COLLECTION OF 77 GRAPHICS
form tunable Tor deugmne; your own tlumnated letten

Plus a idccuon of ready made ugra 'or fain, fetei and

nan £1150
MDII USERS NOTE THAThD* IS FOR USE IN MR* MODE KM'M*VW t~*% i ^£~*t9 ^^£_/T" afSaf^^^V P fi <T~) ^%

of accettory ones ire* colecuon ncludei Tower Bridge.

FlNEUNErORAUOtOOEKN II ONPCW 95 1IMS 12 ONLY •

Thti ipeoal due contaeti a tdecoon of 60 high resoknon graprea uken
PiHament. Aben. Hal, portrait!. u>a ifculL eorneri. cheat drectly from our PC product of the lame name. Theie are not tcarmed
tet. anhe. and a let of decorauv* cut and pane lettennf mHe^ but large neat hne drawing! indud«ig buih!«ip. houtea. office

f» jTf^o ^* '«^*r ii250 eeuaament. butaiett and computer relaud graphia. Suppled
CUP PACK: Formatted lor The Detirtop Publaher *b CWD date complte w«h reference iheetfor t*!2iO
<*ic e a iMection of 780 GRF ftes from HDI I HDI. FINEUNE tS NOT SUrTABLE FOR PCW8754
Some of these cua are »e« of mrror imagei £ 1 7J0

WRITE OR PHONE FOR OUR FREE
PCW CLIPART INFORMATION SHEETS.

FAST MAIL ORDER DESPATCH
CUPART DISCS FOR

MICROOESGN II. STOP PRESS. NEWSDESK
INTERNATIONAL AND THE DESKTOP PUBUSHER.

WKE/ST ORDERING.
PLEASE SPECIFY WHICH DESKTOP

PUBLISHING SOFTWARE YOU ARE USING

£12.50 PER DISC
#720K

CH05£N F»OM HDI TO HD7 ».tS
«i HD DESK* aufwa AHhiw »r oat own
AXTrm AtiD 0€S*N£M SO rOOA«£ «SU«£0 Of ou«
oii^uimt uansi ro usi thim

3 ROUNDTHORN WAY GOLDSWORTH PARK
I
WOKING, SURREY GU2I 3QNr~
(04867) 8 I 394

^r??^M]
VISA



Codes of Practice
This month, Liz Bruce helps you to decipher LocoScript's word processing

codes - the key to producing visually impressive documents

.oc

Q I bought an Amstrad PCW 8256

because t wanted to be able to print all

the things like underlining, italics, dif-

ferent pitches. However, Ifind that

having to slop typing, remember which

menu I want, call it up. make a selec-

tion and confirm it breaks my train of

thought and slows me down consider-

ably. Recently I saw a reference to

"codes" but I haven 1 been able tofind

out more about them. Where are they?

How do I use them and do I have to

remember them?

A I quite agree with you about using

menus to seleet the word processing

effects: it's a most inefficient way of

doing things and it certainly does slow

you down.

When I am teaching someone from

scratch. I don't use the menus at all.

Here, step by step, is how I teach people

to access the effects and I'm sure if you

follow this you'll find life greatly

improved!

I.The most important thing is that there

is only one key to remember - the |+|

key. This is the settings key. not the key

which gives you a + on the screen. On
the 8(KX) series machines it is at the left

of the space bar and on the 95 1 2 it as at

the bottom of the function keys at the

left. If you simply press this key and

wait, a list of effects will appear at the

right of the screen. Don't worry if you

don't know what they all are. there's an

explanation later.

2. You can move up and down (his list

by using the down and up cursor keys,

the arrows. When you are on the effect

you want, press |ENTER] and the selec-

tion will take effect. The arrows at the

bottom of the list just mean there are

more effects than there is room for on

the screen; to get to them, just keep

pressing the down arrow and they will

appear, leaving arrows at the lop to

show there are selections above instead.

To finish with the effect, use the |-| key

in exactly the same way.

3. So far, to access all the effects, all

you have had to remember is to press

the |+| key and wait. You can actually

make the list appear instantly by press-

ing the grid key (that's the one which

has the little number 2 on the numerical

pad at the right). The next thing to

notice is that each name on the list has

one or more capital letters and that if

you press those keys once the list has

appeared, the cursor will jump to that

selection automatically. So. if you

wanted UnderLine. you would just type

in ul. ( you don'l need to use capitals)

and then (ENTER |.

In fact, most of the mentis in

LocoScript work this way and you may

well find that worth knowing. Usually

the first letter of the selection will make

the cursor jump, but where there is

more than one selection with the same

first letter, the first two letters will nor-

mally do the trick. For instance, if yog

wanted to run the disc manager while

editing text, you would press |f
1
1. If

you just press 'd' nothing will happen,

as the first selection is Document Setup

which also begins with D. but if you

type in 'di' the cursor will jump to the

item you want.

4. When you start using the cursor jump

in this way. you will still have to press

|ENTER | to confirm your choice

(although the list will shrink to show

just that option). However, if you make

your selection without waiting for the

list to appear, you will not need to use

|ENTER| at all. That's why there is a

delay, to give you lime to make your

selection. So. to select UnderLine. you

would just press [+] ul and carry on typ-

ing, then [-1 ul when you had finished

the underlined section.

Don't worry if you are slow - the

list will simply appear. If you are con-

centrating on the keyboard, you may get

a bleep if you think you have entered

the code then carry on typing, when in

fact, you have been slightly too slow.

Again, don't worry. If you look at the

screen, you will see the short menu over

to the right, and you need only press

| ENTER |
to confirm the choice.

If you follow this program you will

find you pick up the most common

codes very quickly, such as | + |i for ital-

ics. |+|ul for underline. | + )ce for centre

and so on. The nice thing is that if you

forget which one you need you can still

use the list. This is much quicker than

using the menus and soon becomes

quite automatic so that it doesn't dis-

tract you from the text you are typing at

all.

Just one other thing. You will have

noticed that some of the selections, such

as Pitch and Line Spacing have ques-

tion marks after them. This is because
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showing all LocoScript's word processing codes. [CAN) removes it

these items need a number entered to

tell tbe computer exactly what you

want. If you use (+] p to access the

pitch, for instance, the selection 'Pitch'

will appear at the top right of the screen

with question marks asking for the pilch

you require.

So, type in 12 or 15 or whichever

you want, ihen press |ENTER| to

confirm your choice. However, you can

slill make the alteration without wailing

for the little menu lo appear as long as

you remember to press [ENTER] which

is always needed when a number is cho-

sen. So. to select Pitch 1 7. the key

strokes would be |+lpl7 |ENTER|.

Q Can you please explain exactly

what all the items on the list of word

processing codes actually do?

A Certainly. Here's a list, complete



Locotips1
with key strokes to access them the

quick way. and an explanation, working

from top to bottom. You might like to

make a copy and keep it handy until you

get used to this way of doing things.

Bold [+] b

For extra emphasis

CEnter |+] ce

Centres text between margins:

You don't need to use the [-] key to stop

this as it cancels automatically when

IRETURNJisused.

CR extra 1+) cr

Carriage return extra. Some people pre-

fer to indent their paragraphs instead of

leaving a space. They often like a little

extra gap, but not a whole space. For

instance, they may want an extra half a

line at the end of each paragraph. By

setting the carriage return extra to a

half, they will get that extra half line

whenever they press [RETURN].
Remember you will have to use

|ENTER] after you type in die number.

Double !+| d

Sometimes people think this is the com-

mand for double width pitch, but it is

actually short for double strike. It's

really the same as bold, but has a

slightly different effect depending

whether you are using draft or high

quality print. The printer adjusts auto-

matically, so don't worry about it.

Italic [+] i

Self explanatory!

Justify [+]j

Justifies one line, where the whole text

is not set to justify. Justification simply

means that the text is straight down the

right hand side as well as the left.

Keep [+] k

Allows you to tell the computer to keep

certain lines together at the top or bot-

tom of the page. I have found it is usu-

ally simpler, though, to let the text do

what it likes and go through the whole

thing later putting in page breaks where

I want them. This is selection where a

number is necessary.

Layout ]+] It

Allows you to enter a layout from the

stock layouts simply by entering the

number of that layout (if you can

remember it!). Again, a number is

necessary, so you also need [ENTER]

Line Pitch [+] Ip

Lets you change the line pitch, which is

the number of lines printed per inch.

Experiment with this before using it in

earnest as things don't always print out

the way you expect!

Line Spacing [+] Is

You can change the line spacing, which

is the number of lines left blank

between each printed line, by using this

plus a number. Remember you can use a

half value. A line spacing of one and a

half is particularly suitable for letters,

for instance and line spacing 2, or "dou-

ble spacing" is normally used for reports

Last Line[+] LL
Means, in effect, 'make this line the last

line on the page". This is different from

putting in an 'End Page Here' sign, as it

allows other lines to be put in front of

the line marked "Last Line" as long as

there is room.

Last Page Number [+] LPN
LocoScript allows you to number the

pages of an important or confidential

document as page 8 of 10, for instance,

so that it is obvious if a page is missing.

You have to tell the program what that

last number should be, as you may have

kept a document in different parts.

The program will then print the page

numbers appropriately. You would nor-

mally do this in a header or footer.

Mail [+] m
Used to indicate the beginning of a

mailmerge command. [-]m indicates the

end.

Pitch [+] p

Enters the pitch you want. This is mea-

sured in characters per inch, so pitch 12

is 12 characters per inch. The printout

below shows the actual effects of the

varying pitch sizes, but here is a list for

reference purposes, together with the

key commands for implementing them.

Pitch 17 [+] pl7

1 7 characters to the inch, or pitch 1 7.

Pitch 17 D |+] pl7d

Double width characters.

Pitch 15 [+] pl5

15 characters to the inch, or pitch 15.

you can also set the first page number to

whatever you wish and the pages will be

numbered consecutively from that num-

ber. So. you can keep things like large

reports or books split up into smaller

documents and still keep the page num-

bering correct.

Reverse ]+] rv

Has no effect on the printout, but prints

black on green on the screen. Useful to

draw your attention to things which

have to be changed, for instance in form

letters.

Right Align [+] ra

Called Right Justify in Locoscript 1 . this

effect prints the text from the right hand

margin instead of the left, like this:

This is right aligned.

Useful for dates and addresses.

SiC]+]sc

Marks a word as spelled correctly so it

is ignored by the spell checker. It is par-

ticularly useful in front of names which

you know the spell checker will query.

SuBscript[+] sb

Prints half size characters dropped half a

line. The effect is useful for scientific or

mathematical phrases, such as H20.
where the 2 is in subscript.

Superscript [+] sp

As above, but above the line instead of

below. For example, in 789 to the power

5, (7895) the 5 can be put into super-

script for definition.

UnderLine [+] ul

Underlines everything, including spaces

between words.

Word underline [+] w
Underlines only the letters themselves,

Pitch 17 l+l 17 This Mini 17 characters to the inch, or pitch 17

Pitch 17D t+lpl7d Double width character
Pilch 15 t*lpl5 15 characters to the inch

Pitch 15D t+Jpl5d Double width in Pitch 15
Pitch 12 t+]pl2 12 characters to the inch - the 8000 series default

Pitch 12d (*]pl2 Double width in Pitch 12
Pilch 10 t+lplO 10 characters
Pitch lOd t+lplOd "The 1 <-. i-ses t. size

Here you can see the actual effects of LocoScript's character pilch variations.

Pitch IS D |+] pl5d

Double width characters in pitch 15.

Pitch 12 [+] pl2

12 characters to the inch.

Pitch 1 2 HI-
|
pi 2il

Double width characters in pitch 12.

Pitch 10 [+] plO

10 characters per inch.

Pitch 10 D [+] plOd

The largest size of all.

Page Number (+] pn

Tells the program to number the pages,

usually in a header or footer. Remember

not the spaces in between. Cancelling

this is a little confusing; for some rea-

son, the cancel is not [-] w but [-] ul.

Unit [+] ut

Puts a marker in the text which you can

then jump to by using the [UNIT] key

([PARA] with [SHIFT]). Particularly

useful if you are using find/exchange

and wish to return to where you started

after the routine is complete.

That's all there is to it! In general, all

these effects or codes are reversed by

typing in [-] followed by the implement-

ing code. You will soon become accus-

tomed to the shorthand in play, and will

be using LocoScript's codes regularly.
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Transferred to an IBM PS/2 with LocoLink

and edited with LocoScript PC

Upgrading from a PCW to a PC used

to be difficult. Now it's easy with LocoScript PC

and LocoLink, because you don't have to learn

a new word processor.

LocoScript PC has the same look and feel

as LocoScript on the PCW so you'll be able to

start work immediately. But the difference

you'll really notice is the speed - LocoScript PC

is much faster and more powerful than

LocoScript on the PCW.

LocoScript PC not only includes the word

processor you're familiar with on the PCW, but

also LocoFile, LocoMail and LocoSpell plus

support for over 400 different printers all in one

package!

Using LocoLink, our unique transfer

package, you can take all your LocoScript

documents and datafiles to any PC. LocoScript PC

lets you keep all your characters and formatting

commands - saving you the trouble of re-typing!

So why waste time learning a new word

processor when you can have LocoScript PC?

LocoScript PC costs £125 + VAT

LocoLink costs £29.95 + VAT

If you would like to see how easy it is to

move to a PC, telephone Katy Buchan on

(0306) 740606 for the name of your nearest

Locomotive Software Authorised Dealer.

LOCOMOTIVE
SOFTWARE
Dorking, Surrey,

RH4 1YL



Crosswords

Give us a Clue
Crosswords that have graced the pages of two national newspapers on

your very own PCW screen? Whatever next? Alec Rae reviews the PCW
versions of The Sun and The Times Crosswords - Volumes 4

Pluses
i
A great way to

learn how to do

cryptic crosswords

You don't need to

buy the Sun to

do the crossword.

Minuses
Not a great

Intellectual

challenge

Not as classy as

doing the Times

crossword

It's the wrong

crossword to take

this seriously

Challenge 2/5

Addictlveness 2/5

Ease ot use 4/5

Documentation 5/5

8000 Plus

Value'

Sun Crossword -
Volume 4

£18.95
Akom Ltd • 081 852 4575

'Fiery orb combines with what never

passes between friends to create an

intellectual challenge for a seven year

old (3.9)'. If you don't know the answer

to that but would like to. you are proba-

bly the person to invest in the latest Sun

Computer Crossword.

For. strangely enough, it is probably

the person who can't do crosswords

who would get the best value out of this

collection of puzzles. If nothing else,

the package, produced by Akorn Ltd,

does provide a perfect introduction to

cryptic crosswords.

Like computers, crosswords are not

half as hard as they seem when you first

tackle them. With crosswords,

particularly, it is largely a matter of

technique - learning the half dozen or

so methods that crosswords compilers

have devised to confuse you.

Once you have learnt to spot the

different types of clues and become

used to the favourite words of the com-

pilers, you can usually rattle through

your regular crossword very profession-

ally indeed.

But where do you learn this arcane

art? Who is going to introduce you to

the occult mysteries of anagrams,

acronymns and abbreviations?

Into the compilers' brain
For the beginner, the documentation

accompanying the program will be as

useful as the program. In the manual.

Edmund Akenhead. former Editor of the

Times Crossword and the compiler of

these discs, has made a slab at explain-

ing the convoluted workings of the

crossword compiler's brain (now there's

a frightening thought). There is a full

explanation of every clue in the first

puzzle on the disc and a pretty compre-

hensive list of abbreviations sure to be

appreciated by any crossword addict.

And it does provide you with

around 25 real cryptic clues for each

puzzle - and they're not the nasty syn-

onym ones you get with those 'coffee

break' puzzles.

The problem is that, having mas-

tered the art. would vou find the Sun

crossword enough of a challenge to

plough your way through all 60 puzzles

on the disc?

Admittedly this is volume four,

which presumably means that the other

volumes have sold well enough to war-

rant a fourth being produced.

Who are these people?
But it is quite difficult to work out who

can time hbw long you take and give

you a score for how many clues you got

right. But again does this appeal to the

average Sun crossword solver?

You may begin
Timing how long it takes to complete a

puzzle is only really worthwhile if you

can hope to achieve some kind of kudos

from it all.
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EXPERT

A typical Sun crossword which, as you can see. has been completed in 4 minutes, 51

seconds without any help from the PCW at all. It's official: expert status has been reached!

is actually buying them. People tackle a

crossword for two reasons: either they

want a challenge or they've some time

to kill. Without trying to sound superior

about this, it must be admitted that Sun

crossword compilers seem to be aiming

more for the latter than the former.

It is, on the other hand, perfectly

understandable that crossword addicts

should flock to buy a disc like the other

offering reviewed on this spread: the

Times Computer Crossword (volume

four). But would the person who enjoys

filling in a few spare moments of a tea-

break or a boring half hour on the train

doing the Sun crossword, sit down of an

evening in front of a PCW and put in

the concentration and dedication needed

to complete a puzzle at one silting? You

can't fold up your PCW and slip it in

your pocket for when you get a spare

moment.

One of the major selling points of a

computerised crossword puzzle is that it

If you can enter the Times cross-

word competition and complete each

puzzle in an average four minutes 1

1

seconds, you will, almost certainly, find

yourself being interviewed by the BBC.

Go into work tommorrow and announce

"Hey everybody! I completed the Sun

crossword last night in 1 2 minutes 23

seconds" and you could get a few

strange looks.

Timing each puzzle also puts a

strange pressure on you. quite in con-

flict with the whole ethos (anagram of

'those') of Sun crosswords. You can live

with taking one and a half hours to com-

plete the Times crossword. Take the

same time over a Sun version and you

might well -justifiably - contemplate

suicide.

It means that, once started, you dare

not leave your green screen for as much

as a cup of coffee just in case - Heaven

forbid - you should take more than half

an hour to complete the puzzle. •

m



Times Crossword •

Volume 4

£19.95
Akom Ltd • 081 852 4575

Ii is. however, when you get to the

Times disc that these computer cross-

words actually begin to come into their

own. Unlike the first disc of Sun puz-

zles that we looked at. there definitely

exists a breed of crossword buffs who

would, quite happily, sit down at their

PCW of an evening and practice doing a

Times crossword against the clock.

There is a real feeling of achieve-

ment to be gained in completing each

puzzle: an even greater feeling of

accomplishment settles over you. how-

ever, whenever you succeed in securing

a good score or an 'expert' rating.

And. of course, because of the numer-

ous advantages which computer tech-

nology inevitably brings your way. you

now stand a far greater chance of being

able to reach that expert rating even if

you have never been able to complete a

Times crossword in your life.

This is largely due to one particular

feature of the program called 'marking'.

It allows you to make some attempt at

an answer. The computer will enter any

correct letters to get in the right place.

This is a particularly effective way

to cheat. If you are not too worried

about your speed, you could conceiv-

ably sit for hours trying every combina-

tion of the letters in an anagram (or

whatever) until you chance on the right

word.

It also means that if an answer is

made up of two or more words, you can

enter the parts that you do know, mak-

ing the solution of the crossing clues

that much easier.

I've started so I'll finish

This does mean that, for once in your

life, you can be absolutely sure that

every answer is correct - a feeling you

very seldom get when attempting the

old newspaper version.

The other really welcome factor is

The Times

We don't make mistakes

At first glance, the Sun and the Times

crossword programs seem to have quite

a lot in common. In fact, the only real

difference between them is that you,

the user, needs 30 or 40 points more

on your IQ to complete the latter of the

two.

The format is basically the same

for both programs. You are asked to

enter the number of the particular

crossword you would like to tackle. It's

worth bearing in mind, at this point, that

there are about 60 on each disc, so

always try and keep track of the last

one you successfully completed. You

can choose a solo game or a team

game. The solo game times you and

gives you a score based on how many

answers you get right and how often

you have asked the computer for help

in solving a clue.

The team game allows two sides to

take turns in answering clues, keeping

track of each score. It sounds a good

idea but because of the way that cross-

word clues vary in difficulty, in reality it

can turn out to be a game of total

chance.

The program quickly and efficiently

produces a crossword. You then choose

the number you want to answer. The

clue appears and you have the chance

to take a guess at the answer.

One major advantage is that you

can never totally mess up. You cannot

enter a wrong answer. At each attempt,

the computer either accepts it (and

puts up your score) or rejects it com-

pletely. Compare this with the old pen

and paper version where putting the

wrong answer to 1 across can totally

screw you up for the rest of the exer-

cise. You also never need to be stuck.

If you just cannot 'get' a clue, you can

ask for help. For a start, if you think

you have part of the clue but not the

whole word (or words), you can make

an attempt and the computer will tell

you if you get any letter in its proper

place. For this service, however, you

lose 10 points from your score. If you

still cannot get it, you can ask for a

clue. This takes the form of a couple of

letters that are considerably more cryp-

tic than any clue. These will tell you that

the answer is either Ab (an abbrevia-

tion) le (legal terminology) or Vu (vul-

gar). A list in the manual explains what

they all mean.This is frankly about as

helpful as having the clue translated

into Sanskrit. If you cannot get an

answer, it is not particularly helpful to

be given the clue 'Cs' or, as the manual

helpfully explains, that there is a

'Concealed solution in the clue'.

With the Times disc, this is the end

of all help but the Sun version does go

on to give you another 'coffee-break'

simple synomym clue. With each clue,

you lose another 10 points.

If you still can't get it (hopefully this

will not apply to too many 8000 Plus

readers) you can even ask for the solu-

tion. But be warned. This actually sub-

tracts 30 points from your score.

At the end of the ordeal, the com-

puter tells you your score, the length of

time it took you to complete the puzzle

and a rating from 'beginner' to 'experf.

The question is whether you could ever

really face your PCW again if you got a

'beginner' rating for the Sun crossword?

that, for the first time, you can also be

completely sure of finishing the task

before you. even if it means, if the

worst comes to the worst, demanding

the last few solutions from your PCW.

After all. it is many thousands times

better to instantly get the answer to a

clue that has stumped you for 20 min-

Score 160©

n gQ H El E

r̂ +~

Tine 5 min 31 sec
Clues solved 33 / 33
Computer aided O
Press any key to continue

EXPERT

This Times crossword is bigger with a total of 32 clues being offered for the contemplation of

the user. This one took a little longer to crack - but we're still expertsl

utes, than wait for tomorrow's paper.

This exercise, perhaps more than any

other, will teach you very valuable

lessons about the more obscure corners

of (he compilers' mind.

The price you pay
There are a couple of small penalties

which you must pay for this, however.

For instance, you can only ever see one

clue at a time. As crossword buffs often

depend on the ability to inter-relate

clues that cross each other, this can be

quite a frustrating feature until you get

used to it.

Similarly, for those of you who

really take the speed trials seriously,

you will never, with your PCW, achieve

the speeds that you can attain using a

good old-fashioned pen and paper. At

top speed you could get quite frustrated

with the amount of time it takes to get

to the point where you can actually

enter your answer.

And. finally, the PCW is not packed

with interesting and informative up-to-

date news stories from all over the

world and is not at all suitable for wrap-

ping up chips. But there are few better

ways to leam how to tackle the Times

crossword or to improve your speed. •
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Only Suitable lor the Amstrad PCW 8256, 8512 and 9512

§*K MONEY MANAGER PCW
Be your own accountant!

Now even
more powerful, more
friendly, and more useful II

Control your finances the easy way!
Money Manager PCW provides individuals, businesses and professional people with a simple yet powerful way of managing their financial
activities. All transactions can be entered easily and then presented in a wide variety of reports, ranging from a detailed listing of expend-
iture for tax purposes to summaries showing, for example, how much money has been spent on petrol or phone bills In a chosen period.
Reports can be printed as text, sent to a datafile for further processing or presented in graphical form.
The program includes many helpful features, such as pop-up claculator, context-sensitive help windows and macro comands. The MoneyManager package has over 25,000 users in the UK alone. It is the ideal program for people who find that traditional accountancy programs
are too complicated, unwieldy and time-consuming for their requirements.

• Any number of data files: Personal, Business, Accounts etc.
Budget and cash-flow forcasts - which may be updated

• 12 months per file, up to 500 entries (transactions) per month
• Move a file forward a month at a time when required
• All options selected from the main menu
• Up to 20 user-defined accounts: Bank, Cash, Visa, Savings etc.
• Up to 50 user-defined classes of income and expenditure
A reference of up to 6 characters for each entry
Your own descriptive text of 18 characters for each entry
All the codes are displayed on-screen whilst entering data

- Add, modify and delete existing entries at any time
• Quick Insertion of standard entries and standing orders
Entries can be sorted into date order at the touch of a key

• Single character 'mark' for extra reporting selectivity
• Statements showing each entry In detail with running balance
• Reports may show classes merged into logical groups
Spreadsheet type table showing class totals In each month

• Report showing class totals for each account
Bar chart for up to 4 selected categories

• Pie charts of up to 20 selected "slices'

|- Detailed bank statement reconciliation with running balance

Connect

• Totals for each class of transaction for any period
- Report of monthly Income, expenditure and cash-flow etc.
- Report of account and class totals (eg profit & loss)
Account statistics - monthly max, mln, average, balance etc.

- Automatic calculation of VAT, with multiple rates If required
• Detailed VAT reports showing taxable, VAT and gross amounts
• Summary VAT statements in the same format as a VAT return
- Simply Ignore VAT features If they are not required
• Print any report to built-in (or separate) printer
• Print any report to a file for word-processing (eg In Locoscript)
- Data search facility to find 'lost' Item*
- Built-in text line editor for data entry
• Horizontal and vertical scrolling of screen reports
- Pop-up five function multi-line calculator with memory
- Macros to record and replay user-defined reports
• Context-sensitive help windows appear at the touch of a key
• Automatic creation of back-ups for data files

You can choose which disc drive to use for data on a PCW8512
Comprehensive 64 page indexed manual

- Two sets of sample data for practice and familiarisation

[
Free and indefinite telephone support

To receive your copy of Money Manager PCW by return post phone us now with your credit
card number, or write to us at the address below enclosing your cheque for £49.95

081743 9792 8am l° 1 0pm, 7 days a week
Connect Software Ltd., 3 Flanchford Rd., London W12 9ND

INBUSINESS PCW from CAVALIER SOFTWARE

CAVALIER
SOFTWARE

3 Bryn Tirion, Nebo Road, Llanrwst,

Gwynedd. LL26 0HL

INBUSINESS MENU
A. Simple Invoicing

B. Stock Control

C. Retail Stock Control & Labels
D. Order Processing & Invoicing
E. Customer/Supplier Database
F. Nominal Ledger
G. Retail Cash Accounting
H. Sales Ledger
I. Purchase Ledger
J. Period-end Accounting & Audit
K. Report Generator
L. Contract Accounting

PLEASE MAKE YOUR SELECTION

The complete integrated stock control,

invoicing and full accounting system for the
AMSTRAD PCW. Suitable for retailers,

wholesalers, builders, accountants and
almost any other small business.

PRICES (including VAT)

Simple Invoicing (menu options A & E) 34.95 Lifetime

INSTOCK II (menu options B to E) 74.95 ^Spupp°?.
INTACT II menu options E to J) 74.95
Report Generator menu option K) 14.95 Requires INSTOCK II

INBUSINESS PCW menu options B to K) 149.90
Contract Accounts (menu option L 59.95 Requires INTACT II

WE ALSO PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING SPECIALIST SYSTEMS:
TELEADD (Name & Address database ideal for home, club membership etc.) £29.95
HOMEVIEW (Estate Agents matching & mailing systems) £195.44
DINER (Restaurant and Fast Food Menu, Stock and Billing System) £59.95
NEWSBOY (Newsagent & Paper Round & Billing System) £59.95
RE-CHORD (Music Library Database) £29.95
HOTEL (Hotel Reservations & Billing System) £99.95
PIGEON (Pigeon Fanciers Database) £79.95
TAXICAB (Minicab Accounting) £134.99

All options are menu driven, so are simple to operate. f^tt^ro^k.
An installation Program is provided lor all AMSTRAD PCW computers e^afllffL
All carry free lifetime HOTLINE support and require no disc swapping.

~h?^^TJx^

Telephone: 0492 641548 for more details or to place your order
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THE PCW-PC Disc Transfer Program
pcw-2inl Version 2 is the ultimate Disc and File manager for the PCW. Automatically handling both
PCW discs and those from an IBM-PC or compatible, you can use 2inVs windows and cursors to quickly
and easily tag files, copy, rename or delete them on either type of disc. 2inl will also format or verify
both PCW and IBM-PC discs!
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Even if you don't use PC discs, 2inl will still make life much
easier. Move around Discs and Groups easily, marking any
number of files for copying or deletion with a single key-
stroke - so much easier and faster than LocoScript or CP/M's
PIP!

pcw-2inl Version 2 runs on all PCW models, and even lets

PCW9512 users format and use PCW8256 CF2-type discs!

pcw-2inl costs just £29.95
Alternatively, bu\ one of our 3.5" Disc Drives lor £99.95
and got ;i cop) of 2inl FREE! (Drives Hi PCW8256 ami
PCW9512. and come complete, \\ iili lull instructions)

Other Disc Utilities :

pcw-ToolKit - Recover data and files from your damaged discs

pcw-MFU - Use other CP/M formats, PC and BBC discs on the PCW
Blank Discs :

TEN High-Quality, Branded 3.5" discs in a FREE plastic library box
Please write or phone for further details and our full catalogue of PCW Software and Disc Drives
All prices shown include VAT, and delivery within the U.K. Foreign enquiries welcome. E&Oh

£24.95

£49.95

£ 9.95

t

computing
Strathclyde Business Centre

Clyde Street

CLYDEBANK G81 1PF
Tel. 041-941-3120

STOCKMARKET 2
THE MORE COMPREHENSIVE INVESTMENT PROGRAM!
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a" yOUr invcs, "?c"'^ keep * dose and careful watch on their progress and manage the paperwork. It is adevelopment of the original Stockmarket program which has sold many thousands of copies worldwide. We. have added over fifty new features Wehave hstencd to our users and have incorporated a number of their suggestions to make the program even more comprehensive and easier to use

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

comes complete with a

shares (inc FT 30 index,

cly on disc.

• Up to fifty shares per folio. As many folios as you like
' Record full details of your portfolios of stocks, shares, unit trusts etc.
' Practise buying and selling and accurately record your progress
' Buy and sell shares with automatic calculation of dealing costs
• Ten sets of dealing costs which you can alter as necessary
• Record dividend yields and P/E ratios. Record tax credits, dividends
• Update prices and automatically recalculate share and folio values
• Store prices automatically for plotting charts
• Sort alphabetically, by dale or manually into any order
• Keep records of your cash as you buy and sell
' List your folio summary, transactions, dividends and cash accounts

Easy to use, menu driven program

PRICE ANALYSIS
Up to fifty shares per file. As many files as you like. 260 prices / share

• Enter prices daily/weekly/randomly. If weekly will store 5 years' prices
Copy prices automatically from a folio or enter separately

' Chart anything (share prices, unit trusts, indices, exchange rales, etc.)
• Sort into any order for easy data entry. List all the prices for each share
• Plot prices and moving averages of any period on a log or linear scale
Automatic scaling of graphs so they always fill whole screen

• Easy to read scales/grid Tor prices and dates (not just week numbers)
" Comes with real weekly prices for several shares for the last few years
• Use curves as a guide to the best buying and selling opportunities
Sets of share prices may be purchased separately on disc

" On screen help line and pop-up context sensitive help messages

Comprehensive sixty page manual. Complete with demonstration account and prices.

Amstrad PCW 8256, 8512, 9512

MERIDIAN Also for IBM PC (inc. every Amstrad PC) £49-95
Prices are all inclusive worldwide. Send cheque or phone any day
(including weekends) from 8am to 9pm and quote credit card number
for immediate delivery by first class post.

38 Balcaskie Road, London, SE9 1HQ. Tel: 081-850 7057



The MightyMacro
Are you tired of repetitive typing? Don't you occasionally wish you could

murmur to your PCW those immortal words, " Play it again, Sam" ?

Well, with the help of a few Cracker II commands you can do just that

Cracker II _

Cracker has a tendency to hide its light

under a bushel. It is far cleverer than

most users imagine, even in their fonder

moments. This tutorial exposes those

innermost talents: we will be showing

you how. at long last, you can go macro.

The term macro can lead to some

confusion among the PCW fraternity.

That authorative tome on our mother

tongue - the Oxford English Dictionary

- defines the term "macro-" as " long,

large, large-scale." To your PCW. how-

ever, a macro is a stored list of com-

mands that, when retrieved, replays the

commands, hence saving you from the

onerous task of retyping.

Sounds useful? Well, this is how it

is done...

This month we will look at improving

the working routine of one busy Cracker

fan: Mr Graham. He runs a stationery

business, providing envelopes and paper

to the newsagents of West Kent. The

pricing details are all stored, using

Cracker II. in a table, and he uses this to

price up each of his customer's orders.

He has, however, realised that pric-

ing-up. although a simple process, is

also a repetitive one: performed for each

of his products several times a month.

Exactly the same technique is used each

time, so why not automate this oft-

repeated task, and make life a little bit

simpler?

Before we do this, let's take a look

at Mr Graham's existing system, shown

in our first screenshot. This particular

spreadsheet is used solely to order

envelopes. There is a price list for vari-

ous quantities of envelopes at the top of

the spreadsheet. As you can see, the

products are priced on a sliding scale.

This means that if a customer buys 2000

envelopes rather than 200, they are sold

at a reduced rate - 10% cheaper to be

precise. The discount given on the

larger orders is shown in the third col-

umn of the table.

The formulae used to calculate the

standard price list are nothing new. For

example, the price of 1000 envelopes is

worked out by taking the price of one

envelope (found in cell B14) and multi-

plying it by 1000 (found in cell A8).

The discount of 5% is then subtracted to

give the final price.

The actual orders, relating to each

customer, are entered below - in the

quantity column - and the correspond-

ing prices are worked out automatically

by Cracker. Given that there is a price

list above, the most obvious approach is

to look up the customer's order in this

table. In fact, this is exactly what

Cracker does, courtesy of one of the

special table-handling commands.

It is worth noting that, in this partic-

And that's an order!

ular case, the actual quantities ordered

by the customers may not have an exact

counterpart within the table. In such a

case. Cracker must be able to work out

an appropriate price from the informa-

tion given.

So how does Cracker work out the

prices for individual customers? Let's

take a look at the second screenshot to

see Cracker in action. For example,

Winford Stationary, ordered 800

envelopes. This is not one of the values

in the table but, because the price of 500

envelopes is set as £20, and 1000

envelopes is set as £38, it can use these

two figures as guidelines, and sets the

price of 800 envelopes as £30.80.

This piece of Cracker cleverness is

a result of the INTERP command. The

formula in cell C2I is INTERP
(B21.A6...A12). This takes the value

stored in B2 1 . and compares it to the

first row of the table (defined as A6 to

A 1 2). The price is set proportionally,

using the standard prices in the adjacent

column. The resulting customer price is

then displayed in cell C2I.

The next step

Tables are obviously an important part

of Mr Graham's spreadsheet. The

INTERP function provides him with

quite a sophisticated system, but as an

experienced Cracker fan. he now wants

one that is even more finely tuned to his

requirements: one he can use quickly

and easily.

There is. however, another, even

more crucial reason for his desire to

automate. As a busy man, he likes to

delegate the more routine administrative

tasks to his staff. The problem is that

Cracker is not the easiest program for a

beginner to get to grips with.

Unless, of course, a specially

adapted spreadsheet deals with the task

in hand. He wants a pricing system

forA4 paper. A5 paper and envelopes,

suitable for any one of his staff.

This combination of price list and customer list is how Mr Graham

works out how much to charge (or each order
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And this is how it is all done. The INTERP function is used to find the

TOTAL PRICE for the quantity ordered, in the price list above

We are going to show him, and you.

how to transform his current spread-

sheet: firstly by creating one standard

spreadsheet for the range of products,

and secondly, by automating all of the

main functions. For example, typing in

two characters will choose which price

list to work from, typing in another two

characters will save the results.

And, just in case the vital two char-

acters are forgotten, the new spreadsheet

will also include instructions for use.

Find out how to make Cracker more

user-friendly over the page.

The first step is to create a standard

spreadsheet, so that there is only ever >.



,_ Cracker II

Play it again, Sam

Bern;
outiidc- ucrksheet

1. To enter your first value type »1 [RETURN]
2. lo enter subsequent values type »2 [RETURN]
3. To load envelope price list type »3 [RETURN)

To load M price list type «4 [RETURN!
To load AS price list type «5 [RETURN]

5. To SAUE your entries type »7. [RETURN]
6, To quit the pros-ran type »8 [RETURN]

CUSTOMER
J. P. Newsagents
Paper Chase
Searton's
Ninford Stationers

QUANTITY PRICE <£>

pi fnce list - rnvtlopts Wli
I «KCEICIJUtiaPa»SIUUHXZ'--V) .

( •» irroni Ii59»

Quantity Prict

2*} {•

1

2

lil Cost ttr itM M4

JC11@.

D.

CFENVEL.MEM@JB17@*A6@
CFA4.MEM@JB17@*A6@
CFA5.MEM@JB17@*A6@
JD11@.INTERP(C11,B21.B27)@CE3@D@Y@
CBB9.D30@F

The macro instructions, shown above, are

stored in the A column ot the customer

spreadsheet (above left). They are hidden

from view by the width ol the column -

which is only one character wide. The

macros themselves can be used to per-

form all kinds of feats, such as loading the

envelope price list opposite, calculating

the resulting price for Individual customer

orders or saving the results in a file.

one spreadsheet to load. Since the cus-

tomer list is always the same, no matter

which product is being ordered, we
made this the starting point. The price

lists can then be kept in separate files,

and loaded as required into the standard

spreadsheet.

The standard spreadsheet is shown
in our first screenshot. above. The enve-

lope price list is stored in a file called

ENVEL.MEM. and shown in our sec-

ond screenshot. Similarly, the corre-

sponding files for A4 and A5 paper can

are called A4.MEM and A5.MEM.
What we now need to do is auto-

mate the whole process of pricing

orders. This involves four distinct steps.

Firstly, the user needs to fill in the quan-

tity column in the standard spreadsheet.

Then the relevant price list needs to be

loaded, and the calculations performed.

Finally, the results should be saved into

a file, and the user can quit from the

program.

All of these tasks require a certain

amount of Cracker know-how, which

we are going to incorporate into our

m

—

H

Next:

The Result

J> 1. To enter your first value tupe *<U [RETURN]

;

2, lo enter subsequent values type »A2 [RETURN]
, 3. To load envelope price list type »A3 [RETURN]
. lo load 94 price list type *A4 [RETURN]
I ., To load AS price list type »A5 [RETURN]
: 5. To SHVE your entries type »A7 [RETURN]

IMIII'llllilllJliJIII'iflilHHI'l ill
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CUSTOMER
"".'".".

J. P. Newsagents
Paper Chase
Searton's
Uinford Stationers

QUANTITY

Price list - envYlijpes!!ZZ"Z

Quantity. Price.

PRICE (£)

20.W
4.00

.32,

Discount*

The resulting spreadsheet is a breeze even for an inexperienced user

macro instructions.

Filling in the details is, in fact,

almost too simple to be worth

automating, especially for an experi-

enced user. However, since Mr Graham
does expect complete beginners lo

use the spreadsheet, we decided

to go ahead.

The first entry would be at the

top of the Quantity column, so a good

beginning would be to Jump to this

position, cell CI 1. This is normally

achieved by typing in the sequence

Ulump Cll [RETURN) followed by a

[.] to enter the number. This simple

sequence is going to become our first

macro instruction. What this means is

that we are going to save the sequence

of key-presses outlined above.

Macro-batics
To save a macro command within your

spreadsheet, it should be entered into a

cell as text. To do this, first move to the

cell A 1 . The format of the A column
should be Left Aligned Text. Then press

[.] and type in JC11@. [RETURN]

.

Don't miss out the dot. The @ character

incidentally represents a [RETURN]
key press. Now, to run this command,
all you need to do is type in *1

[RETURN], and the cursor will

automatically jump to the correct posi-

tion.

The only place where a macro com-
mand can be saved is in the first 9 cells

of the A column. We made this column
only one character wide, so that the

macros are hidden from view. To see

them in their entirely, take a look at the

diagram next to our first screenshot.

After the user has filled in the first

entry, next on the agenda would be to

move down to the next entry in the

column and fill in the relevant details.

This can be represented by the

sequence [DJown [.] so enter this into

A2 by typing [.] followed by D.

[RETURN]. For each value entered, all

the user then has lo do is type *2 and

the message Enler characters appears.

The user then simply types in the entry

and presses [RETURN]. To enter

another entry, press *2 again. Once all

of the entries have been completed, it is

time to actually perform the calcula-

tions.

Load up!

The macros so far have incorporated

very straightforward instructions -

moving and entering text. The next

series of commands, however, are

rather more complicated and macros

are an ideal way to simplify the task.

Once the entries are made, the user

has a choice. There are three different

price lists available: envelopes. A4
paper and A5 paper. For example, to

load the envelope price list, into the

spreadsheet beginning at location B 1

7

the sequence [C]opy [F]ile envel.mem

[RETURN] [Jhimp B17 [RETURN]
would be typed in.

The corresponding sequence,

entered as a macro into A3, is

CFA4.mem@JBl7@. The macro com-
mands lo load the A4 and A5 price lists

are saved in the next two cells and work

in the same way. The final command in

these three macros is. in fact, to call

another macro (*A6).

A6 contains instructions to enter the

formulae into the price column. Cracker

is told to jump to D 1 1 then enter the

first formula, and copy this down the

column. This translates into the macro

text JD11@ INTERP(C11,B21.B27)

@CE3@D@Y@.
Finally the user need lo save the

results of the calculation. The sequence

required to do this is [C]opy [B]lock

AS.D14 [RETURN] [F]ilename so the

text CBA5.D14@F is saved in cell A7.

When the user types in *7 and chooses

a filename, the information is saved.

A9 is dedicated to quitting the pro-

gram, incorporating the sequence.

[Qluit |RETURN^ by the text Q@.
The instructions are the finishing

touch to an easy-to use system. Each

one is entered into a cell of the format

lype Heading.

To put Cracker onto automatic pilot

and test out this system, simply follow

the instructions. Typing in *1 moves the

cursor to the starting point, ready to

accept the first entry. Entering *A2
allows a subsequent entry lo be made.

The third instruction, however, is the

most impressive. Typing *3 causes the

envelope price-list to flow elegantly inio

position, and the required results appear

magically on the screen. The resulting

spreadsheet can be seen in our last

screenshot.

The relevant section, from the cell

B9 to the cell D30. needs to be saved as

a separate file. To do this, just type *7

followed by a filename. Finally, type in

*9 to quit the program.

Since all the instructions are

included, the only information Mr
Graham needs to impart to his staff is

how to load the standard spreadsheet.

The rest should be plain sailing! •
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NEW LOWER PRICES - WINTER SALE
All prices include VAT & Delivery - Full money back Guarantee - Credit Card Hotline

Send SAE for FREE Catalogue or telephone 0384-66269 anytime. O 0384 - 66269 EE

HARDWARE
COPY HOLDERS PRINTER STANDS
CopyArm £6.95 Adjustable £12.95

A4 Desktop £11.95 Ad| with PaperTray ..£17.95

A3 Desktop £13.95 Mobile Stands £49.95

FAX STAND & TRAY £39.00

MEMORY UPGRADES
256K Chips £21.00

SCA 512K RAM PAC-Plug in n' Go £110.00

Other sizes POA
ANTI GLARE FILTERS £14.95

AMSTRAD FD4 3" DRIVE:
720K 'B' Drive fits both PCW 8256 and PCW 9512 ..£105.00

TEAC 3 1/2" B DRIVE:
Includes FREE software to Read PCW disks on a PC
Compatible External, plug in 'n Go £89.95

AMX MOUSE & INTERFACE £46.95

SCA PROFESSIONAL INTERFACE £49.00

AMSTRAD CPS 8256 INTERFACE £39.00

DONT THROW AWAY
YOUR USED FABRIC RIBBONS:
RE-INK FOR £1.45 each (BLACK)

Profesikmil Re-Inking Semite to Schools. Local Authorities & Home / Smoll

Business. We use ONlI Certified Dot Matrix Ink Satisfaction

Guoruntecd Colours £2.25 each. Red, Blue. Green, Brown, Block £145 each.

PCW-World
All products Guaranteed, All prices include VAT £f

Dclivcri/. We accept credit card, cheauc, postal order fir

Local Authority, Government Purchase orders.

•FAX 0384 66269 TEL

SOFTWARE | HIGH QUALITY DISKS
dBase II £39.95 LocoScript PC £99.00

ProScan £1 79.00 LocoLink £29.95

MicraDesign 2 £39.00 dBase 3.21 £49.95

MANY OTHER TITLES AVAILABLE - PLEASE
SEND SAE FOR FREE CATALOGUE

BASIC PROGRAMMERS
THREE TITLES NOW AVAILABLE BY RENOWNED

PROGRAMMER. GEOFFREY CHILDS.

PCW: BASIC TUTORIAL
An Interactive Disk based course of 6 lessons. Ideal tor the

novtce includes Mini Extended Baste E13.95

PCW: PEEK & POKE
An advanced course of 15 chapters, complete with exercises.. ..£12.95

PCW: STREAMLINED BASIC
MUCH VALUABLE INFORMATION NOT TO BE FOUND
ELSEWHERE - Improve your programming techniques

complete with disk full of sample programs ., £18.95

QUANTITY 5

Panasonic 3" £10.95..

Maxell 3" Uncased £9.95..

Maxell 3" Cased £11.95..

Amsoft 3" Uncased. .£10.95..

Amsoft 3" Cased £12.95 ..

Rigid 3" Plastic Cases .£2.50 ..

Disk Labels 3
-

£0.35..

31/2" Disks £4.95..

51/4" Disks £2.50..

FREE SOFTWARE FROM THE PUBLIC
DOMAIN - OVER 150 DISKS £4.95 each

Utilities, Programming Languages Databases, Editors, Graphics, Games,

Tutor ioIs, Basic Programs. We have the LARGEST selection of CLIP ART for DTP

users, all formats: MkroDesign 2, Slop Press, Desk Top Publisher, NewsDesk

Inl. and Printnoster • All £4.95 per disk.

G/101 PRIMTMASTER
Your own PrinlShop for PCW8254/.51 ! or PCW951 ? with Dol Motrin, Print

Letterheads, Signs, Banners, Calendars includes 1 20+ Graphics and 8 fancy fonts.

G/114 PRINTMASTER GRAPHICS:
2000 Pics for use with G/101 on four disks.

G/116 MICRODESIGN & STOP PRESS GRAPHICS:
Over 2.000 Files stored on 1 6 disks alphabetically

Do you need a graphics for your DTP?

10 20 50

£18.95 £37.75....£94.00

.£16.99 £33.50. ...£83.00

.£21.95 £43.25..£105.00

.£19.75 £39.00. ...£95.00

.£23.95 £47.00 ..£115.00

...£4.95 £9.45. ...£22.00

...£0.65 £1.20 £2.00

...£7.95 £14.95. ...£35.00

...£4.95 £9.50. ...£22.00

DISK BOXES - HOLD 3" OR 31/2" DISKS
30 CF2 Capacity £7.95 60 CF2 Capacity ....£11.95

Small 5 Capacity Bo< £2.75 - Holds CF2 only

HIGH QUALITY RIBBONS FROM £2.99
PCW 8256/8512 PCW 9512

Black Fabric £2.99 £2.99

Cartoon Film £4.25 £2.99

Coloured Fabric £4.95 £4.95

RED, BLUE, GREEN, BROWN AND ORANGE
Other popular makes ot ribbon available.

CONTINUOUS PAPER & LABELS
PAPER - FANFOLD - MICROPERFED, 70GSM

A4 CITY £ 11"x91/2" QTY E

WhiteBond 200 5.95 WhiteBond 500 7.95

WhiteBond 500 8.95 WhiteBond 1,000 13.95

WhiteBond 1.000 14.95 60 gsm White 2,000 19.95

LABELS - FANFOLD, QUALITY LABELS won't jam printer

1 Across

2 3/4x17/16
31/2x15/16
31/2x17/16
4x1 7/16

4x215/16
5x17/16

1,000

£6.45

£5.45
£6.45

£7.45

£10.45
£7.95

2,000

£11.95

£10.50

£11.95

£14.50

£20.50

£15.50

8.000

£37.00

£35.00

£39.00
£49.00

£69.00
£55.00SEND A LARGE SAE FOR FREE CATALOGUE OR

TELEPHONE 0384 66269 FOR SAME DAY POST | REMEMBER OUR PRICES INLCUDE VAT & DELIVERY

SIGMA

Are you shori of desk space? Do you have io move the

computer, et al, when not in use? Or do you |usi like to be

tidy? Then th'S is lor you. A fully portable "home" for your

Amstrad 8000 PCW Provision can be made lor hard disc or

modem, and the use ol Ian-Fold paper Irom either side.

• HOUSES WHOLE COMPUTER

COMPONENTS REMAIN

CONNECTED

ASH VENEERED PANELS.

LACQUERED BLACK. FLAT

PACK KIT

ACCOMMODATES 24 DISCS.

350 A4 SHEETS.

ENVELOPES. MOUSE AND

MAINS PLUG 1

MONITOR RAISED AND

ANGLED TO IMPROVE

VIEWING

PRINTER SECURELY HELD FOR

USE AND TRANSPORT

KEYBOARD STORAGE

GNOME DESIGNS
TO ORDER, post your cheque for £45.7 1 made payable to Gnome Designs.

FREEPOST 10171 Syke Lane, LEEDS LSI4 iYY making sure you

include your name and address. FOR ENQUIRIES OR TELEPHONE ORDERS

-SB USING ACCESS OR VISA call our order hotline on ^^m
E3 0937 67171 —

I PRESS I

WILEYPCW BOOKS
BY POST

All by John Hughes, the only author for serious

PCW users:

THE CLASSIC ORIGINAL:
Mastering the Amstrad PCW 8256/851 2 £9.95

254 pages. "Sharp, readable and to the point" -Practical

Computing

ESSENTIAL FORLOCOSCRIPT2 (8256, 8512 & 9512):
LocoScript 2 and Amstrad PCW Computers E1 1 .95

242pages. "A friendly down-to earth and very readable

guide"-8000 Plus

LOVE MINI OFFICEBUTHATE THEMANUAL ?

All-in-One Business Computing:
Amstrad PCW and Mini Office Professional £1 1 .95

222pages. "... a worthwhile investment foranyMOP user,

whatever their level ofexperience "-AmstradPCW

BRANDNEW-HOW TOMOVE FROM PCW TO PC
WITHOUTLEARNING A NEWWORD PROCESSOR. .

.

Mastering LocoScript PC £12.95
248pages Available December 1990

EASYTO ORDER! Please add £1.50 p&p. Fortwo or

morebooksp&p is free. !Post orphone yourorder to:

Susan Barry, John Wiley& Sons Ltd, Baffins Lane,

Chichester, P01 9 1 UD. Phone (0243) 77031

8

Please make cheques payable to John Wiley & Sons

CREDITCARD ORDERS: phone (0243) 8291 21 or fax

(0243)820250
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SUCCESSFUL COMPUTING
IN A SMALL BUSINESS by Brenda Wroe

£14.95 • NCC Publications

ISBN 8501 2 589 8

Value Verdict = Very good

The in-lray is overloaded, ihe back bed-

room is slrewn with paper, the accounts

will have (o wail until a rainy day. This

is the kind of situation which small

businesses everywhere are lacing on a

daily basis. With Ihe plethora of reason-

ably-priced computer equipment cur-

rently on the market, and the glossy

media exposure which such tools

attract, the question of whether or not to

commit all to disc is one on the minds

of many an entrepreneur. The main

problems are lack of knowledge and a

fear of the unknown.

Brenda Wroe has produced her

book to answer almost every query

likely to trouble the sleep of the busi-

nessman who is deciding whether or not

to take the technological plunge.

The whole process is. aptly enough,

likened to a journey. "Where do you

want to be?" suggests the author.

"Where are you now? How else could

you get there? Which is the best way?"

The analogy is a good one (although

(here is no mention at thai stage of what

Ihe fare will be), and in ils own right,

represents half the battle involved in

making Ihe break.

Straight talking
The author begins by taking a broad

overview of the role of Ihe computer in

a small business. The chief objectives of

the book are explained here: its inten-

tion to demystify basic computer termi-

nology, to look at the various ways in

which a computer can be of help to a

small business, and. interestingly

enough, lo look at thedrawbacks of new
technology. Brenda Wroe is not a from

woman for any computer manufacturer,

and has the foresight to warn her read-

ers (hal computerising might not be the

answer to the administrative tangles of

the smuggling one-man band.

This Impartiality is just about par

for the course, and makes for a refresh-

ing, frank summary of the issues

discussed. There follows a chapter on

computing concepts; what is meant

by hardware, software, data and

communications? - all grist to the mill

of (he uninitiated.

One of the main areas of mystery

surrounding the lechnophobe is how a

computer can be employed in a specific

area of running a business. How can a

computer look after accounts? How
docs the software work, and is il going

lo be as reliable as the iried and trusted

shoebox method? The section on appli-

cations looks at all these areas from (he

point of view of the novice.

The bare essentials.

The ideas are presented in an easily

digestible form for (he businessman or -

woman: if (hey are familiar with the

'applications' which (heir non-compul-

erised sel-up requires (such as sales and

purchase ledger, payroll, slock control,

production schedules) then Ihe neces-

sary software may nol sound quite so

foreboding.

With the comfort of this knowledge.

Successful Computing in a Small Business

by Brenda Wroe

the reader is then treated lo a summary
of ihe requirements of a given system.

This involves analysing the efficacy of

Ihe system that currently governs the

business in question. Knowing what

features you wish lo retain and what

extra ones you arc looking for in a com-

puter-controlled environment will arm
you with labour- and cost-saving ammu-
nition against the eager salesmen in

your local supplier's shop.

The book is punctuated with helpful

case studies, detailing differing needs,

resources and requirements from com-
pany to company. These form a helpful

picture of just what must be considered.

K
Although this book is a mere 1 90

pages in length, no stone is left

unturned. Thanks to a no-nonsense

delivery, a clean approach to the issues

and a very detailed contents page, the

information which you need is both

accessible and easily assimilable.

The author also takes a look al the

'human' side of the decision to comput-

erise - Ihe question of how easily stall

will adapt and become proficient al

using the new system. This is a very

important area for consideration: after

all. if the business proprietor is not

entirely sure whether a computer system

is a good idea, those in his or her

employ could be even less convinced.

So Wroe presents a breakdown of the

training schedule for the company, con-

sidering who should be trained and

when il might be woven inlo Ihe work-

ing day.

The appliance of science
System selection and application deall

with. Wroe goes on lo look at imple-

mentation. After all. dissecting the theo-

retical considerations of becoming com-

puterised will not ease the blow of com-

ing face lo face with that monitor when

il is taken out of the box. The author

covers matters such as the compilation

of master files, designing of forms, the

use of codes to speed up data entry and

retrieval - in short, all (he things which

the salesman will have the time to spend

explaining to you.

The chapter entitled 'Live

Operation al Lasl' looks al Ihe consider-

ations lo be borne in mind once a sys-

tem has been in operation for a number

of months. By Ihis stage, the business

owner is in a position to analyse and

evaluate Ihe system which has been

chosen. Is il living up to ils expecta-

tions? How could it be adapted or

expanded to encompass all the require-

ments of the company? Are staff

responding well to training? Wroe

likens the process to tuning Ihe engine

of a ear. examining areas of inefficiency

and Identifying possible improvements.

The book concludes with a series of

more detailed case studies, looking at

the problems and levels of success

encountered by fictitious companies at

every stage dissected within the book.

Each study is rounded off by an evalua-

tion of thai organisation's experience of

their foray inlo the world of computeri-

sation.

'Successful Computing in a Small

Business' is a concise summary of all

the questions which you arc likely lo be

faced with when you decide tha( it is

lime for your small business to start

growing up. It is a positive, practical

guide, which takes account of the prob-

lems involved and. more importantly,

the solutions available. •
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MicroDesign2

".
. . without doubt, the best

desktop publishing package

available for the PCW.
"

PCW World

MicroDesign2 is now established as the

clear market leader in PCW desktop-

publishing and graphic design. All the reviews

agree that for sheer power and printout

quality, MicroDesign2 knocks spots off the

competition, whether you arc using the PCWs
own dot-matrix* or a high-quality laser. And

when you buy MicroDesign2, you aren't just

buying the most versatile typesetting and

page design system available: you will also

have access to "an outstanding support

service" (APCW magazine), which includes a

user magazine and a daily telephone helpline.

+ PCW 9512 users require suitable printer. Software includes

drivers for 9- & 24-pin. Laser. Deskjet & Bubblejet printers.

GRAPHICS LIBRARY
To augment a huge range of material available from other

suppliers. CT have created specific graphic libraries for

Maps applications and for those producing Parish

Magazine! or other church publications. Each of these

libraries is a two-disc set.

TYPEFACE LIBRARY
Three extra discs of typefaces are available, with material

from a huge range of different sizes and styles. Disc No 1

free with MicroDesign2 only when ordered directly from

Creative Technology.

MicroDesign2FC
kJ^Avt For those upgrading their computer,

^^f*" we have now produced MicroDesign2
*/"x^ for the PC. Giving the same publishing

power and high quality printing, but taking

advantage of the faster disc and screen

operation of the PC, MicroDesign2-PC will be

instantly familiar to users of the PCW version.

MD2-PC requires only CGA graphics, although it is also

compatible with EGA, VGA and Hercules systems.

This whole page is a ONE-TO-ONE reproduction

of master artwork entirely designed and printed

using MicroDesign2 and ProSCAN on a PCW8512
with Canon BJlOe printer.

ProSCAN
The new
hand-held

Image
Scanner

for the

PCW series
(8256/8512/9512)

'A must for

anyone seriously

Into DTP'
SOOOPlus magazine Scanned from a colour magazine print

The ProSCAN package includes a high quality

four-inch-wide scanner head, an interface

to the computer, and software which includes

the best graphics printing ever seen on the

PCW. All the essential facilities are provided

to allow scanning, resizing, editing, printing*

and disc storage of images, in a system so well

matched to MicroDesign2 that 8000 Plus decl-

ared: 'the result is a seamless join between the

programs'. ProSCAN can be used with other

heads, and with some Amstrad Faxes as an A4

scanning system: contact CT for details.

* PCW 9512 users require suitable printer. Software includes

drivers for 9 & 24 pin. Laser, Deskjet & Bubblejet printers.

ProSCAN £179.95

MicroDesign2 £59.95
(with FREE Extra Fonts Disc No 1

)

ft BOTH for only £220.00 ft

ft Mouse .... ADD £40.00 ft

( with ProSCAN or MicroDesign2
- not supplied as a separate item)

Extra Fonts Disc 1 . . £14.95

Extra Fonts Disc 2 . . £14.95

Extra Fonts Disc 3 . . £14.95

Maps Library £19.95

Parish Library £19.95

All Prices

Include VAT
and P&P

Credit Card
Orders Welcome

10 Park Street

Uttoxeter

Staffs

ST14 7AG
tel 0889 567160
fax 0889 563548

CREATIVE TECHNOLOGY
'



Games

Grand Slam

Pluses
Quite realistic

A Highly challenging

Good graphics

Minuses
Poor racket control

facility

Ball boys slow and

irritating

Range of leatures 4/5

Challenge 5/5

Interactiveness 3/5

Addlctiveness 3/5

8000 Plus

Value Verdict 15/20
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Jolly Good Sport
Fancy yourself as the Boris Becker of tomorrow? Or are you just one of

those old-fashioned types intent on proving that chivalry isn't dead yet?

Sophie Lankenau looks at the two latest game releases from Logistick

'

Grand Slam
£14.95 (plus E1.50p&p)
Logistick UK Ltd

(0223) 423456 • All PCWs
Usually, the clos-

est the average

'armchair' sports-

man (or -woman)

gets to becoming

directly involved

with his or her secret passion is being

perched dangerously on the edge of the

three piece suite from time to time.

Logistick, however, intend to

change this slate of affairs with the

release of Grand Slam, the game
which will enable you to. at long last,

vanquish the Beckers and Lendls of this

world and "make you the undisputed

champion of the tennis world." So.

move away from the tramlines and

into the action.

The game is available for all PCWs
and is self booting. Simply make a copy

of the master disc, insert it into the rele-

vant drive of the machine (which is

indicated on the label of the master

disc), and wait for the program to load.

At this point you could take the oppor-

tunity to brush up on your knowledge of

tennis tactics; it takes a few minutes for

the opening screen to appear.

Your first task is to decide which

tournament you wish to compete in.

You have a choice of five, including the

Italian Open. Flushing Meadows, and

the Swiss Open. We decided to restrict

our play to home ground and selected

good old Wimbledon.

In practice, if you are no tennis

expert, then there's nothing to choose

between any of the venues; there is no

indication in the documentation or on

the screen itself as to which is the most

demanding.

Match-making
Once you have made the selection, it is

lime to stan the game proper. You are

delivered to a court, where your oppo-

nent is to be found glaring intently at

you from the other side of the net. Two
ball-boys takes up their positions on

either side of the umpire, and the score

board runs along the bottom of the

screen display.

First service is yours. At the bottom

right of the screen is a 'power' measure.

which fluctuates

as you prepare to

'serve'. When
you judge the

power to be just

right, a press of

the spacebar

sends your ser-

vice hurtling

towards your

opponent. There

is a certain amount of skill necessary at

this opening stage; for example, if you
let the ball go while the power level is

full on. you will send it hurtling beyond

the side boundaries. If you don't give it

enough power, on the other hand, it will

fall short of the net and you'll have to

go for your second service.

Once your shot is delivered,

you have the chance to alter various

aspects of your style. The cursor arrow

keys move you around the court, while

the
|
+ | and |-| keys (on either side of the

spacebar) control the force of your

shots. You can only adjust the power

level once your service - or that of your

opponent - has left the baseline.
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You select which famous, international ten-

nis star you want to become and in which

tournament you wish to compete

So. not only do you have to move your-

self pretty quickly to the position where

you anticipate the return shot to land,

but you also have to adjust the power al

the same time. It is no good volleying a

shot at full power from close to the net:

equally, gently tapping a return from a

baseline postion will not be enough to

get the ball over the net.

The ISHIFTI key dictates the angle

of your shot, although controlling il can

be something of a problem in mid-play.

You can quite easily be transported from

playing forehand to backhand without

actually realising which way you are

hilling the ball in the first place. The
screen indication of the racket angle is a

diagonal line which is either in an

'acute' or 'grave' position.

Unfortunately, it is not very clear which

is which - and. like the power settings,

you cannot make any alterations until

the game is in full swing

It should come as no surprise to

learn that your first game of the Grand

Slam tournament will not have you

making your mark as the Fred Perry of

the 1 990's. However, you have four sets

to play, and after a while, you begin to

get the hang of the game. Il is as much a

game of tactics as the real thing, and

does become somewhat compulsive

after a while. The only way in which it

differs is thai you cannot argue with the

decision of the umpires.

On the ball

One touch which the manufacturers

have included in their attempt to make
the game as life-like as possible is the

activity of the ball boys. Every time a

shot goes out. or hits the net. on comes a

little figure who scoops up the ball and

Your bird's eye view of the game in full

swing. Notice the power gauge on the right;

this controls the force of your shot

scurries off to the sideline again. Nice

idea - but after a while, the time it takes

for the ball boy to do his job will begin

to irritate you.

Grand Slam is an interesting chal-

lenge, demanding a high level of man-

ual dexterity and tactical skill. It is prob-

ably as life-like a simulation of the

game as you are likely to encounter on a

PCW. However, the idea has been

slightly let down by irritating louches

such as limited racket power control,

and the lethargic ball boy. Bui Grand

Slam could well have you pounding the

chalkdust for hours on end. •



Game. I
Sir Perceval
£14.95 (plus £1.50 p&p)
Logistick UK Ltd
(0223) 423456
8000 series only

•
When days were old

and knights were bold

and PCWs weren't

invented, a game of chance with a

shield and a lance gave software houses

incentive. No? Well, we couldn't resist

giving it a try! And neither, it would

appear, could Logistick - as their new

release. Sir Perceval, clearly demon-

strates. Chivalric adventuring has now

been brought out of the jousting field

and on to the PCW screen.

The game plan couldn't be simpler;

you are Sir Perceval. King Arthur's

most trusty knight, and it is your unen-

viable task to recover the Holy Grail

from a dank, dark dungeon lurking

somewhere in the middle of a rather

inhospitable forest.

Unfortunately - as is always the

case with such things - you are not

alone in your quest; the dungeon is liter-

ally littered with ghoulish adversaries

whose sole aim in life is to cut you to

ribbons with their exceedingly powerful

swords. Nasty stuff.

As we said earlier on. the whole

concept behind Sir Perceval hinges on

an uncomplicated idea and a relatively

simple game plan. This simplicity, how-

ever, does nothing to deter from its

overall appeal. In fact, it probably goes

quite a long way towards enhancing it.

Room with a view?

The dungeon itself consists of a

labyrinth of stone-walled rooms; some

are completely empty, others have suits

of armour on display, or pictures hang-

ing on the walls. Each room has at least

one doorway - some even have as many

as two or three.

The point of all these very subtly-

introduced differences is that the course

through this rather uninviting dungeon

to the treasure is, potentially, a very

Hansel and Gretel affair; unless you

make a mental note of these details as

you progress, you could find yourself

leading poor old Sir Perceval into very

Sir Perceval maps his way through the labyrinthine passages ot the

dungeon; the skull in the middle is one of the magic tokens

dangerous territory indeed.

So. back to ghouls and swords.

Every now and again during his travels.

Sir Perceval is suddenly set upon by

bands of ferocious hooded spectres

(rather like accidents, these usually hap-

pen in threes).

The knight's defence is a mighty

sword; the only problem is that with

every blow he adminsters to his attack-

ers, a little bit of his 'power' ebbs away

(this is represented on a guage to the

bottom left of the screen). The loss of

all his power means, basically, that it's

curtains for Percy, and the whole adven-

ture has to begin again from the start.

However, the good news is that

there are plenty of opportunities to

replenish his all important energy levels

in the form of a collection of magic

tokens which are scattered haphazardly

along the route.

There are five of these in total and

they include a key. a challis, and a sack

of some description. As soon as you

spot one of these in a corner of the dun-

geon, you have to make sure that Sir

Perceval picks it up and hides it away in

a thoughtfully-provided strong-box

(which, incidentally, will appear mirac-

ulously in a room somewhere almost as

soon as you have collected a token).

As soon as he does so. his energy

level is restored to full strength, and he

is fully equipped to fend off his attack-

ers again with an impressive display of

parries and thrusts.

The graphics which Sir Perceval

displays on your PCW screen are,

again, simple but effective. A very help-

ful little touch which has been included

is the facility to see the game from a

different angle. The whole perspective

changes at the touch of the [f 1 ] key. and

can often help clarify Sir Perceval's

potentially dangerous position within

the dungeon.

On the map
A second way to

find out just where

he is going is to

press the ]f5] key.

The game is

stopped temporar-

ily, and a neat little

map appears on

your screen chart-

ing the knight's

progress so far.

Unfortunately (but

not really surpris-

ingly, we might

add), the position

of the Holy Grail

itself is never

shown, so you arc

A brief encounter with one of the ghoulish adversaries sent to

obstruct Sir Perceval in his sacred mission to locate the Holy Grail

not left with any clearer an idea of

which direction in which to send Sir

Perceval off scouting next. It's all rather

frustrating. Nonetheless, if the map

shows that Sir Perceval is simply going

around in circles, then that, at least, of

some use to know.

Sir Perceval seems to contain many

of the best features of the text-only

adventures typical of early PCW games

- the mapping and clue elements are

classic material for intrepid texters.

However, because Sir Perceval has the

added benefit of clear graphics, the

overall package is an impressive one,

which is sure to be appealing to anyone

from the age of ten upwards.

The only reason for not recom-

mending the game to the under 10s is

that when Sir Perceval beats his attack-

ers off with a sword, they go through a

rather graphic process of demise. This

involves loss of garments, followed by a

somewhat brutal transformation to

skeletal nakedness. Interesting stuff for

the adults, but probably not guaranteed

to put the minds of younger players at

rest - especially just before bedtime.

Other than that. Sir Perceval will

provide you with a pleasant few hours

of adventuring, and a small degree of

brain searching into the bargain.

You can't go wrong. •

8000 Plus

Value Verdict

Unman 9i 35



Speakeasy

Unblocking the System
Nick Vandome contemplates that most common of authors' ailments -

writer's block - and even goes as far as to suggest some possible cures

If
any normal person phoned up a friend and

said 'I've been blocked all morning' Ihey

would probably find themselves on the

receiving end of some timely advice to

go head for the medicine cabinet and the syrup

of figs, or worse, to overdose on stewed prunes.

However, normality is never high on the list

of requirements for a successful writer and so

when he or she becomes 'blocked' it tends to

be more of a psychological nature rather than a

physical one.

Writer's block is a bit like the Loch Ness

Monster: no-one has ever seen it. But while some

people remain firmly convinced of its existence,

others regard the whole phenomenon as complete

bunkum. Some writers claim that they have never

suffered from writer's block and, while this may
well be the case, I find myself treating them with

the same dislike and distrust as those people who
claim that they never suffered from acne when

they were teenagers: if they have never had it

how can they possibly know of the joys of over-

coming it?

Breaking down the barriers

One of the great problems with writer's block is

that it is considered a bit of a creative taboo -

admitting to it is like admitting that you have

bought satellite TV or that you like Pot Noodles.

But now, in the interests of demystification. I am
going to come out of the creative closet and hap-

pily confess that 1 am a sufferer of this mysteri-

ous ailment from time to time. For instance, dur-

ing the course of writing this article I will proba-

bly walk around the room a few dozen times

glowering at my innocent PCW, stand in front of

the fire staring into space, clean the flat, and go to

the pub. Because all of these things tend to suc-

cessfully staunch the flow of words from mind to

disc, they can all be interpreted as various forms

of writer's block and be treated accordingly.

Initial outbreak
The first dose of writer's block that a writer will

often encounter is the Oh-my-God.-what-if-I'm-

not-any-good syndrome. This happens before

you have even put finger to word processor for

the first time and is a very natural reaction. You
not only worry about rejection but also about the

fact that you may be wasting hours/weeks/years

of your life for no recognisable benefit (ie,

money) whatsoever.

As far as a cure for this type of writer's block

is concerned, the answer is simple but painful -

all you can do is take the plunge and hope that

your masterpiece is well-received and not used as

recycled loo paper. If it is any consolation (and I

doubt it), this self-doubt will never completely

leave your writing and. if it does, you will proba-

bly be making so much money at the time that

you won't even notice it. This is where my room

Writer Nick Vandome at home with his PCW; 'Admitting

to writer's block is like admitting that you've

bought satellite TV or that you like Pot Noodles.'

pacing comes in: I wander up and down my now
threadbare carpet looking at what I have written,

fretting over whether I have lost the knack alto-

gether and fallen, instead, into that most dreaded

of habits of writing fluent Double Dutch instead.

A close relative of this form of writer's block

is that displayed by people who hear you are a

writer and say. 'I've always wanted to write

but...' They then give you a list of terminally pro-

hibitive reasons why they cannot write: such as

they have to go to work five days a week or there

is always something good on telly, (this is of

course a blatant lie, but we'll let it pass). This is

really a case of pre-writer's block and is, to be

more exact, a mixture of fear and laziness. The

only way around it is to drag yourself away from

Eastenders, make a large pot of coffee, glue your-

self to your PCW and see what you can do.

The cupboard is bare
One of the most debilitating manifestations

of writer's block is the one that leaves me
standing in front of my fire and staring into

space. This not only means that there are icicles

forming around my desk, but also that what every

writer dreads has happened - my mind has gone

blank and the ideas have dried up.

Sometimes people see me like this and

they think 'Ah, he's being creative' but, in real-

ity, it just means that I do not have a clue what

to write next. However, I try to keep up the

pretence by looking tortured and grunting

creatively a few times.

The best cure for this is to take yourself and

your mind away from your writing environment

for a while and indulge yourself in some faintly

pleasurable pastime which has the attraction of

being totally unconnected with the creative pro-

cess: go to the cinema, go and see a friend, take

the goldfish for a walk, go and rob your local

post office - anything. I usually find this does the

trick because I either return refreshed, or else

something happens while I am away from my
PCW that gives me an idea and provides the

missing link for whatever I was writing.

The rarest form of writer's block is the one

that has me reaching for my protective industrial

clothing in a vain attempt to tidy the debris in my
flat. This occurs whenever I have a blinding flash

of inspiration: I am so reluctant to write down the

vivid idea in my head, in case it becomes jum-

bled, that I have to do something energetic to gal-

vanize myself into committing it to disc.

Needless to say, this is a very rare occurrence, as

can be witnessed by the fact that I have a very

messy flat.

I mentioned that I sometimes go to the pub as

a result of writer's block. This is actually a lie

and has nothing to do with writing - I just like

going to the pub.

Causes and cures

If I were to list all the other excuses I find for not

writing, or not being able to write, a few acres of

Amazonian rainforest would probably have to be

felled to provide a suitable amount of paper.

Since all writers are such delicate, unique indi-

viduals, they will all have their very own causes

of writer's block and it suffices to say there are

probably as many of these as there are fibs in the

Sunday Sport.

Equally, there are as many different sug-

gested cures for the condition, and if I ever man-

age to find that definitive remedy, I will give up

writing immediately, sell it to every author in the

country and retire to an island in the sun.

Until I do, however, the best advice I can

offer is that rather old-fashioned, unpleasant con-

cept of will-power.

There are several quack cures on the market

at the moment, including one from a writer who
claims that the best way to overcome writer's

block is to just sit down and write anything, even

if it is names out of the telephone directory. This

is obviously the advice of a madman and if you

find yourself doing this, then please let me know

and I will put you in touch with a very good psy-

chiatrist.

The strangest solution to the problem of

writer's block for PCW users that I have heard is

a quaint notion of leaving your keyboard and

writing with a pen and paper for a while. It

sounds like a great idea but for the life of me I

can't remember what a pen looks like. •
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"A powerful, versatile and highly professional tool" 8000 PLUS, September 1990

THE WORD PRE- PROCESSOR
• FOREWORD is the new program from

Software Imperative, the people who

brought you FLIPPER. Ifs a tool for writers: not

just authors (though they'll certainly want a copy)

but letter writers, report writers, sermon writers -

in fact, anyone who works with words.

FOREWORD bridges the gap between ideas

and finished pieces of text. It

helps you put your thoughts into

words, without worrying where

those words will fit on the page

or what typeface they'll be in.

"BUT I'VE ALREADY GOT A
WORD PROCESSOR."

FOREWORD isn't a word

processor, nor is it intended to

replace one. Word processors

are tools for presenting text on

paper, and most of them do this

very well. FOREWORD is designed for the stage

before this, the creative stage of writing where

your ideas are still too vague or unstructured for

normal word processing. Thafs why we call it a

"word pre-processor".

FOREWORD is specially designed to stop you

getting bogged down in detail as your document

grows. With a word processor,

as soon as your text takes up

more than a screenful you start

losing that all-important "big

picture" - the overview of your

work thafs the key to good

writing. FOREWORD'S powerful

"Hide" and "Show" functions give

you back that overview. Even

when you've typed in thousands

of words you can still get a clear

picture of your piece at the

press of a key, collapsing the

on-screen document down to its bare bones.

FOREWORD also shuffles ideas around far

better than a WP can. The "Move" function lets

you pick up an idea and move it wherever you like

within the document, regardless of how much text

the idea comes with. There's no block-marking

involved: whether ifs one sentence or a hundred,

you can pick an idea up or put it down again with

a single keypress.

"SO WHAT HAPPENS WHEN IVE CREATED
MY TEXT?"

Because FOREWORD doesn't deal with typefaces

or layouts, you'll need to get your finished text

into a word processor or DTP package before you

can present it attractively on paper. Normally,

transferring data from one program to another is

a fiddly, time-consuming business, but

FOREWORD makes the task quick and easy.

For one thing, there's no need to quit

FOREWORD to use your word processor.

FOREWORD is a pop-up program: it can share

• A carefully designed menu system makes

FOREWORD easy to learn and use.

memory with Locoscript 2 or CP/M, hiding "in the

background" until you summon it. Just hit SHIFT-

ALT-EXTRA and in 1 second you'll be looking at

the FOREWORD editing screen. Hit SHIFT-ALT-

EXTRA again and 1 second later you'll be back in

CP/M or Locoscript 2, exactly where you left off.

Also, you don't have to save ASCII files in

FOREWORD and import

them into your word

processor. FOREWORD'S

"Transfer" function can

force your text directly into

a word processor

document as if you were

typing the words yourself.

(Of course, if you find

Transfer's 150-200 words

per minute a little slow,

FOREWORD is quite happy

to save your text as ASCII:

it supports two different kinds, plus a special

format for WordStar and NewWord users.)

SOUNDS COMPLICATED?

Don't worry: FOREWORD has a carefully designed

menu system you'll be able to master in minutes.

Whafs more, FOREWORD supports all those

special-purpose keys you're

used to, like UNIT/PARA,

WORD/CHAR and

UNE/EOL. CUT and COPY
trigger lightning-fast block

operations, EXCH/FIND

gives you speedy search

and replace functions, and

PTR summons the Printer

menu. (We couldn't find

anything for the RELAY key

to do: FOREWORD
reformats its paragraphs

automatically, as fast as you can alter them.)

FOREWORD'S even easy to install: it comes

on a serf-booting disk you can back-up and use

immediately. No need to

copy files or fiddle with

PROFILE.SUBs -just switch

the machine on, pop

FOREWORD in the drive and

if II load automatically.

VITAL STATISTICS:

FOREWORD has a fast,

accurate word-counter, can

edit up to eight documents

at once, and has no

maximum file size. It takes

a minimum of 112K of RAM,

and a maximum of 2

Mbytes -the most a PCW
can be fitted with.

FOREWORD is fully

compatible with Locoscript

• Writing for print? Then you'll appreciate

FOREWORD'S fast, accurate word counter.

v2.16 onwards (including LocoSpell, LocoFile etc),

and with all legal CP/M programs. To run

FOREWORD you'll need a PCW with at least 512K

of memory. FOREWORD supports all SCA and

Isenstein memory add-ons. For use with FLIPPER 2

PLUS, and with non-legal CP/M programs like Mini

Office and Microdesign II, extra memory is

essential. (FOREWORD won't work with earlier

versions of FLIPPER, but you can upgrade these

for free if you order FOREWORD at the same time.)

FOREWORD DOES NOT SUPPORT:

• File passwords and file time/date stamping;

• Foreign-language keyboards;

• Hard drives;

• Printers on external serial/parallel interfaces

(though the 9512's built-in parallel port is fine);

• Single-density or single-sided B: drives (though

720K 5V«" or 3V2" drives are okay).

DON'T FORGET:
We still sell the absolutely essential FLIPPER 2

PLUS. This is the only utility that lets you split

your PCW between CP/M and Locoscript 2 (or

between two lots of CP/M - or even between two

lots of Locoscript 2, if you've got the memory).

In as little as two seconds FLIPPER 2 PLUS

can whisk you from one side to the other, without

losing your place. Why reboot every time you

need to get between CP/M and Locoscript 2?

FLIPPER 2 PLUS can do the job quicker and

better. (FLIPPER 2 PLUS requires at least 512K of

RAM, and is fully compatible with SCA and

Isenstein memory add-ons.)

Software Imperative, 11 Chapel Row. Queen Square. Balh.

Avon. BA1 1HN, proprietor A.J.WIIton, tel (0225) 425315.

Please send me: • 8

FOREWORD -
1 enclose a cheque/PO lor £39.95

FLIPPER 2 PLUS - I enclose a cheque/PO for £29.95

FOREWORD AND FLIPPER 2 PLUS -
1 enclose a cheque/PO for

£64.90 (save £5)

Please upgrade the enclosed FLIPPER/FLIPPER 2 master disk lo FLIPPER 2 PLUS:

I enclose a cheque for £5.00
(

' I've ordered FOREWORD above, so I'm entitled to a free upgrade

Prices Include UK postage and packing and VAT. Please make all cheques

payable to Software Imperative.

Name

Address

Postcode

Mail this coupon to:

Software Imperative, 11 Chapel Row, Queen Square, Bath, Avon, BA1 1HN

All trademarks acknowledged.



Com-Stax
THE ULTIMATE SPACE SAVER

'Interesting solution .... thoughllutly designee' says 8000 Plus

The new Com-Stax 8 Series is

a unique stand thai will

slack your PCW 8256 or 8512
plus your keyboard and prmler in

under a quarter ot a square

metre ol floor space Its

reclining monitor position

and angled keyboard make
the PCW even more user

friendly The Com-Stax is

98 cm high. 41 cm wide

and beautifully finished in

durable grey, white or black

lacquer the unit comes to

you as a Hal pack kit which is

easily assembled in minutes

with the alien key provided

THE PRICE: £35.00
PLUS VAT £8.25 and P&P C4 70
TOTAL £44.95

TO ORDER:
Post your cheque lor £44.95 together with your

name ana address and choice ot colour grey,

white or black to:

T.F.S COMSTAX LTD, FREE POST
CHALFONT, ST GILES, BUCKS HPB 4 BR

TELESALES: 0240 73031

FAX: 0240 771190

ChIii Packt now v » 1 1 • b :

•

(or all Com-Sux unin.MM Including PAP

PImm rfow 28 days fa d»Wv»<y. The Com-Stax is a oopynght design patent applied for

RDI
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Now into our third year and still not one single
complaint from any of our customers from our 2 years!

HI IMA' EnthrellinQ mulliplecholce-ol-enewef* game tor a, (her one or two plevera.
\1\J I VIM

. Supplied categorai ere h, story, oenerej knowledge, lenguegee. geography, etc
or YOU cen set up your own cetegonee - define your own queationi and from
two to four entwert to eech question. Greet ramify tun. or use it ee e teeming
eld tor GCSf. music lessons, fund-rsising vis Qua evenings etc etc Ideel for

teechsrs - print multiple choice question pepers. Idssl for children - leern
keyboard skills.

"The programs are very good for use, either with
children or adults who are trying to overcome learn-
ing difficulties" (from Popular Computing Weekly)

Are you concernjrj at you* Child's progress (n raiding and Ck>ln8 •umt-' Then
CARA and CASA could be just The anewetl Helps your chttd to gain .mini
contidance and skill at raiding - from a single word on the acraan choMn
at random Irom your chow* of caiagoriei (auch • 'Arumaia* c* 'Food'l fo*
the verv young, to aa many a* runs words pat acraan for the mora expariancad
child. Alao auppltad ara aantencad cetaQorias auch aa 'A day at tha saaaida'

and ona about Puddle Line charectara. If you can't see tha category you want
thorn make up your own. rt' vary aaayf Adults: usa R to laarn lha Franch.
Garmsn, Kalian or Spanish vocabulary which >i supplied, interested m Swedish,
or any other languaga ualng English tatters/ - than make up your own category!

Vow child from four to fourteen years old and beyond will anioy gaining
conhdar.ee and ability in a wide ranga of topici in mathamatics at diffsrant

levala of complexity! From simplest addition for tha very young child, via
shopping bill suma. to algebra, areas of triangles and volumes of brick walls
for GCSE stud*..

CASA:

If you like the educational programs on the BBC micro,

you'll love CARA and CASA!

"A very interesting and stimulating program"
(from Your Amstrad PCW)

SARA:
Special introductory version of both CARA and CASA on ona duel Include!
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions and percentages at
various levels of difficulty.

All products ara supplied on 3* discs for Amstrad PCW 8258. 8512 and 9512 computers, and
ara fuRy and dearly documented. They ara sold aiclush/eiy by RDI - wa don't usa agents -

and don't come m gimmicky and expensive peckeg-ng.
' Hence they coma to you at sensible pncesl

Read lha reviews in 'Your Amatrad PCW'I Further details of these and our other products and
services vie 01-441 106* lincluding evening and weekend)

Price £14.00 par product or any two for €25.00 (delivered nest day, including VAT, postage and
packing). Cheque payable to RDI Ltd. please, and state which type of PCW. to:

RDI Ltd, 11 Gloucester Road. New Barnet. Herts EN5 1RS

COMPUTER"™™™?> SERVICES
Dept 8, Unit 13c Sunrise Business Park,

Blandford Forum, Dorset DT11 7TE

All prices INCLUDE delivery. Just add VAT at 15%.
Cheques/PO's with order or phone our credit card

hotline before 3pm for same day despatch (subject to
availability) by 1st Class post or carrier for next day

^^^ delivery (U.K. Mainland)Q (0258) 480660
RIBBONS

rEEDALL RIBBONS TOP QUALITY AND GUARAN"
£ per ribbon

AMSTRAD 1 2* 5.
8256/8512 longllfc F 3.4- 3.27 3.10
8256/8512 Colours F 4.3 4.09 3.87
8256/8512 MS 3.* 3.27 3.10
9512 longllfe

9512 Colours
F 3.4- 3.27 3.10
F 4.3 4.09 3.87

9512 MS 2.9. 2.80 2.66
DMP20O0/30O0/3 160 F 3.3* 3.17 3.01
DMP4000 F 4.71 4.47 4.23
LQ5000 F 5.21 5.02 4.75
Colours=Blue, Red. Green Brown (Fabric only 1

AMI AI-SO
Brother Ml 009/ 1224 F 3.4' 3.30 3.12
Brother Ml 509/ 1709 F 4.9S 4.70 4.46
Citizen 120D F 3.4' 3.27 3.10
Citizen Swift 24 F 3.4- 3.27 3.10
Commodore MPS801 F 3.34 3.17 3.01
Commodore MPS1230 F 3.4C 3.26 3.09
Epson MX/RX/FX10O F 3.9f 3.75 3.56
Epson LX80/86 F 2.4; 2.35 2.20
Epson FX/MX/RX80 F 3.4' 3.27 3.10
Epson LQ800 F 3.6' 3.46 3.28
Epson LQ2500 F 4.7? 4.49 4.26
Epson LQ2550 F 5.3C 5.04 4.77
H.Packard D/Jel Cart 14.8 3 14.05 13.32
NEC P2200 F 4.95 4.70 4.46
NEC P6*/P7* F 5.3- 5.07 4.81
Olivetti DM 100/200 F 3.41 3.26 3.09
Panasonic KXP1080-83
1090-92. 1124. 1180-90 F 4.00 3.80 3.60
Panasonic KXP1524-40 F 6.9( 6.56 5.21
SclkoshaSP1200 F 3.4i 3.27 3.10
Star LC 10 F 3.4< 3.08 2.92
SlarLC24-10 F 3.5C 3.33 3.15
StarND/NR/NX15 F 5.71 5.42 5.14
F=Fabrlc MS=Multlstrlke
We have ribbons for lOOO's of printers -

If vouis Isn't listed, give
us a call!

NEXT DAY DELIVERY

DISKS
3" MAXELL CF2

5 £9.90 10 £18.90

SAVE THOSE RIBBONS!

RE-INK your own ribbons the new
'Ozone Friendly' way. One can of RE-
INK' will do up to 30 PCW ribbons.
Suitable for all black fabric. ..£1 1.26

3" DISK STORAGE
BOXES

Quality lockablc boxes, smoke
coloured top. anti-static and lockable

30 capacity 8.48
60 capacity 10.96

.AND ALSO

Copy Holder from 9.90
Printer Stands from 6.95
Screen filters from 12.45
3' Drive cleaner 4JO
Dust cover 8256 1 1 .26

Mouse mat
Mouse house

Envelopes

Dust cover 9512
Oust covers ore 3 piece, pro. quality, machine I

lul treated with an anU-BtaUc inhibitor - the best!

£
4.30

2.58

POA
13.00

ahable I

1.90 1

CONTINUOUS
PAPER

Top quaUty fanfold paper.
(Ml= Micropcrforated 1 per box

per box 1 2* 5+
11x9.8 Qty
60GSM (M) 2000 16.38 14.88 13.40
70GSM (Ml 2000 17.65 16.15 14.91
80GSM (M) 2000 19.30 17.80 16.96
90GSM (M) 1000 13.72 12.22 10.54
2 Part NCR 1000 21.14 19.64 18.20

1 1.66 X 9.25 (A4)
70GSM (Ml 2000 19.78 18.28 17.20
80GSM (M) 2000 23.28 21.88 21.04
90CSM (M) 1000 15.37 13.87 12.19
2 Part NCR 1000 32.45 30.95 29.87

COMPUTER
LABELS

AVERY LABELS - The beat)

Fanfold with tractor feed holes.

AVAILABLE 1. 2 or 3 ACROSS - PLEASE SPECIFY
Price per 1000

1000* 5000* 10000*
£ £ £

4.25 3.04 2.68
5.18 3.79 3.37
4.55 3.26 2.88
5.64 4.56 3.87
8.18 6.00 5.44
5.34 3.49 3. 10
6.39 4.50 4.05
8.19 6.05 5.47

We also have a wide range of other labels

Including disk labels, small labels and laser

labels

2 3/4x 15/16
2 3/4x1 7/16
3 1/2 x 15/16
3 1/2x1 7/16
3 l/2x 1 15/16
4 X 15/16
4 x 1 7/ 16
4 x I 15/16



Cramped Quarters
Adapting your company logo to fit small labels and tickets can be quite

tricky; Alec Rae together with MicroDesign discover the knack

licroDesi

After learning how to print out a

letter, the next major advance

for the PCW owner is often

learning how to print a label.

It is quite often followed by a rash of

labels appearing everywhere in the

house. Three ineh discs, video tapes,

boxes, cardboard files, drawers, the dog

-everything suddenly acquires a neatly

printed, white square.

The sticky-back label is hardly

high-technology. And yet there are few

more useful aids to the small business.

A well-designed label can be stuck on

everything you produce from the mail

shot envelope to your finished products.

Naturally if you are in charge of a

large company and/or are rich beyond

the dreams of Creosote you will get

labels professionally printed. If you are

like the other 99.99 per cent of 8000

Plus readers you will load up your ver-

sion of MicroDcsign2 and knock out a

few designs yourself. It's so much more

' satisfying. isn"t it?.

Having spent the last couple of

months of this scries designing logos

for headed paper and invoice forms, it

would only seem natural to want to use

it again for your labels.

But unless you have designed the

ideal logo, you could find yourself in

trouble. The main problem is that as

soon as you start working with labels,

you immediately find yourself restricted

for space.

You must have certain elements on

any label you produce - an address, a

description of your product, instructions

or the price. All of these elements are

really more important than your com-

pany logo. But often if you reduce the

size of the logo so that it fits in the cor-

ner left, it becomes so small that it ends

up looking like an ink blot.

Think big

There is. of course, an easy answer. Buy

the biggest labels you can get. Those

big ones, about four or six inches square

that always seem to get stuck on padded

envelopes, are ideal.

Bui you can brighten up smaller

labels and make the best use of the big-

ger ones by taking a slightly different

attitude to your design.

One good idea is to use your graph-

ics around the edge of your label - like

a border - so as to focus attention on

the important element of the design.

If you happen to have designed a

long flat logo, you're in luck. If not. you

may have to adapt your design to suit

the format. You might take the elements

of your design and reposition them

alongside each other.

You might prefer to abandon the

logo and play about with ways of using

your company name. Because

MicroDesign 2 can handle text as if it

was graphics, you can do a number ol

interesting things using only your com-

pany name. For instance, you could

rotate the words around 360 degrees to

run the name continuously around the

outside.

If this all seems to be too compli-

cated there are clip art "borders' avail-

able on the MicroDesign disc that could

be used to create a hit of interest.

Depending on the type of business you

have, you may be able to adapt (he

images to suit.

For instance, a flower shop could

use the "Ashley' flower border, a

whole-food could use the "Corncob' cut

and any craft business could probably

use one of the "Endknot" designs.

Why a label?

But where do you use these wonderful

labels? People running small craft busi-

nesses will not have to think long. A
label can be stuck on to your product,

on the front of the box the product

comes in. on displays of your products

and on anything else that is seen by the

public that doesn't actually move a lot

(Yes. that includes the dog).

When your products arrive at your

customers' premises, wouldn't it be a

good idea to have the instant recogni-

tion of several impressive-looking

labels stuck all over the parcel.

And what of the lowly envelope? In

most companies the mail is opened ami

the envelope is thrown in the bin. with-

out the person it was intended for seeing

it. And yet virtually every large com-

pany has its name and logo plastered all

over every envelope.

When you come down to the

smaller business, especially a business

dealing with the public, the chances of

your customer seeing (and being sub-

liminally affected by) your envelope

increase dramatically.

Of course, if you only use 20

envelopes a week, it would be extor-

tionately expensive to have them spe-

cially printed. But by using your PCW
and some labels you can easily cus-

tomise your envelopes just as effec-

tively as the big boys.

You might think it too much of a

nuisance to have to set up MicroDesign

every lime you want to print a label.

And you might also think that you

couldn't cram very much on to a small

address label.

Well the answer is simple. Just pro-

duce a series of four-inch square labels

(perhaps using a coloured ribbon to add

interest) with a blank space in the mid-

dle. Then when you have a letter or par-

cel to send, print the address out on a

small label using LocoScript or your

favourite word processor, and then stick

it in the middle of the bigger label.

Having worked with this format for

a while, you will also see potential for

other pieces of literature of that size.

Sales fliers, instructions, change of

addresses and a thousand other docu-

ments might work better four inches

square, rather than on an A4 sheet. For

a start they save a lot of paper, (hey

don't get folded (so your name is

always visible) and. by concentrating

your mind, you are actually more likely

to only write what needs to be written

instead of being tempted to fill up the

space with meaningless drivel.

Once you have developed your

border you might also find this a useful

set-up for sales literature and price

lists, getting away from the formal

"letter' format. >

What's in a name?

Have you ever stood in one of the high-

powered fast food places and counted

how many times you see the word

McDonalds or Wimpy or Berfs Fish and

Chip shop?

Now most customers should be able

to guess the name of the place by read-

ing the sign above the door. So why do

so many highly paid marketing people

spend so much time, effort and money

in getting the company name plastered

over every napkin and paper cup? Well

the simple answer is 'because it works'.

If you read the word McDonalds

300 times in one visit to the place, you

are more likely to remember it than if

you only see it once above the door.

Obviously this kind of over-kill

marketing won't work for every kind of

business. But it does open your eyes to

the fact that many small businesses

miss literally thousands of opportunities

to present their name and company

logo to the public.

I



1 A question of size 2 Give yourself space 3 Perfect positioning

!l

1 As soon as you start to tackle the

design of a label, you immediately face

the problem of getting things to fit exactly.

Label sizes vary drastically and the

spaces between labels seem to be just as

erratic. One problem with MicroDesign is

that you don't have, on screen, any way of

measuring the final size of your image on

paper. This exercise is interesting, if for

no other reason than the final printed

image is about 10 centimetres (four

inches) deep and about 11 centimetres

(41/2 inches) wide.

This is small enough to go on the front

of a foolscap envelope and yet big enough

to take the smallest address labels.

Standard address labels would have to be

trimmed to fit.

Of course, every label you buy always

seems to be a different size from the ones

you had before. Have a lot of cheap paper

available, to test your designs out before

you waste a whole roll of labels.

2 Having decided on a border you have

to plough through the clip art examples

available on disc. The one chosen here is

CORNKNOT.CUT on the Cuts disc, pro-

vided with MicroDesign.

Go to the Design screen (from the

Layout screen you press [EXIT] and [D] for

Design). Move the working screen to the

top left corner. This gives you a more

accurate idea of where the image will be

printed out - vitally important when trying

to load up labels. Press the down arrow on

the side panel and click on the scrolling

arrows to move it.

The cut we want to use is actually too

big to go on to the normal screen, so you

first have to clear a bit of space. Find the

arrow at the bottom of the control panel

(right of the screen), which points diago-

nally down at the Icon area at the bottom

of the screen and the icons disappear

(never did like them anyway) leaving

plenty of room.

3 Press [fl] or click on Loadcut and

choose the correct drive for the disc with

your Cut files by pressing [ALT] and [V]

until you get to the one you want.

For most people, this will probably be

A: drive so when the display says A:*.CUT

you press [ENTER].

Use the mouse to click on CORN-
KNOT.CUT and, then, on the tick symbol

on the control panel. When the positioning

box appears again, put it in the top left

corner (click exactly on the spot you think

where the middle of the box should go)

although avoid pushing it up too close to

the edge. Try and give yourself a little

room to work.

Make sure that the cut is going to

appear the same size. This is shown by

the fact that the xl symbol in the bottom

right corner of the screen has a box round

it. On pressing the [ENTER] key, the

Cornknot pattern appears, a complex

inconnecting pattern.

4 The first corner 5 Going down

4 This is, of course, just the first corner

of the four which make up the whole bor-

der. You have to produce four of these,

each facing a different direction. First

store the image into the program's mem-
ory. Press [UNIT] or click on the word

BLOCK on the menu.

The usual box appears on screen,

which you can easily adjust to hold the

whole of the image. By clicking the right

hand button of the mouse, the cursor

moves to the top right corner and then the

bottom left corner of the the box, allowing

you to adjust the size by 'dragging' the

cursor using the left hand button.

As you have just loaded the cut, the

box should be exactly the size to fit the

new image.

Note where the ends of the design

come at the edge of the box as this could

help with lining up. Press the number [1]

and the image is stored.

5 As the completed design will be big-

ger than can be seen on screen at one

time, you now have to move the working

screen. Click on the downward pointing

arrow just next to the arrow that switched

off the Icon area.

By clicking on the bottom cursor

arrow, move the working area down until

only the bottom of the lines of the design

are showing. Click on the downward

pointing arrow again to get the Extra

keys section back again.

Click on 'Stored 1-4' in the Menu and

a box appears, just the right size to hold

your stored image. At the same time

some symbols appear in the Extra keys

box. By clicking on the correct symbol

you can rotate the image. This time

choose the symbol with the arrows point-

ing up and down. Line up the box as best

you can and click on the tick. The

reversed Corncut will appear.

6 If the new image is not lined up

exactly, don't worry. Press [UNIT] or click

on Block and the box appears again sur-

rounding the cut. Check the top line of the

Extra Box to make sure that the middle

symbol is highlighted. This allows images

to overlap without obliterating what's

underneath.

Click on Copy in the small menu and

you can reposition the new image to line

up exactly with the first one. This is best

achieved by holding down the left hand

button and 'dragging' the new positioning

box to the right position. Make sure you

turn off the box round the rotating icon

(click with the mouse) or it will rotate

again. Once in the right place, click twice

and the cut moves.

This can be tried as often as you

want. If you are not happy with the

positioning, just click on the cross icon

and start again.



7 Move to the side 8 Bridging the gap 9 Choosing your font

7 Move the working screen - sideways

this time - using the scrolling arrows and

repeat the process of loading the image

with the Stored 1-4 command.

This time, as well as wanting the

image turned upside down, you want It

reversed. So click on the symbol with

the (our little arrows pointing in all direc-

tions in the Extra keys box. This just

means the program will turn the whole

thing inside out.

This time when you are lining up you

may not want to put the two images right

up to each other. If you want to put a fair

amount of text in the box, or if you want

to insert an address label, you will proba-

bly want an extra half an inch in the width.

Line the positioning box up as well

as you can, leaving a gap and click

twice. Fill in the last corner choosing

the arrows pointing sideways to simply

invert the image.

8 You bridge the gap using the Line

command. Click on Line in the menu and

move the cursor to the end of a line on

the first cut. Click once.

A line will appear from wherever the

crosshair cursor was on the screen to the

current position of the cursor. Click the

left hand button of the mouse and the cur-

sor will switch to the other end of the line.

Hold down the left hand button and drag

the cursor to the corresponding line on

the second cut.

A line will appear between the two

spots. In the Extra keys box you will see

symbols representing different thick-

nesses of line. Click on the middle one.

The line will become the right thickness.

Adjust the positioning by dragging the

end up and down (and flicking to the other

end using the right hand button, if neces-

sary) until you are happy with it. Click on

the tick to make it permanent.

9 If the border has an 'arty' feel, you will

want to use one of the more exotic type

faces for the text. The one used here for

the main copy is the Celtic face found on

the extra fonts disc no. 1.

However, for the address it is proba-

bly still sensible to choose a more read-

able typeface - on this occasion CIR-

CUL17.MDF on the fonts disc that comes

with MicroDesign 2.

Load the font in the usual way - [f3]

LoadFont; don't forget to pick the right

drive with [ALT] and [V] and double click

on CELTIC29.MDF. Then pick the Write

option on the menu and simply start to

input all the text that is required.

Remember that you can alter the

height, width and spacing of your letters -

[f7] for scaling and [f5] for Spacing, and

click on the arrows to increase or

decrease - so by trial and error you can

make it fit just right.

ml

Bert's Fish and Chip Shop

12 Ben's Fish Street

Bert's Flshvllle

Berlshlre

10 The whole picture 11 Something quite different 12 Rotating the text

1 One fairly major problem which you

habitually face when you're not in a posi-

tion to see on the screen the full area you

are working on is that you can't really

know if you have lined up and centred

correctly the text which you've entered.

Perhaps the easiest way of overcom-

ing this is to adjust the positioning of the

text in the layout screen - [EXIT] then the

[L] key for layout.

The words will naturally be far too

small for you to read them but you should

be able to distinguish each line. Using the

Block option, simply create a box around

each line and then 'Copy' it to the right

place in exactly the same way as you did

with the Cornknot.

At this point you may want to save

several versions - one with text, one

ready to take a label and so on. This is

simply achieved with [f2] SaveArea, pick-

ing the right drive and choosing a suitable

file name.

1 1 The same techniques tackled in the

previous example can be put to just as

effective a use when tackling simpler

designs like the one shown above.

This has the benefit of being a little

bit smaller and subscribes much more

heavily than the previous example to the

Macdonalds philosophy mentioned on the

first page: the company name is given

repeated airing.

The effect is achieved because of the

fact that, once text is on screen,

MicroDesign 2 regards it just as if it was a

piece of graphics.

The clip art used is WHEAT.CUT, found

on the MicroDesign clip art file, this time

loaded at hah" size (click on the xl/2 sym-

bol when loading).

This time the font chosen was

SHAD0W12.MDF found on the Extra Fonts

Disc No 2. Again you can adjust the height

and width of the letters to make sure that

the text fits the space you have available.

1 2 Type out the company name at the

required size and then store each word

using Block, Store 1-4 and a different

number. The images are too complicated

to be stored as one block so you break

the name up and re-assemble the words

on screen. This time we cannot simply

rotate the block as with the Cornknot.

This is because using the commands

available in the Stored 1-4 command you

actually reverse the image. So unless you ^^
expect the customer to hold the label up

to a mirror to read your company name it H
is easier to produce the text the normal

way up (using Stored 1-4) and than rotate

it using the Copy facility.

When you use the Block mode

and choose Copy you will see a row of

icons in the Extra key box with arrows

twisting in various directions. This is

self-explanatory. You create the box

round the image and then rotate it in the

direction you want.



Follow that Cab!
Cavalier Software have made a name for themselves as the creators of reliable

specialist business software; Alec Rae takes to the road with their latest release
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A constant problem facing programmers

of specialist business software is that, to

do the job properly, they would really

need to write a new program for every

firm that wants to use their software.

Cavalier Software, on the other hand,

argue that the only way is to write a pro-

gram to suit a specific business activity.

In this case they have tackled the

twilight world of taxi-cab businesses.

To be more specific they have tackled

the kind of taxi-cab business that organ-

ises a number of self-employed drivers,

and provides a parcel or passenger

delivery service.

The idea is to take a relatively small

sector and produce a comprehensive

service for it. Taxicab provides a full

double-entry book-keeping system, cov-

ering sales, purchase and nominal

ledgers which have been set up
specifically to suit this kind of business.

It can give you a wealth of information

on the financial status of the company
including bank reconciliation and

unpleasant details like VAT returns.

But it does much more. There is a

database of all customers, suppliers and
drivers that can be called up from other

parts of the suite of programs. This

means that you can instantly produce all

the details for invoices and statements,

as well as being able to produce labels

for mailshots and other lists with ease.

In another section you can build up

a list ofjourneys (with the mileages)

and the charges that would apply. Here

you can specify a location with a map
reference or a a five letter short form of

a place name (Llan for

Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndro

bwwllllantysiliogogogoch for instance).

The starting point and the destination

are entered as well as the mileage.

You are also asked to enter the various

rates that your drivers charge (day rate,

night rate. American tourist rate and so

on) and the minimum charge. Then
when a customer phones up for a quote

you simply call up the module, enter the

relevant place names and the rate and
you have the price for the journey.

Tickets, please
You can post "tickets', which are

records ofjourneys undertaken by

drivers for trade customers who get

invoiced regularly rather than pay cash.

This records how much the customer

owes and how much the operating linn

owes the driver. At the right time, the

system generates invoices for these reg-

ulars or one-off invoices.
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And. most importantly, there's a

module to handle radio charges, the fee

that the company charges each driver

for providing its organisational services.

So is this kind of comprehensive

service a good idea? Certainly for a

company that has not been comput-

erised before the idea of an all-in- one

package must seem attractive.

Unless you are already committed

to a particular computerised accounts

system, you might as well make the

effort to get to know this one and take

advantage of all the other elements in

the package.

The shoe box method
Here is one problem. Everyone knows
there are three methods of handling

accounts - the double entry system, the

single entry system and the shoe box
full of receipts and a notebook labelled

'Petty Cash' with "borrowed £50"

scrawled in crayon on the front page.

Everyone also knows that if you

have a PCW, you shouldn't really use

the third method. However, there are

many small companies that don't want

to go the full hog and switch to a double

entry system.

Cavalier have probably made
double entry book-keeping as easy as

any comparable accounts package. As
the program is specifically for a taxi

business, there is a suggested list of

nominal accounts that are suitable for

the business, although it is easy to

change these to suit your own set-up.

A conversation with your accountant, at

this stage, is invaluable and often

clarifies the situation a lot more effec-

tively than re-reading the manual 23

times.

If you do keep a proper book-keep-

ing system, it will mean that your

accountant's life is made considerably

easier and he won't be able to justify the

extortionate fees he can get away with

when he has to sort out the shoe-box

method of accountancy.

We are organised really
Because of the customer that Taxicab is

aimed at (the kind of business that is

acting as a central organising agency),

presumably they will have to be quite

organised already. Some might even be

manually operating a double entry sys-

tem (poor souls), in which case Taxicab

will revolutionise their lives.

For the others, they have to make a

decision as to how determined they are

to make the thing work. When they con-



Vertical software _,

Sitter Ihe advantages in terms of ease of

invoicing and the ability to keep track

of the financial situation and the bank

balance, they may well consider it

worth a few headaches getting the pro-

gram set up.

The advantages

In fact, by committing yourself to one

suite of programs you are looking for

several advantages. For a start it should

save you time by having the various

modules inter-connected.

This is certainly true of Taxicab. A
good example is the module where you

can post drivers" tickets - taking note of

journeys made on behalf of trade cus-

tomers who are invoiced on a weekly or

monthly basis.

Without the computer, this is a

time-consuming and thankless task,

needing hours on a calculator, con-

stantly double-checking. It is difficult to

know which is more dangerous; over-

charging a good customer or underpay-

ing a driver.

However, with Taxicab it is rela-

tively easy. As you will probably be

posting a number of tickets for the same

day. you are asked for a default date.

Then every time you are asked for the

date, you simply press |RETURN| and

the date appears.

You are also asked what rate you

pay the driver for this service. It is

worked out on a percentage, with the

amount due to the driver being worked

out automatically.

When you set up the system you

have to enter all the drivers and trade

customers in the Customer/Supplier

database module. Here, names,

addresses, telephone numbers and lists

of contracts are held for easy access.

Short name, please?

Each customer and driver has a number

and the program will print out a list.

There is also a Short Name facility - an

easy to remember name that can be used

to call up any entry. If there is more

than one entry with Ihe same short name

(several Smiths, for instance) the pro-

gram will show you all the ones avail-

able to allow you to choose the correct

one.

This list is particularly useful in the

drivers* tickets module. By entering the

correct code number for the database

entry the correct driver is chosen and

his name and address are displayed on

Perhaps one problem in using Taxicab

may be that it will probably fully occupy

your PCW for most of the day. The suite

takes up a lot of space in the machine.

Loading the program transfers all the

necessary program files on to the M
drive so that you can quickly and easily

call up any module you want.

This takes up 250K of space on the

M drive - at least one reason why 8256

owners cannot not run Taxicab. The pro-

screen for confirmation.

You can then choose what Nominal

Account you want the amounts posted

to. As this will normally be Trade

Purchases, you simply press IRETURNI

again and the default account number

appears. If your current system requires

you to post this to another account it is

easy to change the default account num-

ber. Press IRETURNI again for the

default date and you can begin.

The customer number will reveal

the name and address and there is space

for a reference number and details of

the journey - who or what was carried,

the starting point, (he destination and

the mileage.

If you are working out the price on

a mileage rale you can have it worked

ou( by the program. You can call up one

of the rates stored in the Journey

Database to help you work out the price

or you can make one up off the top of

your head. The program works out how

much the driver is due - a figure you

can adjust.

From this simple exercise, all sorts

of wonderful things happen. For a start

the program keeps (rack of what the

customer owes. At the suitable time, it

is a simple matter to go into the invoice

module and print out all the necessary

invoices, complete with your name and

address. The amount that you have lo

pay to the drivers is also automatically

posted to the purchase ledger and a

statement can be easily produced when

the terrible moment comes when you

have to pay up.

Let's interplay

This interplay between (he various ele-

ments of the program can be seen time

and again (the Radio Charges are auto-

matically posted (o (he Purchase Ledger

at (he right time) and is one of the

strongest features of (he package.

Even moving from section to sec-

lion is not too time consuming. Taxicab

is written in BASIC but is surprisingly

fast. Il is totally menu-driven, which

makes il quite easy to team but there is

a shortage of on screen prompts lhat can

cause confusion until you get used to

Ihe conventions. Taxicab's manual is

well-written and as clear and does try lo

be bright and chatty. Thai said, the

accountancy part is slill wrillcn in

accountantese and there are no easy-to-

follow tutorials or examples. Il is per-

haps unfair lo expect a computer pro-

Occupational hazard

gram also makes use of the 720k discs

available on both the 8512 and the

9512 to cut disc changing to a mini-

mum.
However, even with the larger mem-

ory drive, Taxicab leaves little room on

your machine for anything else.

Certainly, as you would expect, it takes

a fair amount of time to move all these

program files over to M. You wouldn't

want to be switching it off 10 minutes

JOUIWEV MT«B«S!

A. Update Rates Table

B. Create Journey Record

C. Delete Journey Record

D. DispUu Journey Record

E. Print/In splay Journey Records

PLEASE HAKE YOUR SELECTIOH D

JOURHEV SIftFT ICASI 1

mm w tuood i

A journey record on display, showing fare, mileage and destination

nn'stit t uatt i?yflwii i

DRIVER l/C REF NO. IM0DE

' '1 [000002] 155011

3 000001, Duart Hoods
4 000002; Poison apple Caslle

i; 12.0 2.00 24.00

6.5 2.00 13.00

:.: uraTMnirrsr/ii i

Here the information for driver 'tickets' is prepared

tOHINAL LEDGER ACCOUNTS BALANCE SHEET

Bank Account 1201

Cash on Deposit
!?i$

Conputer Equipnent 0120
Conputer Equipnent Dep. 0220

Drairings 2520

Kotor Vehicle 0150

Motor Vehicle Dep. 0250

Petty Cash

Purchases VAT

1250

2050

Reserves (Profit/Loss) 2550

Sales UAI 10S0

Share Capital
Stock Balance

2510

1101

Sundry Creditors 2010

Sundry Debtors 1010

Trade Creditors 2001

Trade Debtors 1001

U.A.T. Control Account 20S0

THERE ARE MORE - SHAU I DISPLAY THEN <s/n> I

Choose a nominal account for the amounts to be posted lo

gram manual lo explain book-keeping

but if you don'l have some experience

in this field you should look for advice

beyond Ihe manual. Some of the docu-

menialion was writlen for Cavalier's

regular accounts package and has not

been amended. Il is also lacking an

index, which is sadly missed for a pro-

gram of this size and complexity.

Taxicab is ideal for the task il sels itself,

assuming that the user has a reasonable

understanding of book-keeping. •

later to knock out a letter in LocoScript.

The way the program is set up

demands that you should have your

machine committed solely to the run-

ning of Taxicab, allowing you constant

access to your business information.

Luckily you wouldn't really be want-

ing to use too many other programs.

You could a CP/M word-processor or

spreadsheet as long as it didn't require

program files to be held in the M drive.

TaxiCab

Pluses
A Integrated package

Covers virtually all

the needs of the

customers it is

aimed at

Fast and powerful

Minuses
T Virtually ties up a

whole PCW
Needs some

accountancy

experience

Range of features 5/5

Documentation 3/5

Ease of use 3/5

Performance 5/5

8000 Plus

Value Verdict 16/20
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Game of life

The Facts of Life
What's it all about? Why are we here? And can your PCW find the answer to

these questions? Dave Green shows you how to play The Game of Life

New
dimension
The '2333' notation

was devised by

Carter Bays al the

University of South

Carolina, and the

digits describe the

following: the small-

est number of neigh-

bours a cell can have

to survive; the

largest number of

neighbours a cell can

have to survive; the

smallest number of

neighbours an empty

space must have for

a new cell to be cre-

ated; and the largest

number required for

a cell to be created.

Phew! 3-D versions

of Lire 455S and Life

5766 do exist, but, as

far as we know, have

never been given

away free with the

Amstrad PCW.

It
appears to be common knowledge,

at least among 8000 Plus readers,

that the classic computer game
'Life' is hidden on the LocoScript I

disc. However, this addition, so thought-

fully provided with the purchase of your

PCW. may appear to many people a

rather overrated pastime.

All that seems to happen is that a

few O's move around the screen for a

while, then rapidly disappear off to

wherever it is deleted characters go.

Most sane people usually give up at at

this point and. as a result, never get to

see just how clever and complex a sim-

ple game like Life can become. This

month we're going to give you an

insight into Life's basic principles and
show you just a few of the fun patterns

you can create.

The miracle of birth...

To start 'Life' run up CP/M and. if you
have an 8256 or 85 1 2. insert your

LocoScript I disc. Type MAIL232
[RETURN) in response to the usual A>
prompt and. once the program has

loaded, the screen will go blank apart

from a small menu bar at the top.

Then press |f3) to select the Files

pull-down menu, and use the arrow keys

to move the cursor down to the final

option. Transfer as ASCII. Now just

press the [EXTRA] and P keys together

and the screen will clear completely,

apart from the cursor which you can

move around using the arrow keys. This

is the Life playing area.

'Cells' are created at the cursor

position by pressing [RETURN) unless

there is already a cell at that position -

in which case [RETURN] removes it.

When you've set up a pattern of cells,

press [SPACE] and the computer will

apply the simple rules (more on this

laterl that determine which cells die and

which reproduce.

Once they've all died out or you've

grown bored of that particular pattern,

press [SPACE] again (or [EXIT]) and

it'll take you back to the MAIL232 >

Close encounters
So, enough ot the theory. It's time to

actually see some of these interesting

patterns. Colonies of only one or two

cells are invariably short-lived, but try

the following configurations of three and

four, shown in the first screenshot.

There's plenty of room on the screen

to run both patterns at the same time,

but keep them apart so they don't inter-

fere with each other.

As soon as you press [SPACE], the

line of three should begin to oscillate

with its alternative vertical form - this is

the simplest cyclic Life pattern and is

universally known as a 'blinker'. The T-

shape ot 4 cells meanwhile goes through

an explosive growth phase of star-like

patterns, only to settle into a formation

of 4 synchronised blinkers.

It's quite common for Life forms, or at

least parts of them, to settle into this

distinctive 'blinker' pattern, although

there are a large number of other poten-

tial oscillators.

Our second and third screenshots

show some rather more compicated

"blinker" patterns for you to try out. Try these two simple cyclic life forms

The two screenshots above show life in some of its prettiest cyclic formations
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Life's what you make it

One of the most interesting things about

Life is ifs actually extremely difficult to

predict how an arrangement of cells will

develop - there are no hard and fast

rules, for instance, that state that a

straight line of 4 or more cells will

always form a stable colony, as experi-

ments with rows of 5, 6, 7 or more cells

will easily demonstrate.

One feature which Life has in com-

mon with other complex systems is that

known as 'sensitive dependency on initial

conditions', which basically means that

small changes in the starting pattern

can have big results later on. This can

easily be demonstrated.

Try the pattern in the screen shot,

on the left-hand side. This is the same as

our earlier example, except that an

has been added and the result rotated

through 90 degrees.

This new configuration is called the

R-pentomino and it spreads like wildfire.

The more patient Life-watchers out there

should be warned that under ideal cir-

cumstances it only reaches a stable

state after 1103 generations.

The simple life-form on the left can spread, in mere minutes, into the formation on the right



Game of life __

menus so you can slarl all over again

with a different screen.

The proud parent
You've probably realised by now, with

all this talk of "cells" and "patterns', that

Life is not a computer game in the con-

ventional sense.

Invented in the late I960's. by the

Cambridge mathematician John H.

Conway, it is basically a simulation of

the way in which colonies of living cells

develop, and is based on very simple set

of interactive rules.

In the most common computer ver-

sion (known as Life 2333) cells die if

they have fewer than 2, or more than 3.

immediate neighbours. However, new

cells are also created in empty spaces

that are surrounded by exactly 3 living

cells, so the population as a whole has

the potential for increasing, decreasing

or staying more or less the same,

depending on cellular arrangement.

That's about all you need to know -

what's so remarkable about Life is the

surprisingly complex behaviour that

results from the application of these

simple rules alone.

Of course, you don't really need a

computer to play it Legend has it that

Conway first tried out the idea by mov-

ing plates around on the tiled floor of

his kitchen - fortunately, your PCW
version is faster, easier to play and you

can leave it running over mealtimes •

Travelling Life

If you do let the R-pentomino run

through a number of generations, one

thing you might notice is a number of

spontaneously-created shapes that

appear to crawl across the screen,

before crashing into other cells and dis-

appearing. These are perhaps the most

exciting of all simple Life forms because

their repeating pattern shifts the whole

shape one space diagonally every four

generations

Comway called them 'gliders'

because of the apparent gliding motion

that results. The top screenshot shows

the basic form for you to try yourself.

Gliders give you the power of being

able to introduce new cells into previ-

ously stable patterns - just try crashing

a few into some of the oscillators we

saw previously, or setting up gliders so

that they collide with each other.

However, the fun does not end

there. Having discovered the glider.

Conway issued a challenge to the math-

ematical community to come up with a

Life pattern that produced new cells

indefinitely, either in the form of clumps

of cells left behind a moving glider-type

This little mover is known as a glider

The everlasting Gosper glider gun

configuration, or a pattern which itself

produced more and more gliders.

The challenge was met, and the

$50 prize collected, in 1970 by a com-

puter scientist at MIT called Bill Gosper,

who devised a glider-producing pattern,

shown in the next screenshot, known as

the Gosper glider gun.

While this is certainly the most

complicated Life form you've typed in

so far, it is well worth the effort to see

the steady stream of gliders, slowly

emerging off towards the bottom left-

hand corner of the screen. It is also

quite an intriguing problem to figure out

exactly how the glider gun works.

Essentially it consists of two identi-

cal 'shuttle'-like structures. These move

backwards and forwards slightly out of

phase with each other. The blocks at

either end 'eat up' all the debris pro-

duced when they turn around on their

outward runs, and gliders are formed

from the debris when they meet again in

the middle.

By way of proof, it is possible to iso-

late just one shuttle between two of

these blocks, but you must discover for

yourself exactly where the second block

should go.

This should certainly give you some

idea of how complicated Life problems

can be approached and solved.

The two screenshots above are both

good contenders for everlasting life

So far we have dealt mainly with chang-

ing patterns because they tend to be the

most exciting to look at.

It can, however, be just as interest-

ing to look at Life forms which manage

to stay the same, despite the continued

efforts of the growth and death rules.

Our screenshots above show some of

Everlasting Life

the more stable Life configurations for

you to try out.

The first thing you need to bear in

mind when designing stable Life forms is

that every cell needs to have either 2 or

3 immediate neighbours in order to

survive. Remember not to give any

empty spaces exactly 3 neighbours, oth-

erwise new cells will be created that will

probably disrupt the existing pattern.

A useful building block for con-

structing large stable Life forms consists

of two pairs of cells, meeting at a right

angles and filled by an empty space.

The configurations shown in the top

screenshot are based on this principle.

Of course, the last pattern shown

would only be truly stable if the chain

continued off to infinity in both direc-

tions. Ours has a distinct tendency to

unravel itself as the individual cells on

the ends die of loneliness.

The larger stable Life forms are

particularly good for demonstrating the

sort of sensitivity mentioned earlier -

just one cell out of place can quickly

lead to chain reactions, that soon

destroy the entire structure. Or, if you're

in the mood for something rather more

dramatic, crashing gliders into them

doesn't usually do them a great deal of

good either.

To end on a theoretical note, it has

been proved that it is possible to carry

out simple computations within the Life

system, by using certain notations. For

example, the number 1 can represent a

glide and the number representing the

absence of a glider. The subtraction "1-

1+0" could then be carried out within a

hypothetical 'Life computer' by the two

gliders crashing into each other leaving

the complete absence of gliders, which

represents the answer - zero. There is

mathematical proof to suggest that a

system capable of carrying out simple

computations such as these can, in the-

ory, carry out any computable function.

Of course, it is a practical impossi-

bility to construct a Life pattern to carry

out the same computations as, say, a

PCW running LocoScript. However, Life

is just one of a whole class of different

systems, known as 'cellular automata',

that share this property of applying local

interactive rules between interconnected

sub units.

All pretty mind-boggling stuff, we

must admit. But then that, as they say, is

what Life is all about.

The book
of life

For those with a

more academic inter-

est, "Cellular

Automata

Machines" by

Toraaso TofToli and

Norman Margolus

(MIT Press 1988) is

the definitive text on

Life. Also, Piers

Anthony's science

fiction novel 'OX'

(first published by

Corgi in 1977) has a

lot of Life-related

discussions and an

energy-monster

which propels itself

along by sending out

gliders. No, really.
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Tools of the Trade
Computerising - from scratch - your up and coming business venture can be a

daunting task. Karen Donaghay looks at a selection of the best PCW software

guaranteed to organise the workings of a budding business

There are some people for whom
the inner workings of a grand-

father clock hold an infinite

fascination. These people are

the dabblers in life. As children they

were the ones who had grannie's old

radio on the kitchen table, in a million

pieces, and still managed to put it all

back together - as good as new.

Charles Somerton from Bracknell in

Berkshire is one such person. He gave

up his job as a history lecturer to

indulge in what is his lifelong passion -

antique clocks. Bracket clocks and car-

riage clocks, pocket watches and grand-

fathers: the whole of his workshop is

teaming with timepieces of every con-

ceivable shape and size. He decided to

set up a small shop - called Time Piece

- which, over the past six months, has

developed a reputation for selling a fine

selection of clocks and carrying out.

whenever required, an excellent repair

and renovating service.

For an enthusiast like Mr Somerton

it is a dream come true. Some of his

happiest moments are spent pottering

around the workshop, and his favourite

time of day is. of course, midday. But

there is one small snag to this cosy sce-

nario, and that is the dreaded task of

administration.

When his shop first opened its doors

to the world, the help of his old desktop

companion from university days, his

PCW 8512. was enlisted. He had big

plans for it. "A completely comput-

erised system." he thought. "No more
paper work and everything neat and

tidy." But six months later, despite Mr
Somerton's initial eagerness, nothing

more elaborate than LocoScript had

ever passed across his PCW screen.

A common enough tale. And yet his

PCW is more than capable of handling

the accounts, the invoicing and all kinds

of administrative tasks. Mr Somerton

just doesn"t know where to begin.

"What do I do?" he complains. "There

are so many different programs on the

market. 1 just don't know which way to

turn." Mr Somerton is evidently in need

of some timely advice which, hopefully,

the 8000 Plus team can provide.

Identifying the problems
To find out what makes Time Piece tick, we
asked Mr Somerton a few pertinent questions...

Q You obviously have a very busy schedule.

How does the day begin for you?

A Well, I usually get up quite early, and I

check my diary to see if I've made any appoint-

ments. I have a memory like a sieve and I

always have to write everything down. If I have

any prior arrangements, they will usually be
either an auction or an appointment in London.

Only last week I called in on one of my con-

tacts, an antique dealer in Chelsea who passed

on a lovely old French cloisonne clock, to

restore for one of his clients.

Q Do you have any special methods for keep-

ing track of all of your contacts?

A No, I just have a little address book, and it

goes with me everywhere. I must admit though,

I should adopt a more organised approach.

Q So, what is next in the day, assuming that

you are not out on an appointment?

A I go into the workshop, which is just behind

the shop. There will always be a couple of

pieces which are due to be picked up that day,

so I check that they are finished and that the

bills are ready.

Q How do you organise your bills?

A Oh dear, there's that word again. I'm afraid I

don't organise them at all. I just write them out,

keeping a copy for myself. When the money
comes in, I write "paid" accross the bill.

Q. And the unpaid bills: what about them?

A. Every so often I go through all of them and

write to those people who haven't paid.

Q. Do you have any idea of how much is owed to

you, right now?

A. Yes, I do, but it is only an estimate.

Q And, dare I say it, what about accounts?

A. I tend to leave all of that to my accountant to

sort out. All of my receipts go into the top

drawer of my desk and and at the end of the tax

year, I take them all out and give them to him.

0- Does your present system ever give you any

major problems?

A. Not at first. But lately I am getting more and

more work on my hands. Sometimes I need to

invest some money in an expensive item, such

as a Vienna wall clock I bought last month. It

was a good investment, but I found myself run-

ning into cash problems. Fortunately some of

my customers owed me money and I was able

to hurry them along.

Q. Not an ideal situation though.

A. Well, this is exactly where I was hoping the

PCW would be able to help. I would definitely

like to feel more in control of the situation. The

problem is that any program I use needs to be

very straightforward, otherwise there is always

the chance that I will slip back into my old ways.
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In business

... and finding the solutions

Mr Somerton is absolutely right about one thing: his PCW can

help. What he needs is a far clearer picture ot what is happen-

ing in his business at any given time. The most serious prob-

lem looming on the horizon is one of cash flow. Pending

transactions could and should be taken into account.

Another problem is that he relies very heavily on his

accountant: letting go of the reins rather too much. If Mr

Somerton wants to keep his business under control, he

definitely needs an accounting program. He has a lot to learn

about the world of business, so we were on the look-out for a

uncomplicated, jargon-free system.

The next item on the agenda is some way of keeping his

names and addresses in an organised fashion. This will

become progressively more important as his network of

customers and contacts grows. The obvious solution is to

invest in a database. A mailmerge would be a useful addition.

There are other ways in which the PCW can help Mr

Somerton, involving very little change to his daily routine. To

present a more professional image to his customers and pro-

vide a record of his repair and renovation work, a job evalua-

tion program would be ideal.

We chose a selection of programs, aimed at transforming

Time Piece into a streamlined operation: like any other truly

professional business.

Simple Accounts II

£69.95
Cornix Software
0234 219969

Mr Somerton is not exactly a financial

whizz kid. so we chose for him a simple

accounting package: one that avoids

all of the jargon so beloved of accoun-

tants. The system is very easy to

operate, and will keep his money well

under control. In fact the only thing he

will need to know about money matters,

in order to run the system, is the differ-

ence between raising an invoice

(classed as a sale) and receiving a bill

(classed as a purchase).

This accounting package has two

more categories allowing him to distin-

guish between when a bill is sent out or

received and when the money actually

changes hands. An invoice issued or a

bill received does not necessarily mean

a transaction completed.

It may sound like no big deal, but to

Mr Somerton this simple distinction is a

godsend. With so many regular cus-

tomers, he often sends out bills without

receiving any payment until the next

month. This can land him in some awful

muddles - any accounting system needs

to tell him exactly where he stands.

That includes how much cash he actu-

ally has. as well as how much he owes

and is owed.

There is only one irritation when

using Simple Accounts. It is a package

which demands the full attention of the

user. Once an entry has been confirmed,

it becomes impossible to delete it. This

is because accountants, the world over,

frown upon such practices. Apparently,

the proper way to change an entry is to

enter the exact opposite of the original,

thereby cancelling it out.

If Mr Somerton insists upon the

right to change his mind, it will cost

him an extra £29.95 . The additional

software, called the Entry Change

Utility can also be purchased from

Cornix Software.

In his own words
"This program was great. It asks you a

scries of simple questions and, before

you know it. you have a working

accounting sytem on your hands. The

only questions I got stuck on were the

VAT questions. I recently registered for

VAT (Value Added Tax), and I had to

lind out a bit more about it before filling

out those questions.

Basically, whenever I enter a sale

(of a clock or a service) into the pro-

gram, it allows for the percentage of

VAT I need to charge and even keeps a

running total. When I buy materials

from another VAT registered supplier,

the program automatically allows for

this, by asking me what percentage of

VAT I paid on the purchase. The total

VAT paid out on purchases is then sub-

tracted from the VAT I charged on the

sales. This is done automatically within

the program, so that, at any time, l can

find out how much money I owe the

VAT man.

The program should be able to keep

my accountant happy as well. It pro-

vides a detailed record of all sales and

purchases and can provide reports on

either. Since my accounts no longer

need to be started from scratch. I'm

hoping to save at least seventy quid on

my next accountant's bill.

What I really liked about Simple

Accounts is that the program does all of

the running. You simple choose the cor-

rect menu and the program asks you to

key in certain information. It is all

based on common sense really. You set

up the program initially to recognise

certain accounts - such as a loan

account, an ordinary bank account or a

cash account, which in my case is the

till. Every time money goes in or out of

one of these accounts, you enter details

of the transaction - even when it is a

transfer from one account to another.

The program records what type of

transaction is taking place and you end

up with a complete picture of what is

happening in your business. The one

point you need to be careful of is differ-

entiating between different types of sale

or purchase. Once you have defined a

category - like Motoring Expenses -

you don't want to have to go back and

change it later.

In general. I'm very pleased with

this program. It is much simpler than I

expected, and is also genuinely useful. I

can tell how much money is in any of

my accounts at any time. I can find out

how much money I owe out. and how

much my customers owe me. I even

have an idea of what I owe the VAT

man. This program has made me feel

like a real business man at last!"

Mr Someton defines his sale categories : making the

distinction between a normal sale, a repair or a restoration
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Iii business

Job Estimating
£79.90
Comix Software
0234 219969

This little package is perfect for Mr
Somerton. Although it wasn't something

he had on his shopping list, this program
might have been written for him person-

ally. Like the previous package, it

shouldn't take him very long to get lo

grips with it. as it is very easy to use.

Doing repairs is a funny old busi-

ness. Most customers need to have some
idea of the cost, before they splash out

on luxuries. Getting Uncle Vincent's

grandfather clock to chime just the

twelve times at midnight, instead of the

habitually irritating thirteen is unlikely

to be top of the family budget, unless

they have been watching too many
horror movies.

The problem with the repair and
restoration business is that each job is

different to the last. There are no hard

and fast rules to go by. yet quick evalu-

tions are a crucial pan of the service lo

the customer.

This Job Estimating program can

produce a quote or an estimate for the

customer. It does this on the basis of a

whole bevy of details that the user feeds

into the database on setting up. Such

details include the buying and selling

costs of individual components, and

labour costs - ie. how much charged per

hour. First, the program calculates

exactly how much the job in hand will

cost a) the user and b) the customer.

Then. Job Estimating will produce

either an estimate or. if you prefer, a

final quotation for the customer. Finally,

it will provide a detailed report of each

repair or restorative task that Mr
Somerton undertakes. This includes

details of the actual cost of the job. the

quoted price and the profit made.

In his own words
"I wasn't too sure about the value of this

program until I tried it out. It does seem
to be one of those things that you don't

know you need until you recruit its help.

I could probably live without it. On the

other hand, it does greatly enhance my
working habits.

The main benefit as far as I am con-

cerned is that it allows me to produce a

printed bill or estimate, with its own let-

ter head that looks extremely profes-

sional. This system allows me to keep

records of my repair and restoration

jobs, in an far more organised fashion.

I make sure the reference number
for each repair ties in with the reference

number given in the Simple Accounts

system. This makes it easy to coordinate

the two and create a more streamlined

way of working.

The other great advantage of using

this package is that it allows me to make
a quick but accurate assessment of how
much a given job will cost both me and

my customer. These days, when a cus-

tomer brings a clock into the workshop I

sit down at the PCW straight away, tap

in the details, and produce a printed esti-

mate of the price. Before using this pro-

gram, I used to be somewhat haphazard

in my estimations.

The program works by keeping a

file of how much each component costs,

including labour cost. These are split

into categories, such as metals and

wood. To find out , for example, how
much the customer is charged for an

ounce of silver I tap in METAL then

choose SILVER. Finally. I enter the

amount I intend to use.

The price is then automatically put

into the quote. To produce a complete

quotation or estimate, all I ever have to

do is tap in the details of what I expect

to use on that particular time piece.

Even now. there are the odd occa-

sions when I get it wrong, and a job

ends up costing more than I originally

thought. The good thing is that, when
this happens, the customer can now see

the reasons for the increase, clearly laid

out in their final bill."
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n that Mr Somerton filled out for the

He is shown above. The prices of the components

Hwn
. If Mr Somerton wishes to overide the final

Bo so by changing the logged selling price.

Hved in the database for the component silver is

Hcategorised as part of the metals group

ALTER/UIEH COMPONENT

Conponent Type : netals

Description >>>silver

Units >>>ounce

Selling Price per ounce >» 3.00

Cost Price per ounce >» 3. 59

ft = Alter : M = Menu

TIME PIECE
Clock Specialist:

Antique clocks brought and sold
Quality repairs and restoration

Mr Martin
32 lakely Drive
Brterton
Eastbourne

04.01.91

QUOTATIOI
Restoration
George III bracket clock

Detailed as :-

lob Relerence : 012461

Quantity Units Description

3.00 ounce silver .9

1.00 spring 7m $
3.00 hour labour co

3.00 =

0,09
10.00 =

9.00
0.09

30.00

Total Price
Vat • 151
Total Including Vat

39.09
5.86

44.95

The finished quotation is shown here. A special letter head for Time Piece is printed at the

top. The address of the customer is shown below - useful if window envelopes are used.

The components are clearly listed, although this is optional. Mr Somerton has completed

this job, so the printout is headed as a quotation rather than an estimate. The VAT is worked
out automatically and added onto the quoted price. Mr Somerton can, at this stage, go and

add the details given here to his Simple Accounts program
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LocoFile and LocoMail
£49.90

Locomotive Software
0306 740606

How could we resist? This seleciion of

Locomotive offerings are the obvious

solution to Mr Somerton's information

crisis. He is already familiar with

LocoScript II, having made the upgrade

during his note-collating days at univer-

sity. What could be a more convenient

remedy for the customer files and the

mailouts than the combination of

LocoFile and LocoMail?

LocoFile is basically a database,

allowing Mr Somerton to keep all of his

customers' names and addresses on the

PCW. and perhaps details of his suppli-

ers as well. When combined with

LocoMail and LocoScript, this allows

him to produce mailshots - when he is

sending out monthly bills to some of his

customers, for example.

The asking price
So how much did it cost Mr Somerton

to set up a completely computerised

system? In fact, the combined virtues

of an accounting sytem, a

mailmerger, a database and a job

estimating program cost him less than

two hundred pounds.

LocoFile + LocoMail £49.90

Simple Accounts £69.95

Job Estimating £79.90

Total £199.75

Since Mr Somerton was already using

LocoScript II he didn't need to buy

this. For LocoScript I users this is an

extra cost of £29.95. LocoMail and

LocoFile can also be bought sepa-

rately - costing £29.95 and £34.95

respectively.

The numbers to ring if you are

interested in following in Mr

Somerton's footsteps are Locomotive

Software on 0306 740606 for the

Loco products, and Comix Software -

their number is 0234 219969 - for

the Simple Accounts and the Job

Estimating programs.

We are trying to make things as

easy as possible for Mr Somerton and

the main advantage of using LocoMail

and LocoFile are that they are com-

pletely compatible with LocoScript II -

something Mr Somerton has already

mastered. Using LocoMail. he can

merge a standard letter written in

LocoScript II with the addresses saved

on a LocoFile database providing a

truly integrated solution.

In his own words
"At first I found LocoMail and LocoFile

a little daunting. There are two com-

plete books with each program and I

didn't have time to read them both in

their entirities. I eventually found what I

needed to know, which was how to set

up an address file - actually a fairly

simple task.

Once this was successfully com-

pleted. I had to learn to find my way

around. LocoFile looks very much like

an old fashioned card index, which was

a pleasant surprise for me.

The first thing I noticed about my
new system, was that suddenly, to my
delight, I could now find any customer

or business contact, just by typing in

their name. The next step was to divide

them up into categories, and I can now

list my customers, trade contacts and

suppliers separately.

My favourite, however, was

LocoMail. It still amazes me to see it in

action - whisking through my letters.

Whenever I do a repair job that isn't

paid directly. I find the customer's name

on my LocoFile database, and enter

"No" into the Paid box. Once a month. I

send out bills to the relevant customers.

This used to take ages, but with

LocoMail all I need to do is enter the

name of the letter and the name of my
address file. It produces all of the letters

for me, by checking which customers in

the file are marked "No".

The fact that 1 can do all of this

from my enhanced LocoScript menu is

definitely a bonus. I'm sure that I still

have a lot to leam about both programs,

but they have already proved their use-

fulness to the Time Piece enterprise." •

I
group 1 I
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A typical entry in Mr Somerton's LocoFile database: the address

and salutation - used in letter writing - are both kept on record.

Trade contacts would be marked In the class box as "trade"

KHS P*affl!
Minn) lirMHM*

[*Riil ;''77T Ibi •
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Uit 'ii:'- tddrfs*.
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This standard LocoMail letter is only sent to customers who have

not paid. The categories match those of the database

tim pik«
1 Qu**n' * load

iTKkMll
Bark*Mra

» lakaly Driv*.

BrlartM,
Eaat bourn*

i9th January, mi

t>**r G*org*

Encluaaa 1* a bill for »h« •*>r«i r*c*ntly co«pl»t« by Tie* Pt*C* 1' you

"U" to par by crwQua, Ifcti *r,oul<l b* *<!• out to T1m PI*** and a*nt to
Uie abo*« atftfrea*

TinnH you for your cuatoa

»ou»* faithfully.

C 'J'-vA. '•'---^i .

C Samrten

In the final letter, the address, salutation and date are

Inserted by the merging facility of LocoMail

The finishing touch

Mr Somerton is obviously well pleased with his selection of

goodies. He is a lot more organised, and this new outlook is

apparent to his customers, who feel that they are dealing with

a professionally-run organisation. It has taken some of the

strain out of his administrative workload and should even save

him money in accountant's fees.

Mr Somerton needs to continue to experiment with the

programs he has: there are undoubtedly lots of ways this

system can be fine-tuned to make it even more responsive to

his needs. To find out more about LocoMail and LocoFile he

could take a look at our tutorials, that began in June '89 and

February '89 respectively.

When he feels like expanding there are of course several

additions he can make to his PCW suite of programs. One

product we originally considered for Mr Somerton was an

organiser program: the computer equivalent of a filofax. After

all, as he admitted himself, his memory is not too good.

The price, hoewever, was somewhat prohibitive. For

example, Datadiary, reviewed in the June 1989 issue, costs a

further £16.95. (Ring A4 Ideas on 0249 815082 to find out

more.) This kind of program is really designed for those peo-

ple who switch on their computer, automatically every morn-

ing. We thought Mr Somerton could afford at this stage to

stick with his diary, until life became a shade more frenetic.

For the next addition to his software collection, Mr

Somerton could do a lot worse than invest in a copy of Flipper

2 Plus. He is trying to create a co-ordinated suite of programs,

and so the facility to flip between his Job Estimating program

and Simple Accounts, or even his LocoFile customer database

would be a great help. This definitely qualifies as one of those

programs that, once experienced, join the ranks of the truly

indispensible. Flipper is also cheap: £29.95 from Software

Imperative (0225 425315).

For those of you just starting out, remember: assess your

own needs carefully. These are not the only products on the

market, and you need to be sure that your choice of software

is right for you. For an overview of some of the best account-

ing software around see our May 1990 issue of 8000 Plus.
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PCW SUPPLIES
PRINTER RIBBONS

MULTISTRIKE
1-11 12.

NYLON
1-11 12.

PCW8256/8512

PCW9512

£3.10 £2.75 £2.60 £2.35

£2.20 £1.99 £2.20 £1.99

PCW 9512 PRINT WHEELS £5.25 EACH
COURIER 10, PRESTIGE PICA 10, RECTOR 10. ORATOR 10

MINI GOTHIC 15, LETTER GOTHIC 10/12. PRESTIGE ELITE 12
SCRIPT 12. THESIS

3" MAXELL CF2 DISKS £1.79 EACH
CLEANING PRODUCTS

PCW 8256/851

2

PCW9512
CLEANHEAD

CLEANING RIBBON £5.00
CLEANING RIBBON £4.50
3" CLEANING DISK £5.00

PROFESSIONAL ACOUSTIC HOODS
UP TO 95% NOISE REDUCTION

PCW9512 WITHOUT CUT SHEET FEED £85
PCW9512 WITH CUT SHEET FEED £109

FREE CARRIAGE - JUST ADD VAT @ 1 5%

NOVATECHI
UNIT 7, THE ADMIRAL PARK,
AIRPORT SERVICE ROAD,
PORTSMOUTH, P03 5RQ

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE PO
ACCESS OR VISA

(0705)664144

THE USER-FRIENDLY PETTY CASH PROCESSOR
Analysesyourpetty cash account into user-defined
categories

Extracts the VA.T. as appropriate

Computes all the totals necessaryfor VA.T. returns
Produces expenditure analyses as required

PRINTS
Listings ofall debit or credit items as required
Analyses separately or at intervals as specified

Listings by category as specified

Listingsforgroups ofcategories in one operation
All these listings or analysesfor sequences ofmonths in one
operation

Accumulated totalsfor these sequences ofmonths

ELIMINATES THE LARGE BOOKS
REDUCES THE HEADACHES

ABOLISHES ARITHMETIC ERRORS

PROVIDES A PAGE BY PAGE COPY OF

YOUR WORKING PETTY CASH BOOK
IDEAL FOR BUSINESS USE

Send S.a.efor details

£55 incl p & p
specify 8000 of 9000 series

Pecwy Software
73 Ledbury Road
London Wll 2AG
Tel: 071 221 4950

COURSEMASTER
The Computer Horseracing Program

' RATES ANV RACE IN SECONDS ANV DAJiy NEWSPAPER ISAU VOU NEED
NEVER out of date- BothN Hunt & Flat - Fast Data Entry

i AMAZING ACCURACY"! - Now youCAN BEAT THE BOOKIE"
i Warts on the simple principle ttvpt FAST HORSES BEAT SLOW ONES!!
i Clearly identifies best selection m every race plus these AMAZING features -

' First, Second and Third choice shown for Forecasts & Tncasts, etc

Recommends most suable tvpe of bet
i Actual ly works out you WINNINGS on most popular bets «x Iudrng SINGLES

i DOUBIES, win and each way. PATENTS. yANKEES, CANADIANS, HEINZ etc

GOOD EACH WAY and LONG OOOS bets clearly shown
Will PRINT out your BETTING SUP for you

' Maintains a BANK ACCOUNT - BET like PROFESSIONALS doi Records all your

bets in any number of accounts Keep a complete record of your betting or

compare COURSEMASTER against your favourite tipster

PLUS"!! - The AMAZING COURSEMASTER SYSTEM This superb bettrrg system

is included m the program. A system which regularly produces huge wins
from small stakes Tryit! n can pay for itself many times over on the first day!

Supplied w<th 90 Page BETTING GUIDE and MANUAL

© £17 95 tapes. £19 95 discs, inc P&P + VAT

PERM-MASTER
if you are one of those pools punters who regularly uses the perm plans for

entenng your weefrry coupon, 'as we at Intraset recommend) Then it is often
difficult to assess whether or not you have actuallywon PERM-MASTER puts an

end to that With it you simply enter the number of points obtained for each of

your selections, and PERM-MASTER does the rest The program is supplied

already with some of the top plans bull in, but if your favourite a not there, then

you can simpty create your own, using the urwque perm editor

FAST and Simple to use.

UNIQUE PERM EDITOR allows you to add plans not supplied (S*npfy edit the X's)

For most BLOCK PERMS and SINGLE LINE plans (Up to 95 selections)

AvatfJbie as for POOLSMASTER O £17.95 Inc P»P + VAT

£ PROFIT FROM YOUR MICRO
WHATEVER voui MICRO is you can use it to make a good income!

Even if you only have a couple of hours to spare each week.

We have put together a package of easy, sensible and practical business

ideas which can easily be used by anyone with any micro
• No computer expertise required1!

Earn £tts from home domg what you enjoy dc-ng - using your COMPUTER)) It

dosenl matter which model
• Vbu probably already hove all you need to start earnmg.
• THOUSANDS of potential customers in your area who will GLADC pay for your

services We will show you how to find them!
• Fun step by step gu.de to EAPNtNG MONEV FBOM yOUR MICRO FREE

BUSINESS IDEAS CASSETTE TAPE WITH EVERY COPy

£19.95 inclusive

Jl progs avauabie for ail PCWs, ail IBM PC's * compatibles. Amstjad PC's. Atar.

*fl*ga»CPC6'96 Coursemaster * Poolsmaster also available for Spectrum*.

Commodore 64*198, CPC 464*664

POOLSMASTER
(formerly fools Precricror' byCbrwen Computer Systems)

The Computer Football Pools Predictor

The amazing POOLSMASTER program is by far the best Pools Predictor we have

ever seen in just 10 weeks of trying this program ourselves, wewon no less than

1ft dividends, the largest being nearly £300 Mr F C Hammond from Essex won
nearly €10,000 00 in just 16 weeks In his own words 'rTs a licence to pnnt money.

1

POOLSMASTER is simple to use and requires only mat you keep the league tables

up to date usmg your usual newspaper

The resu1 of many years research into the Football Pools by the programmer Martm
Evans ofCCS , the program rs a materpiece of expertise, and is simpkity rtseif to

use
• Predicts Homes, Aways and Draws
• No fiddly typing in of teams names etc and no redundant databases
• Instant read-out or Hardcopy if you have a printer

• Uses scientific formula based on recent form home and away, league position,

goals scced etc it has long been realised that certain combinations of these

factors return a much rvgher than average of draws than the laws of average
would expect. POOLSMASTER looks tor these factors and analyses their

significance to give you the best possible chance of a win
• Also has a 'Sequence Predictor' option Many people believe that certain

numbers on the coupon come up more often than others, and over a season
patterns do seem to develop The program analyses these patterns and
predicts the numbers most likefy to come up next Certainty more scientific

than sticking a pin in. or family birthdays etc

If you do the POOLS then this Is the program for you.

Q £17 95 tape*, t'^' 1^:", ••:W t- vat

+++SPECIAL OFFER+++
SPECIAL COMPENDIUM DISKS: nastamamnaAisnUfomicn
CONTAINING BOTH POOLSMASTER AND PERM-MASTER - £36.95

CONTAINING POOLS. PERM and COURSEMASTER - £49 95
BUY ANY THREE DISKS (OR TWO INCL COMPENDIUM)

AND RECEIVE PROFIT FROM YOUR MICRO ABSOLUTELY FREE

THE GRAPHOLOGIST
This program is a must for anyone interested m analysing their handwnbng, or

analysing other peoples It is also very useful for analysing prospective
employees handwriting To use the program, a sample of handwriting is

obtained, perferabfy in ink. From the mam menu of the program you will be
prompted and guided to examine each detail of the sample Vbu will then be
taken through deeper and deeper sets of sub menus, ail prompting you for

relevant details of the writing, and the points to watch for, and add to the file "f

applicable

Upon completion you are left with a disk file up to IS pages long (depending on
the depth of detail you choose), this file can then be edited withm your word
processor to produce a lull report for me writer

Fully expenenced Graphologists can charge almost wtiat they like for a ful

analysis, so thrs could prove a very lucrative business venture for you
We must however stress, that unless you are expenenced in graphology, then we
can in no way guarantee the accuracy of the information that the program
provides If you are en enthusiastic amateur or )ust cunous. then Bus program
could provde hours of entertainment, wtuist teaching you the finer art of this

fascmating subject
The text withm THE GRAPHOLOGIST was researched and written by a top London
graphotogsVcnminoiogtst James Woodward The software was wntien by Martin

Evans our consultant software writer

O £49.95 Inc P&P + VAT

CASHMASTER
Master your own finances There is now no need to be frightened by
accountancy software CASHMASTER prcMdes you with the easiest method yet

invented to keep track of all your finances- Be you a business or professional

individual, vou are sure to need to know where your money is going
CASHMASTER will allow you to input all the necessary information per

transaction n one simple operation, whilst allowing you to extract the absolute

maximum horn a all again with an array of statements and reports.

features VAT analysis

• Easy, natural data entry - Just like a handwritten ledger

• Any amount of ledger files

• Ledgers can span any time penod, there is no one year limit

• Reports can be producedom any time span ( 1 day to 1 00 years

)

• 90/99 Class Codes (User definable) per ledger file

• 30/99 Accounts per ledger file

• Detailed statements showing balances (Selected accounts & classes)

• Profit & loss Statements (Selected accounts & class totals)

• Tagging of entnes for extra report seJectrvrry

Kerns can be Inclusive, Exclusive or Zero VAT or VAT can be Just ignored
• VAT element automatically calculated and displayed
• Pop up running total calculator

• Entries can repeated with just one key press (Slanting Orders etc)Weekly.

Fortnightly, Monthly, Quarterly, Half Yearty or yearly

• Entnes can be edited or deleted at any time

• Insert entcnes anywhere, CASHMASTER puts them in chronological order for

you.

• Reports directabke to Screen, Pmter or Disk file

• Detailed selectivity for reports

• Reference field for each entry (Irrvcuce No, Desp Note No etc)

• 10,000 entnes PC version, 9,900 PCWs
• No need for sorts, always in correct order

• All functions and operations available from rrvyn program screen

• Most functions operate from a single key press

• Scan through the ledger a line, or page at a time ri reduced
• Split and merge file

• Oass and Account code desenpoons visible at all times Scroll through pages

of codes wnh one key press

(REE seperate runnig total calculate* for adding up those cheques, useful for

those owek sums

WE APOLOGISE TO ALL OTHER SOFTWARE WRITERS AND TO ANYONE ElSE
WHO HAS BOUGHT THE OTHER SO CALLED 'EASY TO USE' PROGRAMS
CASHMASTER REAUY DOES BLOW THE UD OFF COMPUTERISED ACCOUNTING

THIS IS HOW IT SHOULD BE DONE

Not onty superior to the competition, Its far cheaper tool^^
«? £99. 95 inc P&P * VAT

INTRASET LTD, (DEPT 8000+)
FREEPOST

No 10 WOODSIDE AVENUE,
ClAYTON-LE-WOODS,

CHORLEY, LANCASHIRE PR6 7QF
Tel 0490 3284 9am - 6pm or

02572 76800 94hrordenn3
Order by Fax: 02572 74753



Club Guide

With such a variety of software for

the PCWcurrently on the market,

learning how to get the best out of

your machine can often seem to be a

daunting treck through poorly-writ-

ten manuals and stodgy jargon.

For the would-be LocoScript,

CP/M or BASIC expert, a PCW User

Club can provide an ideal source of

knowledge. An informal atmosphere

can be very productive - and there's

no better way to learn than with the

one-to-one help of an expert.

Alternatively, you could recruit

the aid of such an expert to your

home. There are numerous training

organisations throughout the country,

some of which send representatives to

visit you either at your home or the

workplace. Other courses are con-

ducted on a correspondence basis, or

part-time in colleges and schools.

Below is a selection of clubs and

training organisations which can

offer such help. Why not make con-

tact; it could be an inexpensive, effec-

tive way to a better understanding of

what your PCW can do for you.

Clubs
York Amstrad Computer Club

Enterprise Social Club, 17 Nunnery

Lune. York (address for meetiongs

only)

Enquiries: Simon Williams 0906 40164

Scotwest.PCW

19. Porton Place. Old Greenock Road,

Bishopton, Scotland

Enquiries: Iain Lang 0505 863916

Ground Floor User Group

Holme Street. Hebden Bridge

West Yorkshire

Enquiries: Jae Campbell 0422 844991

Retford PCW User Group

14 Machin Close. Tuxford. Nr Newark

Nottinghamshire NG22 OJZ

Enquiries: Paul Tew 0777 870038

CP/M and MS DOS User's Group

43 Birkbeck Road, Wimbledon.

The Good Club
&Training Guide

London SW 1 9 8NZ
Enquiries: David Nesbitt 081 543 0824

Hampshire PCW User's Group

Unit 5. Cable Street, Northam.

Southampton, Hampshire

(address for meetings only)

Enquiries: Paul Day ( above address)

Hereford Computer Club

18 Church Street, Hereford

Herefordshire HR1 2LR

Enquiries: David Rose 0432 267213

Teesside Amstrad User Group

8 Knayton Grove, Greenvale.

Stockton-on-Tees. Cleveland

TS19 7RW
Enquiries: Gladys Baker 0642 580018

M25 User Group
58 Islip Gardens. Northolt

Middlesex UB5 5BY
Enquiries: Tony Brown 081 841 3666

Littlemorc Amstrad PCW User

Group Peers School (Adult Education

Centre). Littlemore. Oxford

Enquiries: R G Hughes 0865 242720

The Worldwide Amstrad Computer

Club (WACCI)
9 South Close Twickenham TW2 5JE

Enquiries: Steve Williams (above

address)

Training
Banna Word Processing

29 New Bond Street. London WlY 9HD
Subjects: LocoScript 1 & 2. SuperCalc

2. Cardbox

Enquiries: 071 493 3336

Computer Training Centres UK Ltd

Exchange Buildings. Upper Hinion

Road. Bournemouth BHI 2HH
Enquiries:0202 299676

Dynamic Sales and Training

47 Goldsworth Road, Woking. Surrey

Subjects: LocoScript I & 2. dBase.

dBase II, SuperCalc 2

Enquiries: 0483 756914

Headline Communication Ltd

PO Box 22. Hereford HR4 8UW
Subjects: LocoScript 1 & 2. CP/M.

dBase II, SuperCalc 2

Enquiries: 0432 271598

Horsham Office Skills Training

Unit 2. 24 London Road, Horsham.

West Sussex RH 12 1AY

Subjects: LocoScript 1 & 2. Wordstar

Enquiries: 0403 211440

Is anybody
John S Blandford there?
15 St Albans Road. Sandridge, St

Albans, Herts AL4 9LA
We still need news of

Subjects: LocoScript 1 & 2. LocoMail. clubs in the following

Mallard BASIC parts of the country!

Enquiries: 0727 59913

Alicrdiire

Linkom Training Ashstead

32 Hill Street. Totterdown. Bristol Blackpool

Subjects: LocoScript 1 & 2. Sage Co.Antrim
Accounts Hastings
Enquiries: 0270 717435

Stroud

No Hassle Computing
Stafford

36 Tantallon Road. Balham, London

SW12 8DG Any details, write to

Subjects: LocoScript 1 & 2. Supercalc, Club News, 8000

Cracker, Masterfile 8000 Plus, 30 Monmouth

Enquiries: 081 675 3139 Street, Bath BA1

2BW.
Molesley Education

Flat 3. 10. Matham Road. East Molesley

Subjects: LocoScript 1 & 2, Loco PC
Enquiries: 081 941 1364

Office International

247-257 Euston Road. London

NW1 2HY
Subjects: LocoScript 1 & 2. Cardbox,

NewWord. Supercalc 2, Sage Accounts.

LocoMail

Enquiries: 071 387 9339

Off the Shelf Training Services

5a West Street. Bognor Regis. West

Sussex. P021 1UB
Subjects: LocoScript 1 & 2. LocoMail

Enquiries: 0243 827778

Rodesign

195 Milwards. Harlow. Essex CM19 4SJ

Subjects: MicroDesign. ProScan

Enquiries: 0279 444313

Wetherby Price Training

30 New Canal. Salisbury. Wiltshire

Subjects: LocoScript 1 & 2. CP/M.

Sage Accounts

Enquiries: 0722 24005
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LETTA-HEAD PLUS
Design letterheads, receipts, posters, labels, tickets for home or small business.

Create your design by placing text in any combination of fonts in any mixture

of 81 different sizes anywhere on screen Add graphics in the form of lines.

arcs, circles, eiipses, shading and icons. When you're happy, print headings in a

choice of 18 different sizes, use your design in labels up to 4" x 2" in size or

print groups of designs as a poster. Easy to use program includes full

instruction manual. 15 fonts and a font and icon designer.

Price C18.50 inclusive.

ALSO WordFinder - THE program for word game enthusiasts.

Price £13.50
For further details and orders phone (0433) 30799 or write to:

BRADWAY SOFTWARE (8P),
"HILLSETT", UPPER PADLEY,

QRINDLEFORD, SHEFFIELD, 330 1JA.

R, I SIGNWRITER
for the Amstrad PCW

Create large quality lettering from your PCW. up to 8".

Produce Signs. Banners, Notices, Tickets, Posters, and

Adverts in minutes.

Signwritcr £29.95 , Extra Fonts at £5.75

PCW Coloured Ribbons - red, green, blue, purple, brown

& orange £5.75 each. Black £4.60.

3" PCW Discs £2.30 each. 10 discs for £21

(All prices include VAT & Delivery)

Wc take Atcc» A Vm Plc*w mike cheque* payable to WIGHT SCIENTIFIC

WIGHT SCIENTIFIC

44, ROAN STREET GREENWICH, LONDON. SE10 9JT

Telephone 081 858 2699 Fax 081 853 4416

NEW!!! PCW 102 keyboard

102 keys instead of 85. Separate
Cursor pad. Function Keys for

software. Plus many more features

PRINTER RIBBONS
8256/8512 Nylon £2.75 each
8256/8512 Carbon £3.22 each
9512 Nylon £2.20 each

9512 Carbon ..£2.75 each
Min Order Qty 3 pieces

(Ribbons only)

5.25 Pace external disk

drive. For easy transfer ofdata
between PCWs and PCs.

Complete with all necessary

cables and software

ONLY £136.00

Only £99.00
PCW SOFTWARE

Locoscript 2 inc Spell £29.95

LocoMail/LocoFile Bundle £42.95

LocoScript 2 £24.95

LocoMail £25.95

LocoFile £25.95

LocoScript Euro Arabic £79.00

Mini Office Professional £24.95

Money Manager £31.50

9512 Auto Sheet Feeder £69.95

Sage Popular Accounts £55.95

Sage Popular Invoicing £39.95

Sage Popular Payroll £39.95

Pace Linnet Modem V21/23 ...£99.95

All Prices INCLUDE VAT & POSTAGE (U.K only)

Please make all cheques payable to: PRM COMMUNICATIONS
17 Staple Tye, Harlow, Essex CM 18 7LX

|^j Credit Card Hotline Number: (0279) 422846 Tls?,

ISSUES..
Are you a recent reader of 8000 Plus? Or have you missed

out on some of the earlier issues and want to catch up?

We have limited quantities of our back issues listed below.

The prices include a nominal 25p postage. Remember, all

issues contain excellent TipOff sections and the selection

of BASIC listings, plus the other regulars.

Issue 21 New LocoScript fonts

reviewed. Guide to add-ons. PC/PCW

link.

£1.75

Issue 24 £1.75 95 1 2 Special repon.

Four-page features, back issues index,

astrology, cricket, database reviews. D1Y

Graphics. Mini Office book.

£1.75

Issue 30 Speech synthesiser, teach your

PCW to talk back, transferring files from

a PCW to a PC. Lightning Basic review.

£1.75

Issue 32 Astrology on your PCW.

Learning C/PM. PCW User Groups. The

Amstrad-Sugar story. Publishing books.

£1.75

Issue ii. Four spreadsheets compared.

C/PM for beginners, five budget printers

reviewed.

£2.00

Issue 34 . Accounting packages

reviewed, the full repon. write a best-

seller, the series on spreadsheets.

£2.00

Issue 35 Take a look at communications,

budget modems analysed. Play sweet music

on your PCW. The PCW out on Safari in

Africa.

£2.00

Issue 37 Take a look at the jumbo

ram drive for your PCW. Choose between

three hard discs. Mini Office Plus, is it

worth the wail?

£2.00

Issue 38 . Need a third disc drive? The

Composers Pen for the PCW Musician.

Women in computing.

£2.00

Issue 39 Two new games. Choose a

database from our selection. Which inter-

face does what?

£2.00

Issue 40 How to rescue lost data from

damaged discs. PCW speech synthesiser.

A tour of the DTP options.

£2.00

Issue 41 The RAM pack that slots onto

the PCW. Use your PCW as a fax.

£2.00

Issue 42 Language learning packages.

The Top Ten PCW games. Which word-

processor should you choose.

£2.00

Issue 43 Discover your family tree with

your PCW. How to get to grips with

Mallard BASIC.

£2.00

Issue 44 Choosing a printer. Step by step

guide to adding a 5.25" drive. The lastesl

dip-art package for Stop Press.

£2.00

Issue 45 . New software aimed at

keeping you fit and healthy. Three horse-

racing predictor programs. How to add a

3.5" or 5.25" drive to your 9512.

£2.00

Issue 46. The latest fax machine from

Amstrad taken through its paces.

Locoscript PC. no need to leam a new

word processor. Home Entertainment

Centre, the new compilation form CDS.

We show you how to get started in com-

munications.

£2.00

To order back issues use the order form opposite



FIVE SOLID REASONS WHY YOU
SHOULD SUBSCRIBE TO 8000 PLUS

©

(D

®

©

You will receive absolutely free

THE 8000 PLUS COLLECTION".
This unique book and disc represent the

ultimate tips collection for Amstrad PCW
users. Worth £14.40, they are yours

free of charge when you take out a

subscription today.

You guarantee your supply of the most

comprehensive news, reviews and advice

for the Amstrad PCW. 8000 PLUS will

help you to get the best out of your

machine, improve your effectiveness,

make your life easier and save you time

and money.

You guarantee your copy at a fixed price.

By subscribing now, the price you pay is

protected against any future price

increases for the duration of your

subscription. Wise people who took out a

3 year subscription are still paying as little

as £1.40 a copy!

You save yourself the time and

aggravation of having to go and get your

copy from a newsagents and the awful

possibility of finding there's none left!

^* You get a no-nonsense guarantee. You

^y may cancel your subscription at any time

in the future and we will refund you for all

unmailed issues - no questions asked.

Get your copy delivered for as little

as £1.75 and get

'THE 8000 PLUS COLLECTION'
book and disc absolutely free!

To secure your copy at this inflation-proof price,

complete the coupon and return it immediately

or call our credit card hotline on 0458 74011.

"I have been a subscriber to 8000 PLUS since Issue

One and rarely a month goes by without my learning

something new." Mr S J Payne, Great Missenden.

THE

COLLECTION

- the Ultimate Tips Bixi forihe Amstrad P( 'W

m\
-

tr-B

i

ROBAINSL1 ,

i ^
The Mom Cnmprehenuvc ( ompiloiionol -

liniv.Trp>. Shortcuts and i nefiii Program

fflrf*

Free when you subscribe!

'THE 8000 PLUS COLLECTION'

YES!
-x§

Please enter / renew my subscription and send me my free

'8000 PLUS COLLECTION' book and disc

The subscription I require is (tick your choice)

1 year 2 years

{SAVE 5%)
3 years
(SAVE10%)

UK E23.40 £44.46 £63.18

Europe £38.40 £74.46 £108.18

ROW £53.40 £104.46 £153.18

All overseas subs are sent by Airmail for speed and safety.

These costs are included in the above prices.

Back Issues (for price details see opposite) Please circle

21 24 25 30 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43

44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51

TOTAL AMOUNT PAYABLE £

My method ofpayment is (tick your choice)

L VISA /ACCESS

CARD NO.

EXPIRY DATE

CHEQUE
make payable to Future Publishing Limited and enclose with this form

in an envelope addressed to:

8000 Subscriptions, FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR

Name :

Address :

1
Postcode : Telephone : 1
Signature : Date:

8+/SP/A4/1291



Arnor's 1990 PCW Software Sale

PROTEXT ... The Word Processor
Prolext is firmly established as the alternative to Locoscript.

All the features you would expect from a good word processor - many text editing commands, print

commands, spell checking and mail-merging. The refinement and thought that has been put into the

program - logical keystrokes and commands, clear layout, speed and power ... all go towards making
Protext ideal for the novice or the experienced user.

« On-screen help * Typewriter mode * Insert or overwrite typing mode * Word count * Undelete feature

* Move/copy/delete/print blocks of text * Box manipulation * Configuration * Personal dictionaries * Exec
files * Two file editing * Keyboard macros * File conversion * Comprehensive Find & Replace * Foreign

languages and accents * Program editing mode * Proportional printing, right justified * Conditional

printing and loop constructs * Print any number of copies * Works with any printer * Calculator * Print

labels * Use the maths/string functions to produce personalised invoices etc *

* Compatible with PCW 9512 * Enhanced spelling checker - larger dictionaries, dictionary on drive M or on
program disc * Many improvements based on customer feedback *

"Protext deserves to be the system by which all other word
processors arejudged ... a superb product' Y0UR computer

"The greatstrength of this package is its ease of use" CWTA

"Protext is the solution to all Locoscripts drawbacks" pcw

" Makes Locoscript look like a snail" 8°°° plus

"Simply the best word processing program to date for the

PCW ... Locoscript is effectively dead" PUTTINQ YOUR
AMSTRAD TO WORK

Special Offer - Save £20

Buy Protext together with the book

for £49.90 and save £20 off RRP.

(RRP £59.95 + £9.95 = £69.90)

Protext + Book E49.90

Protext is also available in German at £59.95 (Prowort)

... The Book

This is an independently produced

book about Protext, written by Rob

Ainsley.

The book features a large section

of tips for easy reference and is

well illustrated with screen shots

and printouts.

It also includes a section written to

help the Locoscript user to

'convert' quickly to Protext.

It is an essential purchase for any

current or potential Protext user

whatever their word processing

experience.

Protext-A PCW User's guide

246 pages, illustrated paperback

Price £9.95 + £1 post/packing

(Post/packing is free if buying a

piece of software)

CP/M languages and PC Protext
MAXAM ll

Complete CP/M machine code development system

* Macro assembler * nested conditional assembly * file

inclusion * textual substitution of macro parameters
* repeat loops * Full expression evaluation * Error listing to

screen/file/printer « 8080 mode * Linking facility * Create

object files for use with C *

Window based monitor, with:

* line assembler * disassembler * memory editor * find

string * relocate * move memory * compare memory * fill

memory * bank switching * symbolic debugger * single

stepping * set memory limits for stepping * stack checking
* conditional breakpoints * trace mode * edit registers

* Editor is program mode of Protext (as for C) *

" Maxam II- now the bestgets even better

"

cmA CPC

"A really excellent piece ofsoftware which, given the speed
with which debugging can be done, will pay its way very

quickly' ACU

"The thing that struck me ... was the amount of thought

and effort that hasgone into this product" cwtacpc

Maxam II is stunning ... the most complete and competent
programming package around. Simple, speedy and
sophisticated" amstrad action

RRP £49.95 Sale price £24.00

Complete C development system

* Full implementation of K&R standard *

* Optimising compiler * Floating point

arithmetic * 32 and 16 bit integer arithmetic

* I/O and maths libraries * Conditional

compilation * File inclusion * Macros

Linker accepts C and assembler (with

Maxam II) * Stand alone generator

produces COM files

Protext compatible editor-

Mast and easy to use *on screen help
* two file editing * keyboard macros * fully

configurable* powerful find and replace

* exec files • compile from inside editor

" Verygood value formoney " amstrad pcw

"Streets ahead in terms of programming
power " amstrad action

"In typical Amor fashion, they've taken their

timeand got it right' amstrad computer user

"All the facilities necessary to

complete applications programs

"

write

popular computing weekly

RRP £49.95 Sale price £24.00

Upgrading to a PC?

Protext v5.0 is now available for

the PC at a special upgrade price

of £110 (inc. VAT) for all PCW
users. Send us your original

Protext or Locoscript disc with

your order.

Protext has been designed as a

PC program, not as an imitation of

a PCW program and thus

complements other PC software

much better than Locoscript PC.

Features include justification and

centring of any mixture of different

printing fonts, including

proportional; extensive language

support including Eastern

European languages; multiple file

editing; split screen editing; index

and contents; footnotes and

newspaper column printing.

For further details please contact

Arnor. Protext 5.0 is available for

IBM PC and compatibles, Amiga,

Atari ST and Acorn Archimedes.

All programs run on PCW8256/8512, 9512, CPC6128

fle/essf/iffyDt/r/rric/vspote/rtfa/..

.

tWI^Z
Amor Ltd fEP), 611 Lincoln Road, Peterborough, PE1 3HA. Tel: 0733 68909
All prices include VAT, postage and packing. Access/Visa/Cheque/Postal Order. Fax: 0733 67299



Melody Maker
Can the PCW really be used as an instrument of harmony? Sophie Lankenau

went along to talk to one composer with a very satisfactory arrangement

Phil
Shapiro, composer, jazz

pianist, arranger and music

leather, describes himself as a

dinosuur. This is rather an inap-

propriate self-summing up when you

meet the man himself; a semi-retired

professional musician, with a passion

for his craft and a desire to pass on the

benefit of his wisdom to others. It tran-

spires, however, that the prehistoric

analogy was one to match a former life

-a life without the PCW.

Five years ago, Philip Shapiro

would never have imagined that a com-

puter could change his life. A confirmed

two-fingered typist, his trusty electric

typewriter served the administrative

needs of his self-employed status more

than adequately. At the time. Philip's

work involved arranging (or orchestrat-

ing, as it is more traditionally known)

and transcribing music for people who

lacked either the time or the ability to

do it themselves.

"1 would receive sheets of hand-

written scores, usually in pencil or half

illegible, and my job would be to

arrange a piece for various instruments

in an orchestral group." Philip

explained. "I would quite happily have

carried on doing it the way 1 was. But

one day. a friend got hold of the demo

disc of a program called The

Composer*s Pen, and that." said Philip,

"is when my whole business changed".

Philip didn't have a PCW at this

point, and the friend who told him about

The Composer's Pen could only

describe what the program was sup-

posed to do. rather than demonstrate it

to him. So impressed was Philip by the

idea, that he went out shopping - for a

copy of the program - and for a PCW
upon which to run it.

"I supppose it is fairly unusual to

buy a computer on the strength of dis-

covering one piece of software for it.

but 1 knew at once that The Composer's

Pen could make all the difference to my
work," he told us. "I went out and

bought a PCW85 12. and I haven't really

looked back since," he laughed.

"Right-hand man"
Of course, once Philip got the machine

home, he discovered LocoScripl and

CP/M. "I had no one to help or advise

me when it came to learning the native

programs," he explained, "and I must

admit, the manuals were like double

dutch to me. I didn't even know what a

byte was. It was simply a case of sitting

down and ploughing through the infor-

mation supplied."

With LocoScripl mastered. Philip

was able to explore The Composer's

Pen in more depth. "As a musician, you

use the musical language to the nth

degree - you need all the tools possible

to back up your work -just like being a

journalist or a writer, I suppose. The

Composer's Pen is like a right-hand

man for people involved in my line of

work; it really is the ultimate back-up

tool." he explained.

When he was first experimenting

with the program. Philip was in frequent

contact with its manufacturers.

Composil Software. "The after-sales

backup that Composil offer is second to

none." Philip told us. "They were pre-

pared lo go into the minutest details for

me so that I could be sure I was operat-

ing the program correctly. I really can-

not commend them highly enough."

said Philip.

Once il was installed. Philip was

able to put the program lo extensive

use. As an arranger, he needed lo be

able to write certain pieces of music for

different instruments, so that a group of

musicians would be able to read from

specially-adapted scores.

Instrumental details

"You can also have a piece of music

written with the parts for every

instrument included, so that

evervone has an idea of when the >•

Case in Point

Going for a

song
Remember those

good old school

performances of

musicals like

'Joseph and his

Amazing

Tcchnicolour

Dreamcoat', 'HMS

Pinafore' and 'The

Pirates of

Penzance'? Well,

if you are a

teacher or music

tutor on the look-

out for some new

material, get in

touch v<ith Philip

Shapiro. He has

written four such

works including: a

nativity piece

called 'Follow the

Star', an Easter

story entitled

'Seven Days to

Salvation' and the

life story of John

the Baptist - to

name but three.

All the works

would be ideal for

that end of term

concert!

Duet soon!

So adept has Philip

Shapiro become at

using The

Composer's Pen, he

is willing to offer his

knowledge and expe-

rience to new users.

Philip will happily

respond to telephone

or postal queries

about the program.

So. if you've got

Composer's block,

why not get in touch

with Philip and see if

he can help. He is

also keen to meet fel-

low PCW users in his

area to swap ideas

and advice.

Telephone him on

021 747 6675, or

write to 16, Burrow

Hill Close, Castle

Bromwich,

Birmingham, West

Midlands.

January 91 55 _



Case in Point

Quick on
the draw
The Composer's Pen

is available from

Composil Software

on 0952 595436,

priced £74.75. Micro

Design 2 can be

obtained from

Creative Technology

on (1889 567160 for

£59.95.

other instruments are going to come in."

he explained. "This includes vocal parts

as well."

The program is perfect for compos-

ing from scratch - as Philip explained.

"When you want to start a new piece of

work, all you do is press |C| for 'cre-

ate", just like you do in LocoScripl. You

are then presented with a variety of dif-

ferent options: choose the instrument

that you are writing the piece for. and

type in an abbreviated form of the word.

This means that when it comes to print-

ing the score, you can have the instru-

ment listed in the left margin."

After the instrument comes the real

composition. You have to enter the clef

- the range of musical pitch, and the

time signature - how many beats there

are per bar.

"There are so many features to this

program." Philip enthused. "You can

even have different sizes and styles of

text running underneath the staves for

the words of a song which you are com-

posing. I would call it the greatest tool

which an arranger could possibly have."

he added.

One bite ancj you're hooked
Philip describes his introduction to the

PCW as "a case of taking one bite and

being completely hooked". Not content

to limit himself to word processing and

The Composer's Pen. he has also

become a very competent Micro

Designer. "I discovered MicroDesign

through talking to the people at

Composil. The Composer's Pen was

written with the Creative Technology

team as consultants, and the two pro-

grams work perfectly together." he told

us.

"1 write a piece of music using The

Calling the tune

Philip Shapiro has written and produced a revolu-

tionary music tutorial course, available to students

on a correspondence basis. 'The Shapiro Method',

as it has been christened, aims to introduce people

to the world of music in a quite different way to the

usual classroom or night school scenario.

"Most people who gave up learning to play an

instrument did so

because they hated their

classes," said Philip.

"There's always the

memory of turning up to

a class without having

done your practice, and

dreading the wrath of

the teacher concerned,"

he added. "The Shapiro

Method is for those who

still have a desire to

learn, and for those peo-

ple who simply haven't

got the time to attend

classes in the day time

or the evening," Philip

explained.

The course comes

in three parts,

Preliminary,

Intermediate and

Advanced. Each level is

accompanied by an

audio cassette and a

detailed written booklet.

Students can take as

long as they wish to

work through the modules - one feature which

Philip feels will encourage the part-time pupil.

"There's nothing worse than feeling rushed when

you are trying to get to grips with a new subject,

whatever it is," explained Philip. "The Shapiro

Method encourages the student to learn as and

when they have the time to do so," he continued.

Having the PCW has enabled Philip to produce

extensive backup notes for the course. "I prepare

my notes in LocoScript, and I can produce the

scores and various other musical illustrations using

The Composer's Pen," he explained. "I then import

both sections into Micro Design, and set a page up

for the tutorial. The three packages make up the

ideal team for producing the course," he added.

The Shapiro method tries to dispense with what

The Shapiro method dispenses with the

'Janet and John' way of learning music

Philip calls the Janet and John' way of learning.

The approach is easy to follow, but it has the stu-

dent achieving useful goals very early on in their

learning.

The audio tape and the notes work in perfect

harmony with one another. With the tape on, and

the booklet open, the student reads through the

text while ft is being spoken.

When, in the text, a note or a

bar of music is presented in

graphic form on the page, it

can be heard as actual music

on the audio tape. So, in the

preliminary stages, where a

scale is shown on the page, ft

will be played on the tape. The

notes and the tape are

extremely well annotated, and

ft must be said that even the

8000 Plus team, recent win-

ners of the Tone Deaf Award

for Total Amusicalfty, were

beginning to pick up the basics

of playing an instrument.

Like any other course, the

work done in each module of

The Shapiro Method is marked

by Philip. "At the end of each

section, there is a test sheet

which students return to me for

evaluation," explained Philip.

"Students are not sent the next

module until they have had the

previous one marked."

Not only does the course

contain instruction on the practical side of the

learning process, but ft also tells you about the

historical aspects of the subject. The section on

jazz gives a detailed account of the music's origins,

which adds tremendously to the student's

perspective of how ft should sound.

"What I am trying to do is to convey the feel

of music to people," explained Philip. "No one can

wave a wand and say that you will become a

musician, but my method of teaching gives the

student access to the basic tools which they will

need to start. The rest is up to them - if they have

a will to succeed, and to share the wonderful

experience of being able to play an instrument,

then the rest will follow."

Phone Philip on 021 747 6675 for more details.
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Composer's Pen. then select the option

to save it as a disc file." said Philip.

"Any bulky text which has to go with

the score, f prepare in LocoScript. The

correspondence course which I run (see

box for more details) is a mixture of

large chunks of text interspersed with

musical notation. I can then import the

various different parts into Micro

Design, and assemble them in a particu-

lar way." he continued.

As an arranger. Philip is often deal-

ing with the work of one musician sev-

eral times. The Composer's Pen is par-

ticularly useful for this kind of situation.

Record score

"Because you can save a score to disc, it

means that there is a permanent record

of the work you have done for someone.

So, if that person decides that he or she

wants a specific piece re-worked for

another instrument, all I have to do is

load the disc, call up the score, and

make changes where necessary. If 1 was

having to do that manually, it would be

very time-consuming," he told us.

Indeed, it is not just scores which

have to be held in permanent computer

memory for Philip. He also has a sub-

stantial customer base, which he has to

have close at hand. The need for a

database of some description led Philip

to explore still further the power of his

PCW.
"Maslcrfile is perfectly adequate for

(he amouni of records I need to keep. It

can also cope with my business

accounts, as it has a totals facility on the

money entry," he continued.

Philip seems delighted with the

software which he has been using on his

PCW - but. as ever, nothing is perfect.

Critical acclaim

"There aren't many things which I can

criticise The Composer's Pen for," said

Philip, "because Composit have made a

lot of changes to it since it came out.

The first version did lack a lot of fea-

tures, but now it has been tailored to the

needs of the professional musician.

There are some irritating parts about it.

such as the slow scrolling. You have to

sit and watch it go through every page

until the destination is reached. That can

be very time consuming." he explained.

We asked Philip if there was any-

thing he wished he had known about the

PCW before he bought it. "I wish I had

known about it four years ago when it

first came out," he told us. "because it

was cheaper then! I also wish that I had

known about 8000 Plus sooner - I've

learned a lot from the magazine. Other

than that, I am delighted with my
choice," he concluded. For the moment.

Philip will be continuing his work as an

arranger, and is hoping to have some of

his short compositions published.

"I am. I suppose, semi-retired." he told

us, "but I suspect that the PCW will be

keeping me very busy for many years to

come. You know," he added, "it's a bit

like being a musician - once you are

involved quite deeply with the subject,

you find that you just can't let go." •



visit our Poole shop . .

.

1 New Orchard
High Street

POOLE
Dorset

BH15 1LY

Shop: (0202) 669668

fox: 0202 - 668208

PAPER

cost effective computing starts here.

BEST QUALITY white, wood free - LOW DUST specification

1 1 x9.5" 60gsm FANFOLD LISTING 2000 £13.95

11x9.5" 70gsm MICROPERFORATED 2000 £15.95

11x9.5" 85gsm LETTER QUALITY 1000 £10.95

A4 size 70gsm MICROPERFORATED 2000 £19.95

A4 size 85gsm LETTER QUALITY 1000 £11.95

11x9.5- NCR 2 -PART PLAIN 1000 £21.95

11x9.5" NCR 3 -PART PLAIN 700 £24.95
_.end of course there's our own UNIQUE AS continuous piper

A5 size 80gsm LETTER QUALITY 1000 £11.95 „

TOP QUALITY FANFOLD LABELS FROM M> AVERY
ADDRESS SIZE: 33 x 1.5" available 1 or 2 across

2.75 x 1.00"

2.75 x 1.50"

3.50 x 1.00"

3.50x1.50-
3.50 x 2.00"

£2.75
£3.70
£3.15

£3.75
£6.30

1.00"

1.50"
4.00 x
4.00 x
4.00 x 2.00"

5.00 x 1 .00"

5.00 x 1.50"

5.00 x 2.00"

£3.40
£4.50
£6.50
£3.95
£5.95
£7.50

- ALL PRICES ARE per 1000 -

CARRIAGE - Paper and Labels are subject

to an extra charge towards delivery.- PLEASE SEE BELOW

PERSONAL ORGANISER PAPER

S order line: 0202 - 666155
Moll Ordw Division: Unit 2A. St»rU Ind Est, Sttrto Rd, Poole, Dorset BH15 2AP

FABRIC
RIBBON

RE-INKING
FORMULA

a future-friendly

product from

OFFICE-21

Fanfold paper for your organiser!

ttfji.
Use with LocoScript etc or specialist programs!

V"» $ 6.5-m deep (39 lines) by 3.75-in wide edge strips

80gsm white paper with microperfed edges.

250-pack £?.<?5, 500-paek £14.15 .",*"

DISKS
THE VERY BEST maxell CF2 3' HIGH GRADE DISKS

suits all 3' drives, single or double density

5 fcr just £H.S0 10 for just £21.<?5
20 for just £4-3.<70 plus FREE

L0CKABLE DISK BANK (holds 20*) WORTH £9.95

l*CF-2 Disk labels: £2 per 50 when ordered with other goods.

ACCESSORIES
DUST COVER SETS: -protect your computer from lifes

little mishaps - Coffee/Children/Pets/Dust. Machine washable

9512 * 8256 * 8512 tLQAS
PCW 9512 DAISYWHEELS - All styles £5.95 ea.

THE DESK TOP STRIPPER I -strips the perforated edges
from fanfold paper. VERY USEFUL our price. . . .£9.95

RIBBONS
ALL TOP UK BRANDS

B256 Black fabric std 2741 FN £3.95 Band B

8256 Fabric LONGUFE 274 ILL £4.95 Band C
*8256 Fabric colours 2741 Col £4.95 Band C
8256 Multistrike films 2741 MS £3.95 Band B

8256 ribbons also suit the 8512

We recommend FABRIC ribbons for these printers

9512 Black fabric std 2746FN £3.95 Band B
9512 Fabric LONGLIFE 2746LL £4.95 Band C

*9512 Fabric colours 2746Col £4.95 Band C
9512 Multistrike films 2746MS £3.95 Band B

Multistrike films are the kind supplied with new 9512's

but FABRIC ribbons can be used with Re-inK. to further
increase the printing life of the ribbon.

LIFETIMES: Multistrike Films 100K chars

Fabric std 400K chars

* Fabric LONGLIFE 75OK chrs

COLOURS AVAILABLE 8256/9512: - Blue/Brown/Red/Green
Buying more than one ? 2 - off 5 - otf

Price Band B £7.45 £I6.<*5

Price Band C £ff.<?5 £!<?.<?S

A*iiZ

-'/

Still throwing your old ribbons away?

introducing

Simple, easy re-inking at home!

One can willRe-inK up to 30PCW
ribbons or top-up 100+11

Oil

£12
wily

Inc vat

/ Completely ozone-friendly

J Contains NO propellents or harmful solvents

J Recyclable aluminium can

4 Superb quality dense black ink

All fabric ribbons have press-on tops . . . Just lift off the top,

spray on a teaspoonful or two of ink and leave to dry.

For CLEAN, CLEAR, BLACK PRINT. . . again and again and again . .

.

PLEASE STATE WHICH PCW YOU HAVE WHEN ORDERING SOFTWARE
* * • this month's special offer * * *

PCW DRAW a full function drafting program RRP . . £39.95 our price. . . £24.45
Arnor Maxam Assembler £39.95 Loco Keyboards Disc £12.95

Arnor C Compiler CP/M £39.95 Loco 9512 Printwheels Disc £13.95

Cornix Card Ind PCW 8000 £29.95 MAP Stock Control £49.95
Comix Card Ind PCW 9000 £29.95 Masterfile PCW 8000 £35.95

Cornix Simple Accounts £79.95 Micro Design II £49.95
Cracker II Turbo Spreads't £36.95 Micro Design ll/AMX Mouse £89.95

dBase II £49.95 Mini Office Professional £29.95

The Knife Plus £18.95 Money Manager PCW £39.95
LocoFile/Mail Combo 8000 £47.95 Pocket Protext £28.95
LocoFont 1 & 2 Combo £27.95 Protext £44.95
LocoFont 24 Combo £27.95 D. Rogers Total Accounting £79.95
LocoScript/Spell Combo £37.95 Sage Payroll £54.95
LocoFile PCW 8 or 9 £32.95 Sage Popular Accounts £74.95
LocoFile/Script Combo £42.95 Sage Popular Accounts Plus £109.95
LocoMail 2 £27.95 Stockmarket £29.95
LocoScript 2 £27.95 Stop Press £39.95
LocoSpell 2 PCW 8000 £22.95 Stop Press/Mouse Combo £79.95

Loco 9 -Pin Printer Driver £17.95

£22.95
(Super Calc II * * SPECIAL/ * * £29.95)

e
ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT
some day despatch + 1st doss delivery

ALL ITEMS FREE DELIVERY except Paper & Labels

• HOW TO ORDER •
f
order by FREEPOST
CASPELL COMPUTER
Dept 8K
FREEPOST
Poole
Dorset BH15 2BR

order by PHONES 0202 -666155
4 - LINES • 24 hrs I

order ot the SHOP
See top left for address

order by FAX
25 0202 - 668208

_ 24 hrs

PAYMENT
CHEQUES - made payable to CASPELL COMPUTER VISA and ACCESS POSTAL ORDERS

DELIVERY
UK MAINLAND

PAPER
(except Personal Organiser)

(any quantity)

3/5 DAY SERVICE: £5.00

NEXT DAY SERVICE: £10.00

(orders placed by 3:00pm)

OVERSEAS: (optional insurance) PERSONAL CALLERS
Surface shipping at cost Free of Charge (of coursel)

LABELS
(any quantity)

£2.50

£10.00

EVERYTHING
ELSE

(any quantity)

£ FREE

£10.00

COPIES OF OUR TERMS OF TRADING ARE AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST. ALL OFFERS ARE VALID FOR 28 DAYS
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Stock it to 'em
Can your PCW really help you keep track of the millions?

David Frost looks at an upgrade to an old money-tracking

mu

Investor
£39.95 • B & BB Software
0437 721690
All PCWs

t is always gratifying to see a steady

stream of upgraded programs to supple-

ment brand new PCW software.

Investor is a completely rewritten ver-

sion of a program that originally

appeared in 1 988. It is aimed at the

investor who wants to take an active

JBMBM : I ida
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The Best Buys analysis showing the top 25 shares in each

category plus the program's own choice

Analysis of a share's performance with overlays of the 5

and 20 week moving averages and FT=SE 100 index
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The portfolio monitor showing a typical portfolio. Panning

to the right will provide a display of further information

UII t"

role in the management of his or her

portfolio rather than leave it in the lap

of the gods or a stockbroker.

The program comes on a single

density disk with clear instructions on

how to install it on all PCW models.

The program is written in such a way as

to work faster on machines with 512k

RAM and, if you have an unexpanded

8256, this may be the catalyst you need

to add the extra chips.

The heart of Investor is the Stock

Data file which will hold up to 600

stock names, depending on disc capac-

ity. Over 250 are supplied with the pro-

gram disc and consist roughly half of

unit trusts and half of quoted shares,

together with the more important stock

market indices. Shares can be added to

or deleted from this list as required, or

you can start a completely separate file

of your own. Think carefully about

what you want the file to contain. The

program can only recommend buying

shares that are contained in the file. but.

if you make it too long, you may be

deterred from regular updating by the

effort involved. It takes about half an

hour to update the prices of 250 shares.

Most users will update prices

weekly in which case five years' worth

can be stored. If daily updates are made,

the limit is four years. In both cases,

after 52 entries, prices are reduced to

one per fortnight. Updating prices is

easily done and the machine will beep if

there is more than a 10% variation

between successive prices of a share;

this guards against major error in price

inputting.

Share and share alike

A lot of time will be saved if the shares

in the file are arranged in the same
sequence as on the financial pages of

your newspaper.

The 'amending

stock data' part of

the program gives

this option. The

maximum length

of share name is

15 letters making

abbreviation neces-

sary in some cases.

Once entered, share prices can be

altered if needed. For example, if there

has been a scrip issue or an instalment

has fallen due on part paid shares, all

the earlier prices will need to be

adjusted. For a part payment, all earlier

prices would have the value of the pay-

ment added to them while, for a scrip

issue, it would be necessary to divide

the older prices by the relevant factor.

Failure to do this would invalidate buy

recommendations and the stop/loss

facility.

With the stock data file up to date,

you can now move on to the analysis

routines. There are four of these and a

graphics facility. You will need at least

9 months' price data to get the best pre-

dictions. You can mark your own shares

so they can easily be identified.

Road to recovery

Sustained Short Term Growth analysis

looks at share performance in the short

term. All shares are listed in order of

performance and given a numerical rat-

ing in which any figure above 15 indi-

cates strong sustained short term

growth. This form of analysis is said to

be good at identifying the best sectors

of the unit trust market. If a unit trust

appears near the bottom of the list it is

an indication to sell.

The Recovery Performance analysis

looks back over a year or so to identify

Should I invest in Investor?
The share-owning PCW user is spoilt

for choice with up to four major

programs available to assist in

profitable share dealing.

For example, as alternatives, you

could consider Stockmarket 2

(reviewed in October 1990),

Sharemaster (reviewed in April 1987)

and Market Merlin (reviewed in October

1988). For the dedicated technical

analyst, Sharemaster takes quite a lot

of beating. It has a very wide range of

analysis options and is easy to use -

but the price tag of £99.95 seems a

tad excessive for PCW software. Market

Merlin makes buy recommendations

on the basis of point and figure graphs,

supplemented by a subjective rating

you enter yourself. If you buy it, you will

still need another program to keep

track of your portfolio. Stockmarket 2

is the closest to Investor; there isn't a

lot between them. Investor scores on

making positive buy recommendations

and handling capital gains, but, in some

respects, does have poorer graphics.

Both, however, will give good service in

portfolio management.



Upgrading from earlier versions

There has been a continuous process of

updating Investor since it first appeared

(I have three different versions of the

earlier program) and it isn't

immediately apparent which one you

have. However, this latest version is

written in machine code and all the ear-

lier ones were in BASIC so the .BAS file

tails will give the game away. Upgrades

for registered owners only cost £12;

this includes a data conversion program

for the old type data files and the

money is well spent.

The most obvious improvement is in

the speed at which the program

runs - machine code is like lightning

compared to BASIC - and every

operation is much faster. This alone is

worth the money.

Other worthwhile advantages

include better graphics, a wider choice

of moving averages for charting,

improved user-friendliness, calculation

of capital gains tax liability allowing for

inflation, ability to overlay graphs and

logic-checking of all operator inputs.

The general feel of the new program is

similar to that of its predecessors and it

doesn't take long to master the

changes.

B & BB Software have recently

relocated; the new one is 2 Brawdy

Crescent, Brawdy, Haverfordwest, Dyfed

SA62 6NN.

the share's lowest level and then analy-

ses its recovery. Shares are listed in

order of performance and the percent-

age annual growth rate since the recov-

ery started is also shown.

Period Growth Analysis enables

you to look at growth over a selected

period. This can be varied from as little

as two data entries up to five years. In

practice, you would be likely to choose

a period of a few weeks or months

depending on the overall performance

of the stock market. There is a complete

list of shares in order of performance.

The final routine is Best Buys. Here

the program carries out the three rou-

tines already mentioned and lists the top

25 shares in each category. Shares will

be marked with a rating of 99 if the pro-

gram identifies a golden cross.

This is the point where the 5 and 20

week moving averages cross with both

going up and is reckoned a strong buy

indicator.

Graphic interpretation

If the idea of letting Investor do all the

thinking doesn't appeal, you can use the

graphics facility and work out your own
analysis of performance. Two graphs

are displayed, one showing the previous

5 years and the other the past 12

months. Unfortunately both are rather

small but you can use the expansion

facility to get a better scale, though this

may result in some of the lower parts of

the graph being lost. One share or index

can be overlaid on another, moving

averages can be plotted for periods of 5.

10. 20 or 40 weeks and the most recent

recovery point is shown. There is a

choice of logarithmic or linear scales.

Once you have decided what to buy.

the Portfolio Monitor comes into play.

Here you can keep portfolios of up to

40 shares and up to 20 cash accounts.

It is important to enter the names of

your shares in exactly the same way
they appear in the stock data file, other-

wise the program will not be able to

update the value of your holdings when

you tell it to revalue. Enter details of

share purchases as you make them,

putting in yields and P/E ratios from the

newspaper. Irritatingly if you make a

mistake in inputting data about a share

you may have to go to the end of the

input and then erase the share and start

again. There is no ability to return to an

earlier field if you make a mistake.

Capital idea!

The graphics routine is available from

the Portfolio Monitor and can be used to

look at or compare shares held in the

portfolio. Although the program gives

indications of what to buy. it is less

clear on what or when to sell, and you

will need the monitor with its graphics

to help you work this out.

A useful facility is the stop/loss

which will flag up a warning if the price

falls by more than a preset percentage

below the highest price recorded in the

slock data file. You select the percent-

age according to the degree of risk you

want to take. A significant fall, for

example, could well be a sell indicator.

You can. of course, have more than

one portfolio. Indeed this may well be

essential as each share purchase is

treated as a separate holding. Thus if

you take up a rights issue or opt for

shares in lieu of dividend you will need

a new entry. Although this may seem

I vestorN\

'"Portfolio: M
"P/F rate

~
Stop/loss Notes

""StocV Nane
(£1

Value Profit'

flrni '/. U' rYL

Grouth Yield" "Rate
]

H British Gas

E ICl

613

311
1311
MM
2241

177

-2tS
S*l

824
-847

44.1 2».»
-8.S 1.8

1S.7 S.4
18.7

-14.3

The taxation screen showing the capital gains tax calcula-

tion on the sale of BAA shares

The portfolio monitor after panning to the right, showing the

slop/loss column and the note facility

cumbersome it does have distinct

advantages when it comes to working

out capital gains.

There is a file for storing RPI infor-

mation and Investor uses this to calcu-

late the capital gains tax due every time

you sell shares.

If you sell a holding that was

acquired at different times, each sepa-

rate acquisition will have a different tax

liability, as will also be the case if you

dispose of part of a holding. This CGT
calculation is unique to Investor.

Overall. Investor is a good program

with a whole range of facilities more

than adequate for the needs of the

active. PCW-owning investor in the

stock market. •
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Running the program from a hard disc

Although primarily designed to run from

floppy discs, Investor will run from a

hard disc and a Cirtech Diamond was

used in conjunction with an expanded

PCW8256 for the review. Use PIP to

copy the necessary files to the hard

disc. From side 1 you will need

INVESTOR.COM and PRINTME.LOC and

from side 2 ST0CK.DAT, STOCK.NAM,

STOCK.RPI and DEMOPORT.POR. You

can erase DEMOPORT.POR once you

have finished with it and are ready to

create your own portfolios. At the A .

.

type INVESTOR to start. Strictly speak-

ing, you should also copy IL0AD.COM

but the program will run perfectly well

without it although you won't get the

opening screen and there may initially

be some unwanted material from any

previous use you may have made of

CP/M. If you want to use ILOAD it is

best to rename it as (say) INVEST and

then start the program by typing

INVEST at the A>.

Investor expects to see a floppy

disc in the upper drive and, if you don't

have one, it won't recognise any of the

data files. A formatted blank floppy will

suffice. Data will be stored in the A:

drive of the hard disc, not on the floppy.

Even on a hard disc the maximum

number of names in the Stock Data

file is 600.

To avoid cluttering up the directory

with program files, it is prudent to keep

them out of sight by making them

system files with the use of SET, eg SET

STOCK. "[SYS]. System files are invisi-

ble to simple DIR and PIP commands

and are 'hidden files' in LocoScript.

System files can be restored to visibility

by SET FILENAMEfDIR].

Investor

Pluses
Records sharehold

ings. dividends and

cash accounts

A Dividend printout

for tax purposes

Four methods of

share price analy

sis

*, Unique ability to

calculate capital

gains tax liability

Minuses
. Graphs are small

I Minor shortcom

ings in manual
i

| Ease of use 5/5

k Documentation 4/5

1 Range of features 5/5

I Performance 5/5

8000 Plus

Value Verdict 19/20
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Listings

Karen Donaghay shows you how this

month's listings can make you the quickest

wordgame winner under the sun. We also

bring in the New Year with a yuppie-style

calendar to fit in your filofax

Wordgame.bas by John Grice

»ter number of letters down? 13
Enter row 1 ? nhpxe 1 ttuhsos
Enter row 2 ? ponsepatkpfua
Enter row 3 ? gliadyovosnwt
Enter row S ? wtuuackrui ghl
Enter row 6 ? atkrol f f oca vl
Enter row 7 ? e<rank 1 lmbi gbi
Enter row 8 ? idanbuoenfadt
Enter row 9 ? cosnonautkruc
Enter row lO ? zarrsetqcs i 1 «i

Enter row 11 ? arnstronqznui
Enter row 12 ? vseoru 1 JashazEnter row 13 ? rgalaxyertyic
Do you wish to correct any row <y or n>? n
Enter the number of words sought? 3Enter word 1 ? SOS
Enter word 2 ? MIG
Enter word 3 ? BIG
Do you wish to correct any word <y or n>? n
SOS found
UIG foun**
IG f

To set up the wordgame square, simply type in the letters and the

hidden words. Wordgame.bas does the searching for you

Find the hidden words, the competitions

declare - not least our own wordgame
competition on the back page. But the

one thing the compilers of such puzzles

have yet to realise is that anyone who
possesses a PCW. and reads our listings

pages, is off to a flying headstart.

A wordgame is. as John Grice so

rightly points out. "a test of diligence

rather than intelligence" - and. as we all

know, the PCW possesses far greater

powers of diligence than any mere

human being. This program can pro-

duce the solution to any word game you

care to mention, provided you give it

the original square of "random" letters.

and the words you are searching for

within the square. But. before you turn

to our back page in delight, let me just

warn you. we didn't want to spoil it for

you. Unlike most wordgame compilers,

we don't tell you what the hidden words

are. Sorry folks!

This, however, did not deter us

from using our own competition square

as an example. Not wanting to give you

any clues, we asked the program to

search for three distinctly non space-age

words: big. wig and SOS.
The procedure goes as follows.

First you enter the square itself. Then
the program asks how many words you

are searching for. You enter the hidden

words and the computer mulls these

over for a while. It prints out a message

for each word, stating whether it was
found or not. before printing out the

resulting square.

The actual words are highlighted in

bold when the solution is printed out.

and just to make them stand out even

more, it also prints them in lower case

rather than upper case.

The program works over the whole

range of PCWs. However, to produce

bold characters for the 95 1 2 there are a

few adjustments to be made. Line 40

defines two special printer codes: p= e

+ "E" sets the code to switch on the

bold type-face on the dot matrix printer,

and q = e + "F" sets the code to switch

off bold on the dot matrix. Since the

9512 uses a completely different printer

- a daisywheel rather than a dot matrix -

the printer codes are accordingly differ-

ent. This means that 95 1 2 owners

should change line 40 so that it reads :

40 c = CHR$ (27) : p = e + "W : q =

e + "&"

If solving wordgames is not your

kind of puzzle, then how about making

your own? This program could also be

used to compile a wordgame, perhaps

lor inclusion in a fanzine or newsletter.

To print out your original competi-

tion wordgame. simply type in the

square as usual but do not specify any

hidden words. The square will be

printed out. in the normal way. but the

words will remain hidden.

The solution can then be printed in

the next edition of your fanzine, com-

plete with the highlighted words.
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A solution : complete with hidden words

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

HEM * wordgariie f-

DEFINT a,t.,f
, g, m, n, t, v , x, y

DtRiVR c,d,e,k,p,q,r,s,w,z
e=(-.HR*C27 J :p=e+"E" :q=e+"F"
iNF:,uT"Enter number of xetters across" ; tx
INPUT"Ent.er number of letters down" ; ty
DIM r i. ty .) , c ( tx , ty ) , k C tx , ty :>

, d ( MAX ( tx , ty ) )

SO r--KlNT:r-OR y=l TO ty
90 PRINT "Enter row "y;; INPUT
I 00
I 10
120
130
140
150

r (. y .)

I HEN PRINT"Error ; re-do" : GOTO 90IF LENtrCy) )<>tx
NEXT y: PRINT
INPUT"Do you wish to correct-
IF z="n" THEN 160 ELSE IF z<
INPUT "Enter number of row";y
PRINT'Enter row"y; ; INPUT rCy):GOTO 120

any row
>"y"THEN

i. y o p n )
"

120

07DF
ODAS
OE 1 3
0A1 1

I9C4
1723
1666
0BF6
1 141
1A9F
OSFB
1A01
1292
1 ODO
16A6

The original square is entered here, row by row: lines may be corrected if needs be
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160 FOR y= 1 TO t-y : r C y .> =UPPER* < r < y ) ) IOEC
170 FOR x= 1 TO tx : c C x ,

y

) =M 10* ( r C y ) , x , 1 > 1 1EF
ISO k < x , y > =c (. x

, y ) : NEX T x
, y 0CA6

Two matrices are set up: one is the original - c(x,y) - in upper case , and one keeps the discovered words in lower case - k(x,y)

190 PRINT: INPUT "Enter the number of words sought" ;t 1DB4
200 DIM w( t- ) , wr( t:> :FOR a=l TO t OFOE
210 PRINT"Enter word "a; : INPUT w<a:):NEXT a; PRINT 197E
220 INPUT 1

*Do you wish to correct any word Cy or n)";z 1B30
230 IF z="n"I"HEN 260 ELSE IF zO"y"THEN 220 129D
240 INPUT"Enter number of word";

a

1 109
250 PRINT"Re-do "w<a> ;: INPUT wCaJiGOTO 220 142C
2&0 FOR a=l TO t:w<a.»=UPPER*(.wt:a>; :NEXT a.'PRINT 17B6

The user enters the words here and the program asks whether they wish to correct any mistakes

270 FOR a= 1 TO t
:
g=LEN < w t a > >

:
t =0 • f f =0 1 1 IF

280 FOR y= i TO ty 090A
290 n=lNSfRt:rfyj , w(a) j ; IF n=0 THEN 330 0F9E
300 FOR x=n TO n+g-

1

0858
310 k i. x

, y !< =i_OWER* <. c <. x
, y ) i 0B85

320 NEXT x: f=l :y=ty 0912
330 NEXT y 0491
340 IF f=l THEN 980 078C

The horizontal lines are searched for the words and, if any are found, they are converted to lower case in the k(x,y) matrix

.

350 FOR x=l TO tx;s="" 09E4
360 FOR y=l TO ty :s=s+c(x,y.) :NEXT y 10ED
370 n= INSTR t s , w ( a ) ) ; I F n=0 THEN 4 i 0E93
380 FOR y=n TO n+g-1 0871

390 k Cx , y .>=LOWERS ». c <: x
, y .')

.) OB90
400 NEXT y :

f =1 ;x=tx 090B
41 O NEXT x 048B
420 IF f=l THEN 980 0788

The equivalent search takes place for the vertical lines

430 FOR ys=l TO ty-1 :

s="
" : m=0 OCC5

440 FOR y=ys TO ty:x=y-ys+l 0E4D
450 IF x<=tx THEN m=m+l ;d<.m)=c(.x ,y ) :s=s+d(m) 1393
460 NEXT y : mx=m 089F
470 n=INSTRCs,w(a.O : IF n=0 THEN 540 OEAO
480 FOR m=n TO n+g-

1

0867
490 d i m )=LOWER* C d ( m ) )

• NEXT m 0D71
500 m=0;FOR y=ys TO ty;x=y-ys+l 1039
510 IF x>tx THEN 530 0927
520 m=m+ 1 : I F ASC < d C m > > >96 THEN k (. x , y ) =LOWER* C c < x

, y ) J 16AC
530 NEXT y: f=l :ys=ty OAOB
540 FOR m=l TO mx;d(.rri) = "" :NEXT m;NEXT ys 1541

550 IF f=l THEN 930 0793
560 FOR xs=2 TO tx- 1 :

s= "
" :
m=0 0CD2

570 FOR x=xs TO tx:y=x-xs+l 0E4A
580 IF y<=ty THEN m=m+l : dtm>=c (x, y ) ; s=s+dCm) 13A9
590 NE X T x : mx=m 08AS
600 n=INSTRCs, w(a> ) : IF n=0 THEN 670 0E9A
610 FOR m=n TO n+g-1 0856
620 d (. m )=L0WER* < d < m ) ) : NEXT m 0D60
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630 m=0 : FOR x=xs TO tx
:
y=x-xs+

1

640 IF y>ty THEN 660
650 m=m+l ;IF ASC(dlm) )>96 THEN k (x, y >=LOWER*< c <x, y )

)

660 NEXT x:f=l:xs=tx
670 FrOR m=l TO rax : d<!m ) = ""; NEXT m NEXT xs
6SO IF f = l THEN 980
690 FOR xf=2 TO tx:s="" :m=0
700 FOR x=l TO xf:y=xf+l-x
710 IF" y<=ty THEN m=m+ 1 : dCnt ) = c Cx

, y > : s=s+cKm )

720 NEXT x:rrix=m
730 n=INSTRts, w(a) ) : IF n=0 THEN QOO
740 FOR rn=n TO n+g-

1

750 d <: m :> =LOWER* ( d < m ) ) : NEXT m
760 m=0;FOR x=l TO xf;y=xf+l-x
770 IF y>ty THEN 790
780 BPm+1 : IF ASC<dCm)>>96 THEN k < x, y )=LOWER*< c C x, y .) )

790 NEXT x:f=l:xf=tx
aOO FOR m= 1 TO rnx : d ( m ) = " "

:NEXT ni : NE X T x

f

810 IF f=J THEN 980
820 FOR xs=2 TO tx- 1 : s= " "

; m=0
830 FOR x=xs TO tx

:
y=xs+tx-x

840 IF y<=ty THEN m=m+ 1 j d(rn>=c <; x, y i ; s=s+d( m >

850 NEXT x;mx=m
S60 n=INSTR(s, w(a) J) : IF n=0 THEN 930
870 FOR n*=n TO n+g-1
880 d c. rn >=LOWER* (. d t m ) .> : NE X T m
890 m=O;F0R x=xs TO tx;y=xs+tx-x
900 IF y>ty THEN 920
9 1 m=m+ 1 ; I F ASC < d€ ra ) J >96 THEN k <. x

, y .) =LOWER* t c <. x
, y > >

920 NEXT x:f=l;xs=tx
930 FOR m=1 TO mx:d(.m :) = "": NEXT m;NEXT xs
940 Ih f=i THEN 980

This is the most complex part ot the program -the diagonals are searched for a hidden word

1034
0943
16B7
OAOE
1546
079E
OB76
0C45
1398
0897
OE94
0861
OD6B
0D96
095S
1 602
09FF
I4DA
078D
OCCC
OF1C
1 3A3
03A2
OEAA
086C
0D76
1 137
093S
16B1
OA08
154<J
0798

950 SOSUB 1060
960 IF f f = I THEN PRINT CHR*C 7>w«. a) " NOT found" GOTO
970 ff=l ;GOTO 280

1 000
OSAD
i 8DC
07 6E

If a word has not been found, the letter order is reversed and the process repeated

980 IF ff=l THEN SOSUB 1060
990 PR I NT CHR* >: 7 ':> w <. a ) " f ound

'

1000 NEXT a

0B68
OB53
03FC

Line 980 announces the good news when a word is found

1010 WIDTH LPRINT 255
1020 FOR y=l TO ty.'FOR x=1 TO tx v=ASC(k tx, y > )

1030 Ih v>96 THEN LPRINT p; k Cx, y >q ; ELSE LPRINT kCx,y>;
1040 LPRINT" ";:NEXT x ; LPRINT ; NEXT y;LPRINT
1050 WIDTH LPRINT 62 END

09C7
1 5C6
IBDC
1 70C
0C34

The solution is printed out, complete with the highlighted words

1 060 wr «. a ) = " "
; FOR b=g TO I STEP- 1

1070 wr<:a.)=wr<:a.>+MID$<w<:a:i ,b, i > ;NEXT b
I 080 w i a )=wr < a ) ; RETURN

ODCF
1 0A9
0B30

The above lines make up a short routine for reversing the words



Listings

These days, you no longer have to qual-

ify for yuppiedom to be the possessor of

a filofax. Its merits have been discov-

ered by the population at large, and

there seems to be very little that you

cannot stuff into a filofax somewhere.

The only minus point is the fact that

filofax pages, despite being uniformly

small, are inordinately expensive.

This does seem to be a sign of the

times. The smaller your stereo - the

more you pay for it. It seems as though

space-saving has suddenly become a

commodity in its own right.

Filofax fans everywhere will be

pleased to hear that their PCW can keep

up with this diminutive trend. This list-

ing produces a calendar of a suitable

Faxcal.bas
size for your filofax.

All you have to do to print out the

calendar is run the program, enter the

year you would like printed out. and

wait. The program does the rest. If you

are actually printing onto filofax paper,

rather than cutting ordinary paper down

to size, then the paper should be posi-

tioned carefully. The actual printing

takes place between the the numbers 7

and 39 on the bail bar.

The program works by producing

characters in pitch 7 (pitch, by the way.

refers to the number of characters per

inch) and halving the Line Spacing.

Since it is physically impossible to per-

suade a daisywheel character to reduce

in size, this is definitely not a program

for 95 12 owners.

For those of you who are experi-

enced programmers, this listing could

provide the basis for a whole range of

home-grown filofax pages. Welcome to

yuppiedom. PCW style!

1991 C A LEND A R
JANUARY FEBRUARY

SUN I 13 20 27 SUN 3 10 17 24
hdn 7 14 21 28 HON 4 1 1 18 26

TUE 1 8 IS 22 29 TUE S 12 19 26
UEO 2 9 16 23 30 UEO 6 13 20 27
THU 3 10 17 24 31 THU 7 14 21 28
FRI 4 1 1 IS 26 FRI 1 8 IS 22

12 19 26

A life-size printout of the first two months of 1991

10 e*=CHR* i 27

)

20 LPRIN1 e*+CHR*< 1 S->+e*+"S"+CHR*<;:0.>+e*-

The printer codes to set the pitch size and the line spacing are defined here

The above code works out what day of the week New Year falls on

The actual calendar is printed here : using New Year's day as the initial guide

1 30 DA fA SON , JANUARY , 3 , MON , FEBRUAR Y , , I'UE , MARCH , 3 , WED
200 DATA APRIL ;2 ,THU , MAY , 3, FRI , JUNE , 2 , SA i , J OL'y , 3 , AUOOS i , 3
2 10 DATA SEP VEMBER , 2 , OCTQ6ER , 3 , NOVEMBER , 2 , DECEMBER ,

3

The names of all the days and months are stored in the last three lines

0478
0090

30 WIDTH LPR1N1 200 09CA
40 DIM fn*t: 12> ;DIM m«. 12);DlM b<12) OB82
50 INPUT "Calendar year required ? ",Y i3E9
60 L=Y-3+INT(. (Y+3J/4) \e=-v l-7*lNl «. 1/7) > 0E80
70 FOR C=l TO I 2; IF C'-.S THEN READ D*<.C:» OFEB
80 READ M*(.C>:READ Mi.Ci;IF IN ( i. Y/4.»=Y/4 Then m».2.»=i 1465
90 fc=E-M«.C-| .) :BlC.'=E+C 7 AND E<-5 J :e=Df.c ) :NExr i 25D

100 lPRInT 7ABC28J; Y; "C A L £ N D A R-;H=\ 1071
i 10 for c=i ro 6 069A
120 uPRiNT TAB< 18 ) ;M*tNJ ;TAB(51 ) ;M*CN+i > :LPRINT 1 3D 1

130 FOR W=» TO 7;P=1 : X=0: A=13; T=17;F0R H=l 10 2 I4E7
140 D=B<N+X j + t.W-l :» ; LPRINT TA8«. A J ; D*C W.)

;
0F8

1

ISO FUR P=l TO 6: IF D<; i OR D>28+M».N+X ' THEN I/O (206
1 60 LPRINT TAe<T);D; 0946
170 T=T+4 : 0=0+7 : NEX V ; X= J : A=40 ; T=43 iO. 1

180 HEX T ; LPRINT ;NEX
1
iLPRlNT :N=N+2:NEX i 1 68

1

IAA9
ICEA
1BS4

The first question that springs to mind when

encountering a BASIC program for the very first

time is, what on earth is it? Funnily enough, if

you tried to type it directly into your PCW after

the A> prompt, CP/M would respond in exactly

the same way. What you need to do is load a

special program, called an interpreter, which

translates the BASIC listing into actions per-

formed by the PCW.

This is achieved by booting up from your

CP/M disc, and typing BASIC. The ok prompt

How to type in a listing

should appear. The first step is to type the pro-

gram in: ignoring the figures on the right hand

side. These are for checking purposes only (see

Check3.bas, our December Listings program).

The program must be copied letter for let-

ter. Beware of confusing the capital letter 0,

with the digit zero, and the capital letter I, with

the digit one. If you spot a mistake, then correct

it using the cursor keys and the delete key.

Once the program is finished, typing in LIST

will bring it up on the screen - press f5 to stop it

scrolling. To correct any lines at this stage, you

will need to type in EDIT then the line number

and correct as before.

To test out your program, type In RUN. If

there are still errors, you will get an error mes-

sage. They can be corrected in the same way.

To keep your industrious efforts on a disc, type

SAVE 'filename (RETURN] using, of course, an

appropriate filename. To reload a program you

will need to load BASIC as before, and type in

LOAD "filename.

Jiinuarj 91 63



ASTROLOGY for beginners
Teach yourself astrology using your Amstrad

Buy a Starter Pack comprising a simple program to calculate a
horoscope, an introductory booklet and 2 self-teaching programs

(how to interpret the horoscope).
ONLY £12.50 No previous knowledge required

For ALL Amstrads (CPC. PCW. PC. PPC)

Payment by Access/ Visa. Cheque. P.O. Please state make ofcomputer
ofsend s.a.e. (about 9" x 7")forfree catalogue giving details ofour
wide range ofprogramsforPROFESSIONAL ASTROLOGERS

Including complete natal Interpretations andforecasting.
Also I CHIN'G. GRAPHOLOGY. BIORHYTHMS. NUMEROLOGY, etc.

ASTROCALC
(Dept 8000) 67 Peascroft Road. Hemel Hempstead.

Herts HP3 8ER England. Tel: 0442 251809

MICRO DESIGN 2 STOP PRESS
& DESKTOP PUBLISHER
ON 3" OISC FOR THE PCW

(STATE DESKTOP FORMAT REOUIREO)

CA1 > VARIETY DISC

CA 2 'VARIETY DISC
A 3' FLAGS of the WORLD (new)
CA4>THE SPORTS DISC (new)

PICTURE REFERENCE SUPPLIED WITH ALL ORDERS

ONLY E12-50 per disc incl P*P

AGB ILLUSTRATIONS
a 061-773-2702

5 Queens Drive. Prestwich, Manchester. M25 8HQ. Ljwa

3 V2
" DISC DRIVE

only £79.95 + £4.75 p&p
* We use the POST OFFICE'S guaranteed NEXT DAY DELIVERY *

PHONE IN YOUR CARD NO. TODAY - RECEIVE YOUR DRIVE TOMORROW

The normal internal 3' B drive does everything our external
31/2" B drive does except :- it won't allow you to buy discs at

75p each to read/write to PC formatted discs. And you
definitely can't buy it for less than £80. Our top brand TEAC
drive needs no extra power supply and is very easy to connect
to the 8256, 8512 and 9512 computers via a single ribbon cable.

Housed in its sleek white metal case it measures just 17 x 11 x3
cms and is supplied with full step by step fitting instructions.

3 V2
" Discs 10 for £7.50

MOONSTONES 2 IN 1 PCW/PC FILE TRANSFER
NOW ONLY £29.95

This powerful utility enables the free transfer of files to and
from PC Computers and compatibles. Reads, writes and even

formats MSDOS disc on ALL PCWs.

256K MEMORY
UPGRADE - £24.95

Turn your 8256 into an 8512 with
our easy to fit upgrade kit.

Full fitting instructions supplied.

SPECIAL OFFER
Locomail £7.95

Plus CI p&p

COMPACT MICROS
177 Sunnyside Lane,

Otley Road, Bradford BD3 OJB

pg^ Tel: 0274 640589 (tech 636652)
Trade enquiries welcome

IF A PICTURE IS WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS

(Micro (Design Z
* TYPESETTING * TEXT EDITING • PAGE LAYOUT

GRAPHICS * FONT DESIGN • PRINTING
Runs on the PCW 8256, 8512 and 9512. Fully compatible with files from
LocoScripl 2, Protext, Wordstar, AMX Stop Press. The Desktop Publisher.
Mini-Office Professional, ProScan. Ftombo Vidi Digitiser, MasterScan and
other PCW software packages. Supports most popular Mouse systems and
9 pin, 24 pin and Laser printers, including the Star LC-10 Colour Printer.

Huge range of lonts (25 built in), Typestyles and Typsefting functions.
Extensive range of Graphic Art and Design facilities.

£37.50MICRODESIGN 2
(£32.61 + VAT)

With PCW (AMX type) Mouse and Through Interface (£73,04 + VAT) = £84
COLOUR BROCHURE ON REQUEST. SAE appreciated.

THINK WHAT YOU CAN SAY WITH

(Pro Scan

"THE MAJOR
HARDWARE
RELEASE OF
THE YEAR"

ProScan is a Professional Scanning Package, comprising Interface
Software and Hand Scanner, from Creative Technology for use with
MicroDesign 2 and other programs.

A 'stand alone' package with a good selection of fonts and typefaces, text
and borders can be entered directly onto a ProSCAN page and Graphics
can be edited. ProSCAN supports 9 pin, 24 pin and Laser printers, it can
be used with Stop Press, Newsdesk International and MasterScan. Almost
any flat image can be scanned, giving high quality reproduction at up to
400 dpi, with control of brightness, contrast, grey tones and texture (dither
& stipple). Compatible with Flipper.

"Sets the PCW up as a serious DTP tool." "Excellent value, excellent prod-
uct". "This product has an appeal that is hard to beat.. ..could revolutionise
the way you use your PCW." "A must for anyone seriously into desktop
publishing... the results speak for themselves" '8000 Plus' who awarded
ProSCAN 20/20.

The ProSCAN Interface and Software are available on their own for use
with any other suitable Hand Scanner. Scanner, or Amstrad FX9600 Fax
Machine.

ProSCAN
Interface, Software and Hand Scanner (£155.65 + VAT) = £179
Interface and Software only (£104.30 + VAT) = £119.95
Interface, Software and Scanner Cable (for Fax) £129.90

COLOUR BROCHURE ON REQUEST. SAE appreciated.

NEW
TRACEY A moulded lens with integral cross-hairs, easily
attaches to your mouse and turns it into a simple Scanner £7.95

OTHER SOFTWARE
While stocks last

LocoLink. Cable * PCW transfer s/w on 3" disc (£22.57 + VAT) - £25.95
LocoLink PC transfer s/w for use without LocoScript PC £21.50
NEW: LocoScript 2 plus LocoFile £37.95
LocoFile plus LocoMall £38.50

^FCipper
Flipper 2 Plus (v1.1). This new version is fully compatible with all PCW
Memory Expansions up to 2 megaBytes and will allow you to flip between
most programs. Flipper requires 51 2K, or a RamPac when used with
Microdesign 2 (£26 + VAT) = £29.90

Save £5 when purchased together with any ProScan, or a Rampac

SuperCDos
All the latest computers work this way

PCW SuperDos brings state-of-the-art Windows, Menus and Pointers to
CP/M. Essential for the experienced CP/M user and novice alike. Requires 512K.



(DtsRJDrwe ^PfF
AT LAST! MASSIVE STORAGE AT A MINIMAL PRICE!

Affordable, simple to install, simple to use, with superfast benefits. Our free

standing 20Mb Hard Disk comes in a smart, compact, Amstrad complemen-

tary case and is mains powered. The Interface simply plugs onto the expan-

sion slot on the back of your computer and it has a through connector to allow

the stacking of other peripherals. Optionally, at extra cost, the Interface can

incorporate a 51 2K RamPac.

The Hard Disk has a fast access time at 30mS. It is supplied already format-

ted and partitioned into four equal areas, namely Drives C, D, E & F but this is

user variable. There are two LEDs, one for Power On and one for Drive

Activity.

20 MegaByte Hard Disk Drive with Interlace (£299 VAT) = £343.85

As above with built-in 512K RamPac (£346.96 + VAT) = £399

Qet "The Ja*j

KILL SEVEN BIRDS WITH ONE STONE
Fax, Telephone, Answerphone, Copier, Printer, Fax Modem, SCANNER

The Amstrad FX 9600AT is a top specification, full featured Facsimile

Machine with 50 fax number memories; Telephone with 50 telephone

number memories: Telephone Answering Machine; Photocopier; Computer
Printer; and precision A4 wide Optical Image Scanner for use with

ProSCAN. All in one package that requires ONLY ONE telephone line (BT or

Mercury). It Is also a Modem for Direct Transmission of faxes from your

computer.

For home, office, or one-per-desk total communications, nothing comes near

it in terms of features and price.

FREE one year on-site Warranty (all faxes)

FX 960OAT Fax with Answerphone, RRP £803.85 ...Our Price (£534.78 +) =£615
FX 9600T As above, without Answerphone (£433.91 + VAT) = £499
FX 5000 Low cost Fax, Telephone, Copier only (£356.52 + VAT) £410

PERIPHERALS AND ACCESSORIES
• * SPECIAL OFFER - WHILE STOCKS LAST • *

Amstrad CPS8256 Interface (see below) ONLY (£30.39 + VAT) = £34.95

CABLES
PRINTER CABLE for PCW 8256/8512 (Interface required) £9.95

PRINTER CABLE PCW 9512 £7.95

PCW 8256 TO AMSTRAD FX9600 FAX (interface required) £9.95

PCW 9512 TO AMSTRAD FX9600 FAX £7.95

SCANNER CABLE FX9600to ProSCAN Interface £9.95

KEYBOARD EXTENSION All PCWs £5.95
PRINTER EXTENSION PCW 9512 (2 metres) £14.95
PRINTER EXTENSION PCW 8256/8512 (2 pes) (2 metres) £19.95
NULL MODEM CABLE Data transfer, computer to computer £14.95
"DONGLE" Adapts export PCW to Interface, RamPac etc £17.95

HALF PRICE CLEARANCE OFFER - STAR RIBBONS
Genuine Star. While stocks last - please phone for availability. (Including VAT,

PSP) LC-10 £2.30, 5+ £2.15. LC-10 Col £3.45. 5* £3.10. (also takes black for

economy) LC24-10/15 £2.87, 5+ £2.62.

BBD DUST COVERS (incl VAT, P&P) PCW 8256/8512 (grey 3pc) £11.45

9512 (ivory 3pc) £13.45
9512 with auto cut S/F (Ivory 3pc) £13.45
STAR LC-10, LC-10C, LC24-10, LC24-15 (state grey or ivory) £5.50

INTERFACES
Serial/Parallel interfaces for PCW 8256/8512 printer connection and all PCWs
Data Transfer (also see LocoLink)

SCA Professional. Highly regarded, full featured (£41 .74 + VAT) = £48
SCA Professional Plus. As above + real time clock/calendar .(£50.43 +) = £58

PCW MOUSE AMX type, with Interface and through connector (NB The
Kempston Mouse does not have a through connector )(£41.30 + VAT) = £47.50

DISC STORAGE Ams 10 (ten 3" discs) while stocks last E3.95

(Disc (Drives
3" Amstrad internal fitting 1 megabyte (720K formatted) Second Drives, using

CF2 discs, with simple instructions for DIY. Just "Plug in & Go". Amstrad have
discontinued the FD2 with black front panel. It is replaced by otherwise

identical FD4 with off-white front panel.

* FD4 Second Drive for PCW 8256 (drive B) (£103.48 + VAT) = £119
* FD4 Second Drive for PCW 9512 (drive B) (£103.48 + VAT) = £119

Brand New Service Replacement Drives
* FD1 500K (180K/side) replacement Drive A for 8256/8512.(£99 +) =£113.85
* FD4A 1MB (720K) replacement drive A for PCW 9512(£99 + VAT) =£113.85
* FD4B 1MB (720K) replacement drive B for all PCWs...(£86.09 + VAT) = £99

PACE 5i"External Drive with TDOS software (£112.17 + VAT) = £129

Looking for a 3i" Drive? See our advert next month!

%g,m£Pac
NEW 1.5 megaByte RamPac now available

The SCA RamPac is the first successful Memory Expansion above 51 2K that

does not invalidate any PCW warranty. Only RamPac is approved by
Locomotive Software. RamPac simply plugs onto the back of any PCW and
immediately increases the capacity of Drive M by either 51 2K, 768K, or 1.5mB.
It is compatible with MicroDesign 2, Flipper 2 Plus 1.1 and most PCW pro-

grams. Existing owners of SCA 51 2K RamPacs can expand their memory to

768K themselves with our DIY Kit. Now you can copy a 720K disc in one
operation!

RamPac 51 2K Memory Expansion (£99 + VAT) = £113.85

RamPac 768K Memory Expansion (£1 1 9 + VAT) = £1 36.85
RamPac 1.5Mb Memory Expansion (£199 + VAT) = £228.85
DIY 51 2K to 768K RamPac Expansion Kit (£22.56 + VAT) =£25.95

256K MEMORY UPGRADE
Upgrade your PCW 8256 internal memory to 51 2K with our best selling kit.

Almost an essentia! for MicroDesign 2, LocoSpell and disc copying. Intallation

really is straightforward. Thousands of satisfied customers.

Simple instructions for the inexperienced. We supply top quality plug-in chips (no
i

soldering) which are jig preformed for ease of insertion - NO BENDING
REQUIRED - plus a 'Practice' chip. Simply "Plug in and Go".

PCW 8256 256K Memory Upgrade Kit to 51 2K (£17.35 + VAT) = £19.95

SC
Just in time for

Christmas!
Even better than Fun
School 2, the biggest

selling educational

package ever!

Six challenging, struc-

tured programs in each
pack. Stunning graph-

ics, exciting sounds. We
strongly recommend
these enthralling FUN
programs! Give your child an unfair advantage!
"Fun School is a title more than appropriate for this package. Excellent graph-
ics. Original ideas. Genuine educational value. 18/20" 8000 Plus

There are three programs: a) under 5 years b) 5-7 years c) 7+ years

PCW version £19.95 incl. PC version £21.95 (state 3s" or 5;" disk)

i
Minimum order £10. Next day Courier Delivery £8..

Bold prices Include VATand UK post. Normally by return
Send cheques Money orders: or PIc/LA'Govt orders to:

SILICON CITY
Dept 8, Wheal Rose,

Redruth.Cornwall TR16 5DR
Access/Visa orders: Telephone 0209 891141

WE ARE MOVING! FROM
4TH JANUARY OUR ADDRESS WILL BE

Dept 8, Postal Buildings, Ash Street,

Windermere, Cumbria LA23 3EB
Access/Visa orders: ^^

Telephone 09662 88707 ^§3
(Coolchance Ltd) HB^



KRJIN for all your TEL: 01-567 7313

COMPUTER SUPPLIES
SAME DAY
DESPATCH

MAIL ORDER * EXPORT HOTLINE 01-567 7313
Callers welcome 9.30am-late

ALL PRICES
EXCLUDE VAT

Official orders welcome from

PLC. Governments Educational

establishments.

ALL PRODUCTS CARRY
KCS GUARANTEE

(PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE)

Post £ Packing (UK Only)

Ribbons 25p each
Label 'Paper £3 per Box

All other items 50p each
Computer/Printers £7.50 (by courier)

Please add VAT to total

Minimum order £15.00

Kavin Computer Supplies Ltd

106 South Ealing Road
Ealing London W5 40L
Tel. 01-567 7313

Fax:01-840-4958

Telex: 947838 GEEWS Dept KCS
Callers Welcome 9.30-5.30

YOU ORDER BY 3PM
WE DESPATCH BY 4PM
(subject to availability!

AMSTRAD W0RDPR0CESS0RS
(Now with FREE one years on-site maintenance)

PCW 8256 Single Drive/256k Memory/VDU/

Keyboard/Dot Matrix Printer £343.50

PCW 8512 Double Drive/51 2k Memory/VDU/
Keyboard/Dot Matrix Printer £439.50

PCW 9512 Single Drive/51 2k

Memory/VDU/Keyboard/Daisywheel Printer £456.95

PLUS FREE AUTOMATIC SHEET FEEDER WORTH - E79.00

AUTOMATIC SHEET FEEDER

For PCW 9512 primer holds up lo 30 sheets ol

paper SPECIAL £69.00

3ANS 20L

DISK STORAGE BOX _
Box Clever - protect your disks ^^<"
with high quality perspex. lockable

storage boxes. Holds 18 3" disks & cases.

ONLY £6.75

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

These printers can be connected to

any PCW.
StarLCIO £139
NEC P2* £269
Panasonic KXP1081 ... ...£139

Panasonic KXP1 124 (24 pin) £219
Panasonic KXP1180 _ £165
Epson LX800 £173
Amslrad LO3500 £209
Amstrad LO5000 £295

PCW 9512 DAISYWHEELS

Courier 10

Letter Gothic 10/12

Thesis PS
Oralor 10
Mini Gothic 15

£5.80 each

Recta 10

Script 12
Prestige Pica 10

Prestige Elite 12

BOOKS

Hackers Handbook III

Looking Into LocoScript 2
15 Hour Word Processing

.

£6.95

....£14.95

£5.95
All m One: Mini Office Prol £1 1.95

Supercalc Super Book £12.95

Program Your PCW £8.50
DTP with AMS PCW £9.95
Mallard Basic, Intro £9.95

Easy into Locoscript £16.32
Protext, A PCW User Guide £9.95
Using AMS PCW 9512 £9.95

ACCESSORIES

Additional Disk Drive lor 8256/9512 £115.00

RS232 Interlace £45.00

8256 Memory Upgrade POA

RAMPAC - 51 2K plug on Memory
Expansion £114

3" DISK DRIVE
CLEANING KIT

ONLY
£7.50

GAMES SOFTWARE

PCW Challenge

Cyruss Chess II

Time & Magic
Clock Chess CP
Bridge Player 2000
Draughts/Checkers

Scrabble Deluxe

Tomahawk
Backgammon CP
Steve Davis Snooker ...

Strike Force Harrier

Corruption

..£10.00

....£12.00

£11.95

....£14.95

....£15.00

....£14.95

....£17.39

...£13.00

....£14.95

....£13.50

...£19.95

....£15.65

RIBBONS

LOW LOW PRICES
Ask for quantity discount

2

PCW 8256/8512/LO3500 £3.39

8256'8512 Carbon £4.26

PCW9512MS £3.39

Minimum of2

4*

£3.21

£4.00

£3.21

PAPER & LABELS
2000 sheets 11"* 14 5-1pt60gsm £16.27

1000 sheets 11" x 9.5" 2pt OTC £19.82

2000 sheets 11" x 9.5' 1pt60gsm £14.16

1000 sheets 11" x 9 5" 2pl NCR £23.26

2000 sheets A4 1pt 70gsm Microperl £17.19

1000 sheets A4 1pt 85gsm Microperl ....£11.49

Labels 1 Across 2 Across
2000 3i;fx Iris" £8.65" £9.20
20003i*"x 11516" £11.74 £11.84

20004-x 1M6" £9.53" £9.65
2000 4" x lisnV £13.00 £12.72

"Available in Blue. Vellow. Pink. Green (El extra)

OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE

ACOUSTIC HOOD FOR PCW 9512

Silence that

noisy printer with

our high quality

printer mutller

Up to 80% noise

reduction.

Our Price £69.50
Base lor the hood £21.50

PCW STARTER PACKS

SAVE ££££s
• 10 CF2 discs •IANS20L
Disc box • 1 000 Sheets

Listing Paper • 3 Piece Dust
Cover • 3 Printer Ribbons
• 3" Drive Cleaning Kit

OUR PRICE £54 ONLY
Delivery £3

State if 8 or 9 series

PCW DESKTOP PUBLISHING

Micro Design II £39.00
Fleet St. Editor Plus £29.00
The Database Publisher (software) £19.00
Database Desktop Publisher (with AMX Mouse).£60.00

STOP PRESS

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
13 Fonts. Clip Art, Typesetting.

Cut & Paste Up, Graphic Design.

Stop Press (Software only) £29.00
Slop Press & AMX Mouse £66.70

3" AMSTRAD DISKS

3" DISKS AMSOFT MAXELL
5 10 20

CF2 £10.82 £20.39 £34 50
CF2-DD £20.00 £39.00 £70.00

DUST COVERS

PCW 9512 (3 piece) £12.45

PCW 8256/8512 (3 piece) ...._ £11.45

PC1640(2piece) £9.50

PC1512 (2 piece) £8 50

DMP 2000,3000/3 160 £4.50

DMP4000 £5.50

LO3500 £4.50

Eliminates dust and static with these attractive-

ly designed dusl covers

KEMPSTON MOUSE
Mouse with Daatafav and Jeeves software

and interlace. Daatafax is the comput-
erised personal organiser. Mouse

compatible with Stop Press.

Micro Design

£59.00

Mini Office

PROFESSIONAL
Very successful many new features

5 separate programs • Wordprocessor

• Database • Spreadsheet • Graphics

• Communications Interactive

OUR PRICE ONLY £25.95

COPY HOLDERS

^^J^

With

adjustable arm

80 column

£12.75

132 Column
£16.95

Desk Top
£12.75

TIDY UP PROTECT
-WITH
MAINS

FOUR GANG
SURGE PROTECTOR

SOFTWARE
ACCOUNTS

Sage Popular Accounts , £56.00
Sage Payroll £41.00
Sage Invoice/Stock Control £41.00
Sage Accounts Plus £88 00
MAP Integrated £89.00
Money Manager Plus £33.95

WORDPROCESSING

Tasman Tasword 8000 £16.00
Tasman Tasprint 8000 £10.00
Tasman Taspell 8000 £12.00
Tasman Tas Sign £20.00
Arnor Protext £35.00

LOCOMOTIVE SOFTWARE
Newword II £42.65

Locomail2 £25.00
Locospell lor Loco II £16 00
Locospell • Locoscript II £27 00
Locoscript II , £20 00
Locofont £16.00
Locolile £25.00
Locofont 2 £12.00

SPREADSHEETS
Amsott Supercalc II

Newstar Cracker Turbo .

.

£42.17

£33.50

DATABASES
At Last Plus . £25.00
Datastorell £27.00
Sage Retrieve _ £40.00
Camsofl Cambase II £34.50
Masterlile 8000 £28.00
dBase II £45.00

COMMUNICATION
Linnet V21/V23 Modem ( RS232 interface).

Aulodialing & Answering Hayes Compatible

32 Names store.

3 Help Menus • Chit-Chat £209.00
Sage Chit-Chat Soltware £69.00

LANGUAGE
French Mistress Kosmos £14.50
German Master Kosmos ..£14.50

Spanish Tutor Kosmos £14.50
Italian Tutor Kosmos £14.50

SPECIAL OFFER ON TYPING
TUTORS
lansyst Crash Typing £16.95
lansyst Two Fingers Touchtype Course £16.95

GENERAL UTILITIES

Mass Easy Labeller ...

Rotate
Digital Pascal MT.
Digital C Basic

Prospell

Arnor C

£23.00
..£17.35

£39 00
£39.00
£20.00

Arnor Maxam
£43.70
£43.70

PART-EXCHANGE

Thinking of upgrading?
Why not part-exchange
your PCW for PC1 640,

PC2086
or even PC2286.

Call for latest prices
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A page in the company

off David Langfford

Hack's

Quest
Welcome to Hack's Quest.

the imeraciive game that

makes the The Hitch-

Hiker' s Guide to the

Galaxy adventure look like a

Conservative Party conference, and

Nightmare on Elm Street 27 look

like a repeat.

In what can only be described as

a sizzling intellectual challenge, you

play a freelance writer with an arti-

cle to deliver. The editor has just

moved your deadline two weeks for-

ward because of one of those

unforeseen cataclysms that strike

every now and again called the New
Year. It is a bleak Monday. To make

matters worse, you have a hangover.

Type your commands at the >

prompt. (Enter HELP to ask for

assistance.)

You find yourself in a hallway

whose indescribable sordidness

immediately hits you. A shabbily-

carpeted stairway leads up to your

workroom.

Kindly remember you are a free-

lance writer. In other words: you're

on your own. sunshine.

Stop kidding around. You have

no idea which way is north.

That's better.... You are in a

grimy workroom, whose stale, dead

air is thick with the sweat of old

deadlines. Bills lie in scattered pro-

fusion over the few square feet of

available floor. Like an altar-idol

dominating the foul temple of some

obscene cult, the PCW broods over

the shambles.

You turn savagely on the com-

puter, but it is totally unmoved by

your threatening attitude.

You can't do that.

In your eagerness to rush to the

pub last night, you forgot to switch

the machine off. It now seems very

warm indeed. An electricity bill lies

uppermost in the heap of rubbish at

your feet.

I see no disc.

An hour passes. Eventually you

find the errant disc lurking beneath

some rejection slips in the far comer

of the room.

Are you sure?

By first cleaning off about an

ounce of revolting tangled hairs and

dust-bunnies glued by static to the

disc, you have avoided the immedi-

ately debilitating and. ultimately,

catastrophic failure of your drive.

(Score 1 point.)

A blank screen confronts you!

You have absolutely no inspira-

tion.

Where do you want to look?

There is a book here. There are bills

and rejection slips here. There are

old copies of 8000 Plus here. There

is a bottle here labelled "Inspiration:

Matured 10 Years in Oak Casks at

Glengrotty". but it is completely

empty. You remember that this is

why you have a hangover.

The book is Roger's Thesaurus.

You study it for inspiration and find

excitation, possession, afflatus,

exhilaration, intoxication, headiness.

encouragement, animation, incite-

ment, provocation, irritation....

As usual, the irritating truth is

that there's no inspiration to be had

from Roget. But one just keeps

hoping.

They are full of good stuff. The

thought crosses your mind whether

you could steal something from

older ones which everyone must

surely have forgotten by now.

Unfortunately your rigid moral

code prevents you from actually

doing this.

But as you stare blankly into

space, the shadow of a notion slowly

begins to take shape in your mind....

The doorbell rings!

It might be someone with a

cheque, or even Steven Spielberg's

office-boy asking after movie rights

to your recent series of articles on

How To Write Assembler Real

Good.

You find yourself back in the

sordid hallway. It was the postman.

Why did he ring? Peering blearily at

the mat. you find a card saying:

"You failed to answer the door

within the prescribed 0.5 nanosec-

onds, and three valuable-looking

parcels have therefore been rushed

back to our depot two hours' walk

away."

The rest of the mail is all brown

envelopes with sinister windows in

them.

You are in the grimy workroom.

Your train of thought, such as it was.

has been completely derailed and

lies upside down next to the tracks.

As you continue to stare blankly

into space, the shadow of a notion

Langford

begins.... The telephone rings!

Are you kidding? You deliber-

ately chose one whose tone rattles

the windows of houses across the

street, to make sure you never miss

an important call from your publish-

ers. Or Steven Spielberg, of course.

A hollow voice says: "Good

morning! Have you thought how
much you could enhance the value

of your crummy home by ripping

out the windows and installing

expensive double glazing, covering

up the original Victorian brickwork

with synthetic cladding in a lurid

shade of pink, and replacing that

out-of-date slate roof with fibreglass

simulated thatch?"

Ok.

As you stare blankly....

...you are inspired with a sud-

den, blazing need for coffee! Coffee.

A beverage made by brewing the

roasted and ground seeds or beans of

a tropical evergreen shrub 8 to 10

metres high belonging to the genus

Cojj'ea. of the Rubiaceae. or madder

family. Or in your case, instant from

the Co-op.

You have wasted valuable time

catering to your selfish wish for cof-

fee. It is only two hours to the last

postal collection! The article must

be finished and printed out by then!

We have already been into this.

Remember, you pay Class 4

National Insurance contributions,

which bring you absolutely no bene-

fits but are purely and simply an

extra tax levied on you for your

temerity in being a self-employed

person. You are, in other words, the

scum of the earth. You expect help?

You have discovered the magic

word! (Score I point. I Here is a hint.

To solve this puzzle you must find

and read something you have not yet

studied.

The small print says that it con-

tained known carcinogen E6234,

permissible colouring, fusel oil and

monosodium glutamate.

There is a message on the key-

board! It begins: "TAB QWER-
TYUIOP".

The first envelope contains a

bank statement. It is horrifying!

Your overdraft exceeds the poll lax

deficit of many small boroughs.

Staring at it in terror, you feel all

your moral inhibitions dissolving.

(Score I point.)

Ok. You have now shed your

scruples and demonstrated the quali-

ties required to survive in 1991

Britain. (Score 2 points.) You have

completed Level I of Hack's Quest.

Your score was 5 points. You

have graduated from No-Hoper and

now qualify as a Grubby Hack. In

Level 2 you will confront the thrill-

packed challenges of the Plagiarism

Suit, the Cirrhosis Clinic and

Writing A Novel.

Continue now?

You can't do that. •

January 9J5-
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TIPOFFS
Ring in the new with Tipoffs!

Can'l gel LocoScript right? Think BASIC has nothing left to offer? Don't know

in CP/M? Prime Ministers come and go. but whatever your politics, vote for

Tipoffs, the pages liberally sprinkled with labour-saving tips. Even a conserva-

tive estimate says it will save you time and money. Democratically elected win-

ner of the Major £30 prize this month is John Barton of Finchley. who tells you

how to whip LocoFile into action for printing multi-column text good enough to

grace any white paper.

If you can nominate a candidate for Prime Tip. don't just sit in the house -

make it common knowledge! Write to us at Tipoffs, 8000 Plus. 30 Monmouth

St, Bath BAI 2XF. It's Freepost.

Everywhere in

CHAINS
In November's Tipoffs you men-

tioned the CHAIN command,
which can link two BASIC files

together if their total length would

be greater than 30K or so - the

normal limit BASIC listings can

take up.

This is fine for programs

which run in a linear fashion.

However, for modular applications

such as those involving JETSAM
- where individual modules use a

number of shared subroutines

which need to stay in memory at

all times - the CHAIN MERGE
command must be used. The

separate modules can be separate

programs and chain-merged into

the main program, which stores

the subroutines and say a menu

routine. Mallard's CHAIN
MERGE command lets you

DELETE a program area before

loading a new program which

can avoid memory overloading

problems.

Hugh Stephens, Newtown,

Powys

Good form

If you are using LocoScript to

position text precisely on a form,

work in half line spacing and line

pitch 8 (set respectively with [+]

LS 1/2 [ENTER] and [+1 LP 8

|ENTER|. Then each line down is

equivalent to 1/16 inch on the

paper. The lop inch of the paper is

not printed on, and LocoScript

usually sets a header zone of

3 (you can alter it to whatever you

like) so the first line on screen

will print out at 1 1/4 inches

down the page.

Peter Beale, Bulford, Salisbury

Answer at last

I want to transfer some AtLast

Plus database names and

addresses into LocoScript. Do I

need LocoMail?

Ken England, Falmouth,

Cornwall

8000 Plus: No you don't! Here's

what ro do. In CP/M. before run-

ning AtLast, insert side 3 ofthe

CP/M discs (orjust your CP/M
disc on a PCW95I2) and at the

A> type PUT PRINTER OUTPUT
TO FILE M:TEMP /RETURN/
then run AtLast as usual. You can

choose any file name apartfrom
M:TEMP ofcourse. Print out the

names and addresses you want to

transfer as you normally would.

Nothing now appears to print;

it's actually being intercepted and

put into a file M.TEMP. When you

finish, quit back to CP/M and use

PIP to copy M.TEMP onto a disc

(insert your CP/M disc, type PIP

{RETURN], at the asterisk insert

a disc and type A:=M:TEMP
[RETURN/).

(To make the printer output be

put on the printer again in CP/M.

by the way, you can type PUT
PRINTER OUTPUT TO PRINTER
IRETURNJ though the diverting

ofprinter output to M:TEMP
stops when you switch off).

Then run up LocoScript as

usual and create a new blank doc-

ument on the disc with TEMP.
In it press /fl] for 'Insert text'

(IPI ifyou have LocoScript I

)

and move the cursor over TEMP
then /ENTER]. The text that

would have gone to the printer

is inserted in the LocoScript

document.

Column and file

Producing text in columns on the

page is very useful for newsletters

and similar. It's not possible

directly in LocoScript. but owners

of LocoFile owners can use it to

produce text in columns very

smartly and easily. The basic

procedure is to write your

document as one long thin col-

umn, making editing changes as

usual. When it's finished, you

copy each page across into a

specially set up LocoFile docu-

ment that is set up to print

columns. Here's the process for

two columns in detail.

First create a document that

will hold the text. Call it

COLUMNS.TXT or something.

In it press |f2| and 'change lay-

out'. Using the cursors and [fl]

set the left margin at 10 and the

right at 44 making the total width

34. Type your text, editing as

usual. Don't use tabs: use three

spaces instead. Don't bother

with pitch changes or bold or

italic effects.

When you are sure the text is

finished, make sure the last line on

each page is line 54 or less. The

put each page into a block. Do this

by going to the top of the docu-

ment, pressing [COPY) [PAGE]

[COPY] I; then [PAGE] [COPY]
[PAGE| |COPY| 2; then [PAGE]

[COPY
1

1 PAGE) |COPY] 3: and

so on. Save and exit.

Now in the disc manager press

[fl] "Create LocoFile data' and

give the name as COLUMNS.2 or

something. Press [f5] to change

the card to width 80. height 60.

and left margin 6. Now create

three items using [f3]:

Name Width HeightCol. Line

Heading 70 15 3

Column 1 35 54 1 5

Column 2 35 54 45 5

Note that the width of the text

boxes is 35 - one more than the

width of the text document you've

created. [EXIT]; you go into the

first record. Enter the heading area

and type a heading, using spaces

to centre it. Now move into the

left hand box. column I . and

[PASTE] 1: when it's eventually

pasted in the first page into there,

move into the right hand box, col-

umn 2. and press [PASTE] 2. You

should get the text exactly fitting

in each box.

To make a new page, press

[fl [ and create a new record. Paste

in the other blocks similarly.

To move to the top of the page

at any lime, the quickest way is to

press [f3| and select 'Heading'.

When the pages have been

pasted in. press [f4[ and print. You

can select pages or print the lot. in

high or draft quality. Perfect two

column print!

You can extend the idea to

three or more columns with any

setup of headings, footnotes, "text

boxes' etc. you like.

John Barton, Finchlev. London
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Your text is typed Into a normal docu-

ment with a narrow width and each

page is copied into a block.. .then you

create a LocoFile document of the

required dimensions with heading and

'text boxes'...

r -Hr-tFTrr^i^B" RRWHIMlHffll
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II

...then you create a LocoFile docu-

ment of the required dimensions with

heading and 'text boxes'...

...then just paste in your blocks to the

text boxes...
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...and print out. Perfect aligned

columns, and you can extend the

idea to any number of columns or

text boxes anywhere on the page.
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Transfer fee

How can I transfer lexi files,

BASIC programs and associated

data files between my three

machines - a CPC 6128. a PCW
8256/8512 and a PC 2086? None

of the programs uses sound, graph-

ics, user functions or memory

POKEing or PEEKing which, of

course, would not work the same

way on the three machines. They

are text-only.

A Brown, Strathclydc, Scotland

8000 Plus: Transfer between the

CPC and PCW is a mailer of

finding a CPC with a three-inch

disc drive. Then you can just save

the CPC BASIC programs onto

disc and use the same disc in the

PCW - and vice versa. You must

save them as ASCII, though, which

on the PCW in Mallard BASIC is

done with the command SAVE
"A:PROGRAM.BAS"A
[RETURN] or whatever other

name you want to give it. Text files

from word processors common to

both machines - Protext and

Taswordfor example - can be

interchanged similarly. LocoScripl

files can be used on a CPC but

only ifthey are made into ASCII

files first (see the manual).

Text transfer between the CPC6128 (above left) and the PC (above right) may be

easier than you think. On the other hand, it may not

Transferring files between a

PC and PCW is more involved.

The two must he connected via a

cable and RS232 interface on the

PCW. You can get this stufffrom

your local computer dealer or by

mail orderfrom 8000 Plus.

LocoLink is special software that

will let you transferfiles between

LocoScript on the PCW and

LocoScripl on the PC: it is adver-

tised in 8000 Plus. Ifyou are just

transferring BASIC programs
saved in ASCII (or text-only

BASIC programs working under

Mallard BASIC on both machines),

simple text files, or filesfrom other

word processing programs com-

mon to both machines (Protext,

Tasword etc) this is what to do.

Suppose the file to be transferred is

BORING.DOC.
On the PCW switch on and

run up CP/M making sure the

computers are connected to each

other. When the A> appears type

SETSIO 1200 H OFF /RETURN]
and on the PC load MS-DOS and

type MODE COM1:1200„8
/RETURN]

PC to PCW: On the PCW type

PIP [RETURN]. When the asterisk

appears insert the disc to take the

file. Now type A.B0R1NG.DOC =

AUX:[E] [RETURN]. On the PC
type COPY BORING.DOC AUX/A
/RETURN].

PCW to PC: On the PC type

COPY BORING.DOC /RETURN].

On the PCW type PIP /RETURN]

and when the asterisk comes up

replace the CP/M disc with the

disc that holds the file in be trans-

ferred. Type

AUX:=BORING.DOC/E]
/RETURN]. If the PC doesn't

appear to think that the transfer

has finished, type

AUX:=EOF:/RETURN] and that

shouldfinish things off.

From A to B

I want to copy some files from a

disc in the A drive of my 8256 to

a disc in the 3 1/2" B drive

which I have had fitted. How can

I do this? DISCKIT won't copy

discs this way.

Jeff Palmer, Durham

8000 Plus: Switch on the PCW
and insert a copy of the CP/M
master disc side I. When the A>
appears type PIP /RETURN].

When the asterisk appears insert

the source disc in drive A and

the destination disc in drive B
and type B:=A:*.*[RETURN].

When the asterisk reappears

press [RETURN] to return to the

A> prompt. Check the files have

been transferred by typing DIR

B: [RETURN].

Bigger discs

If you format a disc in the A
drive of an 8256 or 85 1 2 using

DFORMD instead of DFORM
the disc works as normal but you

get 178k of space available

instead of 173k.

Basil Pigg. Bath, Avon

Count on this

It's annoying not having a word

counter in LocoScript. However,

you can gauge quickly how many

words your document contains

knowing number of pages it has,

and using following table.

It assumes that in 10 pitch

your margins are set at 10 and 72

(the PCW 95 1 2 has this set up

already) while in 12 pitch they are

at 10 and 85 (the PCW 8256 and

8512 have this set up already). If

you work in proportional spacing

it assumes the margins are again

at 10 and 85.

Paper is assumed to be A4

single sheet or 1 1 inch continuous

paper, each of which gives 54

lines per page with LocoScript 's

usual set up. The text used for

these trials was average complex-

ity novel/non-fiction prose, with

no blank lines between para-

graphs, and each paragraph begin-

ning indented five characters. The

figures are average over 20 pages.

Typical word counts per page

Pitch 10 Pitcti 12 Pilch PS

(9512)18256/8512)

Line spacing 1 550 640 670

Line spacing 1 1/2 360 420 440

Line spacing 2 270 320 330

Mike Smith, London SE9

Quick transfer

When working with two files at

once in Protext you can easily

move a large chunk of text from

one to the other. Press ]ALT] Y
to move across to the other, mark

out a block. |ALT) Y to move

back to the original, and |ALT]

O to insert that block in the

current document.

However, it can be slow for

large blocks. It's quicker as

follows. Mark the block out but

then [STOP| and in command

mode type SAVEB |RETURN|
M:X IRETURN] - you save the

marked block as the file M:X.

Now you can clear the file if

you don't need to take any

more text from it. Type SW
to go over to the other

document, move to the appropri-

ate point and in command mode

type MER [RETURN] M:X
IRETURN].

The text is inserted for you. It's all

much quicker than using (ALT] O.

John Blenkinsop

Hemel Hempstead, Herts

Publishing PCW

I am writing a 50 page booklet. Is

it possible to send it to a publisher

or printer on disc so they can type-

set it straight from there instead of

having it retyped?

Stuart Nisbet, Clarkston,

Glasgow

8000 Plus: Publishers, magazine

editors (even ones with PCWs).

literary agents or whoever you

send your work to will always,

always want a printout to read.

Use high quality and A4 paper

with double line spacing: ifyou

use continuous paper, split it into

individual sheets - stuff that looks

like a toilet roll lends to get

treated as such!

Before you send a disc, phone

to check. Some magazines, pub-

lishers etc. will welcome three

inch discs: most will not. Afew
printers in your Yellow Pages can

typeset your material straight

from three inch disc: again, you'll

have to check by phone before-

hand. If they do accept three inch

discs, for heaven's sake supply

ASCII versions ofany text files as

well as LocoScripl or Protext -

consult your manual ifyou don't

know how to do this.

Most publishers, printers etc.

like stuffon disc but can only cope

with either Apple Macintosh or

PC discs in 3 112 or 5 114 inch

sizes. See the tips given in these

pagesfor transferring stuffto a

PC.

You may read ofpeople send-

ing text to their publishers or

magazine editors over the phone,

by modem. In real life this never

works and I wouldn't advise any-

one to try it - least of all publish-

ers and magazine editors.

The depressing upshot of all

this is that, despite this age of

technology when everyone has a

computer somewhere, you'll prob-

ably end up having your

manuscript typed up all over

again somewhere along the line.

On the move

Transporting three inch discs

abroad can often mean red faces at

the customs office. Wrapping them

in polythene and putting them in a

card index box keeps them well

protected, and easy to locate if you

set the alarm off at immigration.

Baron E. Shradley

Tetburv.
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Last words

I"vc jusi bought a PCW. How long

can I expect it to last? Is there

anything I should do to keep it in

good condition? How long will

my discs last?

M Dunn, Watford, Herts

8000 Plus: Well, I've been using

mine virtually every dayforfive
years solid and the keyboard,

monitor and printer are just as

good as when I got them. There

isn't much you have to do to keep

your PCW in trim - it's built like a

tank - but the following points are

worth keeping in mind:

1. The keyboard is the first thing

to go with hamfisted typists - I've

seen them totally wrecked in three

months. Learn to touch type like

me. he says smugly. Imagine

you're playing a Chopin piano

nocturne, and not the percussion

parts in Beethoven's Ninth.

2. A greasy keyboard will still

work but is unpleasant to use.

However clean you keep your

hands, at night little bogeymen

will come out ofthe monitor and

spread a jammy grey substance

all over the keytops. Clean it off

by unplugging the keyboard and
giving it a careful once-over with

The best way to make your PCW last

a long time is probably learning to

touch type, which can make your

keyboard last years instead of

months

a J cloth and multi-surface

cleaner.

3. Dust the monitorfrequently (at

least weekly). Ifthe dust gets in

the drives and then onto your

discs it can damage them, losing

your data. Normally discs last a
couple ofyears, but can go at any

lime between a week and ten

years. Copy and then reformat

them everyfew months and keep

backups!

4. Don't switch it on and off

repeatedly - switch it on in the

morning and off in the evening if

you're using it throughout the day.

See you anon

1 have named a disc in LocoScript

2 as usual using |f2| in the disc

manager (or r'5| in LocoScript 1).

Now I want to get rid of the name.

How is it done?

Russell Safford, Kettering,

Northants

8000 Plus: Switch on the PCW
and insert your CPIM copy disc.

At the A>. type PIP /RETURN].
At the asterisk, type

M:=A:SET.COM {RETURNj. If

you get an error message, you

didn't have SET.COM on the disc;

replace the disc in the drive with

your CPIM master disc and try

again.

When the asterisk reappears,

press [RETURN/ to get the A>
back again and replace the disc in

the drive with the LocoScript disc

to be unnamed. Now type M.SET
A:/NAME= [RETURNI -yes.

that's equals sign then [RETURN/,
with no right hand square bracket.

Now run up LocoScript as

usual. The disc is now unnamed.

Gap in

understanding

Users of the Star LC 24-10 in

CP/M may have had trouble with

4 1/2 inch gaps appearing on con-

tinuous paper. It's not a bug but is

down to an oddity in the way the

Star works.

Unlike most printers it

'knows' whether or not continu-

ous paper is used by checking if

the tractor feed is engaged. This

means that the printer doesn't

need to implement the |EXIT] c

code - 27 99 in decimal - that sig-

nals continuous paper. What it will

recognise is the 27 99 n code,

where n is the number of lines as a

top gap. If you send a string of

printer initialisation codes that

includes a 27 99, it will look for

an n to tell it what the top gap is,

and take the number it finds next -

as likely as not, this will be 27.

givng you a top gap of 27 lines or

4 1/2 inches.

Here's an example of how to

get round it in one 'guilty' pack-

age. Money Manager Plus. Take

the 'special printer option' and

edit the 27 99 from the list of

printer codes and everything

should print out fine.

Graeme Aldous, Moorsholm,

Yorkshire

consisting ofthe lines:

Page boy PS

X

XThe 'print pages' command of

Protext is very useful but can be (...135 xs in all!)

tedious. For example, if you want x

to print just pages 136-138 and X

264 of a 500-page document (per- (space)

haps they got screwed up in the (space)

printer) then you have to type PP (space)

or PPQ or whatever, then press X

any key except space 135 times, X

(hen three spaces, then any other (125 more xs!)

another 1 25 times, then space, X

then [STOP]. Is there an easier (space)

way? 1252/

M Morrjs, Newcastlt You could then load the file to

print, type the command X
8000 Plus: An easier way is to put SCREWED.UP /RETURN/ and

appropriate printing commands in gofor a cup oftea while the things

the document at suitable places you'd normally type at the key-

such as >SA 136 and >EA 138for board are typed infor you, print-

example which will causejust ing out just the right pages. That

page 136 to be printed ifyou put letter x can be anything else of

these two stored commands at the course. You can check on how
top ofthe document. This however many you've typed by pressing

only lets you print one range of /ALT/ P which displays the total

pages, not more than that. line count at the top - lake offone

You can try an execute file. (for the PS) and that shows you

Suppose in this example you make which page you're printing with

up a file calledSCREWED.UP this character.

Cursors foiled

When working on a BASIC pro-

gram which alters certain things -

changes the screen to a small win-

dow, turns the cursor off, reverses

the screen colour etc. - it can be

frustrating if the program fails

somewhere and dumps you out

with these settings still selected.

A way round is to have the

last lines of the program as the

ones which reset the screen to nor-

mality - if you want to end the

program before them, you can

have an END line. For example:

1000 PRINT e$+"e"

1010 PRINT e$+"y"

l020PRINTe$+"q"

which switches the cursor back on

(1000), makes the screen take up

its normal size again (1010) and

selects normal colouring (1020).

Now, if your program dumps

you out halfway through, just type

GOTO 1000
|
RETURN) and the

resetting is done. If you want to

end the program before you get to

line 1000, a line such as 830 END
does that - the resetting lines

never get to work, but are always

available using GOTO 1000.

Rob Marshall, Ventnor, IOW

Question time

Can you answer the following

questions:

1

.

Is there a way of connecting a

tape deck to a 9512?

2. Can I use CPC programmes

saved on three-inch disc on my
9512?

3. Can I load LocoScript from

CP/M?
4. Can I edit the .EMS file so that

it will display a different message

on starting up?

David Molson, Bishop's

Stortford, Herts

8000 Plus: 1 . No.

2. No. The only exception is very

simple BASIC listings, which if

saved as ASCII may run on both

machinesfrom the same disc. You

Tcan't expect any screen position-

ing commands, graphicsfunc-

tions, or 'clever' PEEKing and

POKEing and USERfunctions to

do anything sensible.

3. No, nol really; Flipperfrom

Imperative Software (advertised in

8000 Plus) lets you keep CPIM
and LocoScript running simulta-

neously, so you can switch across

from one to the other, but it does

this by temporarily splitting the

PCW's memory in half; you can't

access the CP/Mfrom LocoScript

or vice versa.

4. Yes. using SID.COM. but it's an

involved process andfar more
trouble than it's worth. If there's

demand we can go into the use of

SID generally in afeature and tell

you how to personalise any text

messages you get in LocoScript

and CPIM to any degree you wish.

70 January 91



Software for serious sports enthusiasts

POOLSWINNER n
• MASSIVE DATABASE Poolswinncr is i sophisticated Pools

prediction aid. It comes complete with the largest database available -

22000 matches over 10 years.

• PREDICTS Not just SCOREDRAWS, but NO-SCORES, AWAYS
and HOMES too. Predictions are based on many factors ... recent form,

he massive database, current league standing, goal scoring rates, and
draw averages (each factor is independently switchable by the user).

• SUCCESSFUL Selec guarantee that Poo Iswinner performs signifi-

cantly better than chance.

• LEAGUE AND NON-LEAGUE matches are covered.

• FULL LEAGUE TABLES are automatically generated as results are entered.

• FULL PRINTER SUPPORT
• AUTOMATIC FIXTURE GENERATION : Fixtures for English and Scottish

League matches are generated automatically by Poolswinner's sister program FIXCEN...

FIXGEN 1990/91

with Fixgen.

• No need to struggle for hours to gel the fixture list into the computer - * w»«Jv

him type in the date, Fixgen contains the complete fixture list for the

whole year's league soccer. (PttbtWwd under licence from the Football

Ua$ue, and the Scottish Football league).

COURSEWINNER v.t

• The ORIGINAL, and still the BEST computer punter's aid.

• Coursewinncr V3 uses all the most important form pointers (pwt form,

speed ratings, prize money, course statistics, jockey form, trainer form etc)

to give a detailed assessment of every runner's chances, not just a lip.

• Vilal statistics of all British courses tDraw advantage. Top
Trainers and Jockeys etc) are included in the database. £24.00

• Includes both FLAT and NATIONAL HUNT versions.

• Full Printer support

Available tor IBM (5.2S". 3S") Amsirad CPC
AMIGA BBC
Atari ST Commodore 64/128
Amsirad PCW Spectrum

'SUtt TAPE A) DISC

(Add £2.00

for Disc).

"Simpell Solutions"
Dept. Box 121 Gresham Rd., Staines. Mx.

TW182AJ. England.

R33Z Selec Software *.«
62 Altrincham Rd. Galley. Cheadle. Cheshire SK8 4DP

i^end lot full hMoliMir %otmairi

Tel061-42»-7425
phone 24 fir*

AAARGIN MAKER MM3i
PLACES PAPER PRECISELY for TOP QUALITY RESULTS!

Save Paper & Time! Quick & Accurate! No Guessing, Fiddling, Skewing!

For PCW 8256/8512. Use 100gms paper, letterheads, forms, etc. Easy to

fit, adjust, use. GREAT GIFT; Treat yourself! MM2i Only£14.95

X Q (0784) 452677 Q E3
Office Hours & Answerphone Service, lust leave your Name & Number. We call you!

"MaxaPtt" Professional model, stunning performance! For 9512

and 85% of all impact printers. Phone for fit details £35.50
"Invaluable aid!" "Maxafil is of the highest quality." "Extremely delighted!" "Very accu-

rate, an excellent accessory!" "Immediately impressed!" "A real boon!" Treat yourself!

"Simpell SOFTWARE Solutions"

Money Manager (all PCW's) Powerful Accounting. Easy to Use! £39.95
Micro Design 2 (all PCW's) Easy, Top Quality DTP. Unbeatable! £42.50

Prices Ind. VAT & p+p. Phone for further Product Details.

c oM P
---

u T
---

E R
s u P P L 1 E S

JALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & 1st CLASS DELIVERY UK & BFPO ONLY

3"CF-2DISK 5 off 10 off 50 off
Panasonic CF-2 £10.00 £18.50 £90.00
Artisoft CF2 £10.95 £19.90 £95.00
Maxell CF2 £10.00 £18.50 £90.00
Maxell CF2-D £12.00 £22.00 £107.00
Maxell CF2 (individually cased) £1 1 .50 £21 .50 £1 05.00
31/2- DSDD (100% Certified) £5.00 £8.50 £35.00
51/4" DSDD 100% Certified £2.50 £4.50 £20.00

RIBBONS, AMSTRAD COMPATIBLE
VERY HIGH QUALITY loff 5 off

PCW 825678512 Black Fabric Ribbon £3.40 £2.95
PCW 8256/8512 Carbon Multistrike £3.50 £3.25
PCW 9512 Black Fabric Ribbon £3.45 £3.20
PCW 9512 Carbon Multistrike £2.65 £2.55
Amstrad, Brother, Canon. Epson, NEC, Panasonic POA
Minimum order 2 ribbons

Mini Office Professional £25.95
• Wordprocessmg • Database • Spreadsheet • Graphics • Communications

How to order: Axxon Computer Supplies
Post to: PO Box 279A, Surbiton, Surrey, KT5 9QU.

^?Call 081-335 3180
For Denmark customers Tel: 3927 8344 Fax: 3927 0409
•Prices are lor Mail Order Only (We reserve the right to alter specifications and prices without notice

|

•Quantity order please ring for prices •Government, Educational Authority orders welcome.

LEISURE SOFTWARE
Junior Playtime
Ultimate Sum*

£10.50
£10.60

Ultimate Ouu £10.50
School's Out £10.50
Cross Gnd [Crossword Without Clues) £10 50
Fun School 3 Under Si £19.50
Fun School 3 5 to 71 £19.50
Fun School 3 Over Ts £19.50
Gnome Ranger £11.95
IngndsBack £11 95
(Sequel to Gnome Ranger)

£15.00
..£15.50

TetrB -
Scape Ghost „

The Complete Home
Entertainment Centre £13.95
Time s Mag* £11.95

Buran £14.95

Terraeon £14 95
Grand Slam £14.95

£14.95Sir Perceval

FI6 Combat Pilot £22.95

SCA RAMPACKS
512K £113.85
768K £136.85
1.5Mb £228.85

SCA interlaces (serial/parallel) for

Amstrad PCWs
Professional £49.45

Professional Plus £59.80

J

DUST COVERS
8256/ 851 2 and 951

2

PCW 8256/8512 (3pcs) £8.55
PCW 9512 (3pcs) £8.55

PCW 9512 * Sheet Feeder (3pcs).£1 1.55

NEW!! KadorSeal'n' Type

Keyboard Protector PCW
8256/9512/8512 £10.95 each I

BOOKS
LocoScnpl II User Guide
Locomall User Guide....

LocoScnpl II PCW 9512

All In one Mini Otlice Protessional PI 1 .95

DeskTop Publishing Amstrad PCW £9.50
MalardBasic £995

£14 95 Mallard Basic Intro S Rel £9.95
£14 95 PCW Machine Code £13.95

£995 Program yourPCW IMatard) ___.- £aS0

I
BITS & BOBS
3' Head Cleaning Kll E4.95
9512 Daisy Wheels £5.95
Printer Cable D25-Cen 36 £7.95
Pnnter Cable CEN 36-Cen 36 £9.95

Margin Maker MM3 (825678512) CI2.50I

New' Re-Ink (Re inks Fabric Ribbons) £12.95

1

3" Amsirad storage box (10 cap) CS.9sl
3" storage box (5 cap) £2 5o|
3" Individual plastic case... 50p each



&®(<L)(D
UPGRADING TO PC? Data transfers

CPC/PCW/CPM/BBC/IBM/Macintosh
3"/3.5" /5.25' and laser printing. Details

sae please): MAPEJ (8), Meadow View,
Quinta Crescent, Weston Rhyn,
Oswestry, Shropshire, SYIO 7RN.
Telephone: (0691) 778659.

CONVERSION PCW/IBM/MACINTOSH:
(071) 231 1376

SPORTS SECRETARIES. Quality PCW
software saves precious hours. LEAGUE
TABLES...£24 LEAGUE TABLES +...£44
COMPETITION FIXTURES.. .£24. For details

sae (A5): SPORTSOFT 16 Orchard
Road, Bardsea, Ulverston, LA12 9QN.
Tel: (0229) 869517

FREE HELP FOR NEW PCW USERS Is

computing a foreign language? Can't under-

stand the manual! Phone Seaton (0297)
20456 between 7/1Opm Til do my best to

help!" (Chris Bryant)

LASER PRINTING FROM LOCOSCRIPT
Realistic 50p per page. DAISYWHEEL:
051-630 2657.

RE-CYCLE YOUR PRINTER RIBBONS.
Call Aladdink (08907) 50965.

DO YOU LIKE SHORT STORIES? Words
is our quarterly magazine sold in the aid of

The Children's Hospice Appeal. Sample £1

:

Shaun Peare (8000+), 23 James
Collins Close, London, W9 3PU.

MOLESEY EDUCATION W.P. Tuition on
PCW's & PC's nationwide. 081-941
1364.

STAR LC24-10 OWNERS, or any other

printer using 1/2' ribbon. Colour printing is

now possible. Send your old black ribbon

cartridge (intact) plus £4, and we will re-

load it with a fresh colour ribbon of your

choice. Inter-print 335 Poulton Road,

Wallasey, Merseyside, L44 4DE.
DAMAGED DISKS REPAIRED: data trans-

fer, hardware/software sales, computers

repaired. (0274) 572120/492381.

MODEM WS4000 includes RS232 con-

nector adaptor, manual and instructions,

plus Chitchat Comm software £190.
Please phone (0895) 824381 (day-

time).

IMMACULATE 8512 PCW complete with

printing stand, carrier traveline bag, dust

covers, manuals and magazines £380.
Selection of books £3 each. Please
phone (0895) 824381 (daytime).

PCW SOFTWARE: Locoscript 2 £35,
Supercalc 2 £30. Mini Office £20,
Cambased B £20, Tasword, Tasprint,

Tassign £35, Audiotutor (Locoscript) £10,
Audiotutor (CPM) £10, Clock Chess 89
£10. Colossus Chess, £10. Instock £20.
Phone (0895) 824381 (daytime).

PCW CHILD'S PLAY WORDPROCES-
SOR, includes user-ids, passwords,

encryption etc. Written for my 4 year old,

to 10 years old. Public Domain 1990,
copies only £4.50 from Mike
Greenwood, 181 Ceiriog, Newtown,
SY16 INN.

JUKI DAISYWHEEL. little used ribbons

(4), 3 wheels including maths symbols and
proportional spacing, £150. Phone
(0874) 2567 evenings/weekends or
write: Blacklock, The Cwm,
Garthbrengy, Brecon, Powys, LD3
9TW.

SWAP OR SALE. PPC512 dual drive with

external monitor and software. Immaculate
condition, £450 for quick sale or swap for

PCW9512 with daisywheel printer, similar

condition. Ayrshire (0294) 73027.

FOR SALE: Cirtech Diamond 32Mb hard

disk, less than one year old. Automatic

booting of CPM and/or Locoscript.

Reasonable offers around £250.
Telephone: C. Kaley, (0895) 446096
(West Drayton).

WANTED: any books or manuals for PCW -

Mallard, Basic, GSX, CP/M etc. (0780)
56920 after 6pm.

LOCOSCRIPT, Supercalc, DBase and
Protext tuition. C programming courses.
Westwind Centre, Telford (0952)
56573.

PCW9512 2ND DRIVE fitted, internal

1Mb RAM upgrade, internal (an fitted

CPS8256 interface, Logitech mouse,
spare daisywheels, printer ribbons, disks,

loads of good software, £375 o.n.o.

Phone Chris (0895) 446096.

STOP PRESS DTP disk of 100 items of

Clip Art - cartoons, borders, slogans, etc.

Send formatted CF2 disk and £5 or SAE
for illustrated list. Spring, 8 Egerton
Road, Chester.

8512 £345 with 10Mb hard disk £175,
Map Integrated Accounts £95, plus

Locoscript II, Locomail, Locofile, AMX
mouse plus desktop, lightpen, newsdesk,
DTP. Ring (0209) 715359 for other
prices and details.

AMX MOUSE £30; Stop Press £20;
Hithchikers Guide £12; Gooch's Test

Cricket £7; Head Over Heels £5; Starglider

£12; Lancelot £10; Mallard Basic
Reference Book £5; dust covers £5; 051-
493 1708.
8000 PLUS MAGAZINES issues 546
inclusive (Feb '87 to July '901 also three

green binders. All good condition, £60 plus

postage. Steve 081-778 5121 or 0831
262439.

£\Ce)£>3 I

8000 SERIES GAMES FOR SALE:
Lancelot £6.00, Jinxter £6.50, Time

Magik £5.00, Trivial Pursuit £5.00, Yes.

Chancellor £5.00, Classic Games 4 £5.00,

original packaging & perfect condition

Cheltenham 602678.

FOR SALE Miracle WS2000 modem
Comm+ software manual, cable, £70.00.

W.H. Kirby, 3 Holbeache Road, Wall

Heath, Kingswinford. West Midlands.

Tel: (0384) 273021 anytime.

PCW WORDPROCESSING SERVICE. For

details and prices phone: Margaret
Nickolls on (0722) 325802.

WANTED - CBASIC COMPILER. Wanted,

a copy of CBasic compiler by Digital

Research, including full documentation.

Tel: (0582) 764482 (Gallagher).

CITOH CI -5 LASER PRINTER, with

Locoscript driver, compatible all PCW's.

Requires parallel interface, £400 or near

offer. Ring (0252) 331575 (24 hours).

EXPANDED PCW8256 one year old

including Locoscript II, Locospell, Stop

Press, Dr Graph, Pascal, Modula-2, Mini

Office Professional and games software.

£300 o.n.o. Phone Paul on 021-523
8784 after 5pm .

8000+ BACK ISSUES 7/9/11-51.

Excellent condition, with five binders, col-

lect or carriage £50. Beginners invaluable

asset. Bangor, Down, (0247) 460716.

MAKE MONEY WITH YOUR PCW. Details

N.S.P., 50 Beverley Road, Ipswich, IP4

4BU.

SMALL ADS RATES
Private ads cost £7.50 for up to 30 words. (This

rate only applies to readers wishing to sell their

own hardware or original software or to pass on
a message to other 8000 Plus readers)
All other ads are now classified as Trade

Advertisements and are charged at £1 per word.
(Max 30 words).

8000 Plus reserves the right lo refuse any ad
which is deemed to be a Trade Advertisement
but which has been paid for as a Private Ad.

To place an ad Just fill in this application
form ana send it to us with the correct payment.

We will then place the ad in the next available

issue (published 2-7 weeks after we receive your
order).

If you wish your address or telephone number
to be featured in your advert it must be includ-
ed In the grid below (one word per space).

Orderform Send to: 8000 Plus Small Ads, Future Publishing, Beauford Court, Bath BA1 2AP

Name

Address

Please place the following advertisement in the next available issue of 8000 Plus

My advertisement is a Private/Trade* Advertisement and
I enclose payment for £ * delete as applicable

I wish to pay by Cheque/ Postal Order/Access/Visa

Credit card number

Telephone

Credit card expiry date

Please make cheques and POs payable to Future Publishing Ltd



Tipoffs

Spell binding

Oflen in LocoScripl 2 you want to

make a document which contains

many lines, each with one or two

short words, into columns. Here's

a quick way.

In the document press |f2| for

"Change layout". Set the margins

at 4 and 86 using the cursors and

|f 1 1. Move to column 5 and press

|+|; then to 30 and press (+] three

times: move to 55 and press [+]

three times again; finally move to

85 and press |+) twice. [EXIT] to

the main document. You can have

as many columns as you like fol-

lowing a similar procedure. This

set-up puts a left lab at 5. a right

tab at 85. and centre tabs every-

where else. Experiment to lind the

best set up.

Go to the top of the document

aardvark*1

budgie*1

cat*1
dog*'
elephant*1

hawk*1

indri*1

jackal*1

kangaroo*1

lion*1
nonkeyt1

narwhal*1

orang-utan*1

pig*1
quite big dog*1

rabbit*1

skunk*1

A document like this can be made

easier to read and more economical on

space...

and press |EXCH|. Give

|RETURN | as the text to search

for and |TAB] as the text to replace

it with. Select "automatic exchange

to end of document". The words

are put into neat columns all ready

to inspect on screen or printout.

Owners of LocoSpcll and

recent versions of LocoScripl (2.28

or later) can insert user dictionaries

into documents and use the above

procedure to check their contents

more easily, by having the words

in columns. Create a new docu-

ment DICI'. I or something. Set up

the layout as above. Now press

|fl | and 'Insert text". In the disc

manager, put the cursor over the

user dictionary to check or other

document to put into columns and

(ENTER). The words come in. one

(0 a line. When they are inserted,

exchange |RETURN|s for |TAB]s

as above.

Paul Hornshaw, St Helens,

Merscvsidc

N: group 0/ANIMALS

Layout 1 Pil2

flections

aardvark-)

elephant-)

BittWifi I

rabbi

U

vixen-*

zebra-)

Editing text.

budgie.)

frog-)

kangaroo-)

orang-utan-)

skunk-)

Printer idle, Using HT
Page 1 line

f7=Spell f8=0pti.

m
EH!

. <J°9->
indri4

nonkey-)

quite big dog-)

unbrella fisn-)

yellowhanner-)

....by putting it into columns. Note the position and type of tabs, and what's happened to the order of the words; you

couldn't use this method to put text into columns.

Key facts

In November's Tipoffs you gave

a short routine for testing for

keypresses. The following rou-

tine:

10 PRINT Press a key"

20 a$=input$( 1

)

30 IF a$=chr$( 19) THEN 50

40 GOTO 10

50 PRINT "You pressed |f5]"

should ask for keypresses repeat-

edly until the user presses [f"5|.

Similar routines work for |f 1

1

(with CHRS(26) instead of

CHR$(l9))and|0|(CHR$(l7)

and 1171 <CHR$< 16)) - but not

|f5|. Why not? And how can I

make it work?

R Bell. Stevenage, Herts

8000 Plus: Usually If51 in a

BASICprogram pauses what-

ever yiiu 're doing and If3l or

Ifil again resumes il (anil is thus

a good way oflooking at a long

listing midstream without using

ISTOPj). Ifyou want it to return

26 instead ofpausing, include

the line

I OPTION RUN
at the beginning ofthe listing.

Then your routine will work as

expected,

This also incidentally makes

ISTOP I return 13 instead of its

usualfunction, and is thus a way

ofStopping STOPping slopping

-
Ifyou see what I mean.

8000 Pius: OK. here goes: 10. No. Clip art can be imported uddrcss=adilrcss+l

Questions, 1. You can V. Buy Lightning BASIC from Slop Press though. 90 NEXT

questions from CP Software or get a drawing II. Well, you can import a simple 100 In=ln+I0 : IF

program. You may read about

'CSX ', the so-called 'graphics

.PRNfilefrom SuperCalc: lake off

the borders with /Global.Border:

sumVALf "&H"+check$) THEN
PRINT "Error: check data in

1
Please answer all of my questions

1. How can you draw in BASIC? extension ' to BASIC: forget il. use the /Output command and line": In: END
2. Can you load a CP/M program 2. No. write the spreadsheet to disc which 110 NEXT
from BASIC? 3. Ifyou mean save to disc, what will automatically give a .PRNfile. l20buzz=&HCB00

3. How can you save a siring in you do is save il as u short file. 12. Yes. Copy DIR.COMfrom side 130 DATA

BASIC? Here's an example which saves the 3 of the CP/M discs into the mem- e5d5c5dde54e2346eb5e23.664

4. Why do Amsoft discs cost more phrase 'This is a short text file' as ory using PIP. Then the command 140 DATA

than Maxell's? the file SHORT.DOC: M.DIR [user=aU] /RETURN/ does 566960cdlbcl>3e(lcd3/8dd.5c4

5. Can you print a question in 10 OPEN "O", 1. just that. 150 DATA

CP/M? "A.SHORT.DOC" 13. Yes. Thefollowing routine. elcldlelc9f37dcb3dch3d,79d

6, Is LocoScripl 1 or 2 compatible 20 PRINT 8CHXI Plus: I. "This is a incorporated into the BASIC pro- 160 DATA

wilh Stop Press? short text file.

"

grams you write, gives you an 2fe6034f0600dd2l3Qchdd,443

7. Is there a book that has just 30 CLOSE alternative to the beep. Include the 170 DATA

BASIC programs? 4. Because, all things being equal. lines at the start ofyour program. 093eOb(XH)000040cOd20fd, 18c

8. How do you use SupcrCalc's discs would be the same price, but Then, any time in the program 180 DATA

SDI facility? all things are not equal. where you want a quiet sound, just 0e3J0520J83cfeOd2OO23d.3IO

9. Can you enlarge and shrink a 5. 1 'in not sure what you mean. issue the command CALL buzz 190 DATA

picture in Micro Design? Pressing /ALT] P echoes every- (a.h) (as in line 1000) and you get 3dd3J8444ffe0b2(H)97ab3.4fa

10. Can you convert an area from thing you type subsequently to the a nice discreel blip. You can Still 200 DATA

Micro Design to Stop Press? primer, and IALT/ P again stops use PRINT CHRS (7) to make a 2809794dlbdde94d()cdde9,4f7

11. Is SuperCalc compatible with the echoing. beep ifyou want. 210 DATA

Micro Design or Slop Press? 6. Yes. 10 MEMORY &HCB00-I Jbc90d0a43423432206d6fi3c2

12. Can you get a directory of all 7. Not that 1 know of, though there 20 address=&HCB00 : ln=120 220 DATA

(he groups/users ai the same lime are some nice ones in the 8000 30 FOR i=l TO 12 64756c610943423533206c,328

in CP/M? Plus lips Collection, plus disc. 40 sum=0: READ codeS.checkS 230 DATA

13. Is there a way of making available through the Special 50 FORj=l TO 21 STEP 2 7032094342353720657869,302
'

sounds other than a bleep in Offers pages. 60 240 DATA

BASIC? 8. Consult the manual: it 's loo byte=VAU "&H"+MID$tcode$,j.2» 7409Iac97409laOOOOOOOO. If7

Tom Picking, Somewhere ii complicated to cover here. 70 POKE address.hyte 250a%=20(X):h%=I0

Rnglanc 9. No. Clip art cannot be resized. 80 sum=sum+byte: I0IX) CALL huzz(a%.b%)

January 91 73



PCW Games from
OFTWARE•JMPH

relax with
your PCW,
you'iw cmrntd
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Distributed exclusively in the UK by:

LOGI'STICK UK LTD
13 Denington Rd
Wellingborough
Northants. NN8 2RL

CREDIT CARD
SPEEDLINE
for orders for payment by
Access or Visa, telephone:

0933 79300

Please supply:

Buran ref.OMKI (8256/8512/9512)

Terracom ref.OMK2 (8256/8512/9512)

Grand Slam ref. OMK3 (8256/8512/9512)

Sir Perceval ref. OMK4 (8256/8512 only)
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These pages provide a

comprehensive guide to the

Amstrad PCW software.

Published in three monthly

parts, this time it's the turn of

Word Processors (including

Desk Top Publishers),

Accounts/Payroll packages and

Utilities. We've set out to cover

every important piece of

software we could lay our hands

on, and to give you enough

information to decide whether

they are suitable for you.

All software will run on both

the 9512 and the 8000 series

machines, though the former's

daisywheel printer cannot print

graphical output.

The selection isn't

comprehensive, but the software

listed here represents what we

think is the best of that currently

available.

As well as a brief summary of

what they do, the main Plus and

Minus points for each program

are listed - Pluses have a by

them, Minuses a T. Those we

think are particularly noteworthy

have a corner flash.

Have fun window shopping!

SPREADSHEETS

If a database replaces an address book,

then a spreadsheet replaces the back of

an old envelope. It is really an electronic

piece of paper which allows you to jot

down numbers, juggle them around and

analyse the cost benefits of a situation.

Vital for businesses, spreadsheets can be

useful to home users too: if you want a

bank loan you will find that showing your

bank manager a spreadsheet printout of

your living expenses answers a lot of

questions!

A typical spreadsheet has a grid

of rows and columns. This grid forms

a screenful of cells identified by their

column and row numbers, e.g. A3,

K36 etc. Each cell can contain a simple

number, some text to make the page

easier to read, or a formula telling the

spreadsheet to work out a number using

values from elsewhere. The power of

spreadsheets is in this last category, for-

mulae. You can make a cell's value

depend on the value of cells above it,

or to the left of it, and this value is then

automatically updated if changes are

made to the other cells.

So how do you choose between

the various spreadsheets? One difference

is sheet size, i.e. the number of cells

you are allowed to work with. You'll

need a few hundred for home

use, and 1000 or more for business

use. Another area is the range of formulae

that you can use - all spreadsheets allow

simple column and row totalling,

but with some you can get complex

statistical analyses too. As with all soft-

ware, think very carefully what you will

need before choosing.

OFFICE PROFESSIONAL
£49.95 • Database Software • 0625 S59444

Mini Office is a suite of five iniegraled programs -

database, word processor, graphics module, comms
package, and a very good spreadsheet. Broadly similar to

SuperCalc in operation with usual features of auto or

manual recalculation, replicating of rows/columns, powerful

range of arifhmetic functions etc. Printout is a strong

point - rows/columns can be put into italic/bold etc. and prints

draft. NLQ or even sidewaysl Can't sort and can't just save data

or structure of a spreadsheet, but maximum size of spread-

sheet is claimed to be 320k. You can use the data

from a spreadsheet in the graphics module directly. The
manual Is, however, pretty useless.

PLUSES MINUSES
Good, lull-featured easy to use spreadsheet

Prints in draft. NLQ or even sideways

Maximum size of spreadsheet 320k

Can transfer data directly to graphics module

Can drive 24-pin printouts

Save' options not as versatile as SuperCalc

CRACKER TURBO
£49.00 • Paperback Software

0245265017

A spreadsheet designed with

advanced calculating power firmly

in mind, including statistical lundions. The
screen

layout Is totally defined by the user, and cell value

calculations can almost be full programs, e.g DO ... WHILE.

It might prove too complex if all you want is simple spreadsheet

operations. The screen messages are very helpful though.

Turbo is claimed to be laster than Cracker 2 though sometimes

isn't noticeably so.

PLUSES • MINUSES
A Can cope with very complex formulae

Flexible screen format defined by the user

On-screen prompts are very clear

A Graphs/charts can be automatically produced

Documentation is large, but obscure and confusing

You've got to do a lot of work just to get started

Very complex for quick, simple applications

T Needs some programming skills to get the

most out of it

T Free workspace is on the small side (17k) although memory

Is used efficiently

SUPERCALC

2

£69.95 • AmsoftlSorcim

091 510 mi
The best selling spreadsheet,

officially endorsed by Amstrad. SuperCalc 2 is

broadly similar to Scratchpad Plus,

but it has a smaller workspace and is less flexi-

ble about

the allowed spreadsheet dimensions.

You can store sequences of commands for repetitive

calculations. Price Includes VAT and pSp.

PLUSES MINUSES
A Excellent manual - sections for beginners

and experts.

A Stores commands to run from liles

A 'Data Interchanger" allows you to transfer spreadsheet c

to other applications

A Comprehensive range of calculation functions

available

A Screen can be split into 2 windows
Spreadsheet is limited by memory size

No graphical output facilities

FIRST CALC
£29.95 • Minerva Systems

392437756 ITouted as a quick and simple to

use program for the beginner, this is neverthe-

less quite a powerful spreadsheet, with a
large capacity, ability to replicate formulae, export etc. Really

it's not vastly more user-friendly than the rest but a good value

package all the same.

PLUSES MINUSES
A A lot of program for the money

A Good tutorials with demo files

A Simple to use but reasonably sophisticated

Not much easier to use than more powerful

packages

Program is limited by the memory capacity of the PCW (300

GRAPHICS
- 400 filled cells)

You can use a graphics package to create

and store diagrams and drawings on

disc, to be amended, adjusted or printed

out at will.

There are three main types of graphics

package: art, technical drawing and graph

plotting programs. In art packages the
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emphasis is on designs and pictures, with

freehand drawing facilities, a selection of

pretty text fonts and a variety of patterns

to fill areas with. These are made much
more effective and easier to use if you
have a mouse.

Technical drawing packages concen-

trate on shapes, such as squares and
polygons, lines and labels. Finally graph

plotters will take your data and turn them
into bar charts, pie charts and so on. 9512
owners will have to buy a dot matrix print-

er to do all this, of course.

MASTER PAINT
£19.95 • Database Software • 0625 878888

A WIMP environment graphics package (windows. Icons
.

menus, and pointer) which will run with Kempston. AMX or

Electric Studio mice. Usual facilities for drawing curved or
straight lines, polygons, boxes, circles and ellipses, and a host

oi lill' patters. 'Undo' (unction and eraser facility, plus the ability

to zoom In on a part of the picture.

PLUSES MINUSES
A WIMP environment makes it easy to use
A Zoom function lets you tine-tune your pictures

A Good range of effects

A Undo and erase facilities

Text fonts are boring

Can't move large blocks with the copy function

MASTERSCAN
£69.95 • Database Software

0625878888

A device which clips on to your

printer head
and scans

pictures, sending the digitised result to disc. You can
then use the pictures In desktop publications or In

other graphics packages, such as Master Paint. Very
useful for newlsetter production but the claims for Master Scan
as a low-cost fax machine are grandiose - the quality

of scanned text is poor if the text is anything less than
headline size.

PLUSES • MINUSES
A Simple method of getting good digitised graphics

A Suitable for all desktop publishing programs
A Contrast control useful

Quality ol scanned text is bad - no good tor faxes

Problems with illustrations containing lots of grey

LIGHTNING BASIC
£24.95 -CP Software

0993823463

A very clever add-on to normal

Basic which works on
three levels. The first contains all the everyday commands.
whilst the second and third levels are used for designing icons,

characters and sprites. There is something in it

or everyone, whether an experienced Basic programmer
or a beginner.

PLUSES • MINUSES
A Simple and easy to use

A Makes simple Basic programs look really

professional

A Good fun to use

Documentation can be unclear

Printed output is coarse draft quality

Can only cope with simple graphics

Setting up borders tends to be difficult and time-consuming.

Printed output could be better (but it is still

above average).

SIGNWRITER
£29.95 • Wight Scientific • 081 858 2699

Offers the widest range of features of any of the poster printing

programs. Signwriler provides a range of 20 fonts, some of

them very imaginative. Ideal for posters.

PLUSES -MINUSES
A You can redesign fonts and design your own symbols.

A A wide range of interesting fonts is available

T Not very user-friendly.

Font design is slow.

STOP PRESS
£49.95 -AMS- 0625 878888

Though touted as a DTP program. Stop Press is an
excellent graphics package. Can present data In the form of

graphs, pie charts etc.. and has the usual range of facilities to

draw and fill triangles, boxes and so on plus a very good 'zoom*
option which lets you examine the effect of

changes In great detail.

PLUSES i MINUSES
A Good graph drawing facilities

A Can design your own area fill patterns

A Good range of clip art, which you can modify

if you wish

A Can superimpose one image on another

A Works with AMX and Kempston mice

A Is also a good DTP package

Undoing wrongly placed text is difficult

AYE PLUS
£24.95 • CP Software • 0993 823463

The full title Is 'All you ever wanted to know about
graphics, the universe and everything on PCW 8256/8512 ...

but were afraid to ask PLUS' Phew. A wide range of little

programs to do graphic things on the PCW like smooth
scrolling, defining windows, moving sprites around. The
programs are written in assembler, with the source code
provided if you want to see how to program them for yourself

and adapt the routines.

PLUSES MINUSES
A Wide range of useful functions

A Can be used from BASIC, machine code, or

other language

A The assembler source code is supplied

A Inexpensive

A Good manual

A CP don't mind you using their routines in

programs you sell

A bit long-winded to use from BASIC
No easy way ol loading just the routines you want

PAGE MAGIC, DISC IMAGE KIT,

DISC POSTER KIT

£13.50 each • HD Design • 04867 81394

Clip art collection with a difference. This suite of three ready -

made design aids offers a wide range ot additions to your text.

Page Magic contains a series of sporting images and digitised

male and female shots, together with a handy selection of

frames and borders. Image Kit has a range of Images, from
Spitfires to Buddha, whilst Poster Kit offers an excellent collec-

tion of print styles, which reproduce with astounding clarity.

PLUSES
A Poster Kit contains ready made words such as

'Fete' and 'Sale'

A Excellent visual clarity

Unhelpful manual

MD CLEARTEXT
£13.50 • Exemplar Design • nk
Designed for use In conjunction with MicroDesign , MD
Cleartext allows you to create your own type styles to liven up
your work. There is a range of non-English fonts on otter as
well, including the accents in the French. German and Spanish
languages. An excellent add-on lo an excellent DTP program.

PLUSES
A Developed In conjunction with Creative Technology them

selves, resulting in a comprehensive appreciation of A
A MicroDesign's workings.

A No jagged edges or loss ot definition when large characters

are pnnted out

A Produced from a quality and highly reputed source

The choice of games for the PCW is far

from extensive in comparison with what is

on offer for other machines. However, the

range is widening, and there is an

increase in graphics-based games,
replacing the text-only adventures which
currently dominate the market for the

PCW. Text-based games rely heavily on
the use of parsers, which aid adventure

navigation by word analysis. The ability of

a parser, is, not surprisingly, responsible

for the success or failure of a game. What
follows is a selection of some of the best

games currently available for the PCW,
together with a marks out of five evalua-

tion.

ACADEMY (TAUCETI II)

£14.95 • CRL • 081 533 2918 • 8000s only

The sequel to Tau Ceti. To qualify as an advanced
skimmer pilot, you must complete successfully 20
missions. Blast enemy crafl with your personally

designed skimmer.

GRAPHICS 4/5

LASTING APPEAL 4/5

ADDICTIVENESS

VALUE VERDICT

5/5

5/5

AVON
£14.95 • Topologika • 0733 244682 • All PCWs
Based on the world and work ol Shakespeare, this text-only

adventure puts many a puzzler to even the most well-versed

student of the bard. A handy help mode will get you out of the
tighter corners. Compulsive gameplayl

Addictiveness

Challenge

4/5 Atmosphere

4 5 Value Verdict

4/5

4/5

COMPLEMENT FONTS & BORDERS
£12.50 -Dragonfly Designs -NIA
Although it can be used wflh all the main DTP packages, this

latest complement disc was designed to work alongside Stop
Press. The 11 fonts supplied on the disc show consistent good
design and artistic flair and are easily loaded.

PLUSES • MINUSES
A The lonts provide a very professional finish.

A ft is possible to rotate and reverse elements.

A Very user-friendly.

VIDI PCW
£79.99 • Rombo Productions • 0506 414631

A very similar package to the Electric Studio digitiser; not much
to choose between the two. Rombo's works with the Fleet

Street Editor, Electric Studio's with Newsdesk International.

PLUSES MINUSES
A Text can be Inserted from within the program

A 16 levels ot shading

A Can print Images to screen in defined order and time apart.

BACKGAMMON
£/2.95 • CP Software • 0993 823463 • All PCWs
A fairly good Implementation of the gambling board-game.
Playing speed is easily alterable and Is totally unrelated to the

games level of skill control.

RANGE OF FEATURES 4/5 STRENGTH OF PLAY 3/5
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TOTAL ACCOUNTING
Invoicing, Sales, Purchase & Nominal Ledgers

"Professionally presented ... professional results ...

... easy and uncomplicated." - Amstrad PCW Magazine

£84.50

From:

• Amsirad User Group - 091-510 8787

• Caspell Computer - 0202 666155
• Computaccount - 021-428 1111

• West of Britain Business Services - 0558 823782
• Worldwide Software - 0602 252113

and local dealers.

DEREK ROGERS PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE - 041-334 8902

BRITISH GAS • HANSON • SOCK SHOP • NEXT

IGNORANT OR NEGLIGENT?
If you own or invest in shares, ask yourself honestly, do you.^

o Consistently buy and sell shares profitably?

o Monitor share price charts on a daily basis?

o Agree that timing and selection are essential? ^k
o Consider PE ratios, result dates and Yields?

o Account for Press comment and Stockbroker tips''

o Believe that predictive algorithms really help?

o Want maximum gain from an investment portfolio?

We do. Stockmarket professionals designed the algorithms for us,

lecturers from two leading establishments wrote the code;

MARKET MERLIN FOR AMSTRADS AT £29.95 INCLUSIVE.

^P^ffV pi IPMPAQTI F For information and immediateMr%l3 \
BUnlMUA!) I LC

despa(ch cw||act Helen Hodges .W I^IH LTD 30 Cordon Road. Emsworth,

EST. 1978 PO108AZ Tel: (0243) 374279

ROLLS ROYCE • ICI • LONHRO • POLLY PECK

ONLY POOLS AND HORSES
Every prosram written by a mathematician who has spent many years In the betting

Industry. Programs that utilise the tried and trusted methods of the professional, not pie In

the sky theories that fall to pass the test of time.

FOOTBALL BOXFORM Written by a former pools expert for Littlewoods. The prosram has
forecast over 50% more draws than would be expected by chance. Homes, aways and
draws shown in order of merit and true odds given for every match. Merit tables show at a
glance the teams currently in form and those having a lean spell. Australian Pools program
included In the price.

POOLS PLANNER by the same author. Full details given of 369 easily entered block perms
ranging from 9 to 73960 lines and from 12 to 56 selections. All are accepted by the pools
firms and are checked in seconds by your computer
RACING BOXFORM Course characteristics (built Into the program) as well as the form of
the horses are conslderd in speedily producing an order of merit for each race. Designed
for flexibility allowing users to amend the program If they wish. Price still includes the highly
acclaimed HANDICAP WINNER - more than 1000 winners every year - over 25% of them at
5/1 or better.

PRICES (Tape) £15.95 each. £25.95 any two. £35.95 all three. For discs please add £2 per
program. Order two or more and receive FREE a program to work out almost any bet. So
good it's used by bookies.

£hh| Advertised for six years In the sporting and computer press.

jr^l BOXoft CLEVER..GET THE BEST

21 ' BOXOFT (8P), 65 Allans Meadow Neston,
" South Wirral. L64 9SQ Cheque/P.O./

Access/Visa Tel: 051 - 336 - 2668
VISA

BBC B & MASTER
AMSTRAD CPC & PCW
COMMODORE 64/128

SPECTRUMS

BFart

SCANCA T
HOVE YOU COl VOURS1
JS SUPERB GRAPHICS fOR TfH)
fO SCAN •* KID" OUR LATES!
CuUECTBh OF WtSZ -.:• * ti

scnricnt mr-ii ogue
IJ7.9S in.Mo-jivg.

57 various clip art
Features on aur
popular C9/l disc

STILL AT £9.9S incl. post
R graphics guide.

^T SHIRTS

I

*£7.99
incl.

s&ntf us ytxjtr design on a
3' disc £• mp v& print ml

on ci mstibLu uJtfLs> shirt
in t*toch print-

STATE:S.h\L. disc returned
Please state MD2 or STOP PRESS.
Cheque mbh order please.

CLOUD 9*
ll? BRVn TYDDYIt.PEnTREFELin,
CRICCIETH.GMYflEDD.n. MALES.

AMSTAT* & STATMODE
MODULAR STATISTICS AND MATHEMATICS PACKAGES

MARKETED BY

5. C. COLEMAN LIMITED
AMSTAT forPCW & CPC STATMODE for PC Compatibles
AMSTAT 1 STATMODE 1 - means, it devs. variance, skev.. kurtosls. 1 -sample. 2-iample. and paired t-iestt.

l-*av-AOV with single and mull, conl intervals. 2-wav-AOV.oorrtlns, regression, histogram!, scetterararm,

iransformeiions, file store and retrieve, output to WP file, manual, Flexible variables and observations to a total

ol 500 l*| data point! 112000STATMODE 1

AMSTAT 2/STATMOOE 2 - 27 nonparametrrc tests providing a "complete Siegel". Binomial. ChttquareOI.

Kolmogorov-Smirnovl2). Runs, McNemer, Sign, Wilconon. Walsh, Randomisation)2), Fisher, Median
4*eatemion|. Mann-Whitney. Wald-Wol'owtu. Moses, Cochran. Friedman. K rusk al-Wel Its. Contingency.

Spearman. Kendall. Kendall partial. Concordance It n
AMSTAT 3/STATMOOE 3: FORECASTING
An snray of butinest oriented mathematical and statistical

software Linear and Polynomial regression. Trend and Seasonal
Variation, Multiple Regression Analysis. Transformations.
Eiponential Smoothing, Adaptive Filtering. Graphic display, full

printout, manual suited to immediate use and lor teaching
(Additional program for PC).

AMSTAT 4/ STATMODE 4: RESOURCE MANAGEMENT -

LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODULE
General Purpose Linear programming • Specialised Transportation

and assignment variant! Capable of analysing and solving
problems of sequencing, KheOuling, blending and allocation of

t 40 Page manual. IB worked examples

AMSTAT 6/STATMODE 6: SFANOVA
Up to 8 -way analysis of variance for equal cell sties. Unequal cell

sires on I -way AOV. Menimum of 2000 data points 1300 on
unexpended CP'M 2.2, 4000 on PC). Input from ASCII Filet.

Output to screen or teat file with full AOV table • main and
interaction means and Neuman-Keuls on mairt effects Manual
(Disc only).

AMSTAT 7 STATMODE 7: RESOURCE MANAGEMENT M -
STOCK AND PRODUCTION ANALYSIS
Calculation of economic order quantities for both single and
multiple items Dynamic programming to calculate optimum
production schedules for single items and consolidation of several

results into a multiple schedule. Also Pernio and Loreni analysis.

Output to screen or printer Includes operaiional manual with
"Ml 71 worked examples.

The programs have applications in research of all kinds, education, tales, production planning, work and
method study, financial planning, personnel, social work etc

"/ will cer-ra/n/y be wing them mvstW In the futurm and no reviewer can offer a warmer
recommendation than that." Dr. Peter Morrit, Amttrad Professional Computing, May 1997.

~n

flea L«t
AMSTAT 1

AMSTAT2
AMSTAT3
AMSTAT4
AMSTAT6
AMSTAT7

ANY 7 - 15% DISCOUNT
ANY 4 - 30X DISCOUNT
PIMM tnquin lor

Educational quantity diacoui

CPC
£26.96
CD.K
CI5J6
(26 36

C2S96
C2S96

PCW
£27.96

£39.96

£27.96
£27.96
£27.96
£27.96

PC
STATMODE 1

STATMOOE2
STATMOOE3
STATMODE4
STATMOOE6
STATMOOE7

C3B.95

CSJS
r».as
tmio
C39.13
CS.M

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST
AND PACKAGING IN THE
UK BUT EXCLUDE VAT

CHEQUES AND P.O.I TO

5. C. COLEMAN LTD.
33 LEICESTER ROAD. ASHBY DE L AVOUCH

LEICESTERSHIRE. LE8 SOA
TEL: 0630 416919

24 Hour Answerphone. Technical enquiries efler 6 00pm

ademark of AMSTRAD PLC and is used under licence

WORLDWIDE
S O F T WA R E

106AChilwell Road Tel

Beeston 0602

Nottingham 252113

NG91ES (24 hrs)

Tel 106A Chi Iwell Road
0602 Beeston

252113 Nottingham

(24 hrs) NG9 1ES

Fax No.: 0602 430477
All prices include VAT and 1 st Class Post in the UK.
Export, Government and Education orders welcome.

Arnhem E14.95

Bridge Player 21 50 £21.95

Business Controller (Digita) £59.95

Classic Collection £1 1 .99

Classic Collection 2 £11.99

Classic Games 4 £14.95

Clock Chess 89 £13.95

Colossus Bridge 4 £13.50
Colossus Chess 4 £13.50

Fun School 3 Under 5 yrs £17.95
Fun School 3 5-7 yrs £17.95
Fun School 3 Over 7 yrs £17.95

Locoscript II + Locospell £32.95
Locotile £28.95
Locoscript 2 £22.95
Masterfile 8000 £32.95

Money Manager PCW £38.95
Perfect Touch Typist £19.95
Popular Retrieve £59.95
Popular Payroll £59.95
Scapeghost £14.95
Scrabble £14.95

Small Business Accounts (Cash) £69.95
Tomahawk (Helicopter Simulator)£14.95

Trivial Pursuit £14.95

Sage Popular Accounts Plus £102.95

Popular Invoicing £58.95

PRO SCAN
ONLY £179.99

DEREK ROGERS
TOTAL ACCOUNTING

ONLY E74.99

SAGE CASH TRADER
Ideal for shops, pubs,

farms etc

ONLY £89.00

10 xCF2 Maxell Disk

ONLY £19.50

Please make Cheques and Postal Orders Payable to

Worldwide Software E3
Credit Card Orders accepted by Phone or Mail.



Software Guide

GRAPHICS 4/5 DOCUMENTATION 3/5

BLACKSTAR
£14.95 •CRL- 081 533 2918 '8000s only

A traditional text adventure with la/ge playing area. You explore

Castle Blackstar in search ot a power orb.

Takes you Into the heady world ot stocks and shares where
making money Is what It's all about. There's something
rotten in the state ot Scott Electronics and it's up to you to

find out what.

INTERACTION

VALUE VERDICT

ATMOSPHERE 4/5

CHALLENGE 4/5

BOUNDER
113.95 - Gremlin • 0742 753423 • 8000s only

A graphics bouncing-ball game . You have to direct the ball

over a treacherous network o( squares & hexagons. Persevere
- or use the cheat mode!

GRAPHICS 4/5

LASTING APPEAL 3/5

BRIAN CLOUGH'S FORTUNES
£19.99 • CDS • 0302 321134 • All PCWs
A cross between Monopoly and Football Manager, combining
board and PCW. Go tor league and cup success - but keep the

bank manager happy too!

ATMOSPHERE

CHALLENGE

4/5

4/5

INTERACTION

VALUE VERDICT

5/5

515

CYRUS II CHESS

GRAPHICS 5/5

ADDICTIVENESS 3/5 LASTING APPEAL 4/5

VALUE VERDICT 4/5

GRAPHICS 2/5

LASTING APPEAL 4/5

ADDICTIVENESS

VALUE VERDICT

4/5

4/5

BRIDGE PLAYER GALAQICA 2150
£19.95 -CP Software '0993 823463

All PCWs
The upgraded Bridge Player 2000. Excellent Tutor mode with
hands written by Nichiola Gardener ol the London Bridge

School. Retains strong play.

STRENGTH OF PLAY 4/5

VALUE VERDICT 3/5

GRAPHICS 3/5

LASTING APPEAL 4/5

CLASSIC GAMES
£19.95 'CP Software -0993 823463

All PCWs
A compilation of classic thinking' games on one disc: Clock
Chess. Bridge Player. Backgammon and Draughts. Excellent
value tor money.

f75.95 • Amsoft • 0279 454555 • All PCWs
Chess game with a stunningly detailed 3-D display. The play is

quite strong, with several handy leatures like allowing you to

take back a move.

STRENGTH OF PLAY 3/5

VALUE VERDICT 4/5

DOUBLET PATIENCE
£14.95 • Thurston Techniques • 0395 277496

All PCWs
Six well-known card games (trom Poker Patience to Pairs) to

be played either alone or against the computer.

GRAPHICS 2/5

LASTING APPEAL 4/5

ADDICTIVENESS

VALUE VERDICT

5(5

3/5

FISH

£24.99 • Rainbird • 0666 504 326 • All PCWs
The underwater world of Hydropolis is under threat from a gang
of interdimensional anarchists. They've stolen a focus wheel
and dismantled it: your job is to get it back.

Excellent graphics.

GREEN
£12.00 • Classic Software • All PCWs
Race against the Global Warming in this new eco-drama game
set in forestland threatened by over zealous lumberjacks.

Preserve your morality points, perfect your strategy, and you
might save the trees from destruction.

ATMOSPHERE 4/5 CHALLENGE 3/5

GAMEPLAY 4/5 VALUE VERDICT 4/5

GUILD OF THIEVES
£24.95 ' Rainbird • 0666 504 326 • 8000s only

To join the select Guild ot Thieves in Kerovnia. you first have to

show your worth by fleecing an island of all its treasures. An
excellent adventure!

ATMOSPHERE 5/5 INTERACTION

CHALLENGE 4/5 VALUE VERDICT

4/5

5'5

HEAD COACH
£15.95 > DGAICoda • 061 330 0184 • All PCWs
You coach an American Football team, picking players and
deciding tactics against real NFL teams and players. Incredibly

detailed simulation - a must lor NFL fans!

ATMOSPHERE

CHALLENGE

4/5

4/5

INTERACTION

VALUE VERDICT

5/5

HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTRE
£19.99 • CDS > 0302 321134 • All PCWs
Rve-in-one games compilation, leatunng darts, backgammon,
dominoes, cards and a wordsearch game. Excellent graphics,

original ideas and! presentation - darts has never yet been

ATMOSPHERE 5/5 INTERACTION 4/5
available as a gar e tor tl

CHALLENGE 4/5 VALUE VERDICT 5/5 EASE OF USE

FEATURES

5/5

5/5

FORESTLAND

ADDICTIVENESS 4/5

VALUE VERDICT 4/5

£14.95 • Classic Questsi'Audiogenic

081 861 1166

You're in a forest and you're not sure how you got there,

whether you are asleep or awake, and how the devil to get out.

You need your wits about you in this game to puzzle your way
out ot the wicked wood.

INGRID'S BACK
£19.95 • Levei 9 • 0344 487597 • All PCWs
Sequel to Gnome Ranger in which Ingrid returns to Li

tile Moaning to find It under threat from Jasper
Oulckbuck who wants to replace it with a yuppie estate
Adventure in 3 parts.

CLOCK CHESS 89
£19.95 -CP Software -0993 823463

All PCWs
One of the better PCW chess programs. You can alter the level

of play by specifying a time limit. Capable of very strong play

and the 3D graphics are excellent.

GRAPHICS 4/5

RANGE OF FEATURES 5/5

STRENGTH OF PLAY 5/5

VALUE VERDICT 5/5

COLOSSUS CHESS 4.0
£19.99 -CDS Software '0302 321134

All PCWs
A very strong chess game which manages to use time which
you spend thinking to plan its strategy. Bags of features, includ-

ing blindfold games.

GRAPHICS 3/5

LASTING APPEAL 4/5

CORRUPTION
£2195 • Rainbird - 0666 504 326 • All PCWs

CHALLENGE 3/5 ADDICTIVENESS 4/5 ATMOSPHERE 4/5 INTERACTION 4/5

ATMOSPHERE 3/5 VALUE VERDICT 10/15 CHALLENGE 5/5 VALUE VERDICT 4/5

GNOME RANGER
£14.95 • Level 9 • 0344 487597 • All PCWs
You follow the adventures of Ingrid Bottomlow, the intrepid

gnome, through a fairy tale landscape full of compelling puz-
zles. Humorous and rather quaint.

JINXSTER
£24,95 • Rainbird • 0666 504326 • Alt PCWs
This one's all about saving the civilisation of a place call

Aquitania from the wicked Green Witches. All you have to do i

find and reassemble a magic bracelet and redirect its errant

powers. A very atmospheric game.
ATMOSPHERE 3/5 INTERACTION 3/5

CHALLENGE 3/5 VALUE VERDICT 4/5
ATMOSPHERE 5/5 INTERACTION 4/5

CHALLENGE 5/5 VALUE VERDICT 4/5

STRENGTH OF PLAY

VALUE VERDICT

3/5

3/5

ATMOSPHERE 3/5

CHALLENGE 3/5

GOBLIN TOWERS
£14.95 • Classic QuestsiAudiogenic

0818611166

A game for beginners to adventuring. Goblin Towers sees you
as a brave warrior . seeking to retrieve treasure from a goblin-

ridden castle.

ADDICTIVENESS 3/5

VALUE VERDICT 9/15

KNIGHTORC
£19.95 ' Level 9 • 0934 814450 • All PCWs
You are an ore in this typical Level 9 adventure by the name of

Gridleguts. An addictive game with lots of action, plenty to

explore and mind-bending puzzles.

ATMOSPHERE 5/5 INTERACTION

LANCELOT
£14.95 • Mandarin/Level 9 • 0625 878888
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Music To Your Eyes..
New from RODESIGN, a dsc crammed full of

sketches and line drawings of musical

instruments for use with MicroDesign2.

Ideal for Music Society newsletters, school

projects or just for funl Disc comes
complete with printed catalogue and disc

drectory - Send for your copy of
MUSICAL disc nowl ah ,- ,-. ™ >.-* pa ...>- m.

Please send cheque with order

MUSICAL Disc

Giant Font 1 16" Times)

Giant Font 2(6 Guardian)

Giant Font 3(5 Outrigger)

MicroDesign Tuition (Full day)

Hi-Quality Printing for MDAs per page
Hi- Quality Scanning

mmM
l?5 MILWARDS
HARLOW
ESSEX CMI9 4SJ

10 00
895
895
895

80.00 ''/rave/expenses*

.50 (mh£l.50l
10.00 (3 images ' dsc!

KimTiTifl

3 m.nsofm*d-
blowmg entertainment I
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NEW MESSAGES EVERY WEEK
GAMESIJNE
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HOT LI
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299380
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PCW USERS IN MERSEYSIDE :

LOCOSCRIPT TRAINING?
Individual or group tuition - our premises or

yours - plus Word Processing Services on
paper or disc

MARTLAND SECRETARIAL SCHOOL,
17 Westfield Street. St Helens,

Merseyside WA10 3JH
Telephone: (0744) 45181

1

Sub-contractor for ET training

RSA Examination Centre - Training covers
Keyboarding. Shorthand. Typewriting. Audio Typing

and Word Processing.
: -iixuxxixxuxruxuxxjuxuxxuxxuxuxxuxuxxuxi: :

EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED TO
KNOW ABOUT LOCOSCRIPT

Plus a lot more you didn't know you didn't know

Produce perfect letters, reports, articles, mall shots and labels without

spending hours and £s trying to find out how to do so.

YOUR FRIENDLY AMSTRAD : £9.95
Locoscript 1 on the PCW 8256 and PCW 8512

LEARNING TO LOVE YOUR AMSTRAD : £10.95
Locoscript 2 on the PCW 9512 and PCW 8512/8256

Both books are A5 format, spiral bound and fully indexed. They
contain clear step-by-step guidance to all the word processing
facilities and 12 session courses for beginners. POST FREE from:

Daphne Macara, Pandor Publications (FP)

6 Kelvlnbrook. East Molesey. Surrey KT8 9RZ
Write or phone 081-979 3060 for leaflet.

TUITION : HELPLINE Locoscript 1/2 : Locoscript PC

8256 and 8512 PCW OWNERS-SOFTWARE DIRECT FROM
AUTHOR-LEAVE OUT THE MIDDLE MEN-SAVE BEE'S

JUMBO A * B Drive fomwt
Over 900 files on one disci The
answer lo your prayers. Gives

you the necessary info on BASIC
keywords The tool that needs no
manual Can be used dunns
programming with direct access

to the keyword Once used
never put down An invaluable

aid to every PCW programmer
..£7.50 >>

NIBBLER A Drive Format
The prosrammin3 aid that can
change variable names of any
type Saves you having to go
through your program line by
line Increases memory space
available to your program.
Manual and Auto Modes.
Another tool that will keep the

midntght oil bumr>g
..£5.00 ..

PANDA A Drive format

A must for discerning PCW
programmers. PANDA enables

you to quickly design screen
layouts. It takes the back-ache
out of writing routines to print

menus, charts, logos. Your
programming skills can be put to

better use! Uses too
numerous to mention here

..£6.50..

BIT-BY-BIT A Drive Format
Well, this gem really is an easy to

use graphic designer You can
create new graphics to your hearts

content Thrs Program WRITES your
own UDG program which you can
change or modify as you wish. You
can create 2S5 on screen UDG Test

characters View in both reverse

and normal video
..£6.00..

"SOFTWARE DIRECT FROM THE AUTHOR-
HOW TO ORDER:- Hand a blank unformatted disc to a friend

partner or relative. Tell them it's very urgent and must be sent

without delay as you have no time -too busy with programming
your PCW. Ensjre correct details are sent to us as requested
with your Cheque or PO made payable to--

SPECIFY PROGRAM NAMECSJON
ORDER INCLUDE DISC(S) WITH ORDER.

SPECIFY PCW AND No. Of DRIVES

ANY QUERIES ask for Brian Gibbs
Tel: 0736 50488 Fax: 0736 50488

GOLDEN KEYS
16 Tremaine Close,

Heamoore. Penzance.

Cornwall. TRI830R

MAIN MEDIA LTD
203 The Commercial Centre,

Picket Piece,

Andover,

Hants

SP11 6LU

Tel No: 0264 333830
Fax No: 0264 332650

3" CF2
AMSOFT 3" CF2 (uncased) 1 - £260 5 - £12.50 10 - £23.95

MAXELL 3" CF2 (cased) 1 - £2.50 5 - £12.50 10 - £22.95

MAXELL 3" CF2 (uncased) 1 - £2.40 5 - £1 1 .50 10 - £21 .95

CONTINUOUS STATIONERY
(Micro Perl all Edges) QTY

500 1,000 2,000 4,000

9.5- x 11" 60 GSM -- £10.50 £18.95 £34.95

9.5- x 11" 60 GSM (2 part NCR) — £27.95
14.5" 11- 60 GSM — -- £19.95 £37.95

True A4 70 GSM £8.95 £13.95 £24.95 £47.95

True A4 80 GSM £9.50 £14.95 £26.95 £51.95

True A4 90 GSM £10.50 £15.95 £28.95 £55.95

True A4 100 GSM While, Cream, Blue or Grey Bond £21.95 £39.95
Labels 3.5" x 1.5" (1 across) -- £5.25 £9.50 £17.95

Labels 3.5" x 1.5" (2 across) — £5.75 £10.50 £18.85

Labels 4.0" x 1.5" (1 across) -- £5.75 £10.50 £19.95

Labels 4.0" x 1 .5" (2 across) — £6.75 £11.95 £22.95

Labels 2.75" x 1 .5- (3 across) -- £4.75 £8.50 £15.95

Stationery suitable for personal organiser + 85 GSM £7.95 lor 250 sheets

PRINTER RIBBONS col Black DUST COVERS

Amstrad PCW 851 2/8256 £6.95 £3.25

Amstrad PCW 8512/8256 Carbon. ...N/A ...£3.95

Amstrad PCW 9512 Carbon N/A ...£2.95

Amstrad PCW 9512 -Fabric £5.45 £2.95

COLOURS AVAILABLE

Red. Blue, Green. Brown. Purple, Orange,
' Red. Blue. Green. Brown

Amstrad PCW 8256/8512 3 Pee £9.50
Amstrad PCW 9512 3 Pee £9.50

. _
|

ACCESSORIES

Mouse Mats £2 50
3" Disk Cleaning Kit (Amstrad) £3.50

MOBILE WORKSTATION

| H750 x W690 « D480mm - Beige/Brown or two Tone Grey £149.95

Ptease add £2.95 PiP per order. Next day £10.00

ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT
Please make all cheques and postal orders payable to. Main Media Limited —»

For Credit Card Orders please ring our 24 hour credit card hotline on 0264 333830 —

—



ONE POUND TWENTY PENCE
for NEWSWEEP and NULU

The Best of the Public Domain
A huge range of excellent and tested PD software for every

purpose. Languages, utilities, databases, games, text editors and
much, much more. Fully documented.

Send a formatted disk and £1.20 for your copy ofNEWSWEEP and NULU
Installing CP/M Software

The definitive guide to software installation on CP/M machines.
Comes with all necessary software.
£5.00 on your disk. Only £8.00 on ours.

Format Translation and Disk Salvage
We probably offer the cheapest and best service there is.

All prices include return postage
For FREE catalogue, please send a S.A.E. to:

PCW Software Library
1 1 Older Way, Angmering,

Sussex. BN16 4HQ.

8256, 8512 & 9512 External Disc Drives
A 3.5" 2nd drive is cheaper than a 3". It uses cheaper discs, less power and il you

change your machine to a PC you can take the drive with you. Our drives are titted in

heavy steel cases to give the stability to insert and remove discs single handed.

TEAC 3.5" FD235F (1 meg) (706K) 2nd drive £90.00

TEAC 5.25" FD55FR grey 40/80 track 2nd drive £100.00

TEAC 5.25" FD55F OU-3 black only special purchase £90.00

NEED COMPATIBILITY WITH PCS OR APPLE MACS??
TEAC 3.5" 3rd dnve (switched internal/external) £105.00
TEAC 5.25" 3rd drive 40/80 track switchable (grey) £115.00

TEAC 5.25" 3rd drive 40/80 track (black only) £105.00
Moonstone 2 in 1 MS/DOS/CPM transfer (new version) £29.95

Shareware MSDOS/CPM transfer program to run on a PC £5.00

Sage Accounts £45.00 Sage Accounts Plus £60.00

Sage Retrieve £30.00 Sage Chit Chat £30.00

Supercalc2 £35.00 D.Base2 £45.00

Memory Upgrade 8256 to 8512 £25.00

PINBOARD COMPUTERS LTD TEL: 0462 894410
Unit 9. Bondor Business Centre. Baldock SG7 6HP WSfl

PRICES INCLUDE PSP and VAT (FAX 0462 894460) ^mmB
ttt MONEY FROM ttt
bbb yoUR MICRO **
Your home PCW is a cash generator.

Get it working for you. Start now.

SAE brings free details.

Home Keyboard
Dept 8, 22 Shirlock Rd
London NW3 2HS

NEED HELP with your PCW?
Are you trying to set up business projects on your PCW?

Integrating tasks between powerful software programs like

LocoMatl. Masterfile 8000. dBase II, MlcroDesign 2. Supercalc.

or accountancy suites? Do you need the complete package

set up to run for you, perhaps a special program written,

or maybe some training given?

Help is just a telephone call away!

James Hot!

PC Software Support
GUILDFORD (0483) 303275 • VODAFONE (0836 622175)

A whole new way ol communicating your message:

CHEST-TOPPUBL/SH/NG/
Why limit yourself to mere paper?

Now you can use your computer to print personalised T-Shirts!

Use our special heat-lrans'"r ribbons with any software (text priming requires reversal) on any

computer to make a transler shoe! ot your design, then simply iron onto a T-Shiri or other cloth

item We also have two sizes ol heat-transler pens lor colouring your design, as well as

lour-colour ribbons tor certain colour models (like Star LC-10C) Example price - Amstrad

PCW-8256/8512 black T-Shirt ribbon C9.95 end VAT/UK p&p

(»

84 dillereniprimers supported

MGA SoftCat

41 Cinque Pons St.. Rye. E. Sussex TN31 7AD

Tel: (0797) 226601 fax: 226721

*»*j

i

Q6 Components 0995 606060
8256 RAM Upgrade with FD4 2nd drive Kit £116.00

RAM upgrade Kit £20.00 FD4 Drive £98.00

_ 8256/8512/9512 3-" External Drives complete £76.00

Service replacement 8256 'A' Drive (also used in Spectrum +3
and Amstrad 6128 )

- only £58.00

SPARES FOR & REPAIRS to Amstrad/Commodore/Sinclair etc.

Amstrad Service Manuals

Transistors, Capacitors, l/Cs, Cables, Connectors etc

PCW 2M printer extension cable £14.50

Remote Control handsets tor TVs, VCR's etc

Callers by Appointment. Cheques I P.O. IL.G.O. only.

All prices inclusive.

72, Croston Rd., Garstang, PRESTON PR3 1HR

A Complete
Service in

Computers &
Software.

Miles Better Software
219/221 Cannock Road,
Chadsmoor. Cannock

Staffordshire,WS11 2DD
Telephone:

(0543) 466577/8/9

Word Processing
Proicxt Oldce £27.95
Locofom Set 2 £13.95
Locokey £14.95
Locoscrlpt 2 £24.00

..£33.00
£18.70

LoroscTlpt 2 • Locospell 2 .

Locospell2
Locotnall 2 £27.00
Locofontsct 1 £17.50
24 Pin Drivers 8256/8512 £21.00
24 Pin Drivers 9512 £21.00
Tasword 8000 £17.95
TasspcllSOOO £11.95
Porkel Prolexl £39.95
Keyboards disk £17.95

Desktop Publishing / Graphics
AMX Compatible Mouse .......£49.95

AMX Slop Press .. £36.40
AMX Slop Press * Mouse £70.00
Micro Design II, £47.95
Master Scan , £63.00
Desktop Publisher £24 95
Master Pack £67.00

Integrated Packages
Mini Office Professional £2995
Plan It £15.00
Business Controller. £54 95

Hardware
Slar LC- 10 Printer £175.00
Star LC-200 Colour Printer £259,00
Star LC24-200 Printer £319.00
9512 Cut Sheet Feeder £30,00

Spreadsheets
Supercalc 2 £52.00
Cracker £3900
Hands On Supercalc £19.95

Databases
MasteriUeSOOO.. .

Dalasi ore II..

£30.00
..£27.00

Locoflle 8256/8512 £27.00
Locoflle 9512 £27.00
Locoflle • Locomall £46.00

Utilities & Program Development

Daatafax (inc free stationery) .

Easy Ubeller 8256/8512
Easy Ubeller 9512
Illsoft Pascal 80
I ..soft Devpac 80 v.2
I

I

isuit Knife Plus..
Loroltnk

£32 95
.£29,00

...£29.00

..£32 95

£16.95
1^2 <*

Scratchpad Plus £39.95
Pascal/mt* £29.95
Nrwsdesk Inicrnailonal £64.95

Agenda
32K Agenda „
64K Agenda
32K Card £35.00
Parallel Lead £25.00

£115.00
£130.00

Serial Lead....
ABC Basic.

£22.00
£22.00

English/French £22.00

Accounting
Vital Income Processor £32.95
Pocket Cash Trader £18.95
Sage Accounts Plus.... » ..........£102.00

Sage Popular Accounts £69.00
Sage Invoicing £48.00
Sage Payroll £48.00
Money Manager PCW £34.95
Personal Tax Planner £18.95
Stockmarkel 2 £29.95
SUA Cash .£45.00
Monrvware Accounting Plus, 1*2 £325.00
Cash Trader „ £79.95

GAMES
Leather Goddesses ol Phobos £19.95
ll/hlkers Guide to the Galaxy £19.95
Corruption £19.95
The Times Computer Crossword £14.95
Jlnxter £19 95
Arnhem £16.95
Tank Attack £19.95
Bridge Player 2000 M £14.95
Bridge Player 2150 Galacllca £22.95
The Fourth Protocol „ £1995
Colossus Bridge 4 £24.95
Stew Davis Snooker £1995
Frank Bninos Boxing £12.95
Colossus Chess 4..- £19.95

£69.95 Scrabble De Luxe £22.95

Just a selection trom our vast range ol computer software,

I goods sent within 24 hours. All prices include VAT and Delivery.

Please make cheques, postal orders payable to: ^^^^
"Miles Better Software" VISA

Access/Visa orders please phone for immediate dispatch. ^^^^_
Visitors Welcome.
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ATMOSPHERE 3/5

CHALLENGE 3/5

GRAPHICS /5

INTERACTION 2/5

£24.99 • Abstract ConceplslActivision

01 431 1101 • 8000s only

An adventure game set In post-holocaust Southampton. Hero is

a psychic 11 year old boy who can change himself into all differ-

ent kinds of animals, and who has accidentally projected himself

£19.99 'CDS -0302 32U34> All PCY/s

Surprisingly realistic simulation ol both pool and snooker games
- not as easy as it looks eitherl Foul shots, breaks and allows for

spin, side, strength of shot. Good value, despite all the balls

being greens!

into tne tuiure. it s up to mm i

prevent nuclear war.

cnange ine course oi uve IIS tiflU
GRAPHICS 2/5 ADDICTIVENESS 3/5

ATMOSPHERE 5/5 INTERACTION 3/5
LASTING APPEAL 3/5 VALUE VERDICT 3/5

CHALLENGE 5/5 VALUE VERDICT 4/5 CTD1I/C C(WC UA DDICD

£22 (membership) • Magnetic Scrolls

0279 726585- All PCWs
Join Official Secrets and you can have access to this excellent

adventure game, where you find yourself cast as Poseidon -

minus his godly powers! Rescue your fate from the lap of the

gods.

ADDICTIVENESS 4/5 ATMOSPHERE 4/5

CHALLENGE 4/5 VALUE VERDICT 5/5

IHE PAWN
£24.95 • Rainbird • 0666 504 326 - All PCWs

An excellent adventure with dozens ol superb screen illustra-

tions, zany characters and a host ol baffling puzzles. Will keep

you entranced for hours.

£19.95 • Mirrorsoft • 01-377 4645 • 8000s only

A combat simulation of a Hawker Harrier, designed In

conjunction with British Aerospace. Very detailed and realistic

but you'll need to put in a few hours with the manual to get

off the ground.

GRAPHICS 4/5 ADDICTIVENESS 3/5

LASTING APPEAL 3/5 VALUE VERDICT 3/5

TIME AND MAGIK
£14.95 • Mandarin Software • 0625 879920

All PCWs
An excellent trilogy of time travel adventure which can be played

in any order. Your task Is to protect the history of the world from

the destructive timelords -another very

atmospheric game.

ATMOSPHERE

ATMOSPHERE

CHALLENGE

5/5

5/5

INTERACTION

VALUE VERDICT

5/5

5/5

INTERACTION

VALUE VERDICT

4/5

5/5

RETURN TO DOOM
f/2.95 • Topologika • 0733 244682 • All PCWs

Sequel to Countdown to Doom; you're back on the planet

Doomawangera again to track down the ambassador Reglna

who has been kidnapped by some very unpleasant robots.

Another text-only adventure game.

ATMOSPHERE 3/5 INTERACTION 2/5

CHALLENGE 4/5 VALUE VERDICT 4/5

SCAPEGHOST
£19.95- Level 9 -0934 814450 -All PCWs

You're a ghost with a mission - to catch the crooks who framed

you on earth.You tramp your way through spooky cemeteries -

solve the puzzles and brave the vivid graphics, and justice will

be done.

CHALLENGE 5/5

TERRACOM
£14.95 -logi'stickM- 0223 423456

All PCWs
An excellent intergalactic struggle between you, and the evil

emperor Kashodex. You have to destroy his sky fortress in what

can best be described as a game of cosmic squashl Regular

tussles with Kashodex's space module leave you fighting for lifel

ATMOSPHERE 5/5 ADDICTIVENESS 4/5

CHALLENGE 4/5 VALUE VERDICT 5/5

TETRIS

£19.99 - Mirrorsoft • 01-377 4837 • 8000s only

You fit together bricks ol various shapes that drop out of the sky

at the bottom of the screen. The better the fit. the higher your

score. One of those ridiculously simple ideas which is very

addictivel

GRAPHICS 3/5 ADDICTIVENESS 5/5

ATMOSPHERE 4/5 CHALLENGE 4/5

LASTING APPEAL 4/5 VALUE VERDICT 5/5

GRAPHICS 5/5 VALUE VERDICT 4/5

SILICON DREAMS
TOMAHAWK

£79.95 • Rainbird • 0666 504 326 • All PCWs

A trilogy ol intriguing adventure games. You are secret agent

Kim Kimberley saving Snowball 9 from almost certain dooml

£19.95 • Digital Int. • 0276 684959 • All PCWs

A sophisticated Apache helicopter flight simulator. Impressive

cockpit view graphics as you engage in combat missions - can

be used with a joystick too.

ATMOSPHERE 4/5 INTERACTION 4/5
GRAPHICS 4/5 ADDICTIVENESS 3/5

CHALLENGE 4/5 VALUE VERDICT 4/5 LASTING APPEAL 4/5 VALUE VERDICT 4/5

STARGLIDER
£24.95 • Rainbird • 0666 504 326 • 8000s only

A sophisticated shoot-'em-up with 3D vector graphics and a

dose ol strategy too. Your task is to save Novenia. helped by a

complex playing guide.

UK TRIVIA TREASURE HUNT
£24.95 • IMC Software- 0604 54814

All PCWs
Pit your wits against the program in this carefully planned game.

ULTIMATE QUIZ
£14.95 > DGC Software • 0337 7444

All PCWs
Ten quizzes on topics as diverse as the Highway Code and the

Italian language. Clean screens and an easy to use program

make Ultimate Quiz excellent entertainment and good value for

money too.

GRAPHICS 5/5

LASTING APPEAL 3/5

CHALLENGE

VALUE VERDICT

4/5

5/5

WITCH HUNT
£//.5fl • Classic Questsi'Audiogenic

081 861 1166

In Witch Hunt, you have been changed from an evil scheming

rotter into a positively charming person - and you are not at all

happy about it.To be returned to your former state, you have to

gather the ingredients to give to the warty witch who can convert

you back.

ATMOSPHERE

CHALLENGE

ADDICTIVENESS

VALUE VERDICT

3^5

10/15

WORLD OF SOCCER
£/5.95 • DGAICoda • 061 330 0184 • All PCWs

A soccer management simulation game: you select squads ol

players for your international team and guide them through the

European and World Cups. Gives a good Insight into the kind of

strategic thinking required.

ATMOSPHERE

CHALLENGE

4/5

4/5

INTERACTION

VALUE VERDICT

3/5

4/5

YES CHANCELLOR
£/4.95 • Topologika • 0733 244682 • All PCWs

Become John Major for a day with this intense game/challenge

written in BASIC. Whether it's budget balance or inflation control

at stake, the Unions and the voters still have to be kept happy.

ATMOSPHERE 3\5 INTERACTION 3/5

CHALLENGE 4/5 VALUE VERDICT 4/5

NEXT MONTH
The guide continues with the categories of

WORD PROCESSORS, ACCOUNTS/PAYROLL,

UTILITIES and DTP. The month after will cover

DATABASES. EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE,

COMMUNICATIONS and PROGRAMMING, and

the month after that it's back to this month's

topics. Our intention Is to keep publishing the

three parts of the guide In rotation, updating it

each month to include all new products. If you

would like to see other sections of the guide,

back issues of 8000 Plus are available at £1.75

each. Meanwhile, if you are aware of any signif-

icant errors or omissions in the file as pub-

lished, please let us know. We intend to main-

tain it as THE authoritative guide to PCW soft-

January 90 81
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TOUCH

SCHOOLS OUT/JUNIOR PLAYTIME
Two games from DGC Software .

Schools Out comprises Hangman,
Wordsearch, Junior Crossgrid, Four

in a Row and Reversi for the 7-14

year old. Junior Playtime has 10

fungames for the 4-8 year old.

RRPE1 4.95 each
Schools Out £1 0.99 Order No.861

9

Jr.Playtime £10.99 Order No.8620

Price for both £19.99 Order No.8621

THE SOFT OPTION
Compiled by our own team this is

available exclusively through 8000
Plus.Comprising .CUT files (clip art)

for Micro Design ii, FREDA. BAS. a

MALLARD BASIC file editor and
DWBAS, a BASIC extension, and a

host of other goodies.

OUR PRICE £5.95
Order no.861

6

TOUCH AND GO
Touch and Go, recently reviewed

in issue 47, is a no-frills,

no-nonsense package that

should speed up the most
ham-fisted of typists.

R.R.P. £24.95

OUR PRICE £14.95.

Order no.861

8

®
COPY HOLDER
A handy accessory, easy to fit, easy
to use and easy to buy. Not only

does it make typing easier but also

keeps the desk tidy.

Just fill in the form.

OUR PRICE £9.99.

Order no.861

7

FUN SCHOOL 3
The best-selling education package
now available for the PCW. Separate

packs for the under 5s, 5-7 yrs and over

7s. With 6 games in each pack and con-

forming to the National Curriculum: it is

well worth buying for the

kids. R.R.P. £24.99

Our Price £19.99
U 5s Order Nc.8623
5-7s Order No.,8624

Over 7s. Order No.,8625

the ^^^^
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LocoFile

The pop-up database for LocoScript 2

^^M'~"
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THE COMPLETE HOME
ENTERTAINMENT CENTRE
A CDS compilation that brings clas-

sic pub games to your own living

room.

Backgammon, Darts Dominoes,

Video Card Arcade, and Wordsearch

all at your fingertips for

that rainy day.

R.R.P. E19.95

OUR PRICE £13.9

Order no.8611

,
and worasearcn
sfor

ĵ
^m^^

THE 8000 PLUS COLLECTION
Ex-editor Rob Ainsley has put

together the best hints and tips from

4 years of your favourite magazine.

Essential reading for all our readers.

With the disc it is even more value

for money.

BOOK ONLY:£1 1.40

Order no.8602

WITH DISC £14.40
Order no.8603

8000 PLUS BINDER
You need never lose another tip

again with these gold-embossed

binders. At last, you can tidy up that

pile of 8000 Plus's you keep

meaning to sort.

At this giveaway price you no longer

have an excuse!

OUR PRICE £4.95 Order no.8004

TWO FOR £9.00 Order no. 8076

8000 PLUS T-SHIRT
And from the latest fashion shows
we are pleased to present

the definitive accessory for the 8000

Plus reader who needs to do a bit of

gardening or late night programming-

The 8000 Plus T-shirt in glorious

American Blue.

MED T-SHIRT £4.95 Order no.8071

LARGE £4.95 Order no. 8072

LOCOFILE 8256/8512
The industry standard database from

the makers of the industry standard

word-processor. Combines brilliantly

with LocoScript 2 for the8256/851 2, in

an easy-to-use environment. Pops up

whenever you need it.

We are giving away a free wallchart

and a T-shirt with this package.

OUR PRICE £29.95

Order no.8044B

MINI OFFICE PROFESSIONAL
This has to be the Integrated

package for all your business needs.

Comes with "The all in one Business

Computing Book", this package

contains word-processor, database,

spreadsheet, graphics and comms.
We are giving away a free

pack of highlighter pens^

with this offer

.

OUR PRICE £26.95
Order no.8610

i free

5.25 INCH DISK DRIVE
This PACE disk drive is the answer

to your incompatibility problems,

and gives you the benefits of 800k

disc capacity. It comes complete

with TDOS which allows MSDOS or

PCDOS data to be transferred to

your PCW.
R.R.P. £189.99

OUR PRICE £145

order No. 8622 ®
CRACKER

Spreadsheet featuring PrecWon Graph**

CRACKER 2

Charts, graphs, everything you

would expect from the PCW's most

powerful spreadsheet. With

Paperback Software behind it and

our own Buyer's Guide rating you

can be sure this will fulfil your

spreadsheet needs.

R.R.P. £49.95

OUR PRICE £29.95

Order no. 8081

is.

, h

8000 PLUS MAIL ORDER
NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

PHONE NUMBER

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER NO

.

TOTAL
Method otpayment (please circle) Access Visa Cheque PO

Credit card no

Expiry date __^_
Please make cheques payable to Future Publishing

No stamp required It posted In the UK Channel Islands or the Isle ol man

For overseas orders call Kelly on 0458 74011

Send this form to

8000 PLUS
Future Publishing Ltd.

Freepost, Somerton,

TA11 7BR

874011 ASK FOR KELLY HOT LINE 0458 74011 HOT



TOO BUSY TO BACK UP?
We all know thai we should keep backup copies of our disks bul we rarely do.

Copying disks with Locoscripl 2 or DISCKIT lakes a long lime and usually involves

many disk swops ond il is easy to make mistakes; copying files individually is a
chore.

Written especially to reduce the time taken to an absolute minimum, BACKUP will

automatically bock up your disks either by copying only changed files or by
copying selected tracks, whichever is quickest. BACKUP runs as a self-booting

"End or Doy" disk with friendly LocoScript-like menus and it requires no knowledge
of CP/M. It is primarily aimed at LocoScript 2 and CP/M users, but those with
only LocoScript 1 will gain some advantage. BACKUP costs only £1 9.95.

Used regularly BACKUP will allow you to bock up your disks in seconds, in your
choice of 2 or 3 generation sets. As well as helping yourself you will also be
aiding the charity BACUP to help people live with cancer.

Order from BACKUP DISC (8000) British Association of Cancer United Patients
121-3 Charterhouse Street, London EC1M 6AA
Telephone: 071 608 1785 Fax: 071 253 0123

Please slate which PCW you use and number of copies required.

Cheques should be made payable to: BACUP Trading Co. ltd.

Access or Visa Accepted.

L H A LN0
computer support

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
TUITION AND HELPLINE

HALF DAY, DAY AND WEEK
COURSE AVAILABLE

EXPERT GUIDANCE

LORHAM COMPUTER SUPPORT

DROP IN CLINIC
YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO

DISCUSS YOUR COMPANY'S
COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND

TRAINING NEEDS

TECHNOLOGY
TRAINING & TUITION

FOR THE 90s
2nd Floor, Eastown House,

| Lincoln Street, Nottingham,
Tel: Nottingham 473715

I Fax: Nottingham 484562

The typset look for your PCW pages! Only...

OR choose our lull Desktop Publishing Service

for access to the complete range ol fonts and font

sizes. From just £4.00 per page.

NOCODING use your PCW normally. We capture

your document layouts, bolds, italics, etc., and

laserset or typeset your pages automatically.THAMESLINK
99-101 St. Leonards Rd. Windsor. SL4 3BZ
Tel: (0753) 863356 Fax: (0753) 858330

PCW DRAW
A full function drafting program - produces clear drawings on your PCW
printer. Draws lines, rectangles, arcs, circles, ellipses, also freehand
sketches with zoom. Detail Editor.

SUPPORTS AMXAND KEMPSTON MOUSE AMD 24 PIN PRINTER PRICE £39.95.
The improvements raise it up from the adequate to the extremely useful*
8000 PLUS.

DESIGNER - for knitting, embroidery...
For designers of knitwear, embroidery, rugs, mosaics and any craft that
normally would use squared paper. Program presents, in effect, large
sheet with up to 308 x 292 squares. Up to 8 colours / stitches / textures
etc. Graphical and Listing printouts. Editing faculties include Copy, FiU,
Move. Save and Load "motifs" - build your own library.

PRICE £19.95

Prices include VAT, P & P Cash with order

HTB COMPUTERS LTD.
Broadwater House, Broadwater Road. Romsev,

Hants. S051 8GT
Tel: 0794-516279

budget accounts
everything you need for your home accounts

• You can maintain as many accounts as you wish.

• Up to twenty categories for income and expenditure per account, each

with a column heading of up to ten letters.

• Up to 12225 entries per account on the 8512/9512 and 3075 on the 8256

• Up to twenty letters of comment for every entry.

• Single category and full statements in two formats for any group of

entries plus Income/expenditure balances.analysls and bar graphs.

• Printed statements and analysis - (8000s in a choice of 5 styles).

• Choice of normal/reverse video and 4 scrolling speeds for statements.

• Helpful informative error messages and easy alteration of entries.

• The program is properly documented and presented and includes a

demonstration account. It Is very easy to use with cursor driven menus
using highlighted selections at every stage.

Budget Accounts which Is available for all PCW's costs £14.95 Inclusive

and is available only from (please state model)

CODEX 8 CHESTNUT GROVE EALING LONDON W.5 4JT 081 840 0760

why not write or telephone for a free illustrated leaflet ?

codex

LINDEX - an ideal gift at only £9.50 incl

Invaluable in keeping track of all those LocoScript files! Creates list of

file names with size and Indication of contents drawn from LocoScript's

"Identity Text" facility. Output to screen, and optionally to printer or

text file. Runs on all PCW computers. Very easy to install and
use with clear instructions supplied.

'Simple, well-crafted program' - Dec 89 8000 PLUS

Super-LINDEX - more features & still only £14.95!
With all LINDEX features plus:

Output file which can be read into a database like LocoFlle

Disc drives A: to P: can be read, and disc name (if given)

CP/M mode (16 groups) useful for PROTEXT users.

'Very Impressive' - July 90APCW
*LocoScript PC users! LINDEX now available for your PC - send for details*

470 Leeds Road, Thackley. BRADFORD BD10 9AA gel 0274) 613300)

UPGRADING TO PC?
Continue your Locoscript experience with

LocoScript us
LocoScript and Loco Link £101.00

In stock

Immediate

dispatch

B
Top Copy » £1 00.00 Mini Office pro. £45.00

Locomail £22.00 Locotile £22.00 Locoscnpt/Spell £26.50
LocoLink £18.50 Locoscript PC £82.50

AMSOFT CF2 DISKS 10 FOR £18.00. 20 FOR £34.00. 30 FOR £50.00
Masterfile 8k £35.00 DataStore II £38.00 DBase II £45.00

Supercalc 2 £44.00 Cracker Turbo £36.00 Money Manager £34.95
ACCOUNTS Digita System 3 £48.00 MAP Integrated £87.50 Sage Plus £85.00
MicroDesign II £39.00 StopPress £35.00 NEW AMSTRAD GX 4000 GAMES

CONSOLE £99.00 (with a 15% Discount Voucher on ALL GAMES)
It's worth a call to find the best price I

Send, telephone or fax orders to: Prices incl. VAT & Postage
The Avenue Group, Desk 2, Tel & Fax: 0705 45401

7

8 Fourth Avenue, SAE for price list.

Havant P09 2QX pind us at stand G6 in the show

m

V jZ
COMPUTER
REPAIRS

AMSTRAD
We repair AmstfOd PCW. PC. Monitors ond Printers All repairs carry a 3 month warranty

" NEW " SECOND USER DEPT " NEW "

We now buy and sell Amstrad PCs ond PCWs
Immediate cash available for systems and non working units

We can also sen your system for you on a commission basis

All reconditioned units sold with a 3 month warranty
Optional I year extended warranty available

PHONE US NOW FOR DETAILS

DEPT.. UNIT 6, STANLEY HOUSE,
STANLEY AVENUE. WEMBLEY. MIDOX HA0 XJ6
lopposite Dorothy Avenue)

SUREDATA
TELEPHONE 08I9O2521B

S



Postscript
Welcome to readers' corner - the pages in which you have your say.

Well, the New Year certainly seems to have brought out the resolute in you -

this month's postbag is full of your statements of intent. We've got competition

critics, pleas from Down Under, clip art enquiries and Polish daisywheels, to

name but a few topics. To dish out your praise, blame or comment, please send

your letters to Postscript, 8000 Plus, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW.

Everyone's a winner

With reference to your Com-Slax com-

petition in your October issue

1 read with interest, in the

December issue, the list of "lucky win-

ners" who successfully noted "the 10

differences between the two pictures." 1

can't help wondering how they were

considered to be winners, as there were,

in fact. 1 1 differences as I listed in my
entry, as I'm sure other readers must

also have done.

I find it even more surprising as the

picture in the current issue highlighting

the differences in red actually shows the

eleven differences that I listed.

1 feel that somewhere something

must have gone wrong, and 1 await with

interest to hear your comments on this

rather strange result to the competition.

Norman D Groom
London

8000 Plus: You're right: something did

go wrong. But I can assure you that

there's nothing strange about the com-

petition results since all those entries

which gained admission into the sacred

8000 Plus competition hat had suc-

ceeded in pinpointing at least 10 differ-

ences (which we had told you to look

out for), if not, the full II (one ofthe

differences was inserted accidentally by

an over-zealous artist who shall remain

nameless).

Basically, we took this into account

when we selected the winners: no-one

was left outforjust spotting 10 differ-

ences when there were, in fact, II .
/

hope that's cleared up some of the con-

fusion surrounding our October comp.

Now or never?

You have done it again. In the

November issue, you said that there

would be a review of Sprinter in the

December issue. December 8000 Plus

arrives and guess what? Nothing; not

even an apology for not printing it.

How many months did it take

before we finally got a review of the

Amstrad Fax machine; was it three

months? And during that time I sent you

a fax asking if it was a first, because it

was down-loaded direct from my
PCW (no hard copy).

There have been other reviews that

have been late for one reason or another,

but. recently, it has become too fre-

quent. The December issue says that

you will tell readers about others who

want to start a PCW club. I wrote last

month requesting exactly that. This

month: nothing. I even enclosed a

stamped, addressed envelope.

Is your magazine a carrier for

advertising? Or do you really care about

your readers? If you are going to offer a

service or say you are going to print an

article, do it. If you cannot produce the

goods on time, say so: don't just leave

us in limbo.

Now I've got that off my chest, you

still produce the best PCW mag.

A punctual New Year to you.

Gregory Thornton Sinclair

Chatham, Kent

8000 Plus: And the same to you,

Mr Thornton Sinclair. As I'm sure you

can appreciate, when it comes to any

new PCW product release, we, the

people who bring you the n&vs, are

largely at the mercy ofthe original

product manufacturers - in this case,

Cirtech and in the case of thefax

machine. Amstrad. Sometimes, in a bid

to ensure that all the teething problems

have been thoroughly quashed before a

product is delivered into the hands of

the reviewer - and the public - the

suppliers can keep us waiting -for

quite a long lime in this case. All we

can say is that we won't mention the

Cirtech Sprinter again until such

times as we have it here in the office

on our desks.

Asfar as your club appeal letter

goes, it will probably be printed next

month. I'm afraid it's rather a case of

taking your place in the queue' : we do

get rather a lot ofmail on this subject.

Asfar as any other personal correspon-

dence is concerned, please be patient:

putting together 8000 Plus, each month,

is quite a demanding job.

Protext and survive

I have just read the December issue of

SOW) Plus and in the Tipoffs section a

letter was published saying that it is not

possible to get Protext to work with the

sheet feeder on the PCW 95 12. This

statement is not correct: if you follow

the steps below then you can. in fact,

use Protext with the feeder.

1

)

You must use the new version of

CP/M as supplied with the sheet feeder:

copy the EMS file to your Protext start

of day disc.

2) Make sure that Continuous Printing

is turned on in Config.

3) Set the Page Length to 76 and the

bottom margin to 13 again in Config.

4) Make sure that the Single Sheet code

in SETPRINT is 27 25 1 27 25 72.

I hope this clarifies the situation for you.

Douglas Thompson

Sales Manager - Arnor

8000 Plus: Fair nuff.

Got it covered
Being one of many PCW owners who

has difficulty in wading through loads

of waffle to find what I want and then to

understand what has been written, I was

going to suggest thai it may be a selling

point, or at least may keep a lot of read-

ers buying 8000 Plus, if you inserted, as

loose leaf or pullouts, a series in which

the various methods on how to use

LocoScript are explained very simply.

Although 1 have been a user of the

PCW for over four years there are still a

number of things about LocoScript that

I find difficult. Blocks and even pagina-

tion give fine a headache. This is mainly

because I have had little use for them,

but if instructions were laid out in the

suggested simplified method. I might

possibly use them more often. I feel

there are many such uses for users of

LocoScript 'hidden' from the user

where a simple guide would be of ines-

timable value.

I appreciate that, over the years,

there have been numerous articles

on LocoScript in 8000 Plus but. as ^
,|aniiar,v,9i|lo^ _
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previously stated, there has been too

much writing to wade through which

has complicated the issue.

E C Pake
Fareham, Hants

8000 Plus: Do you, by any chance,

mean a booklet similar to the one grac-

ing this month's cover which we are

giving awayfree? Not to mention our

special LocoScript (versions I and 2
cateredfor) 4-pagefeature beginning

on page 10. 1 hope these will help.

Sharp exit

I recently purchased a PCW95I2, pri-

marily to be used as a word processor. I

am a complete duffer with computers

but. having read the past ten or so edi-

tions of your excellent magazine. I

recently took the plunge and purchased

a Supercalc 2 spreadsheet. I must say

that I have found the instruction booklet

very well-written and informative

(much easier to follow than the User

Instructions for the PCW). but 1 am now
about half way through and have come
across a problem. The instructions refer

to the ESC key but. despite much exper-

imentation. I have been unable to find

which key on my keyboard carries out

the ESC key function. Please could you

enlighten me ? Also could you tell me if

there are any other unidentifiable keys I

am likely to come across.

Your September issue included

some free disc labels which I have

found very useful. I have looked

through your advertisements but have

been unable to find a source from which

I can purchase further labels. Could you

let me know of one. please?

Mr Dave Bowen. Bath

8000 Plus: Well. Mr Bowen, we
'phoned Amsoft. the suppliers of

SuperCalc 2 on this one, and they

proved to be singularly unhelpful. As.

indeed, did Amstrad when we later

approached them. Not having a copy of
SuperCalc in the office, we had a quick

delve through the blue 9512 handbook

with which you're supplied when we
buy your machine. On page 425 under

Commercial softwarefor the PCW
9512, it recommends that you press the

[EXIT] key on your keyboard whenever

you are prompted to reach for the ESC
key. That should do the trick.

Asfar as replenishing your supply

ofdisc labels is concerned, you've come
to the right place. We can supply you

with your very own 8000 Plus labels in

a variety of different colours: £1 for a
multi-coloured pack offive. Please,

whatever you do, do not telephone us

here in Bath. Instead, either write to

our Somerton office (you canfind the

address at the bottom ofthe Opening

Menu) or use our special Somerton hot-

line (again, phone number on the same

panel at the beginning ofthe magazine)

and askfor Kelly Porter.

For details ofmore special offers,

turn to page 82!

The Pen is mightier

I cannot wholly agree with Alec Rae's

review of Music Pad in this month's

issue. For a start. I have found its big

brother. The Composer's Pen, one of the

most user-friendly programs for the

PCW. It's even easier than LocoScript to

learn to use ! The method of entering

notes is convenient, the keys falling eas-

ily under the left and right hands with

the minimum of movement required.

I compose using the Pen and try out

the compositions using step-time

recording with the EMS Midi and

Yamaha keyboard. Notes are entered

this way no more quickly or easily than

with the Pen. The fact that the key for

the note "C" is 'Q' on the keyboard is

only a disadvantage for those "musi-

cians' who need to write the names of

the notes under their score, or use a felt

pen to label the notes on their piano !

MusicPad is a good program, well

worth its cost, but the Pen offers so

much more that it simply is worth every

penny. For a start, even simple piano

scores need the extra facilities Pen

offers, and for a professional looking

output, properly justified and presented,

the larger program is essential.

A R Shuttleworth

Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk

8000 Plus: Yeah, ifyou can afford it.

Body matters

Please can you give me particulars of

any suppliers of clip art that will load

into Micro Design 2 who include in

their lists:-

1

)

Outlines of people performing yoga

or keep-fit or similar exercise postures.

2) Anatomy and physiology diagrams.

F S Heilbronn

Leamington Spa, Warwickshire

8000 Plus: Try AGB-lllustrations (5

Queens Drive, Prestwich, Manchester

M25 8HQ). Their phone number is 061

773 2702. Or Educational Cuts.

Crosslets, Churchinford. Taunton TA3
7DW or, finally, talk to Gerry Austin at

PCW World. Cotswold House. Cradley

Heath. Warley. West Midlands B64 7NF
(0384 66269)forfurther information.

PCW Glasnost
Having just read MrG L Neville's letter

in December's issue of 8000 Plus, 1

should be grateful if you could pass on

the following information to him as it

may assist him in his search for a Polish

daisywheel.

About a year ago, I was fortunate

enough to be able to obtain (through the

kindness of an 8000 Plus reader in

Czechoslovakia) a Russian daisywheel

for my PCW 95 12 printer. This was

manufactured by a firm called

ROBOTRON in what used to be East

Germany. They also make a Czech

daisywheel, so I would think it highly

likely that they would make Polish

wheels as well. ROBOTRON wheels

have 100 characters, as have the PCW
daisywheels; the main difference is the

central hole, which does not have the

little metal stmts which keep the wheel

in place in the printer. However, I have

not found this to be too much of a prob-

lem; a little blue tack works wonders,

and has not - so far - managed to clog

up anything else. It simply means that

every time I use my Russian wheel I

have to ensure it is held firmly in place

before printing out - or else I get

Russian gibberish.

The address of ROBTORON is as

follows:

VEB Robotron

Optima Buromaschinenwerk Erfurt

5010 Erfurt

Mainzerhofplatz, 13.

I hope Mr Neville is successful in

finding his Polish wheel.

Mrs L Y Skipper

Cleveland

8000 Plus: Indeed. Thanks very much
for the information. Mrs Skipper.

Auntie Podean
I have recently purchased an Amstrad

PCW 95 1 2 and have been discussing

various programs with a friend who is a

regular reader of your magazine.

One of my reasons for purchasing

this processor is to endeavour to com-

plete a family history. In the April 1990

issue of your magazine there was an

article on Genealogy with a programme

featured. Unfortunately, I did not take

down details of that but can say that

only the company's name and phone

number were shown in the article.

For us in Australia this is not much
help in obtaining details. Would it be

possible for you to advise me where I

can write for the information required,

or would you be able to pass on my
request?

If you are able to help I would be

very grateful.

Brian A Mitchell

Holden Hill, South Australia

8000 Plus: The company to which

you're referring must be David

Computer Software, suppliers of the

genealogical programs Genny (£35).

Genbase (£25) and lndexer (£20). Their

phone number is 06J 439 4841 and

their address is 38 South Parade.

Bramhall. Stockport Sk7 3PJ.

Back-up details

Thank you for the review given to

BACKUP in your November issue. I

would just like to correct one point

made in the article which is not correct

and also draw your reader's attention to

a major feature which is not mentioned.

The review says that BACKUP
selects file by file or whole disc copy-

ing, whichever is most efficient. In >



ANSIBLEINDEX PLUS
The only LocoScript indexer. Ansiblelndex extracts from your

documents (with correct page numbers) :-

WORDS, PHRASES AND INVERTED PHRASES
HEADINGS AND SUB-HEADINGS
THEMES AND SUB-THEMES

CHOICE OF ALPHABET SORTING
CROSS-REFERENCES

The index is compiled automatically from this information,

and can be edited, printed, etc through LocoScript.

The package includes AnsibleCheck, the fastest LocoScript word counter. And

Grease, dreaded in high places, is as galling as ever. Plain-English manual included

Price : £34.95

Request our info sheet for more details. The price includes VAT, postage

and after-sales support. No extras!

ANSIBLE INFORMATION 94 London Road
Reading , Berks RG1 5AU. TEL: 0672 62576

pwiSS2rc GRflFl INtfZ
THE MISSING 1*1Mil
between MASTERSCAN and MICRODESIGN2
outputs MDA files for all MD2 page formats
will scan a whole A4 page and
output readable text

•extra speed/quality options

•compatible with LOGO and all DTP

L24.90 Cheque with order to

PHILOSOFT
Unit 8, 9 Short St. Colne, Lanes. BB8 8EP

tel. 0282 870197

FOR ALL WORD PROCESSOR USERS
Ta- ulations Margins & Lines, positioned correctly first time

TempMate Page Overlay The Page Boy

£5.95 (4 for £1 5) Word Processing Ruler

4 character pitch sizes £2.95

^avPJO, P12, P15, P17 (10 for £13)

r SAVE *
'

£10 \ SET OF 4 TEMPMATES & PAGE BOY £16.45

VSI FOR LOCOSCRIPT USERS
TempDisc PC/PCW (Business, Personal or Sport) from £17.95

Hundreds of choices of INSTANT TEMPLATES designed by a

Member of the Institute of Word Processing

Also WordDisc - a Thesaurus using LocoFile. XWorder - For Crossword Compilers

using LocoScript FoneMate - Uses LocoFile, National codes and exchanges with

appointment diaries, 5 year calendar etc. LocoScnpl Correspondance Course.

Please send lor details

Thurston Techniques
FHEEPOST Exmouth EX8 2YZ Telephone or Fax 0395 277496 __

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & UK POST & PACKING VIS*

EXEMPLAR DESIGN SmhSS «S

MD CLEARTEXT - best-selling independent font collection for

PCW MicroDesign. "Excellent" (APCW). "Fontastic" (8000

Plus). Superior text clarity on the PCW printer. Accents for most

west European languages. Wide range of sizes. Only £14.95.

MD CLEARPAGE - as above plus an extra disc of

supplementary fonts (including Greek and Cyrillic) and a

detailed guide to newsletter production in "upright" and

"sideways" formats. Super value at £29.95.

PLEASE SPECIFY WHICH TYPE OF PCW YOU USE!

We also produce fonts and production guides for Stop Press

and The Desktop Publisher - details on request.

dATAdlARY
dATAdlARY is a full functioning year specific electronic diary for the PCW. Diary pages

can be printed on A4 or organiser paper, or viewed on screen and may be customised to

your own requirements. It contains a wealth of daily information, planners, a LocoFile

diary, special character sets and more - dATAdlARY runs 12 months from each purchase

date. Pocket dATAdlARY 1991 (8256/8512 ONLY) pre-configured for personal organisers

and dATAdlARY 1991 are also available. K000 Plus value verdict 4 out of 5 June 1989.

POCKET DATADATE
Pocket datadate is a vast collection of daily trivia, arranged as a number of files, which

prims 365 pages with upwards of 20 famous birthdays, anniversaries and events each day.

A Zodiac charactcrset displays the sun sign on every page. It is continually updated to be

bang up to date when you buy it. What happened on your birthday? 8000 Plus value

verdict 13 out of 15. Feb 90.

£19.95 EACH For LocoScript please state PCW
model when ordering

A 4 Ideas
THE OLD FORGE, 66 CIRZON STREET, CALNE

WILTSHIRE. SMI 0DL. Tel (0249) 815082

KKLIPS
CLIP ART FOR USE
WITH MICRODESIGN 2
Supplied on 3" disc for

Amstrad PCW

Graphics reference with
every order

Choques/PO's to:

PW COMPUTER SERVICES
75 NORTHWAY
GUILDFORD

SURREY QU2 8SQ

ONI.Y £8.95 INC Pir

DATA - ACCESS
TEL: 0554- 771977

Printer Ribbon Re-Inking Service
Due to the ever increasing popularity of the Data-Access printer

ribbon re-inking service it has been necessary for Data-Access

to move to larger premises.

This move, together with increased staffing levels will, in

addition to expanding the range of services provided, ensure

that throughout 1991 we remain in a position to provide a

prompt and efficient ribbon re-inking service to Industrial,

Commercial and Private Customers both old and new.

Whether you or your company is based in England, Scotland,

Wales, Ireland, the Hebrides, the Orkneys, the Shetland Isles,

the Channel Islands, Europe, even in Ottowa - someone near

you is a regular customer of Data-Access.

So why buy a new printer-ribbon when your own ribbon can be

re-inked?

Save EEE's Contact Data-Access - It makes sense.

IF IT CONCERNS COMPUTERS
WE CAN QUOTE YOU A PRICE

HAPPY COMPUTING NEW YEAR
Have your FABRIC printer ribbon fully re-inked by the experts

and save £££'s. Send your used FABRIC ribbons plus

payment.
Price £1.90 per PCW ribbon. We will even pay

postage both ways on your first order

Send ribbon(s) plus payment tor-

Data Access (Dept 8+) FREEPOST,
LLANELLI, DYFED, SA15 2ZZ (no stamp required)

»Ribbon re-inkers to Educational & Local Authorities«

(Special prices 1" Industrial - Commercial ribbons)

(Unit U. LEC 100 Trostre Road, Llanelli - DytedSA IS SEA)
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point of fact, the program is much more
intelligent and. as your screen illustra-

tion shows, in the latter case only tracks

with necessary data in are copied. This

generally results in a much quicker copy

than DISCKIT can even produce.

Time saving (with security) was the

main reason for writing BACKUP.
LocoScript 2 disc copying is very slow

and usually involves 5 or 6 disc swops -

I heard of one person recently who reg-

ularly needed 13 swops! DISCKIT is a

bit better in this respect. These copying

routines do not handle the archive bit in

the way BACKUP does.

The statement that BACKUP does

nothing that PIP cannot do for free is

not true. For one thing. PIP handles the

archive bit the wrong way round, so that

you have to keep using the same disk,

which is contrary to the generally-

accepted advice that you should use the

NEW copy. Also, it doesn't distinguish

between the generations, so you can get

in a muddle.

PIP is also very slow and usually

will take much longer to back up a large

number of files than even copying the

whole disc with DISCKIT. Your state-

ment is therefore rather like saying that

the PCW does nothing that cannot be

achieved with a pencil and paper or

typewriter (given enough time!) For

small businesses which use the PCW,
'time is money' and for them BACKUP
will very quickly recover its cost in this

way as well as to improve data security

through making backing-up quicker and

less of a chore.

Stephen Younger has spent hun-

dreds of hours writing BACKUP (in

machine code to make it even faster for

the user) and it would be a great pity if

your readers were mislead into thinking

that this has not resulted in tremendous

'value for money' for them in terms of

time-saving.

Dave's Disc Doctor Service Ltd

Paddock Wood, Kent

8000 Plus: Thanksfor your letter. Dave.

Softly, softly

I have received the corrected version of

the Soft Option disc which resolves my
question about the adventure game.

Thank you for your attention to my
query.

Please be assured that my question

about running this game was far from

being a complaint. I fully expected the

problem to be due to my ignorance of

the intricacies of CP/M.
I saw and purchased my first copy

of 8000 Plus in April at the news stand

in Paddington Station and with it a

whole new world of PCW processing

became available to me. Not only did I

enjoy and find value in the articles, but I

almost wore out the advertising pages.

Software and supplies for the PCW are

not easy to come by in this country and

I was amazed at just how much was

available.

I ordered the TIPS book and Master

Pack from Future Publishing and was

delighted at the prompt fulfillment of

my order. The Tips book was well worth

my money.

So, that one casual purchase in

Paddington Station not only resolved

several of my problems but added quite

a bit to my software libn.';

I had planned to subscribe to 8000

Plus but a friend who saw how much 1

enjoyed the magazine beat me to it with

a birthday gift subscription. Hence the

unexpected Soft Option bonus.

No, I certainly have no complaints

with either Future Publishing or 8(XX)

Plus.

James H Sage

Dallas, USA

8000 Plus: Thanksfor your support, Mr
Sage. For anyone else who's run into

Soft Options difficulties, please send

back your disc stating exactly what

problems you're having and we'll get a

new one off to you. We apologisefor the

inconvenience.

On the move
I feel that Tim Norris must be living in a

sad, lonely world, if he doesn't appreci-

ate the truly magnificent LocoSpell dic-

tionary. As a biologist (there are thou-

sands of us. Tim!) I was astounded at

the coverage of the dictionary supplied

with my 95 1 2. Having used WordStar at

work. I found its dictionary incredibly

infuriating, lacking basic terms that

really ought to be there in a package

designed for professional use. In addi-

tion, it would simply give up on many
words, offering no suggestion at all.

LocoSpell will have a go at anything, so

that even the most garbled spelling may
produce the right correction.

In my office I've now transferred to

LocoScript PC from WordStar, partly to

retain some sort of skills compatibility

with my domestic 95 12 (and, once we
get the hardware, real compatibility) but

also because the WordStar dictionary

and spell check is inadequate. Adding

dozens of words to your dictionary is a

real waste of time, and that's exactly

what was having to do with WordStar.

I'm afraid, though, that LocoScript

PC has gained the boring 'unlucky' and

lost the useful "ouabain". Can I transfer

dictionaries from LocoScript 2 to

LocoScript PC? Or can I invest the

money in many, many PCWs? I have a

horrible feeling that both are impossi-

ble.

Roy Smith

Burntwood, Staffs

8000 Plus: Actually, you'd be surprised.

We'vejust checked it out with Richard

Clayton at Locomotive who hasjust

confirmed that you can. in fact, transfer

the LocoSpell user dictionary to

LocoScript PC. It is. however, a rather

complicated procedure and one that

can't be undertaken ifyou've merged

your user dictionary with your system

dictionary (the latter in untransferable).

Turn to Appendix I ofthe LocoScript

PC reference manualforfurther infor-

mation.

Medicinal compound
Being a faithful reader of 8000 Plus I

believe all that is written in its pages.

The article on Print Condition

(November) made me decide to clean

my printer. The recommendation for a

monthly attention jogged my conscience

as I had not touched it for four years. It

has always worked perfectly.

Since cleaning, the paper slipped

continuously, compressing all text into

four or five lines. Apart from stripping

the mechanism there appeared to be lit-

tle that could be done.

Then I opened your Ultimate Tips

Book and there under "roller shine" I

found the answer. During cleaning I had

wiped the roller with a duster. This had

polished the surface of accumulated ink

resulting in paper slip. As instructed. I

applied my handkerchief soaked in

methylated spirit and mainly corrected

the fault. It is still present occasionally,

but I am now using whisky which has a

similar action, with the funes providing

a mental stimulent during work. A sin-

gle malt is not necessary.

Alan E Crawford

Basingstoke, Hants

8000 Plus: Nice one. Mr Crawford.

Radio II

With reference to Alan Sloan's letter in

the November issue entitled Whistle

while you work, I too, like to listen to

Radio 3 whilst PCWing,

My machine is one made for the

German market, with a different plug

and port and a 'dongle' for conversion.

I hadn't had it long before I noticed

that you could actually stand the (cheap)

portable radio on the same desk as the

PCW. without any interference.

Knowing that the German DIN
standard calls for a much tighter spec,

on radio-interfering apparatus, I wasn't

unduly surprised, and assumed some

kind of foil lining to the casing.

A month or two later. I decided to

extend the 256 memory and after dis-

mantling the set, discovered that both

sides of the main board had tin-plate

covers over them, screwed together and

earthed to the common line! It might

have made the conversion a bit tricky,

but the advantages are enormous.

The original set had caused havoc

in the home, various members of the

family all over a fairly large house com-

plaining that "Dad had got that damned

machine on ".

Now they don't even know what

I'm doing.

Arthur Pemberton

Newport Pagnell

8000 Plus: Vorsprung dutch lechnik, as

they say in Germany.
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Successful projects, reports, courses,

meetings and presentations can be
yours with Brainstorm

• It's an ideas organiser

•
It enhances and encourages your thinking and creativity

• It lets you build and rearrange maps of your thoughts

• It's so fast, it never impedes your creative flow

• It's quick to learn and is genuinely easy to use

• It's a tried and tested product with thousands of users

• It comes with a full tutorial and reference manual

:'s sold and supported by the experts - its authors

*"6
Please send me:

IHAmstrad PCW disk- only

I—I Brainstorm- I enclose E29.99

I
The manual is on disk in both

LocoScript and ASCII text formats.

I

ID Further information

£29.99
all inclusive

E3
I My name is

My address is -

I

I

I

I ( Our full address Is 18 Courtlands Close, Hulslip. Mlddx.. HA4 8AX. Tel: 0895 677845)J
Please make your cheque out to Brainstorm Software.

Our address is: FREEPOST, Ruislip, Middx., HA4 8BR.

A FAST, WELL PROVEN
PROFESSIONAL SYSTEM
DESIGNED SPECIALLY
FOR BUILDING WORK

RUNS ON ANY PC
OR PCW COMPUTER
SUPER EASY TO USE

GET A DETAILED TIME &

MATERIALS BREAKDOWN FOR

f JOB - AUTOMATICALLY

CALL NOW

0387-88612

*Ub

for your FREE

fiM&TJJS® ©-yglKSSflS PACK

I Available only lo Building Trade Provisionals

KEubaardmaLe
New for

all

PCW 8256
Users

Flip up KEYBOARD COVER
Protect your keyboard with a rigid clear plastic cover.

Attaches to the Keyboard and cannot be lost.

Hinges simply fitted in seconds.

Much more practical than a soft dust cover.
Protects against items being dropped on the keys as well as
spilt liquids.

Only £9.95 inc. VAT and Postage
Cheques or postal orders to:

Silver Kings Ltd. Unit 10, The Tramyard,
Lakedale Road, London, SE18 1PW 081-855-0790

We can transfer your data between

CPC, PCW, BBC, PC
and Macintosh formats

373.575.25" disks

Details (SAE please)

MAPEJ (pcp)

Meadow View, Quinta Crescent, Weston

Rhyn, Oswestry, Shropshire, SY10 7RN

Tel: 0691-778659
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Find our 10 stars- and planets-related words

in the square below to win your

copy of Terracom!

There's only one way '

to beat thai feeling of

anti-climax which so

often seems to settle on

you once the round of

Christmas and New Year

parties have died down:

and that's to get yourself

engaged in some highly

addictive sct-'em-up and

shoot-'em-down star wars.

Terracom, the brand new game
from the French-bom company

Logistick, is thoroughly absorb-

ing - as anyone who read last

month's review will know.

The object of the game is sim-

ple: you have to destroy the sky

fortress belonging to the arch-villain

of the piece, a wicked emperor rejoic-

ing in the rather cosy little name of

Kashodex. If you don't succeed in per-

forming this imergalactic fcal of strate-

gic warfare, then the planet Earth must

cede to his tyrannical rule forever. And
it's all down to you.

All we can say is that Terracom

afforded various members of the 8000

Plus team endless hours of frenetic key-

board stabbing in the name of legiti-

mate reviewing.

Terracom:

it's up to you to

destroy the sky fortress

belonging to the evil Kashodex and save

the planet Earth from his tyrannous rule

The good news is that we've got

copies of Terracom to give away to the

four lucky winners of this month's com-

petition. So what do you have to do to

enter? Simple: just find the ten words

scattered in our word square, write them

down on the back of a postcard and

send it in to Terracom Competition,

8000 Plus. 30 Monmouth Street, Bath

BAI 2BW, Good luck!

N H P X E L T T U H s O s
P O N s E P A T K P F U A
G L 1 A D Y E V O S N w T
1 S H T P K S G R E N F E
W T U U A C K R V 1 G H L

! A T K R O L F F O C A V L
E Q A N K L L M B 1 G B 1

1 D A M B U O E N F A D T
C O S M O N A U T K R U E
z A R R S E T Q C S 1 L Y
A R M S T R O N G z N W |

V S E O R U L J A s H Z
R G A L A X Y E R T Y 1 c

NOVEMBER WINNERS
£-^ *»ui congratulations und five double-packs of DGC's Junior Playtime and School's Out go to Ma-

in i winners of our November competition who correctly identified our close-up photograph as

| the centre spindle of a 3 inch floppy disc. The winners are R Rlurton from Bury St Edmunds, VA
^ Davidson from Stanley. County Durham. KR Howou from Leeds. JR Jackson from Slearport-on-

Severn and, finally. R Jackson from Widcopcn in Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Congratulations!

NEXT MONTH!

u.

LocoScript 2
Surgery

oco expert Liz Bruce will be show-

ing you how to manage that most

fiddly of word processing opera-

tions; label printing. She will also be

answering all your questions on set-

ting up different paper types in

LocoScript 2 and how to keep them

permanently on your start of day

disc using the program's Settings

file. So, for everything you will ever

want to know about printing out on

different paper sizes with your

PCW. don't miss next month's

Loco surgery.

Trick or treat?
We will be carrying out a full,

in-depth review of one of the

most unusual pieces of hard-

ware ever to arrive in the

8000 Plus office: the Oyster

Printapen. This RS232-compat-

iblc printer is thoroughly portable

and about the size of a thick-set

fountain pen. Its Wales-based manu-

facturers claim that all you need do

is feed it the necessary ASCII files -

and away you go! Is it a trick or is it

a treat? We find out in next month's

issue.

Reach for the sky
Discovery Software have recently

released a new version of the astron-

omy package. Star Track, which we
first reviewed way back in the May
'89 issue of the magazine. So if you

harbour an abiding interest in things

astronomical and would like to use

your PCW to navigate your way
around the stars and planets of the

night sky. don't miss next month's

review of this new. improved

upgrade.

Cracked it

The February issue sees the penulti-

mate instalment of our Cracker II

tutorial series. We will be recapping

on some of the hints and tips that

have gone before and uncovering

some more nuggets of helpful infor-

mation lurking deep in this gold

mine of spreadsheeting ability.

Don't miss out on next month's final

Cracker episode.

The February
issue off

8000 PLUS
will be on sale

from 24th January

Be sure to order your copy now



DISCOUNT SOFTWARE
FOR THE PCW 8256, 8512 & 9512

WORD PROCESSING
Please stale which PCW model. All

Locomotive products arefor use with

LocoScript 2 only unless otherwise stated

LocoScript 2 24.95

LocoSpell 1 8.95

LocoMail 24.95

LocoMail (for LocoScript I) 9.95

LocoFile 27.95

LocoScript 2 and LocoFile 36.95

LocoScript 2 and LocoSpell 3 1.95

LocoMail and LocoFile 41.95

LocoFoni II and 2) 24.95

LocoFont 24 (Text/Display) 24.95

Slandard Printer Drivers Disc 16.95

24 Pin Primer Drivers Disc 19.95

9512 Printwheels Disc 12.95

Locomotive Printer Support Pack 24.95

3" Thesaurus (for LocoFile) 14.95

Supenype 2 (fonts program) 12.95

PROTEXT PCW
The fast alternative to LocoScript,

with Mail Merge and Spell Checker.

£37.95

DATABASES
Masterfile 8(XX) 3 1 .95

AtLastPlus 24.95

Comix Card Index (state model) 19.95

Minerva First Base 19.95

BUSINESS & FINANCIAL

MONEY MANAGER PCW
The best selling finance package
for small business or personal use

£31.95

Comix Simple Accounts 2 45.95

Comix Invoicing 29.95

Comix Job Estimator 55.95

full specifications available on request

Stockmarket 2 34.95

Cracker 2 Turbo, spreadsheet 35.95

System 3 (by Digita) 33.95

SUPERCALC

2

£39.95

PROGRAMMING
ArnorC 35.95

Hisoft C 35.95

Nevada COBOL 35.95

Pascal 80 35.95

DevpacXO 35.95

Maxam2 35.95

PRO-SCAN
At last a high quality scanner for all

PCW's. Based on a 400 dpi hand held

scanner & offering 4 scanning modes this

is the ideal partner for MicroDesign 2.

£179.00

D.T.P. AND GRAPHICS I EDUCATIONAL & TUTORIAL
Fun School range, by Database

Fun School 3. 2 to 5 years... 17.95

Fun School 3. 5 to 7 years 17.95

Fun School 3, 7 to 12 years 17.95

LCL sSoftware

Micro English (Age 8-GCSE) 19.95

Micro Maths (1 l-GCSE) 19.95

Foreign Languages, by Kosmos
French Mistress ( 1 2 to adult) 1 5.95

German Master (12 to adult) 15.95

Spanish Tutor ( 12 to adult) 15.95

Italian Tutor (12 to adult) 15.95

DGC Software Range
Junior Playtime (4 to 8 years) 10.95

Schools Out (7 to 14) 10.95

Ultimate Sums (5 to 15) 10.95

Ultimate Quiz 10.95

Others
lansyst Crash Course 18.95

Iansyst Two Finger Conversion 1 8.95
Crash Course is aimed at the novice typist, and teaches

'correct' typingfivn the outset. Two Fingers isformore
expericiu cd keyboard users, and gradually < oa tes you

into usinp all ofyour fingers on the right keys!

MICRO DESIGN 2
The best DTP program available for the

PCW. Drives 9 pin, 24 pin and even
Laser printers for top quality documents.

software only £39.95
with AMX Mouse £79.95

Mouse and Interface 47.50

Desktop Publisher and Mouse 59.95

Stop Press 34.95

Stop Press and Mouse 69.95

MasterScan 54.95

MasterScan and MasterPainl 59.95

MasterScan. Paint, and Mouse 99.95

MasterScan isfor 8256 & 8512 only.

It is a good value scannerfor digitising

hold black and white line drawings.

Please callfor advice before ordering.

CF2 DISCS 5 10
Amsoft 12.00 21.95

SPECIAL OFFER; 20 AMSOFTS, £36.00

Maxell 11.00 19.95

MINI OFFICE PROFESSIONAL
complete suite of Word Processor,

Comms, Spreadsheet (includes

Graphics) and Database programs,
manual and John Hughes' All In One

Mini Office Book

£25.95

GAMES
Clock Chess 89 14.95

Comp Home Entenainment Centre 14.95

Cross-Grid 10.95

Graham Gooch Test Cricket 14.95

Head Coach v3 13.95

Lancelot 14.95

Sporting Triangles 14.95

Tomahawk 14.95

Tank Attack 14.95

Hnie and Maeik 10,95

MISCELLANEOUS

PCW UPGRADES
8256 MEMORY EXPANSION
Internal expansion comprising solderless

chips and complete easy to follow fitting

instructions

£24.95

Dust Covers
8256/8512. 3 piece

95 1 2 (w/out sheetfecder). 3 pc

.

9512. inc sheclfecder, 3 pc

Ribbons
8256/8512. 14 metre fabric

9512 continuous fabric

9512 Amstrad branded Film

...9.95

.10.95

.12.95

each 3.95

two for 7.00

each 2.95

(wo for 5.00

each 3.95

five for 17.95

12 for 39.95

Amstrad FD2 700k 3" Disc Drive CA1±
8256 3.25" Second Disc drive 89.95

Amstrad FD4 9512 second drive 109.95

SCA 5 1 2k Rampack for all PCWs 1 13.85

SCA 768k Rampack for 8256 136.85

Flipper 2 Plus requires 512k 29.95

SERIAL (RS232)/ PARALLEL
INTERFACES

SCA PROFESSIONAL £49.95
SCA PRO PLUS £59.95

PRINTERS
All of the following printers are supplied with the necessat |

cubic for your 9511. Ifyau have an S2S6 or HSIlyou will

need a suitable interface, such as the SCA Professional at

£49. 95. A suitable cable will then be supplied to fit this.

We are happy to give our advice on printers. Please i all the

number shown below durinv normal office hours.

9 Pin Printers

PANASONIC KXP - 1081 159.95

STAR LC-IO Mark One 169.95

STAR LC-10 Mark Two 189.95

STARLC200 219.95

24 Pin Printers

STAR LC24-200 269.95

PANASONIC KXP-1 124 259.95

STAR LC24-200 COLOUR 299.95

PRICES INCLUDE VAT & POSTAGE TO THE U.K.
Education, Local Authority and Government orders welcomed.

Overseas customers also welcome, please call or write for quotations.
All goods subject to availability, all prices subject to change without notice. E&OE.

CALLERS WELCOME 9.30 TO 5.00 SIX DAYS

MJC SUPPLIES (PLS)
2, The Arches, Icknield Way, Letchworth, Herts, SG6 1 UJ

TELEPHONE ORDERS AND ENQUIRIES
LETCHWORTH (0462) 48.11.66 (6 lines)

FAX: 0462-670301

EUROCARD

Proprietor: MJ Cooper.



NEWSTAR
SOFTWARE
News From The Software Specialist

NewStar Distribution Limited, The Widford Old Rectory, London Road,

Chelmsford, Essex CM28TE. Tel: (0245) 265017 Fax:(0245)263969

Cracker2 turbo

The spreadsheet for the PCW
a

which won't drive you nuts!

lewStar Software o^aianihest

Cracker 2 turbo is the powerful, user friendly graphics spreadsheet specially

written for the PCW 8256, 851 2 and 951 2. Fast and easy to use, with a wide

variety of graph styles, why settle for a text-only spreadsheet when the best

costs less?

Cracker 2 is capable of checking entries for error as data is keyed into a work

sheet. Arithmetic, logic and syntax are all checked before being accepted.

Once a worksheet has been created Cracker 2 can translate these figures into

graphs, in high resolution, either on the screen or to an Epson compatible

printer. Bar graphs, pie charts, line graphs, logarithmic, scatter and hi lo

graphs can all be produced.

Built-in functions are available fordoing statistical analysis, complex logicand

higher mathematics. Special functions for cashflow calculations and tax

assessments are also provided.

'.': Cracker 2 Turbo supports 55 columns by 255 rows

a Makes full use of the PCW 32 line screen

Extensive graphing capabilities

On-line help and error checking Cracker 2 £42.61
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AfterLife

Thinking of upgrading to a PC? Now

there's no reason to retire your faithful

PCW, because Afterlife converts your

Amstrad PCW into an intelligent 9 pin

Dot matrix printer. Simply connect up

your PC to the PCW via the special

cable provided and you will be able to

print directly to your 'new' printer

• AfterLife £43.43

Touch'n'Go
Typing Tutorial

Can't type? Touch'n'Go will

change all this - with a little

effort, you can achieve mastery

of the QWERTY keyboard in

just 24 hours! At the end of the

course you should reach speeds

of40 words per minute, with an

alphabetic accuracy of 95%.

• Touch'n'Go £21 .70

)ver 5 years of supplying software for

hePCW user makes NewSiarprobably

he most experienced company in the

marketplace.

We were there from the launch of the

PCW with any CPM software trans-

ferred to 3" disk on request; and our

classic CPM applications, Touch'n'Go,

NewWord and Crackerare still the best

in their respective fields.

Several feature data and skill porta-

bility to MSDOS (IBM PC) systems, so

skills learned on the PCW can be car-

ried forward with no wasted effort.

NewWord 2
The classic alternative wordprocessor

for the PCW

Lost in LocoScript? You may be

surprised to leam that the most

refined WordStar workalike of

them all has been available to

run on the PCW since long be-

fore LocoScript was dreamed of!

NewWord 2 operates under the

CPM operating system, and uses

the universally recognised

codes that allow transportability

of the skill to virtually any micro

computer - including systems

operating under CDOS and

Unix! What's more, the files are

directly transferrable!

• NewWord2 PCW £60

• NewWord2 with Polyprint

typeface sets, if purchased

together £99.95

• Upgrade NewWord2 PCW
to IBM PC edition £39.95

• Upgrade NewWord2 PCW to

IBM PC edition with STAM file

transfer utility suite £60

(Return of original master disk required

with all upgrade purchases)

t£ Our affiliate pub-

^ lishing company,

'ftfr Paperback Soft-

LhI ware, publishes a

range of software suitable for

the PCW user, and don't forget,

NewWord and Cracker users

can upgrade to MSDOS and

CDOS systems, taking all data

and experience with them.

NewStar Software

Catalogue

Edition 10 Now
Available

Write Of Phone (or our free 64 page catalogue ot

IBM and PCW software

• Special section devoted to PCW

Users

• Packed with useful tips and

information

• More products

• Business and educational

software

• FREE -Just ask!

The PCW section covers, Accounts,

Wordprocessing, Database and

Graphics.

And includes - the full Locomotive

range , Micro-design 2, Masterfile

8000, Money Manager, Sage, MAP,

dBASE II, Cracker 2, NewWord 2, the

list goes on and on. .

.

Prices here are EXCLUDING VAT

All registered trademarks acknowledged.
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PAPERftAPYim^ Dont forget that our affiliate Publishin9

* nO/ltA C/f o company, PaperBack Software UK, operates

% ^? a comprehensive hotline and support service

**» ao«^
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on all its published products.

Extensive support, close integration ofthe facilities of UK published

applications and the easy transfer of skill and data to other types of

computer software like Cracker and NewWord, makes PaperBack

Software the logical solution for all UK users.


